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Directors' Foreword

"When Silk Was Gold" is the first exhibition ever devoted

exclusively to the luxury silks and embroideries pro-

duced in Central Asia and China between the eighth

and the early fifteenth century. These textiles closely

mirror the many shifts in the balance of power between

Central Asia and China that occurred as dynasties rose

and fell and empires expanded and crumbled. It is

difficult from our perspective at the end of the twentieth

century to comprehend fully the extraordinary impor-

tance that luxury silks and embroideries once had. In

addition to their timeless uses as clothing and furnish-

ings, they defined imperial, court, and clerical rank. They

were given as imperial gifts, and they were always among

the offerings bestowed upon and received from diplo-

matic embassies. As highly coveted commercial goods,

richly woven and embroidered silks were transported

across vast distances to ports as remote as Alexandria

and Venice. Moreover, tribute was frequently paid in

the form of silk-and-gold textiles. Not only did silk designs

incorporate current decorative motifs and themes, but

because they traveled so extensively, silks played a par-

ticularly active role in the movement of motifs and styles

from one region to another.

"When Silk Was Gold" brings together the collections

of Central Asian and Chinese textiles in The Cleveland

Museum ofArt and The Metropolitan Museum ofArt.

These are the two most important collections in the

West of this material, which dates from the late Tang

through the beginning decades of the Ming dynasty

but also includes some types of silks and embroideries

not preserved in China. These collections are the culmi-

nation ofmany decades ofdetermined effort on the part

of each institution to assemble the most important avail-

able examples of early Asian textiles, an endeavor greatly

accelerated during the mid-1980s to early 1990s, when

large numbers of such textiles unexpectedly came to light.

Many of these have filled gaps in the history of early

Central Asian and Chinese weaving and embroidery,

vastly augmenting what had been known only ten years

ago. In 1992, the two museums decided to mount a

joint exhibition as a way of bringing these textiles to

greater scholarly and public attention and of exploring

the implications of recent discoveries for the history of

Asian textiles.

The legacy of luxury textiles produced in Central Asia

and China has yet to be fully explored and published.

Despite their importance both to their times and to the

history of art, luxury textiles have been woefully over-

looked by art historians in the West. In China, important

discoveries of textiles dating, in particular, from the tenth

to the fourteenth century have been made during the past

twenty-five years, though many textiles still await ini-

tial examination, photography, and analysis. A compre-

hensive study of this material has yet to be undertaken.

This publication is an important initiative toward that

end. It brings together the scholarly expertise in Chinese

art ofJames C. Y. Watt, the Metropolitan's Brooke

Russell Astor Senior Curator of Asian Art, with the

extensive knowledge of early textiles ofAnne E. Wardwell,

Curator ofTextiles in Cleveland. In addition, a chapter

that provides the historical setting for this complex

period has been contributed by Dr. Morris Rossabi,

Professor of Chinese and Central Asian History at

Columbia University and at Queens College of the City

University ofNew York. The publication serves not only

as a catalogue for the exhibition but also as a scholarly

work contributing original research on such topics as the

evolution of silk tapestry in Central Asia and China, the

brocades of the Jin and Mongol periods, and luxury-

silk weaving under the Mongols.

In New York, the exhibition is sponsored, in part, by

MetLife, with additional support provided by the William

Randolph Hearst Foundation. The exhibition is spon-

sored in Cleveland by The Kelvin and Eleanor Smith

Foundation in memory of Miss Gertrude Underhill,

the museums first Curator of Textiles, and is supported

by a major grant from the National Endowment for

the Humanities. Our gratitude is extended also to The

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for its generous support

of this publication.

Robert P. Bergman

The ClevelandMuseum

ofArt

Philippe de Montebello

The Metropolitan

Museum ofArt
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Note to the Reader

In this catalogue, dynasty refers both to the chronologi-

cal span of a succession of rulers belonging to the same

line of descent and to the geographical territory under

its control Eastern Central Asia encompasses the east-

ern territories of present-day Xinjiang Province (i.e.,

Kucha to the eastern borders of the province). Eastern

Iranian world refers to Khurasan as it existed at the

time of the Mongol conquest and to Transoxiana. Iran

has been used as a geographical term, while Persian has

been used to identify the people and language spoken

in that domain. The Mongol period is defined as begin-

ning in 1207, the year that Chinggis acceded to the title

Great Khan, and ending with the demise of the Yuan

dynasty in 1368.

Both accuracy and a concern for the general reader

have governed the transliterations of foreign terms and

names in the text. The following standard systems have

been adopted for the transliteration of East Asian names

and terms: pin-yin for Chinese, Hepburn for Japanese,

and the Royal Asiatic Society system for Persian. For all

West Asian languages, however, diacritical marks have

been eliminated, as is currently standard practice. Because

the standard for transliterating Tibetan is extraordinarily

confusing for the general reader, the modified system

used in T. Bartholomew et al., Mongolia: The Legacy of

Chinggis Khan, has been adopted. Antoine Mostaert's

scheme for the transliteration of Mongolian, as modified

by Francis Cleaves, has been used except for the follow-

ing deviations:

c is ch

s is sh

6 is gh

qis kh

J
is

J

The names for cities and towns in Central Asia and

China have varied considerably through the centuries. In

addition, many Central Asian towns have both Turkic

and Chinese names. We have given the historical name

followed by the modern name in parentheses.

The textiles were measured in centimeters. Dimensions

are given in centimeters followed by inches, which have

been rounded off to the nearest eighth of an inch.
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Introduction

"When Silk Was Gold" is a joint effort by The Metro-

politan Museum ofArt and The Cleveland Museum of

Art to research and exhibit sixty-four Central Asian and

Chinese silks, tapestries, and embroideries dating from

the eighth to the early fifteenth century in the collections

of the two institutions. These collections are at present

the largest body of this material in the West and include

some types ofwoven and embroidered textiles that are

not preserved in Chinese museums. Nevertheless, the

two collections are not comprehensive, nor do they doc-

ument fully the history ofweaving and embroidery in

Central Asia and China through these centuries. The

textiles, however, are more or less representative of

what survives. While most date from the Mongol period,

all the major dynasties from the Tang (618-907) through

the Ming (1368-1644) are represented.

Of the many groups of textiles covered by the exhibi-

tion, the earliest material—the Tang and Sogdian tex-

tiles—has been preserved in surprising numbers and is,

to date, the most extensively studied. Conversely, tex-

tiles dating from between the tenth and the fourteenth

century constitute the least studied chapters in the his-

tory ofAsian textiles. We have attempted to put these,

in particular, into their historical and art-historical con-

texts. Because the extant material is, at best, only a tiny

fraction of one percent of the textiles that were produced,

there is very limited available evidence and the ever-

present possibility of distortions due to accidents of

survival. These circumstances are made even more

challenging by the fact that only one textile in the exhi-

bition (the kesi mandala with Yamantaka, cat. no. 25) can

be dated and attributed on the basis of documentary

evidence; by the textiles' having been preserved, in almost

every case, far from where they were made; and by their

present forms, many ofwhich are totally unrelated to

the original purposes for which they were created.

References to the production of luxury silks and embroi-

deries in Central Asian texts of the period are too general

and scattered to shed any significant light. Chinese

sources, including official histories and private writings,

provide much more information, but their usefulness is

greatly reduced by the lack of clearly defined nomencla-

ture. A particularly exasperating example is the word

jin. Generally, it refers to any figured silk. It also has a

technical meaning, but that meaning has changed over

time, and one is never certain whether a writer in a given

historical period is using it in the general or in the

specific sense—or, indeed, misusing the term altogether.

Thus the term jinjin (the first jin stands for "gold") can

refer to a lampas weave with gold threads or to a gold

brocade such as those covered in the third chapter.

Conversely, the term nasbishi (the Chinese transcription of

nasij) is usually translated into English, via the Chinese

term jinjin, as "gold brocade"—which it never is. In this

regard, we are happy to report that over the past decade

this problem has been vigorously tackled by scholars in

China who write on textile history and technology. A
standard terminology is being established, and much

work has been done to elucidate the possible meanings

of terms in different historical periods.

The first chapter, "Early Exchanges: Silks from the 8th

through the nth Century," includes drawloom-woven

silks and one printed silk that date from between the High

Tang and the Liao/Northern Song period. The Tang

silks are woven with designs that emerged in the early

eighth century, became dominant decorative schemes

in the High Tang (roughly the first half of the eighth

century), and in some cases continued to evolve in the

Liao dynasty (907-1125). The patterns of the Sogdian

silks reveal the strategic position on the east-west trade

routes of Sogdiana, while related silks woven with Sogdian

motifs are testimony to the influence of Sogdian culture

throughout the more eastern territories of Central Asia.

In contrast to the study ofTang and Sogdian silks, that

of Liao silks is still in its infancy. A surprising number

of Liao textiles have come to light within the last few

decades; nevertheless, many pieces still await initial

examination and documentation, and no comprehen-

sive study of the surviving corpus has yet been under-

taken. Liao examples in the exhibition document the

final evolutionary stages of patterns established during

the Tang dynasty and are among the few Liao textiles

preserved in the West. The latest textiles in this sec-

tion date from the eleventh century. Unfortunately,

archaeological material has not survived in sufficient

quantity to support a comprehensive study of Song

—

particularly Northern Song—textiles. Nevertheless,

the exhibition does include the only Northern Song

Detail, cat. no. 20



silk known to have been found in Iran (cat. no. n) and the

only surviving Chinese textile that can be directly asso-

ciated with the important sea trade in the Song period.

The second chapter includes tapestries made of silk and

often gold, known as kesu Dating from approximately the

eleventh through the fourteenth century, some belong

to the end of a long history of kesi weaving among the

Uyghur peoples of Central Asia, while others document

the transmission of the kesi technique from the Uyghurs

to the Khitans of the Liao dynasty, the Tanguts of the

Xia dynasty (1032-1227), and the Chinese during the

Song (960-1279) and Yuan (1279-1368) dynasties. In

the hands of the Chinese, the evolution of kesi dramati-

cally departed from being strictly a textile tradition and

came to emulate painting. Thanks to important exam-

ples that have come to light from ancient collections,

it is now possible to delineate the migration of the silk

tapestry technique from Central Asia to China—

a

process that has long been debated but without the sup-

port of actual examples.

Gold-brocaded silks woven in the Jin territories are

the subject of the third chapter. This is another area in

which research is new. Textiles from the Jin dynasty

(1115-1234) were discovered only less than a decade ago,

when the tomb of Prince Qi and his consort was exca-

vated at Acheng, Heilongjiang Province. Concurrent

with the study of these archaeological finds, examples

from ancient collections were being recognized as Jin

for iconographic and technical reasons as well. Whereas

the brocades from the tomb were produced for the

imperial family, those in the exhibition were woven for

the court and thereby provide an additional dimension

to the small corpus ofJin brocades known thus far. Of
particular interest are the brocades woven following the

Mongol conquest, which document the influence of

craftsmen from the eastern Iranian world who were

resettled in Jin territory, particularly in Hongzhou.

The fourth chapter, "Luxury-Silk "Weaving under the

Mongols," raises complex art-historical questions, par-

ticularly regarding attribution. Several of the textiles

discussed in this chapter document the movement of

motifs, patterns, and techniques between the eastern

Iranian world and northern China, as populations of

craftsmen were resettled in distant lands. Others were

included in the countless bales of richly woven silks that

were transported over trade routes in unprecedented

numbers to destinations as remote as European courts

and churches. Several of the silk-and-gold textiles in

the exhibition appear to have been part of the patronage

ofTibetan sects by members of the Mongol imperial

family. This patronage was an important step in the

solidification of Mongol-Tibetan relations that, in the

Yuan and early Ming, gave rise to the so-called Sino-

Tibetan style.

In order to place the textiles in the first four chapters

—

particularly those dating from the tenth to the fourteenth

century—in their larger historical and art-historical con-

texts, each chapter begins with an extensive introduction.

With a few exceptions, the catalogue entries that follow

are comparatively short. Each provides a description as

well as a technical analysis of the textile. Additional

discussion, when included, is limited to points specific

to the textile that were not discussed in the introduction.

The fifth chapter is dedicated to embroideries. Dating

from the Tang to the early Ming dynasty, they include rare

examples of Central Asian embroidery of the twelfth and

fourteenth centuries, needleloop embroideries, and an

important group of Sino-Tibetan embroideries. Unlike

the woven material in the first four chapters, they do

not fall into clearly defined groups. Rather, as individual

examples of their period or type, they contribute a

wealth of stylistic, iconographic, and technical informa-

tion to what has been known thus far of Chinese and

Central Asian embroidery. For these reasons, this chap-

ter has been presented differently from those on woven

and printed textiles; the information about and discus-

sion concerning each embroidery have been presented

in the catalogue entries rather than in the introduction,

which is, accordingly, relatively brief.

This is an exhibition that can be studied and enjoyed

from many points of view. It is our particular hope,

however, that the material will expand what has been

known ofAsian textiles produced between the Tang and

the early Ming period, especially those dating frrfm the

tenth to the fourteenth century. It is further hoped that,

in the future, there will be greater recognition among

art historians of the importance of luxury textiles to the

history ofAsian art. Costly silks and embroideries were,

after all, the primary vehicle in the Tang and particularly

the Mongol periods for the migration of motifs and

designs from one part ofAsia to another. Textiles, more-

over, are sometimes the only medium to document the

survival and dissemination of a motif over the centuries.

This is true, for example, of the Sogdian deer with its

mushroom-shaped antler (cat. no. 14). The exhibition

also provides examples of the early occurrence on

Central Asian textiles of the motif of the lotus plant

with trefoil leaf (cat. nos. 13 and 50), which became

incorporated in a ubiquitous decorative pattern in

fourteenth-century China, not only on textiles but in

architectural ornaments and on early blue-and-white

porcelain.



The art-historical repercussions of historical events are

often clearly evidenced in luxury textiles. Those of the

Mongol period, for example, document the movement

of both imagery and technique that resulted from the

resettlement of artisans so vividly recorded in histories

and travel accounts of the period. In addition, textiles

often provide material evidence of the cultural and reli-

gious ties that linked ethnic peoples, as well as the impe-

tus to artistic creativity spurred by exposure through

trade to foreign and exotic goods.

We hope, too, that through this exhibition the impor-

tance of luxury textiles in other contexts, such as history,

society, economics, and religious expression, will become

more apparent. Textiles in the form of costume defined

social as well as ecclesiastical position and authority. The

finest products of imperial embroidery and weaving

workshops were among the gifts presented by emperors

and imperial family members to other rulers, emissaries,

and distinguished persons. Richly woven textiles formed

the backbone of international commerce that extended

as far west as Europe. Many textiles were created simply

to enhance life by making human surroundings beauti-

ful, while others served to transform secular space into

sacred space. And some, representing deities, were cen-

tral to religious worship and spiritual practices.

In the final analysis, however, luxury silks and embroi-

deries are works of art and, as such, can both move and

inspire us. For the Mongols, textiles were a higher form

of the plastic arts than painting or sculpture. It is hoped

that the exhibition will engender a sense of awe for the

magnificence and beauty of textiles created in a period

when silk was indeed as precious as gold.
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206 b.c.-a.d. 220 Han Dynasty

Western (Former) Han 206 b.c.-a.d. 9
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220-589 Six Dynasties

Three Kingdoms 220-265

Western Jin Dynasty. 265-317
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618-907 Tang Dynasty

907-1125 Liao Dynasty

960-1279 Song Dynasty

Northern Song 960—1127

Southern Song 1127-1279

1032-1227 Tangut Xia Dynasty

1115-1234 Jin Dynasty

1279-1368 Yuan Dynasty

1368-1644 Ming Dynasty



The Silk Trade in China and

Central Asia

Morris Rossabi

Tea, porcelain, and, in par-

ticular, silk evoke images of

China. The English words

for these valuable commodi-

ties reveal their origins. Tea

derives from the term used

for the beverage in Amoy
(Xiamen) dialect; china

preceded porcelain as the

English designation for that highly prized ware; and silk

was coined from the Greek name for China (Seres).

Silk became so closely identified with China and for-

eigners craved it so much that the nineteenth-century

writer Ferdinand von Richthofen labeled the overland

routes radiating from China to Central Asia, West Asia,

and Europe the Silk Roads (Seidenstrassen).
1 To foreign-

ers, the silk conveyed along the Silk Roads became as

valuable as gold. Similarly, the Chinese prized silk for the

astonishing variety of uses it served—as a gift, in rituals,

as a demarcation of social status, and as payment of taxes.

Like the foreigners, the Chinese virtually converted silk

into gold by using it also as currency

Regular commerce in Chinese silk may be traced to the

embassy of Zhang Qian.
2 The Han emperor Wu (r. 141-

87 B.C.) had dispatched Zhang to seek allies in Central

Asia for a campaign against a bellicose neighbor that was

threatening China s northern borders. 3 Zhang failed to

attract foreign support, but the mission served to inform

China about Central Asia and vice versa, and further, it

piqued mutual interest in the goods produced in the

other's domain. The Central Asians, and later the Persians

and the inhabitants of the Roman Empire, learned of

and began to covet Chinese products, particularly silk,

which led eventually to the development of the Silk Roads.

The overland Silk Roads, which wound around north-

west China, circumvented the Taklamakan Desert, halted

at such renowned oases as Shazhou (Dunhuang), Turfan,

and Khotan, crossed Central Asia, and headed for Palmyra

and the eastern Mediterranean, entailed many hard-

ships—sandstorms, avalanches, banditry, and exorbitant

tariffs. Nevertheless, the elites ofWest Asia and Europe

were willing to pay substantial sums for Chinese prod-

ucts, particularly silk, and thus trade was lucrative and

persisted. Merchants, aware of the profits to be garnered

through the silk trade, gambled on their ability to over-

come the many obstacles that awaited them. The fall of

the Han in a.d. 220, however, which resulted in politi-

cal and social disunity, and the proliferation of dynasties

that controlled only parts of China led to the virtual

cessation of the Silk Roads trade.

The Silk Trade under the Tang

When China was reunified in the late sixth century,

commerce in silk increased, partly because the Tang

dynasty (618-907) opted for an expansionist foreign

policy. By the middle of the seventh century, Chinese

troops had consolidated their authority over Central Asia

all the way to Kashgar. Safe passage during the seventh

and eighth centuries, which allowed merchants and clerics

to reach China with new goods, ideas, and technologies,

meant that China would be in touch with developments

in Iran, India, and Central Asia. 4

The rapidly accelerating pace of contact with the outside

world during the Tang dynasty also resulted in the growth

of commerce in silk. Increasing quantities of Chinese silk

were taken to Central and West Asia, and Sasanian Iran,

too, provided a sizable market. The Sasanians wove their

own designs on the silks, and Sasanian motifs achieved

renown and popularity, especially in Central Asia. Sogdian

merchants from Central Asia purveyed these silks across

Asia and served as the most important of the intermedi-

aries in this commerce, introducing throughout Asia "a

new gold in the form of silk."
5

Central and West Asian demand for Chinese silks led

not only to the relocation of Chinese silk workers but to

their protection. They were also accorded high status. A
battle between Arab and Tang armies near the Talas River

in Central Asia in 751 resulted in the capture of Chinese

artisans whose lives were spared. One of the prisoners,
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The Tang Dynasty and the Silk Roads, ca. 750

Du Huan, reported that communities of silk weavers,

gold and silk workers, and painters had been resettled

in Baghdad, the capital of the recently established Arab

dynasty, but that some silk weavers had remained in

Samarkand. A tenth-century history of the Central

Asian town of Bukhara confirms the special position

accorded to Chinese merchants and artisans. The author

reported that during the Islamic invasion of Bukhara

early in the eighth century, the conquerors spared the

lives of four hundred captured Chinese merchants and

craftsmen, including several textile workers.
6 During

this period, Central and West Asian peoples, including

craftsmen, also migrated eastward, introducing their

techniques to Tang China.

Both Sogdian and Chinese textile artisans lived in many

different regions in Asia. Approximately one hundred

so-called Sogdian textiles dating from the seventh to the

tenth century have been preserved, some found in graves

in the northern Caucasus and others in European churches.

Of the finds from the northern Caucasus, however, a

considerable number have been classified as Byzantine

and Chinese as well as Sogdian, indicating the traffic in

the region. Chinese weavers who resided in Central Asia

and Sogdian weavers who established communities in or

adjacent to China surely intermingled, and their styles

were no doubt mutually influential. 7

Sogdian influence may also readily be observed in the

Tang silk trade with the Uyghur Turks then residing in

Mongolia. In return for assistance in crushing a rebel-

lion against the Tang imperial family in the 750s, the

Uyghurs demanded the establishment of markets along

their common borders. The Uyghurs supplied horses,

which the Chinese desperately needed, and in return

they were given silk. Although most of the Chinese

shipments consisted ofraw silk, the Uyghurs also obtained

silk fabric and, on occasion, silks with designs. The

Sogdians, who had established strong commercial links

with the Uyghurs, then transported the silk to Central

and West Asia. The quantities of silk transmitted to the

Uyghurs for their own consumption or for sale to other

peoples farther west were staggering and had a decided

effect on the Chinese economy.
8



The Uyghurs would, in fact, turn out to be among

the most important of China's northern neighbors.

While some were farmers, others were merchants, and

they traded throughout Central and East Asia. As

increasing numbers of Uyghurs settled, an artisan class

developed. Both as traders and as weavers, they would

influence the development of silk production and com-

merce in Central Asia and in China from the mid-eighth

to the fifteenth century—the chronological span of this

exhibition.

Islam, too, served as a catalyst to the silk trade, Muslim

merchants and artisans serving as intermediaries in the

transmission of Chinese motifs into Central Asia and

Iran. By the middle of the ninth century, Muslims had

established autonomous communities in northwest and

southeast China. Opposition to trade with these com-

munities from members of the Chinese scholar-official

elite failed to impede commerce in silk. Muslim merchants

thus persisted in and profited from the transmission of silk

to Central and West Asia. Lack ofdocumentation makes it

difficult to estimate either the number of Muslim weavers

in these settlements or their possible contribution to

silk production. It would be surprising, however, if

weavers were not integral members of these communi-

ties, considering the growing number of fabrics pro-

duced in Central and West Asia.

The decline of the Tang dynasty beginning in the

middle of the eighth century jeopardized and eventually

subverted what had become a lively commerce in silks.

Unrest and violence were endemic, and with the Tang

military unable to rein in the increasingly unruly bands

of outlaws, brigandage and banditry raged in China into

the ninth century. At this time as well, the imperial court

sanctioned the suppression of Buddhist monasteries.

Through lavish gifts from fervent believers and through

tax exemptions from court, the monasteries had amassed

considerable wealth and had proved generous commis-

sioners of silk banners and sutra covers, among other

religious artifacts. 9 In part to obtain badly needed funds,

the court in the 840s issued edicts that amounted to a

full-scale campaign against the Buddhist establishment,

and within a short time 40,000 shrines and 4,600 monas-

teries had been razed and perhaps more than 260,000

monks and nuns defrocked.
10

The suppression of the monasteries marked the begin-

ning of a wave of discrimination against all foreigners.

China s economic and political ills were attributed to the

presence of foreigners and to the influence of foreign

trade and culture. Rebel forces were reported to have mas-

sacred 120,000 Muslims, Christians, Zoroastrians, and

Jews in the city of Guangzhou. 11
Hostility toward for-

eigners in the mid- to late ninth century reveals a rever-

sal of the tolerance and cosmopolitanism that had marked

earlier Tang attitudes and policies, which had fostered

not only cultural and artistic interaction but also trade

across Asia.

Tang isolationism, abetted by military and political

weakness, also resulted in disturbances along the Silk

Roads. In the eighth century, Tibetan armies began to

force the withdrawal of the Chinese military from the

oases of the Tarim River basin. In 766, they moved into

Gansu and Suzhou, and in 781, they occupied Hami,

one of the critical gateways to Central Asia or the so-

called Western Region. Tibet's expansion at the expense

of China continued through the middle of the ninth

century, when Tibet itself became embroiled with the

Abbasid dynasty in a struggle over the control of west-

ern Central Asia.
12
Domestic turbulence undermined

Tibet's foreign efforts, and about 850 it began to lose its

hold on one after another of its Central Asian oases.

Although relations with Tibet were hostile, trade between

China and its expansionist neighbor nevertheless per-

sisted, eventually contributing to making Tibet "a vast

storehouse of medieval textiles."
13

In 907, the Tang dynasty was finally overthrown.

Trade was disrupted, and caravans and merchants had

no guarantee of safe passage. Perhaps as significant for

silk production and trade in Central Asia and China

was the collapse of the Uyghur empire in 840, when the

Uyghurs were overtaken by the nomadic Kirghiz peo-

ples, causing mass migration from Mongolia. While

the center of Uyghur authority shifted to the Chinese

provinces of Gansu and Xinjiang, Uyghurs remained

also in Mongolia and found their way to North China,

at first accepting Tang jurisdiction and, after the fall of

the Tang, living under both Chinese and non-Chinese

rule. The political decline of the Uyghurs thus resulted,

ironically, in their playing a more important role, that

of intermediaries and cultural transmitters in Central

and East Asia.

Following the fall of the Tang, foreigners along

China s northern and northwestern borders established

their own Chinese-style dynasties on Chinese territory.

The Khitans, a people from Mongolia, established the

Liao dynasty, which from 907 to 1125 controlled the

area around modern Beijing and sixteen prefectures in

North China. In the early eleventh century the

Tanguts, a group influenced by Tibetan culture,

founded the Xia dynasty, which dominated much of

northwest China until 1227. And in 1115 the Jurchens

emerged from Manchuria, overwhelming the Khitans,

occupying much of North China, and forcing the

Chinese south of the Huai River. Each of these

groups—the Khitans, the Tanguts, and the Jurchens

—



did not, however, suddenly vanish when their dynasties

collapsed. Like the Uyghurs after the fall of their

empire in 840, they scattered throughout North China,

Manchuria, Mongolia, and Central Asia, transmitting

the styles, techniques, and tastes of their respective cul-

tures long after their political power had waned.

The Silk Trade under the Song

The accession to power of Emperor Taizu (r. 960-76)

and his successful unification of the country restored

confidence in the Confucian system in China. Taizu

founded the Song dynasty and moved the capital from

Chang an to the city of Kaifeng. Controlling less terri-

tory than had the Tang, the Song court was also con-

fronted by the powerful military of the multistate system,

which included the Khitan Liao and the Tangut Xia

dynasties, in northeast Asia.
14 By the end of the tenth

century, although the uncontested masters of South and

much ofNorth China, the Song abandoned attempts to

occupy the oases and towns along the old Silk Roads.

This had the effect of undermining the trade in silk.

Nevertheless, silk continued to play a role in Song

foreign policy. In the late tenth century, the Chinese,

recognizing that they did not have the military capabil-

ity of driving the Khitans from their northern frontier,

chose instead to establish commercial and diplomatic

relations. The Treaty of Shanyuan, signed in 1004,

entailed humiliating concessions for the Song. The court

not only promised to make annual payments of 100,000

taels of silver and 200,000 bolts of silk but also agreed

that the emperor would henceforth address the Khitan

ruler as "imperial younger brother."

This policy of accommodation through the presenta-

tion of gifts of silk and silver was so effective that the Song

used the same tactic to defuse tensions with the Tanguts,

who occupied the lands to the west and northwest.

Like the Khitans, the Tanguts established a sedentary

Chinese-style dynasty, the Xia, as well as institutions

based on Chinese models. A year after the signing of the

Treaty of Shanyuan, the Song began to provide annual

gifts of 40,000 bolts of silk to the Xia.
15 Border disputes

and controversies over proper terms of address, how-

ever, erupted into full-scale battles in the mid-eleventh

century. Tangut victories culminated in an agreement

that increased opportunities for trade and bound the

Chinese to make annual gifts of tea and silver and

153,000 bolts of silk.
16

As in previous dynasties, silk became a valuable instru-

ment in Song foreign relations. Along China s frontiers,

Chinese silk was so highly prized that foreigners refrained

from belligerent or provocative acts in order to obtain

it, and silk became a weapon in China s foreign rela-

tions arsenal. Repeatedly, silk was offered to foreign

rulers as a means of averting attack. In 1001, the Song

presented the khaghan of the Uyghurs, who now

inhabited the regions west of the Tanguts (present-day

Xinjiang), with a brocade robe, a gold belt, and 200

bolts of openwork brocade. A decade later, it offered

500 robes and a gold belt to the khaghan, 400 robes to

his mother, and 200 robes to his chancellor.
17

Despite the contraction of Chinese territories on the

northwest frontier and the attendant disruptions on the

Silk Roads, the silk trade persisted—though on a reduced

scale. Merchants, sometimes masquerading as official

envoys from oases along the Silk Roads, arrived in China

with horses, camels, jade, and carpets to trade for silk,

brocade, tea, lacquerware, and gold. The Khitans, in

particular, were more ambitious, trading their recently

acquired Chinese goods to the Uyghurs and other peo-

ples to the west.
18

Trade to western Central Asia also declined as a result

of warfare among the Turkic peoples. With the rise of

the Islamic Karakhanid dynasty (ca. 994-ca. 1211), and

its control over such important cities as Bukhara, order

was gradually restored in western Central Asia, but more

than a century would elapse before silk transport along

the Silk Roads reached the same level as in the Tang

dynasty.

The Song period was distinguished by an increase in

seaborne commerce. By Song times, over half the popu-

lation of China resided in the southeast and produced

much of the country's wealth. The shift of the capital

to Lin an (present-day Hangzhou) in the south follow-

ing the fall of the Northern Song dynasty in 1127. coin-

cided with an expansion of seaborne trade between

China and West Asia. Arab and Persian merchants

reached southeast China and began to settle there.

Guangzhou was the site of the first of the Islamic com-

munities, but Quanzhou, in the modern province of

Fujian, eventually superseded it both as the city with the

largest Muslim community and as the center of trade

with West Asia. The presence of such a community surely

facilitated commerce with the Islamic world, and silk

was one of the trade items, though relatively few such

silks have survived from this time (see cat. no. 11).

Growing commercialization and urbanization resulted

also in an increase in the use of silk, as the nouveau riche,

seeking to emulate the elite, provided a sizable market,

especially in the south. Eventually, silk became more

widely available, as merchants succeeded in distributing

it at markets, stalls, and shops.
19

10
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The Northern Song, the Liao, and Their Neighbors

Buddhism, too, provided a market for silk, as kesi ban-

ners, sutra wrappers, and kashaya robes were needed for

monastic practice. Despite the repression of Buddhism

in the middle of the ninth century, the religion continued

to prosper under the Song. Religious leaders and pil-

grims traveled extensively to study with Buddhist mas-

ters in South and East Asia, which resulted in expanded

trade between China and such Buddhist strongholds as

Tibet and Amdo (Qinghai). At the collapse of the Tibetan

kingdom in the mid-ninth century, Buddhist monaster-

ies vied for power, attempting to bolster their status

through commercial as well as religious ties with Northern

Song China.

Both Chinese and Central Asian silks were important

factors in the Sino-Tibetan connection, and Buddhist

monasteries became major repositories of silks and other

products. Tibet proved an ideal place for the preserva-

tion of textiles, for in the monasteries they were stored

in dark, dry rooms that offered protection from light

and other potential sources of damage. For their part,

Tibetan traders, determined to maintain the commer-

cial links that offered such valued Chinese products,

reciprocated with horses from Amdo, one of the few

commodities sought by the Chinese.
20

The Khitans

The Khitans were the first peoples inhabiting the

territory north of China to found a sedentary dynasty,

the Liao, using institutions based on Chinese models.

Taking advantage of the vacuum created in the north

by the decline of the Tang and the fall of the Uyghur

empire in the ninth century, the Khitans gradually

incorporated lands from Manchuria in the east to the

Altai Mountains in the west, and though they never

occupied more than sixteen prefectures within China,

they dominated what is today Inner Mongolia and

regions farther west. At their height, they numbered

n



perhaps only 750,000, yet they controlled a Chinese

population of 2,400,00c
21

The Khitans were the first seminomadic peoples to

build cities in the Mongolian steppes. Five of their capi-

tals have been identified, and other urban centers exca-

vated. Most of their Chinese captives they relocated to

newly established urban centers to prevent rebellion. Each

city had a marketplace and a bazaar, where foreign mer-

chants were encouraged to display their wares. A number

of Chinese silk and satin craftsmen settled in the Supreme

Capital, which later became the venue for a silk-weaving

workshop.
22 The Shizong emperor (r. 947-51) founded a

town, Hongzheng xian, specifically for the settlement of

captives from Dingzhou, Hebei Province, most ofwhom
were textile workers. A silk-weaving workshop operated

by 300 Chinese and other captured textile artisans was

established in Zu Prefecture, not far from the Supreme

Capital. And from Xian Prefecture, patterned poly-

chrome silks were sent to court, suggesting the exis-

tence of a workshop there as well.
23

Most of the silk craftsmen were Chinese, but the loca-

tion of the Khitan-dominated lands ensured that they

were influenced by North, Central, and West Asian

sources, including, most importantly, the Uyghurs. The

role of the Uyghurs in the development of kesi is well

known, and it would appear that the superb quality of

Liao kesi owes much to Uyghur influence. The silks also

reveal the presence of Chinese and non-Chinese motifs,

which, when combined, created a style that was

uniquely Liao.

By the late twelfth century, dissension among the

Khitans and diminished power led to military threats

by the Jurchens of present-day Manchuria. In 1115 the

Jurchen leader, Aguda, proclaimed himself emperor of

a new sedentary dynasty, the Jin. Defeating the Khitans

in 1126, he thus brought to an end the Liao dynasty, an

era in which the silk industry had been fostered, in which

textile decoration had been cross-fertilized by many

different cultures, and during which great quantities

of silk were sent to Tibet.

The Tangut Xia Dynasty

Northwest China was dominated by the Tanguts.

Their capital, Ningxia, was in what is today Gansu

Province, and they controlled a line of oases westward

along the Silk Roads toward Uyghur territory in present-

day Xinjiang. Some Tanguts carefully husbanded the

limited water supplies in the region, devised intricate

irrigation works, and maintained a self-sufficient agri-

culture near the oases. Others survived as herders, tend-

ing their animals in neighboring grasslands regions.

Establishing an independent state about 982, the

Tanguts briefly accepted a tributary position to the Liao,

though they rejected vassalage to the Song Chinese, who

then imposed restrictions on trade. Tangut involvement

in the silk trade belies a reputed disclaimer by the most

renowned of the Tangut rulers, the Jingzong emperor

(r. 1032-48) that "to dress in skins and furs, to work at

herding, such is the nature of the Tangut. Ofwhat use

[to us] are brocades and silk."
24

Like the Khitans, the Tanguts could not themselves

make use of all the silk they acquired (mostly from China),

so they traded considerable quantities and used it also as

tribute and as gifts. Also like the Khitans, they became

ardent converts to Buddhism, which put them in con-

tact with the neighboring region of Tibet. A people of

Tibetan and Turkic origins, Tanguts were influenced by

the Indie-Tibetan, Chinese, and Turko-Mongolian cul-

tures,
25 and the multicultural state they established was

noteworthy for its attempt to fuse Tibetan Tantric and

Chinese Mahayana Buddhism. Their adherence to

Buddhism would prove central to both the silk indus-

try and the silk trade.

The Xia translated Buddhist writings into Tangut,

subsidized the printing of religious texts, provided

funds for the construction of temples, and organized

the collection of Buddhist artifacts and relics. The

Tibetan Buddhist preceptors they appointed as teach-

ers to the emperors provided not only religious

instruction but counsel on secular matters and legiti-

macy to the reign.
26
But while they shared a common

religion, the Tanguts occasionally clashed with the

Tibetans. The hostilities that erupted did not, how-

ever, deter trade between the two states. Those Tangut

rulers who were devout Buddhists were eager to main-

tain their relations with monasteries in Tibet, and they

sent many gifts of silk.
27 Extant Tangut documenta-

tion unfortunately tells us little about the workshops

that produced these textiles.

As with the Khitans, internal dissension undermined

the Xia, opening the way for the Mongols, who created

the greatest steppe confederation in history. In 1209,

they attacked the capital, and within a year the Tangut

rulers had acquiesced to Mongol demands. In 1219,

however, they reneged on a pledge to assist Chinggis

Khan in his Central Asian campaigns, and the Mongols

exacted a devastating revenge. The Xia dynasty was

destroyed by Chinggis Khan in 1227.

12
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The Southern Song, the Jin, and Their Neighbors

The Jin Dynasty

The Jurchens ofwhat is today Manchuria were the third

group of non-Chinese to establish a dynasty contempo-

raneous with the Song. Initially inhabiting the forested

terrain of eastern Manchuria, they moved around in

small groups, eking out their subsistence by hunting and

fishing. Toward the end of the ninth century, they had

migrated southward to the Liao River area, where over

time their mode of life evolved into an agricultural soci-

ety, though hunting remained a significant element in

their economy. By the early tenth century, the Jurchens

had become vassals of the Khitans. Two centuries later,

under a more centralized leadership, they vanquished

the Khitans, establishing the Jin dynasty in 1115.

In 1126 they crossed the Yellow River, entered Chinese

territory, and occupied the Song capital, Kaifeng. With

the fall of the Northern Song dynasty, the surviving

members of the imperial family and court fled south,

crossing the Yangtze River and establishing a new capi-

tal in Lin an (present-day Hangzhou). The rulers of the

Southern Song lived in fear ofJin incursions, and not

until 1142 were hostilities brought to an end. Under the

terms of the agreement, the Song abandoned claims to

most ofNorth China and pledged to supply 250,000

ounces of silver and 250,000 bolts of silk to the Jin, in

effect making them vassals to an overlord.

The Jin adopted many Chinese practices and built

their institutions on Chinese models. They enacted a

legal code that incorporated many Chinese features.

Intermarriage between Jurchens and Chinese increased.

Jurchens adopted Chinese surnames. Jurchen farmers

became financially dependent on Chinese moneylenders.

And in general the two cultures became increasingly

interrelated and interdependent. The shift in 1153 of one

of the Jurchen capitals from Manchuria to Yanjing, in

the area of present-day Beijing, was a true signal of

growing sinicization, and this in turn affected many

areas ofJurchen life.
28 The decorative arts were supported

and the production of fine silks encouraged.
29

Silk work-

shops, mostly under the supervision of Chinese artisans,

were set up. The imperial silk-weaving workshop, which

had flourished under the Tang and Song dynasties, was
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reestablished. Silk was used both as gifts and as currency,

in trade and in rituals. As patrons of Buddhism, the Jin

rulers provided substantial gifts to Buddhist monaster-

ies. And while grants of land, cash, and silver were com-

mon, gifts of silk were also highly prized, used for sutra

covers and banners or as backing for paintings. The

Jurchens, unlike the Tanguts, followed Chinese, not

Tibetan, Buddhism. Indeed, most of their dealings with

Tibet, possibly including the dispatch of silks, entailed

the use of Tangut intermediaries.

Despite a growing adoption of Chinese institutions,

Jurchen attempts to transform their decentralized,

tribal society into a Chinese-based, centralized society

posed insurmountable difficulties. In addition, the war

that had erupted between the Jin and the Southern

Song in 1206 led to a general weakening of both sides.

In 1215, the Jin capital was attacked, by a new and pow-

erful enemy from the north. The Mongols proved to be

the most serious threat to North China. By 1234, the Jin

had been destroyed and all of China was forced to con-

template the reality of subjugation under a Mongol khan.

The Mongol Era

The first foreigners to conquer all of China, the Mongols

also expanded their domains to include much of Asia.

The Mongol Yuan empire eventually encompassed the

territories stretching from Korea to western Russia in

the north and from Vietnam to Syria in the south. Within

half a century, they had overwhelmed the Jin and Song

dynasties, the Khwarazmian rulers of Central Asia, and

the Abbasid caliphate, which had governed West Asia

and North Africa for nearly five hundred years.

The so-called Pax Mongolica they imposed on much

of Asia permitted them to foster extensive relations

throughout the continent. And though conflicts per-

sisted among the various factions, the Mongol era wit-

nessed the greatest expansion of trade and tribute in

Eurasian history. Traders, as well as diplomats and mis-

sionaries, traveled with few hindrances across Mongol

domains, resulting in the first direct contacts between

Europe and China. European missionaries and merchants,

the most famous being Marco Polo, voyaged all the way

to China, and Asian products—silks and spices—reached

Europe, leading Europeans to seek a sea route to the

East and its treasures.

First appearing in historical chronicles in the eleventh

and twelfth centuries, the Mongols comprised a broad

spectrum of nomadic tribes. Under Chinggis Khan

(r. 1206-27) ^ey were unified, and with a tightly disci-

plined army and brilliant political skills Chinggis emerged

as supreme ruler in 1206. Within three years he had

expanded his rule beyond Mongolia, setting forth on

three separate expeditions in two decades. His success-

ful forays against the Tangut Xia of northwest China

extended Mongol control over the oases and towns lead-

ing to Central Asia. His second campaign, directed

against the Jin, continued intermittently for four years

until 1215, when he overran Yanjing. His last expedition,

in Central Asia, was the largest and most extensive.

Chinggis died in 1227.
30

Although military campaigns had prevented him from

turning his attention to the establishment of a regular

administration over the territories he had newly subju-

gated, Chinggis nevertheless developed policies that

would aid in governing and in shaping the economies

of the conquered lands. Under his rule, Uyghur script

was adapted for the writing ofMongolian, previously an

unwritten language. A policy of religious tolerance was

pursued to win over the newly conquered native popu-

lations. And foreigners—most importandy, the Uyghurs

—

were recruited for skilled administrative positions for

which the Mongols lacked experience.

The nomadic lifestyle of the Mongols had precluded

the development of an artisan class, but Chinggis, aware

of the need for craftsmen, freed them from corvee labor

and taxes and moved them to new areas. Chinggis and

his son Ogodei eventually established at least three set-

tlements of textile workers in East and Central Asia.

Prizing in particular the work of Islamic weavers from

Central Asia, they resettled artisans in the northern-

most regions of China and the adjacent Uyghur areas

across the northwestern borders. Under Ogodei, a cer-

tain Ha-san-na was entrusted with transporting 3,000

Muslim households, mostly weavers, from Central Asia

to Xunmalin, a site about twenty miles west ofwhat is

today Kalgan.

The greatest contribution of the Muslim textile work-

ers was their expertise in weaving cloth of gold {nasi])?
1

In 1278, an Office of Gold Textiles was established in

Xunmalin.32 By this time, many Chinese had been trained

in the techniques and had joined the community. A sec-

ond community was situated in the Chahar region of

Inner Mongolia (present-day Hongzhou, Hebei Province),

about thirty miles southeast of Xunmalin. Three hun-

dred weavers and goldsmiths from Central Asia and 300

Chinese weavers from Bianjing were settled at this site,

the merging of traditions facilitating a diffusion of tech-

niques. A third community was established in Besh Baliq

(the old Uyghur capital), northeast of what is today

Urumqi. 33 The native Uyghur craftsmen, who had a long

tradition of weaving, were no doubt influenced by and,

14



in turn, influenced the Muslim weavers who had resided

in Besh Baliq. 34 In 1275, the weavers from Besh Baliq

were moved to the capital Daidu, which became a center

for the production of cloth of gold. And the following

year a Besh Baliq branch office was established in

Daidu. 35

All three textile communities resided on the outskirts

of Chinese territories, mostly in areas near the Mongol

homeland, suggesting that the textiles, particularly the

cloths of gold, were made on commission to the Mongol

elite. And all three communities attracted weavers of

diverse backgrounds—Central Asian, Muslim, Uyghur,

and Chinese—enabling the intermingling of techniques

and designs.

The Mongols also resettled Chinese craftsmen both in

Samarkand and in the Upper Yenisei, adjacent to the lands

of the Kirghiz peoples.
36 And Chinese textile workers

were seen living in the town ofAlmaliq, in Central Asia. 37

Unlike the Chinese, who accorded merchants a low

social status, the Mongols valued commerce, and under

their rule trade across Eurasia was restored, with silk

being one of the most valuable products of exchange.

Chinggis's successors pursued similar policies. Ogodei

(r. 1229-41), like his father, presided over a considerable

expansion of Mongol territory. His armies occupied

what is today Korea, North China, Georgia, Armenia,

and much of Russia; their campaigns extended as far

west as Hungary and Poland. Establishing the first Mongol

capital at Khara Khorum, Ogodei recruited many for-

eigners to staff his government and employed foreign

artisans to work in his shops.

Ogodei's nephew Mongke (r. 1251-59) sought to con-

solidate Mongol rule in Tibet, a critical site, as noted

earlier, in the history of Chinese and Central Asian tex-

tiles. It is not unlikely that some of the textiles in this

exhibition which were preserved in Tibet were gifts from

Mongol rulers to Buddhist monasteries.

Following the death of Mongke, his younger brother

Khubilai emerged to become the most influential of the

Mongol rulers. Like his predecessors, Khubilai Khan

(r. 1260-94) expanded Mongol territory. By 1279, his

troops had overwhelmed Southern Song China, the

wealthiest and most populous domain ever to be added

to the Mongol empire. Khubilai lifted restrictions on

Chinese as well as Uyghur and Muslim merchants, did

not impose confiscatory taxes on trade, and granted

merchants a higher rank in the social hierarchy. Without

government limitations, merchants began to travel more

extensively and to trade on a more lavish scale. Other

aids to trade were improvements in the transportation

system and new roads. Merchants were given access to

government postal stations.

Paper money was more widely circulated, which facil-

itated commercial transactions. The first of Khubilai's

notes to be issued, the sicbao (silk note), was backed by

silk, which could in turn be exchanged for a specific

amount of silver.
38 Loans and capital, provided by the

Mongols to merchant groups known as ortogh, of-

fered direct assistance to traders. Ortogh were associa-

tions of mostly Uyghur and Muslim merchants who

joined together to fund long-distance trade—which was

a risky venture—and thus to prevent any single mer-

chant from sustaining crippling losses should a caravan

be plundered or fall prey to natural disaster. The court

loaned funds at low rates of interest to the ortogh to

subsidize caravans or, occasionally, to enable them to

engage in further moneylending. 39 The result, according

to Marco Polo, was that "there is not a place in the world

to which so many merchants come & that dearer things

and of greater value and more strange come into this

town [Beijing] . . . than into any city of the world."40

Like his predecessors, Khubilai valued artisans and

accorded them the status and economic rewards that

the Chinese had denied them. He exempted them

from corvee labor and provided them with food and

other necessities. Court regulations allowed govern-

ment artisans to sell the wares they produced above the

mandated quotas—a policy that no doubt affected tex-

tile workers as well.

The astonishing number of government textile offices

confirms the value the Mongols accorded to textile pro-

duction. Of the eighty-odd subdivisions of the Ministry

ofWorks, about halfwere devoted to the manufacture

of textiles. There were, in addition, numerous textile

workshops within other official institutions.
41 The court

also founded branch offices in the main textile produc-

ing centers. Zhending, Jining, and Yongping circuits

and the towns of Hongzhou, Datong, Baoding, and

Besh Baliq were among the most active. Many of the

offices supervised government artisan workshops; others

were in charge of private artisans.

Khubilai's other major contribution to the silk indus-

try entailed forging a strong link between the Mongols

and Tibet. A Buddhist lama, Phagspa, was recruited

from Tibet to serve as Khubilai's mentor. Phagspa later

became his adviser on Tibetan affairs.
42 Determined to

impose Mongol jurisdiction over Tibet, Khubilai even-

tually sent him back to his native land in 1264 with the

honorary title of ruler of Tibet. Trade between the two

countries developed, and judging from the quantity

of Chinese textiles preserved in Tibetan monasteries,

Chinese silks were especially prized, though the Mongols

supported Tibetan monasteries by providing funds,

laborers, and artisans as well.
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Under the Mongols, silk was employed also as it had

been traditionally under the Chinese. Nobles received

silk as payments from their subjects and as annual grants

from the court. A symbol of imperial authority, it was

used as currency, as tribute, as gifts for envoys and in

the investiture of officials, as rewards for civilian and

military officials, and in Confucian rituals and ceremonies.

The Mongols prized, in particular, silks woven with gold

threads (nashi), which they used in robes, headdresses,

girdles, and belts, and as linings on gers (Mongol tents)

and as coverings on wagons. The nomadic heritage of

Mongol culture also made silk appealing, as it was light

and easy to transport, and thus ideally suited to a nomadic

lifestyle.

Under the Yuan, silk textiles were transported farther

abroad than they had been previously. By 1257, Chinese

silks had arrived in Italy, and Italian—mainly Genoese

—

merchants traveled to both North and South China to

obtain it.
43 In Europe, church treasuries were the repos-

itories of silks obtained in trade or as gifts to envoys,

and church treasuries and tombs constitute the main

sites of textile preservation. By the fourteenth century,

the motifs and patterns of Chinese and especially Central

Asian silks were serving as models for those of Italian

silks.
44

The Eurasian trade in Yuan silks and the use of silks

in diplomatic missions diminished toward the end of

the thirteenth century as Khubilai's last years witnessed

catastrophic failures. Abortive and costly naval expedi-

tions against Japan and Java, unprofitable military cam-

paigns in Southeast Asia, and rebellions in Manchuria

and Tibet required vast expenditures which added to

the staggering costs of the public works projects that

Khubilai had initiated. With Khubilai's death in 1294,

the Yuan dynasty steadily declined. Fratricidal dynastic

struggles weakened whatever imperial power remained.

Conditions in society at large mirrored the disarray at

court. Inflation increased; efforts at reform faltered; eth-

nic minorities in South and Southwest China rebelled;

tax evasion and revenue shortfalls threatened to bring

down the government; and factional struggles led to

bloody purges. In the late 1340s the Yellow River over-

flowed its dikes and changed its course, leading to untold

misery for thousands. By the early 1350s, full-scale rebel-

lions were endemic. Zhu Yuanzhang emerged as the most

powerful rebel leader and compelled the Yuan court to

flee to Mongolia. In 1368, he proclaimed himself Hongwu,

the first emperor of the Ming dynasty, and China reverted

once again to native rule.

All the Mongol khanates gradually weakened, and with

the fragmentation of the Mongol empire, trade was

severely curtailed and commerce in silk nearly halted.

Ming Xenophobia

Hongwu (r. 1368-98) had more pressing concerns than

disruptions in commerce, and indeed his policies con-

tributed to the reduction of the caravan trade across

Eurasia. Having endured approximately a century of

Mongol rule in South China and nearly a century and a

half in the north, the Chinese, fearing further incursions

by non-Chinese, adopted policies of restricted trade and

curtailed political relations with foreign lands. The court

became increasingly xenophobic and the emperor increas-

ingly despotic, claiming he needed additional power to

avert Mongol-like invasions,

Hongwu s death brought on another crisis. The

emperor bypassed his son Zhu Di and selected his

twenty-year-old grandson, Zhu Yunwen (r. 1399-1402),

Zhu Di's nephew, as his successor, at which point Zhu

Di initiated a civil war that lasted for three years and

resulted in his eventual usurpation of the throne. The

aura of illegitimacy that clouded Zhu Di's rise to power

in many ways shaped government policies, which, not

surprisingly, often repudiated those ofHongwu. Adopting

the reign title of Yongle, the new emperor (r. 1403-24)

moved the capital from Nanjing to Beijing, rebuilding the

city on a lavish scale. Expansionism also boosted Yongle s

legitimacy, his policies reversing his father's carefully

constructed design to limit foreign relations. The

embassies he dispatched abroad fostered the most wide-

ranging contacts China would have with the lands

beyond its borders until the nineteenth century. The

Muslim eunuch Zheng He (1371-1433) led seven naval

expeditions to Southeast Asia, Iran, and the east coast

of Africa, which resulted in the submission of tribute

by many states to China. 45 The diplomat Chen Cheng

(d. 1457) traveled to Central Asia on three separate occa-

sions and spurred Tamerlane's son Shahrukh (r. 1409-46),

a powerful potentate in Herat, to send a mission to

Yongle's court. Similarly, a certain Isiha (act. 1409-1451)

journeyed to Manchuria and returned with leaders and

chieftains who nominally accepted Chinese overlord-

ship. In short, contact with the outside world was encour-

aged and supported during the reign of Yongle. Trade

was revitalized and commerce in silk expanded.46

Central Asia became once again the recipient of Chinese

textiles. Twenty-three of thirty-five tribute missions from

the oasis ofHami were granted silks; twenty-four of thirty-

one embassies from neighboring Central Asian towns

received raw silk and gauze. And one embassy from Besh

Baliq was favored with forty silk garments woven with

gold thread.47

Yongle also sought to restore the Sino-Tibetan rela-

tions that had prevailed during the Yuan dynasty. His



father, Hongwu, having been raised in a Buddhist monas-

tery, had been sympathetic to Buddhism and, straying

from his policy of restricting foreign contacts, had

attempted to reestablish relations with Tibet. He also

sought to defuse tensions along the Sino-Tibetan frontier

and was eager to trade Chinese tea for Tibetan horses. He

initiated relations with the Tibetan Karmapa order, reward-

ing its envoys handsomely when they came to China in

1372-73 and offering them gifts of elaborate silk robes. In

1403, his son Yongle invited the Fifth Black Hat Karmapa

reincarnation, Halima (1384-1415), to visit the Ming court.

Arriving in 1407, Halima was showered with gifts.

In 1414, the leader of the Sakya order, which had had

strong ties with the Mongol khans, arrived at court, and

he, too, was given substantial gifts and many textiles. And

while the most renowned Tibetan Buddhist, Tsong-kha-

pa, founder of the Gelugs-pa order, declined a similar

invitation, eventually he dispatched a disciple in his stead.

Greeting him warmly, Yongle presented him with gold

and silver vessels and with textiles both for himself and

for his mentor. Buddhist emissaries continued to visit

from Tibet throughout the Yongle reign, and they con-

tinued to be well received.
48

The death ofthe Yongle emperor in 1424 brought an end

to the expansionist policies of his administration. The

missions ofZheng He were brought to a halt, the number

of embassies sent abroad curtailed, and restrictions reim-

posed on tribute and trade missions. And though regula-

tions were sometimes evaded and commercial exchange

managed to survive in some frontier regions, in general,

economic interchange was discouraged. Contributing also

to the demise of the Silk Roads was the discovery of a sea

route from Europe to China. Overland, intrepid merchants

no longer transported silks throughout Eurasia. But

though the oases and towns along the Silk Roads lost much

of their color and luster, the products which survive from

that wondrous time attest to a glorious era—when silk

was resplendent as gold.
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1 . Early Exchanges: Silks from the

8th through the nth Century

SOGDIANA AND CENTRAL ASIA

Although the five silks in

this chapter exhibit a wide

range of styles and tech-

nical features, they belong

to a large class of textiles

that has been attributed to

Sogdiana.
1 The most com-

plete and best preserved is

the outer fabric of a child's

coat (cat. no. 5). It is woven with pearl roundels that

enclose pairs of confronted ducks standing on split pal-

mettes; four-directional palmettes fill the interstices. The

design is strongly influenced by the art of Sasanian Iran

(ca. a.d. 224-ca. 640), especially the ribbons (patif) worn

by the ducks, the necklaces held in their beaks, and the

pearl roundels. Other elements, however, are character-

istically Sogdian: the symmetrical arrangement of ducks

in pairs and their placement on split palmettes; the feet,

which are not webbed and which point downward; the

ornamental rosettes on the bodies, formed of four small

hearts pointing to the center; and the form of the four-

directional palmettes.
2 The stiffness and abstraction of

the motifs are also typical of Sogdian silks, as is the spac-

ing of the roundels, which are nearly tangent in the

weft direction but more widely spaced in the warp direc-

tion. The use of five colors and the proportion of the

three main warps to every binding warp occur in many

silks that have been solidly attributed to Sogdiana. The

most important of these is a complete loom piece in Huy,

Belgium, on the back ofwhich is a Sogdian inscription

giving the name Zandaniji. 3

Catalogue number 2 is woven with a very different

design: roundels that enclose pairs of mounted hunters

and palmette trees that fill the interstices.4 The floral

decoration of the roundel frames derives from silks attrib-

uted to Alexandria and is closely related to Byzantine

silks.
5 The latter served also as models both for the small

medallions filled with rosettes, which are superimposed

over the roundel frames at their tangent points, and for

the palmette trees. Similarly, the prototype for the hunters'

faces and curly hair is Byzantine, as is the motif of the

horseman hunting with a lance. The riders' bare feet are

a misreading of a type of Late Antique sandal. In spite of

the reliance on Byzantine motifs and decorative conven-

tions, the curiously abstracted and somewhat wooden

style, together with the detail of the disks on the paws

of the lions and dogs, identifies the silk as Sogdian.

The design of catalogue number 1 derives from similar

models. This fragment preserves the interstitial motifs

between large, aligned roundels: two pairs of mounted

hunters shooting backward at two pairs of ibex, and

pairs of rabbits above and below the hunters. Small por-

tions oftwo roundels remain above and below the ibex.

Both the mounted hunters shooting backward and the

pearl-and-floral decoration of the roundel borders derive

from silks of the so-called Alexandrian school. The faces

and curly hair of the horsemen are based on Byzantine

models but have become highly abstracted.

The diverse origins of the motifs and decorative details

in these three silks, which range geographically from

Egypt to the Byzantine Empire to Iran, result from the

strategic location of Sogdiana along the trade routes

linking Iran and Byzantium with China. In the eighth

and ninth centuries, Sogdiana was not a political entity

but a loose confederation of city-states, the most impor-

tant ofwhich were Samarkand and Bukhara. One indi-

cation of the international diversity of silks transported

along these routes is provided by the Byzantine, Syrian,

Egyptian, Iranian, and eastern Central Asian or Chinese

silks that were found in graves at Moshchevaia Balka,

along the northern Caucasian portion of the trade route.
6

Like the child's coat, catalogue number 3 is woven

with a design of paired, confronted ducks standing on

a split palmette and enclosed in a roundel. Although

the foliate border of the roundel occurs in a number of

silks solidly attributed to Sogdiana,7 the style is notably

abstracted. The fineness of both the warps, which have

virtually no twist, and the wefts is altogether different

from the heavy wefts and strongly twisted warps in the

child's coat and the two silks with hunters. Catalogue

number 4 is also a light fabric, woven with fine wefts

and warps that are virtually untwisted. Its geometric
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Figure i. Micrographic detail, cat. no. 5 Figure 2. Micrographic detail, cat. no. 4

design, including the roundels with triple-pearl borders

and the four-directional figures in the interstices, is even

more abstract than that of the duck motif.

As mentioned above, these five silks belong to a class

of textiles that has been attributed—and extensively pub-

lished, by Dorothy G. Shepherd and Anna Ierusalimskaia

in particular—to Sogdiana.
8
All are woven in a weft-faced

compound-twill structure with themes and motifs drawn

largely from the art of the Byzantine Empire and Sasanian

Iran. Both Shepherd and Ierusalimskaia classify them

into three broad groups, known as Zandaniji-I, -II, and

-III.
9 Differences, however, exist both between and within

these categories. Because Ierusalimskaia bases her groups

on style and date, and Shepherd bases hers on technique,

the silks assigned by the two scholars to Zandaniji-I and

-II do not always correspond, and a different list of silks

is designated by each as Zandaniji-III.
10
Neither system,

moreover, is without its inconsistencies.
11

Nevertheless, Shepherd's distinction between the silks

with twisted warps (Zandaniji-I and -III) and those with

untwisted warps (Zandaniji-II) is well founded. Those

with twisted warps (which include cat. nos. 1, 2, and 5)

have warp and weft yarns that are substantial and a warp

proportion of two or three main warps to each binding

warp (fig. 1). Consequently, they are fairly heavy and

compact. The weaves of the silks with untwisted warps

(including cat. nos. 3 and 4), on the other hand, are

woven with warp and weft yarns that are comparatively

fine and have a proportion of one or two main warps to

each binding warp (fig. 2). Accordingly, they are much

lighter fabrics and their weaves are less compact. The

two groups are distinguished not only by technique but

also by motif.
12
Although animals and birds are common

to both groups, human figures occur almost exclusively

on the silks with twisted warps, as do geometric designs

on the silks with untwisted warps. Similarly, floral

designs are more common on the silks with untwisted

warps. Stylistically, the patterns on the silks with the

untwisted warps tend to be more abstract and stylized

than those on the silks with the twisted warps.

Shepherd explains these differences on the basis of

chronology. Proposing an eighth- to ninth-century date

for the Zandaniji-II silks, based on datable graves in the

Caucasus where some have been found, she assumes a

similar date for the Zandaniji-III group and suggests an

earlier date (seventh to early eighth century) for the

Zandaniji-I group.
13 This reasoning, however, is somewhat

perilous, given the absence of any securely dated or dat-

able textiles in her Zandaniji-I and -III groups. Additionally,

Sogdian silks with twisted warps that appear to date

stylistically to as late as the tenth century have recently

come on the market, expanding the time frame origi-

nally proposed.

A more compelling explanation for the contrasts

between the silks with untwisted warps and those with

twisted warps is suggested by the fact that the two groups

belong to very different weaving traditions, z-twisted

warps are characteristic of weft-faced compound twills

produced in Iran and Byzantium, while lighter fabrics

woven with untwisted warps occur in silks of the same

structure produced in China. Twisted and untwisted

warps, moreover, handle differently on the loom. Twisted

warps are more cohesive and have greater strength and

elasticity, while untwisted warps are more inclined

to break as a result of the buildup of static electricity

during the weaving process. The very different skills

required to weave with twisted, as opposed to untwisted,

warps make the likelihood of a single weaver's or

workshop's weaving with both types ofwarp highly

improbable. 14
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While the silks with untwisted warps undoubtedly

belong to the Chinese tradition of silk weaving, the

possibility that they were woven in Sogdiana cannot be

excluded. A community of Chinese craftsmen, including

a small number of textile workers, is known from his-

torical records to have been residing in Bukhara in the

early eighth century. After the Arab defeat of the Tang

army near the Talas River in a.d. 751, some of the cap-

tured Chinese artisans, including silk workers and weavers,

remained in Samarkand. How much the Chinese weavers

produced and the extent of their influence, if any, on

Sogdian weaving are not known. Also problematic is the

fact that at least one of the silks with untwisted warps

appears to date from as early as the mid-seventh century,

based on the presumed date of the Antinoe silk to which

it had been sewn when consigned to a grave in Egypt.
15

Existing historical chronicles do not mention the presence

of Chinese craftsmen in Sogdiana before the eighth

century.

It seems more likely that the silks with untwisted warps

were woven farther east in Central Asia, where sericulture

and silk weaving had been learned from the Chinese and

where Sogdian influence was strong.
16
Sogdians, the

leading merchants of Central Asia, some ofwhom also

served as administrators, colonized strategic points along

the principal trade routes.
17 Through their presence and

contacts, Sogdian culture was transmitted throughout

Central Asia. Not surprisingly, Sogdian silks and silks

woven with Sogdian motifs have been found at Dunhuang,

Khojo (near Khara Khojo), Turfan, and Dulan.
18
In the

Khotan oasis, moreover, some of the textile patterns

depicted in late-sixth-century paintings found at Balawaste

bear similarities to those in the somewhat later Zandaniji-

II group: roundels with pearl borders enclosing concen-

tric circles, rosettes, cross-shaped motifs, volutes, and

motifs resembling double axes.
19 Like the silks, the tex-

tile patterns in the paintings are predominantly geomet-

ric. Sericulture and silk weaving in the Khotan oasis are

known to have been introduced from China prior to the

Tang period (618-9 07) .

20 At the same time, Khotan had

close cultural and economic ties to Sogdiana. Some of the

deities that appear in the Buddhist art of Khotan, for

example, were adopted from the Sogdian pantheon, while

Sogdian texts found in Khotan and in the Upper Indus

Valley document Khotan's strategic location on the trade

routes connecting Sogdiana with India.
21
Although no

Zandaniji silks have survived in the Khotan oasis or in

India, material evidence of their transportation along those

trade routes is provided by an eighth-century Kashmiri

bronze in the Norton Simon Museum, Pasadena, which

represents the Buddha seated on a cushion covered with

a Zandaniji silk.
22

Tang, Liao, and Northern Song Silks

In the sixth century, Chinese weavers began to adopt

Persian- and Sogdian-style patterns, while they retained

the traditional Chinese technique of warp-faced pat-

terning. The means of transmission, however, is at

present far from clear. Persian textiles are mentioned in

Chinese literature of the sixth and seventh centuries (see,

for example, the story ofHe Chou below), particularly

the type called by the Chinese jin (usually translated as

"brocade," but much more likely a weft-faced compound

weave). While there may well have been Persian textiles

traded into China, they were probably carried by Sogdian

merchants, and a greater part oijin textiles imported

into China would have been Sogdian in origin—though

greatly influenced by Persian designs and techniques.

Besides, from about the third century on, there were

various centers of textile manufacture in Central Asia,

such as Shule (in the vicinity of Kashgar), Qiuci (present-

day Kucha), and Gaochang (Turfan), and terms such as

Shule jitiy Qiuci jin, and Gaochang-made Qiuci jin

appear in documents recovered from tombs in the Turfan

area of the fifth to the seventh century.
23 There is no

known example of any of these textiles, but we may

assume that they were all influenced to various degrees

by Persian and Chinese styles. A parallel situation existed

with the transmission ofWestern patterns and working

techniques of silver in the sixth and seventh centuries.

Many motifs in Chinese silver of this period exhibit

Persian, and some Hellenistic, influence; but the great-

est influence on Chinese silverwork was Sogdian, and

the majority of foreign silver found in early Tang sites is

Sogdian—with some exceptions that may be Central

Asian.
24

As noted above, both Sogdian and Chinese silks with

Sogdian-style patterns dating from the sixth and seventh

centuries have been found at various oases on the Silk

Roads. This was a period of cosmopolitan culture in

China, and the populations in metropolitan areas like

Chang an and Luoyang included large numbers of traders

and settlers from all over Asia, who introduced new

skills and artistic styles into China. But it was the Central

Asian peoples from such places as Kucha and Sogdiana

who made the greatest contribution.
25 Some of the artists

and skilled craftsmen were accorded high official posi-

tions, and their biographies are found in the histories

of the Northern Dynasties (a.d. 386-581) and the Sui

(a.d. 581-618) and Tang dynasties.
26

One of the most prominent of the artistically gifted

families from Central Asia was that ofHe Chou. He was

active in the late sixth century and was known for his

skills in manufacturing and engineering, including
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Figure 3. Coat

lining, cat. no. 5

glassmaking and bridge building.
27 One of his achieve-

ments was to have made copies of Persian silks that were

said to have surpassed the original. If this story is true,

it is likely that he was using traditional Chinese weav-

ing methods to re-create Western patterns, as he did not

seem to have come from an area with a known tradition

in silk weaving, as some scholars suspect. Because his

father was skilled in jade carving, it is probable that his

family originally came from Khotan, the chief source

for nephrite (jade) for all of Asia during this period.
28

In any case, He Chou' s family was thoroughly sinicized.

He was a third-generation immigrant, and his uncle was

head of the Imperial Academy in the Sui dynasty.
29 That

he had roots in Central Asia does not necessarily mean

that he brought the skills with him, but rather that he

was not so totally acculturated to the scholar-official

mentality as to have lost interest in practical matters.

Another person who was known for his textile patterns,

which from descriptions would seem to have been of

Western origin, was Dou Shilun, the duke of Lingyang,

who, while he was in charge of public works in Yizhou,

Sichuan, created designs that included paired birds and

confronted rams. 3° He was said to be the son ofDou Kang,

a senior official at the beginning of the Tang dynasty and

a good friend of the first emperor of the Tang, Li Yuan

(r. 618-26), although his name is not listed as one of

the sons of Dou Kang in the emperor's official biogra-

phy.
31

It is possible that he was one of the many Westerners

who adopted a Chinese name at that time. Unlike He

Chou, who was asked by the emperor to copy Persian

patterns, Dou himself provided the patterns for the weavers

in the official workshops in Yizhou. In any case, He and

Dou were active during the time that China was produc-

ing silks with Persian and Sogdian patterns.

In the beginning of the eighth century, a new style

began to appear in Chinese textile design, and by the

middle of the century it had practically replaced the

Sogdian-style motifs as the most popular pattern. At

the same time, Chinese weavers increasingly employed

the Western method of weaving weft-faced compound

twills. Two items dating from the eighth century illus-

trate this change, the brown silk damask that lines the

child's coat and pants (cat. no. 5 and fig. 3) and a poly-

chrome compound-twill silk (cat. no. 6). The pattern

is dominated by a large floral medallion with four-

directional floral devices in the interstices, the latter seen

partially in the corners of the silk compound twill. The

medallion of a central flower or cluster of flowers circled

by rings of flowers is not only one of the most common

motifs on Tang textiles of the eighth century; it is seen

also on other decorative arts, such as silver and pottery.
32

It is interesting to observe that the motif of the ring of

blossoms, which surrounds the central flower, conforms to

the ancient convention of alternate open and closed forms

seen commonly in the arts of Egypt and the Ancient Near

East, thus pointing to an ultimately Western derivation. 33
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The child's pants are made from a white damask silk.

Its reverse inverted repeats are formed by large rosettes

surrounded by flowers at the cardinal points and, between,

by flying birds carrying floral sprigs in their beaks.

Historically, this looser pattern structure, with the intro-

duction of naturalistic elements such as the flying birds,

comes after the medallions with the four-pointed floral

motifs, although the two styles coexisted for some time,

as evidenced by the pants and their lining. It is the

harbinger of patterns that came later in the Tang period

—

from the ninth century on—which employed increasingly

more naturalistic elements and a less geometric com-

position. In the reign of Emperor Wenzong (r. 827-40),

some of these newer patterns would be sanctioned for

official wear by members of the imperial court on formal

occasions. A decree issued at the beginning of the reign

lists some of the patterns permitted for the robes of senior

officials, including "hawks holding auspicious plant in

beak" and "geese holding knotted ribbons." 34 This trend

was to continue into the Liao period (907-1125; see cat.

nos. 8 and 9).

One of the consequences of the adoption of the weft-

patterned weave was that the loom width could be greatly

increased—from an average of about 56 centimeters for

warp-patterned weaves to more than double that. 35 The

diameter of the medallion in catalogue number 6 is

roughly equal to that in another fragment in the Shoso-in,

in Nara, Japan, which is estimated to have been origi-

nally about no centimeters.
36

The earliest-known datable example of the floral medal-

lion, which was found in a tomb with a document dated

706, is from Astana, just outside the city of Turfan

(fig. 4).
37

It is a weft-faced compound twill, with a

structure as illustrated in figure 5, which may be taken

as a structure typical for early weft-faced compound twills

in China. During the eighth century, the weave structure

began to change—to that as seen in catalogue number 6.

Normally, a compound-twill weave with a weft-faced

1/2 binding on the face has a warp-faced 2/1 binding on

the reverse. Here, however, both the face and the reverse

are bound in a weft-faced 1/2 twill, the face in the s direc-

tion and the reverse in the z direction. We are at present

not sure when this change in structure occurred, but we

do know that the variation would be commonly used in

compound-twill silks of the Liao dynasty. Among the

textile fragments collected by Paul Pelliot at Dunhuang

in the early years of the twentieth century is one woven

with the same structure, but it is difficult to place this

fragment as the pattern, a vegetal scroll with trefoil leaves

issuing from an undulating split stem, could date from

any time in the late Tang to the Liao period.
38
In view of

the fact that the floral medallion survived into the late

Tang,39 and that it makes only token appearances in sub-

sidiary roles in Liao designs, we have dated catalogue
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Figure 4. Textile with floral medallion, excavated in Astana. Tang dynasty

(618-907), ca. 700. Silk, weft-faced compound twill, 8 x 24.6 cm (3% x 9% in.)

Figure 5. Diagram ofweave, fig. 4. Top: external view of

surface; center: weave structure; bottom and right: cross

sections



number 6, in spite of its structure, to the eighth to ninth

century.

Three Liao silks—a fragment from a garment woven

with cranes, clouds, and radiating floral figures (cat. no. 9),

a silk from which a small purse was made (cat. no. 8),

and the upper portions of a pair of boots (cat. no. 10)

—

are compound-twill weaves with a weft-faced binding on

the reverse as well as on the face. The reverse inverted

repeat of the fragment from the garment derives from

Tang designs. As mentioned above, in connection with

the evolution ofTang designs from the High Tang period

onward, the patterns become more loosely structured,

with an increase in naturalistic images. This piece may

be regarded as an example of the end product of this

evolution, where the floral medallion makes a vestigial

appearance, the peonies are realistically represented, and

the cranes could have come from a contemporary paint-

ing. The flying crane had been a popular motif in Chinese

textile design since the late eighth century, as can be

gathered from the descriptions of textile patterns in mid-

to late Tang poetry.
40 The pattern on the purse, while

sharing the same quality of a diffused composition,

derives its elements from the art of Central Asia. The

theme of boys at play is known in paintings found at

Astana dating from the eighth century, and the deer is a

favorite subject of the arts of Central Asia, as can be

seen in several examples in this catalogue.

The design of boys in pomegranates on a painted gauze

(cat. no. 7), dating from perhaps the tenth century, is

from a different source again. On the surface, it can be

taken to be a characteristically Chinese rebus for prog-

eny, as the pomegranate holds many seeds and the char-

acter for "seed" is the same as that for "son." For this

reason, it may be considered to have a native genesis.

However, we may point to other patterns from contem-

porary textiles, such as one in the Metropolitan Museum,

a fragment found in Rayy, Iran (cat. no. n). It is a

cream silk of a type known as ling in Chinese nomen-

Figure 6. Buddhist stele, detail. Tang dynasty (618-907), ca. 700. Black limestone. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Rogers Fund
1930 (30.122)



clature (twill and twill) and patterned with boys sporting

in a floral scroll filled with peonies, lotus pods, and pome-

granates. This fragment bears a close affinity in structure

and design with another piece excavated in a Northern

Song tomb in Hengyang, Hunan Province (fig. n), and

can thus be firmly dated to the late eleventh or early

twelfth century.
41 The combination of boys and lotus also

makes a rebus for progeny. We may compare this motif

also with a well-known theme in Buddhist art of the Tang

period: the scene of the Paradise ofAmitabha Buddha, in

which souls who had gained sufficient merit are reborn

from lotus pods. Such a scene is depicted at the base of a

Buddhist stele in the Metropolitan Museum that dates

from about a.d. 700 (fig. 6). Thus, the patterns on the

eleventh-century silks may be regarded as a secularized

form of the Buddhist iconography. Moreover, the general

pattern of boys in a scroll may owe something to the idea

of the "inhabited scroll," which derives ultimately from

vine scrolls with Bacchic figures that migrated from the

eastern Roman Empire into Asia in the Late Antique

period,
42 By the late fifth century, it is already in China,

as seen on the sides of the stone bases found in the

tomb of Sima Jinlong (d. 484), a member of the

Chinese aristocracy who served in the Tuoba kingdom of

Northern Wei in North China, in Datong, Shanxi

Province.43 By the eighth century, the human figures have

become little boys hanging on to lotus plants. The best-

known example is the ornament on the side of the stele

of the Chan monk Dazhi Chanshi, dated 736, now in

the Shanxi Provincial Museum. The boys in lotus

scrolls, which one sees so often on Chinese textiles and

ceramics of the Song and Jin dynasties—not to mention

Korean celadons of the Koryo period (918-1392)—are all

in some way faint reflections of a decorative motiffrom

the Greco-Roman world, but utterly transformed. The

boys in the pomegranate are perhaps, to coin a phrase, a

pregnant symbol of the ultimate absorption of elements of

one or two foreign cultures into another. But the possibil-

ity must remain that the motif, so expressive of a basic

Chinese aspiration, is a purely Chinese invention, without

reference to antecedents.

The upper parts of the boots (cat. no. 10) are made

from fragments of a compound-twill silk woven with a

design featuring paired geese, a motif particularly com-

mon among Liao textiles. Although the complete repeat

is not preserved, enough remains to see that the geese

flank a vase of flowers on a stand and that clouds fill the

interstices. The detail of the geese holding in their bills

tendrils from the central floral arrangement recalls the

large-scale design on a robe found in the tomb of Yelii

Yuzhi (d. 941), in which paired geese flank a knotted rib-

bon that they hold in their bills.
44 The pattern on Yelii

Yuzhi's robe derives directly from a standard late Tang

design—see Emperor Wenzong s edict, mentioned above

—

just as the silver articles in his tomb are closely modeled

on late Tang prototypes. In the design on the boots, the

shared knotted ribbon has been replaced by a symmet-

rically ordered flower arrangement issuing from a vase,

which may indicate a later date for the boots, since the

representation of a flower arrangement in a vase (as

opposed to a bowl) seems to have appeared late in the

Liao period.

On the whole, one may view the development of tex-

tile design in China from the Tang to the Liao period as

a progression from rigid structures bound by geometric

frames to an increasingly free composition made up of

naturalistic elements, with subject matter and stylistic

treatment in common with contemporary painting.

Central Asia

Although numerous silks from the Liao dynasty have

been recovered from tombs, silk weaving in Central Asia

at that time is so little represented as to be practically

unknown. We know, however, that one textile, with a

design of diamonds, was certainly woven there in the

eleventh century. The small-scale diaper pattern of this

textile (cat. no. 12) was common during the Tang and

continued through the Liao. The attribution is based on

the combination of silk warps that are virtually without

twist and widely spaced, with cotton foundation wefts

and silver supplementary wefts made of flat strips of sil-

vered animal substrate (fig. 7). The date is indicated by

datable silk fragments with similar designs and structures

in Milan and Riggisberg. 45 The fragment in the church

of Sant'Ambrogio, Milan, is rectangular and, like cata-

logue number 12, is woven with a tabby weave with sup-

plementary wefts. It was sewn to one of the dalmatics of

Saint Ambrose when they were being wrapped by Aribert

ofAntimiano, archbishop of Milan from 1018 to 1045.
46

The second fragment, also a tabby weave with supple-

mentary wefts, now in the Abegg-Stiftung, Riggisberg,

is one of several found under the collar of the eleventh-

century Vitalis chasuble, originally in the Abbey of Saint

Peter, Salzburg.47 The gold wefts in both the Milan and

Riggisberg fragments consist of flat strips of gilded animal

substrate. The silk warps in the Riggisberg fragment,

moreover, have no perceptible twist and are widely spaced,

like those in the Cleveland fragment. The selvages of the

Riggisberg and Cleveland fragments consist of tabby-

woven borders that use mostly paired warps and an out-

ermost bundle of warps, around which the foundation

27



Figure 7. Micrographic detail, cat. no. 12

wefts turn. While the fragments in Milan and Riggisberg

indicate a date for the Cleveland fragment, the latter, in

turn, provides evidence of a Central Asian place of pro-

duction for the small group. All three textiles made their

way to Europe, presumably via trade, where they were

preserved in church treasuries.
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1. Hunters

Weft-faced compound twill

Warp 21 cm (8Y4 in.); weft 42.$ cm (16
3A in.)

Sogdiana, 8th-pth century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom the J. H. Wade

Fund (1974.98)

This fragment, preserved in the Church of Saint-Omer,

retains the interstices between two rows of aligned

roundels, ofwhich small parts of the floral borders remain.

The motif of a hunter on horseback shooting backward at

a fleeing ibex with head turned back toward the hunter is

repeated in both the warp and the weft direction to form

units of four hunters and four ibex. Above and below the

units of hunters are pairs of confronted rabbits, the upper

pair oriented upside down.

The design of this silk derives from Byzantine models

and from silks belonging to the so-called Alexandrian

school. These motifs, however, have been represented in

an abstracted style that, together with the character of

the weave, indicates a Sogdian provenance.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Main: tan silk, 2. Binding: tan silk, z. Proportion: 2 main

warps to 1 binding warp. Step: 4 main warps. Count: 46 main

warps and 23 binding warps per centimeter. Weft: Polychrome

silk, without apparent twist. Colors: purple, yellow, white, green,

and tan. Pass: 5 wefts. Step: 2 passes. Count: 32 passes per cen-

timeter. Weave: Weft-faced compound twill, 1/2 z; numerous

skipped bindings cause lines in the warp direction.

Publications: Shepherd 1981, no. 36 in table on p. 120;

Wardweil 1989, fig. 9, p. 182.
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2. Hunters in Roundels

Weft-faced compound twill

Warp 28 cm (11 in.); weft $$.$ cm (zi
7
/b in.), as mounted

Sogdiana, 8tb-pth century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Gift ofthe Textile Arts Club

(left roundel: ipsp.124); Purchasefrom the J. H. Wade Fund

(right roundel: 1982.284)

This textile consists of two fragments that have been

mounted together.
1

These preserve parts of two

roundels from an overall design of tangent roundels that

enclose confronted horsemen spearing lions; below are dogs

that also attack the lions. The roundels are ornamented

with an abstracted floral design; superimposed at their

points of tangency are small rosette medallions. In the

spandrels are palmette trees. As often occurs in Sogdian

silks, the two roundels have different diameters, even though

the number ofwarps per repeat is the same. The loom on

which the silk was woven was not equipped with a reed,

which would have maintained the even spacing ofwarps

during the weaving process.

These fragments, and other silks closely related in design

and technique, were found in Egypt, where they were sewn

as ornaments (segmenta) on tunics.
1
Nevertheless, the

stiff, abstract style and the character of the weave indicate

its Sogdian origin.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Main: tan silk, z. Binding: tan silk, z. Proportion: 2 main

warps to 1 binding warp. Step: 2 main warps. Count: (1959.124) 44

main warps and 22 binding warps per centimeter; (1982.284) 34

main warps and 17 binding warps per centimeter. Weft: Poly-

chrome silk, without apparent twist, entered singly. Colors: rose

red, dark blue green, and mustard yellow. Pass: 3 wefts. Step: 2

passes. Count: 31-33 passes per centimeter. Weave: Weft-faced

compound twill, 1/2 s.

Publications: Left roundel: Shepherd 1974, fig. 53 (illus. of

reverse), p. 131; Shepherd 1981, no. 98 in table on p. 122, fig. 4,

p. 110; Wardwell 1984, no. 16, p. 24; Neils 1985, p. 359; right

roundel: unpublished.

1. Aesthetic considerations determined the present placement of the

roundels; they may originally have belonged to different warp repeats.

2. Shepherd 1981, pp. no, 122, and figs. 2, 3.
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j. Ducks in a Roundel

Weft-faced compound twill

Warp ip.2 cm (j
3A in.); weft 20.3 cm (8 in.)

Central Asia, 8th-pth century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York Rogers Fund, 1941

(41-119)

The fragment preserves one roundel from a large silk

that was woven with similar roundels arranged in

aligned rows. Within the roundel, defined by an outer

foliate border and an inner pearl border, is a pair of con-

fronted ducks standing on a split palmette. Parts of the

interstitial motifs are preserved in the corners.

For technical reasons, in particular, this textile is believed

to have been woven in Central Asia, east of Sogdiana, where

Sogdian culture was strong but where Chinese weaving

traditions prevailed.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Main: tan silk, mostly without apparent twist (very occa-

sionally a slight s twist can be detected); as a result of the lack of

twist, the filaments sometimes separate, giving the appearance of

two ends per warp. Binding warp: tan silk, without apparent twist.

Proportion: 1 main warp to 1 binding warp. Step: 1 main warp.

Count: 18 main warps and 18 binding warps per centimeter. Weft:

Polychrome silk, without apparent twist, entered singly. Colors:

reddish brown, cream, and dark blue. Pass: 3 wefts. Step: 1 pass.

Count: 32 passes per centimeter. Weave: Weft-faced compound

twill, 1/2 z.

Publication: Shepherd 1981, no. 28 in table on p. 119.
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4. Textile with Geometric Design

Weft-faced compound twill

Warp ij. 6 cm (6
7A in.); weft ij.6 cm (6

7A in.)

Central Asia, late jth-pth century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. John L. Severance Fund (1P50.514)

The textile is woven with rows of aligned roundels,

each consisting of a cross-and-star motif encircled by

three rings of pearls. Filling the interstices are concentric

diamonds, the outermost ofwhich have a pendent rectan-

gle at each point.

As noted above, the fine untwisted warps (see fig. 2 on

page 22) indicate that this silk was woven in Central Asia

east of Sogdiana, where Sogdian influence was strong but

where Chinese weaving traditions prevailed. Geometric

patterns are particularly common among silks of this class.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Main: light tan silk, without apparent twist. Binding: light

tan silk, without apparent twist. Proportion: 2 main warps to 1

binding warp. Step: 2 main warps. Count: 36 binding and 18 main

warps per centimeter. Weft: Polychrome silk, without apparent

twist, entered singly. Colors: red, green, and tan. Pass: 3 wefts.

Step: 2 passes. Count: 35 passes per centimeter. Weave: Weft-faced

compound twill, 1/2 z.

Publication: Shepherd 1981, no. 52 in table on p. 120.
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5- Chili's Coat and Pants

COAT

Weft-faced compound twill

Length (collar to hem), 48 cm (i8 7A in.); width (across sleeves),

82.5 cm (32Y2 in.)

Sogdiana, 8th century

PANTS

Damask

Length, $0 cm (ifA in.)

Tang dynasty (618-907), 8th century

LINING

Damask

Tang dynasty (618-907), 8th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom the f. H. Wade

Fund (coat: 1996.2a); (pants; 1996.2b)

This remarkable coat and pants, made to fit a very young

child, belong to a rare set of garments dating from the

eighth century. The coat is cut in at the waist and flares

toward the hem. It has a front opening with facings flared

toward the hem, a round collar, and long sleeves, which

are only very slightly tapered. The front and back sections

were cut separately and seamed at the shoulders so that

the pattern would be correctly oriented both front and

back. The side seams extend from the underarm only to

the waist. The sleeves, collar, and front facings were cut

separately and seamed. There are no buttons, loops, or ties,

nor is there any evidence of fastening devices that have

since been lost. The straight-cut pants are made of three

parts: two rectangles folded down their length and joined

by an inseam, a center front seam, and a back seam; the

third piece is a square folded to form a triangle and inserted

into the inseam at the crotch.

The outer fabric of the coat is a Sogdian silk, while the

outer silk of the pants and the silk lining of both the pants

and the coat are Chinese. The Sogdian silk is a compound

twill woven with a design derived from Sasanian Iranian

imagery. Aligned pearl roundels enclose paired, confronted

ducks that stand on split palmettes; four-directional pal-

mettes fill the interstices. The attributes of the birds—the

ribbons (patif), the collars, and the necklaces held between

each pair—are Sasanian in origin. In contrast to the Sasanian

prototypes, however, the stiffness and abstraction of both

the motifs and the details are characteristically Sogdian.

Detail, cat. no. 5



5, coat

Figure 8. Coat. Eastern Han dynasty (25-220). Silk, length 133 cm
(52% in.). Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Regional Museum, Urumqi

Similarly, the decorative elements belong to a particular

repertory seen in other Sogdian silks: ducks with unwebbed

feet pointing downward, a symmetrical arrangement of

ducks placed in pairs on split palmettes, a motif of four

small hearts pointing to the center to form rosettes that

ornament the ducks, pearl borders, and the form of the

four-directional palmettes.
1

Also typical is the spacing of

the roundels, which are nearly tangent in the weft direc-

tion but more widely spaced in the warp direction. The

use of five colors and the proportion of three main warps

to each binding warp, moreover, are characteristic of silks

that have been solidly attributed to Sogdiana (see fig. 1 on

page 22).
2 The fabric is one of the few Sogdian silks that

preserves its original colors.

The coat is lined with a Chinese damask silk woven with

a large-scale floral pattern composed of a central rosette

encircled by two wreaths of flowers. Only portions of the
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5, pants

large, elaborate quatrefoil that filled the interstices are

preserved in the cut of the lining. Originating at the

beginning of the eighth century, this pattern became one of

the dominant—and most elegant—decorative motifs of the

Tang period (see also cat. no. 6). Most of the extant silks

with this design have been preserved in the Shoso-in impe-

rial treasury and the Horyu-ji in Nara, Japan.
3

The pants are made from a white twill-patterned silk,

also woven in China. The reverse inverted repeats consist

of large rosettes surrounded by flowers at the cardinal

points and, between, flying birds carrying floral sprigs in

their beaks. The apparently loose structure of the pattern

and the degree of naturalism of the motifs are characteris-

tic of a trend in patterning that began in the High Tang.
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This type of pattern evolved shortly after the floral pattern

of the lining. That the pants are lined with the same floral

silk as the jacket shows, however, that the two patterns

coexisted for a time during the eighth century. Other silks

woven with this pattern occur among the Tang silks preserved

since the eighth century in the Shoso-in repository and

the Horyu-ji. 4

Because the study of costume from this period has been

based almost entirely on paintings and sculpture, compar-

ative images are limited to outer garments, with only the

briefest indications (usually at the neck and wrists) of layers

worn beneath. It is therefore not known where the coat

and pants fit into the sequence of layers that made up the

original costume, nor the number and nature of the addi-

tional garments that initially completed it.
5 A small pair of

boots, made from the same Sogdian silk as the coat and

now in a private collection, most likely belonged to the

costume.
6
And, almost certainly, there was an additional

pair of pants made from the Sogdian silk that would have

been worn over the white silk pants. Because examples of

this type of coat are represented neither in paintings nor

in sculptures from the period, we can assume that it was

probably not the outermost garment of the costume. The

closest example to this coat in cut is a coat dating from the

Eastern Han period (a.d. 25-220) that was retrieved from

a man's grave in Minfeng County, Xinjiang Province (fig. 8).

This suggests that the child's coat, and the costume to which

it belonged, was a Central Asian type that endured over a

long period of time and, further, that the coat and pants

were intended for a little boy.

Nothing is known of the history of the coat and pants

other than that they are said to have been preserved in Tibet.

This would not be surprising, since Tibet's imperialistic

initiatives during the seventh and eighth centuries brought

it into frequent contact with both China and Sogdiana, 7

and because at the height of its powers during the reign of

Khri-stron Lde-brtsan (755-97), Tibet controlled part of

Sichuan Province, the Gansu Corridor, Qinghai, and the

eastern part of present-day Xinjiang, including Turfan.
8

Considering the cut of the coat and the combination

of Sogdian and Chinese silks, this set of garments may
very well have been made within Tibet or Tibetan-

controlled territories during the eighth century. If so,

it is an exceedingly rare set, from the period of the early

Tibetan kings (ca. a.d. 600-842), a chapter of Tibet's

history from which only traces of material culture have

survived.

1. Shepherd and Henning 1959, figs. 3, 14.

2. Ibid., the so-called ZandanijiT textiles; Shepherd 1981, p. 106.

3. Matsumoto 1984, pis. 1, 8, 10.

4. See, for example, ibid., pis. 92, 93.

5. There is also, in a private collection (unpublished), a garment consist-

ing of two parts joined at the waist and opening down the front: the

upper segment has very short sleeves and, like the child's coat, a round

collar and facings along the front opening, which flair toward the

waist; the lower portion is a very slightly gathered skirt. The garment

measures about 30 inches from collar to hem. Whereas the upper part

is made from the same Sogdian silk and lined with the same Tang silk

as the coat, the skirt consists of a lightweight dark blue silk woven with

a lozenge-diaper pattern. Like the coat, the garment has no fastening

devices or evidence of ever having had any. It appears to be a type that

would have been worn by a small girl. However, because we have vir-

tually no images of small girls from the period, this cannot at present

be confirmed. Consequently, it remains uncertain if this type of garment,

together with the coat, pants, and boots, would have constituted a sin-

gle costume, or if they would have belonged to two separate costumes.

We are rather inclined to the latter, given the similarity of the coat to a

man's coat excavated in Xinjiang Province (fig. 8).

6. Private collection, unpublished.

7. See Beckwith 1987; numerous references to Tibet in Twitchett 1979,

pp. 285-86, 430-33; and Hoffman 1994, pp. 376-85.

8. Hoffman 1994, p. 383.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Coat: Warp: Main: ecru silk, z. Binding: ecru silk, z. Proportion:

3 main warps to 1 binding warp. Step: 3 main warps. Count: 48

main warps and 16 binding warps per centimeter. Weft: Silk, without

apparent twist and interrupted. Colors: rose red, deep blue, green,

yellow, and white. Pass: 3 wefts, each entered singly. Step: 2

passes. Count: 33 passes per centimeter. Weave: Weft-faced com-

pound twill, 1/2 s. There are a number of flaws, in particular,

skipped binding warps that leave vertical lines of short weft floats,

or wefts on the face passing under instead of over the main warps.

Pants: Warp: White silk, s and z (slight twists), single. Step:

1 warp. Count: 52 warps per centimeter. Weft: White silk, with-

out apparent twist. Step: 1 weft. Count: 40 wefts per centimeter.

Weave: Damask: the ground is a 2/1 s twill, and the pattern ai/4

s twill. Flaws consist of warps and wefts passing over or under the

wrong number of threads, but these do not repeat vertically.

Lining: Warp: Brown silk, without apparent twist, single. Step:

1 warp. Count: 48 warps per centimeter. Weft: Brown silk, with-

out apparent twist, much denser than warp. Step: 1 weft. Count:

25 wefts per centimeter. Weave: Damask, 3/1 twill z for the ground,

and the reverse (1/3 twill s) for the pattern. There are occasional

flaws in the binding sequence. Selvage: 5 millimeters wide, dense

tabby weave; the wefts turn around a single outermost warp,

which has a strong z twist.

Publications: "American Museum News," 1996, pp. 51-52;

Wardwell, "Clothes," 1996, pp. 4-5; Wardwell, "For Lust of

Knowing," 1996, p. 73; Ames et al. 1997, p. 94.
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6. Floral Medallions

Weft-faced compound twill

Warp 62.7 cm (24
5A in.); weft 71.$ cm (28

JA in.)

Tang dynasty (618-907), late 8th-early 9th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase, Joseph

Pulitzer Bequest, 1996 (1996. 103. 1)

The arrangement of floral medallions interspersed with

quatrefoil motifs was one of the dominant design

patterns in textiles and other decorative arts of the High

Tang period (roughly the first half of the eighth century).

The floral medallion persisted into the late Tang, and the

small floral rosette one sees in Liao textiles may be regarded

as a vestige of the larger Tang medallion (see cat. nos. 8

and 9). In a way this motif never disappeared, and differ-

ent versions of it can be seen in Ming and Qing textiles,

especially those in the "antique" style.

The other component of this pattern, the quatrefoil

motif, also survived in various forms and can be seen not

only in textiles but in other decorative arts in northern

Asia until at least the thirteenth century. It appears, in a

very much simplified form, both in inlaid porcelain and

in lacquer of the Koryo period (918—1392) in Korea.
1

Later

revivals of this motif also appear on eighteenth-century

Chinese porcelain.
2

The most remarkable aspect of this textile is the weave

structure—one seen commonly in textiles of the tenth

century and later (see cat. nos. 8-10)—as both the face

and the reverse (fig. 9) are bound in a weft-faced 1/2 twill.

It is the only example known to the authors with both

this structure and a typical Tang design.

1. For examples in Koryo inlaid celadon, see Koryo 1989, nos. 238, 242.

The floral sprays seen in many other pieces may be regarded as an

adaptation of this pattern. For an example in Koryo inlaid lacquer,

see Oriental Lacquer 1977, no. 262.

2. Fong and Watt 1996, pp. 522-23, pis. 314, 315.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Main: tan silk, s, thin, paired. Binding: tan silk, s (the

fibers are sometimes split to give the appearance of the warp's

being paired). Proportion: 1 paired warp to 1 binding warp.

Step: 1 paired warp. Count: 16 pairs of main warps and 16 binding

warps per centimeter. Weft: Polychrome silk, without apparent

twist, entered singly. Colors: brown, dark blue, light blue, yellow,

and cream. Pass: 5 wefts. Step: 1 pass. Count: 18 passes per cen-

timeter. Weave: Weft-faced compound twill, 1/2 s binding on

the face, 1/2 z binding on the reverse. Along one weft edge is a

starting (or finishing) edge consisting of three stripes of cream,

brown, and yellow wefts, which intersects the design along the

weft axis.

Publicat ion: MMA Recent Acquisitions 1995-1996, p. 77,

illus.

Figure 9. Reverse, cat. no. 6
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j. Boys in Pomegranates

Gauze, painted

Warp so. 6 cm (ip
7A in.); weft i$.$ cm (5% in.)

China, 10th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase, Eileen W.

Bamberger Bequest, in memory ofher husband, Max Bamberger,

1995 (W5>i43)

This strip is decorated with two repeat patterns, one

of pomegranates containing birds and the other of

pomegranates containing boys. It is painted in ink, blue

and brown pigments, and gold leaf on a complex gauze

ground, with the unpatterned area brush-dyed green. The

textile is folded in half lengthwise and stitched along one

edge, with the patterns repeated on the reverse.

The pattern with birds consists of three pomegranates

and three leaves growing from a stalk. All three pome-

granates and one of the leaves contain a bird, and each

of the four birds is unique. The theme of birds in a floral

scroll is common to Tang (618-907) decorative arts

and is seen on silver and on the backs of bronze mirrors.

The pattern with boys is incomplete. It consists of two

full and one partial pomegranate, each containing a boy

adorned with neckband and bracelets in gold leaf. The

iconography of this motif is discussed on pages 26-27.

A related theme and what is perhaps a similar type of

object can be seen among the Pelliot finds from Dunhuang.
1

1. See Riboud and Vial 1970, EO. 1204, pi 64.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Dark green silk, s (slight twist). Count: 75 per centimeter.

Weft; Dark green silk, without apparent twist. Count: 21 per

centimeter. Weave: Gauze, with units of four warps. The design

is drawn and painted.

Unpublished.

Detail, cat. no. 7
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S. Purse

Outerfabric: Weft-faced compound twill

Height 9 cm (3% in.); width 13.7 cm (5% in.)

Liao dynasty (907-1125)

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York Eileen W
Bamberger Bequest, in memory ofher husband, Max Bamberger,

W6(w6>39)

The silk from which this purse was made is a compound-

twill weave that is weft-faced on both sides and has

weft floats on the face, a structure commonly seen on Liao

silks and one that provides a secure means of dating the

textile. The pattern is a free composition of floral rosettes

surrounded by leaping deer, running and tumbling boys,

birds, and various floral and leafy motifs. Individual ele-

ments, such as the young deer and the boys at play, are

favorite themes in the decorative arts of Central Asia, going

back to Tang times (618-907).
l The silk must have been

woven expressly for the purpose of making small objects

such as this purse, as the scale of the images fits well

within the format.

1. The theme of boys playing is seen in paintings from Astana dating

from the eighth century. See, for example, XinjiangMuseum 1987,

pi. 154 and captions for pis. 47 and 154.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Outer fabric: Warp: Main: tan silk, usually without appar-

ent twist (although an occasional slight s twist can be detected),

thin, paired. Binding: tan silk, without apparent twist (the fibers

sometimes separate, giving the appearance of the warp's being

paired or triple). Proportion: 1 paired main warp to 1 binding

warp. Step: 1 paired main warp. Count: 21 pairs of main warps

and 21 binding warps per centimeter. Weft: Polychrome silk,

without apparent twist, entered singly. Colors: reddish tan,

pinkish tan, light blue, dark blue, and white. Pass: 5 wefts. Step:

1 pass. Count: 48 passes per centimeter. Weave: Weft-faced com-

pound twill with weft floats. On the face the binding is 1/2 z, on

the reverse 1/2 s. In areas ofweft floats, the wefts on the face of

the textile float, while the wefts of the remaining colors carried

on the reverse are bound by the binding warps. The blue wefts,

when on the face, always float, while the tan wefts on the face

sometimes float and are sometimes bound.

Ribbon: Warp and weft: Reddish tan silk, without apparent

twist. Warp step: 4; weft step: 2. Count: approximately 64 warps

and 44 wefts per centimeter. Weave: Tabby, lisere (floats of wefts

over 5 warps).

8, back of purse

Construction: The purse is composed of a rectangular piece,

with one end cut in a bracketed outline, and two oval pieces that

form the sides. The rectangular fabric is folded twice to create

three sections. The two side pieces are sewn to the bottom and

middle sections; the third section (with the bracketed end) over-

laps the front of the purse when closed. The purse is secured

by a ribbon sewn to the front overlap, which is wrapped around

the purse and tied.

Unpublished.
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g. Flowers, Cranes, and Clouds

Weft-faced compound twill

Warp 37.1 cm (i4 5A in.); weft 46.6 cm (i83A in.)

Liao dynasty (907-1125), 10th century

The Cleveland Museum ofArt. John L. Severance Fund

(1992.112a)

This fragment preserves part of an overall design of

large radiating floral motifs arranged in two staggered

horizontal rows; in the interstices are pairs of flying cranes

and cloud scrolls, the clouds occurring at the cardinal points

of the floral motifs and the cranes between them. In the

warp direction, the pattern repeats in mirror reverse.
1

The fragment comes from a garment that had a thin

silk tabby lining with a layer of silk batting between the

outer fabric and the lining; seams are preserved in the upper

left portion. A larger part of the garment, which preserves

incrustation from a metal belt, is also in The Cleveland

Museum of Art.
2 The design is difficult to read as a result

of extensive discoloration from burial, and the garment

cannot be reconstructed. A third fragment was on the

London market (fig. 10).

The pattern may be regarded as a highly dissolved ver-

sion of a late Tang design, with a large floral medallion in

the center surrounded by floral sprays, flying birds, and

clouds (see pants in cat. no. 5). The relative scale of the

medallion and the surrounding elements is the reverse of

the late Tang pattern.

1. Technically known as a reverse inverted repeat (Burnham 1980,

p. 108).

2. Ace. no. 1992.112; unpublished.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Outer fabric: Warp: Main: tan silk, s (very slight twist), thin,

paired. Binding: tan silk, mostly without apparent twist, though

a slight s twist occasionally occurs, paired (the ends do not always

lie side by side; at times one lies over another so that the warp

appears single), thin. Proportion: 1 pair (occasionally 3 ends) of

main warps to 1 pair of binding warps. Step: 1 pair of main warps.

Count: approximately 36 pairs of main warps and 36 pairs of

binding warps per centimeter. Weft: Polychrome silk, without

apparent twist. Colors: dark reddish tan, tan, cream, light blue,

and dark blue. Pass: 5 wefts. Step: 1 pass. Count: 17 passes per

centimeter. Weave: Weft-faced compound twill, 1/2 z binding

on face, 1/2 s binding on reverse. Selvage:
1

4 bundles of unplied

warps followed by 8 cords (each composed of 2 silk threads plied

z, each thread composed of groups of threads without twist,

plied s). The selvage is woven in a simple 1/2 z twill; all wefts

turn around the outermost cord.

Lining: Warp: Light tan silk, without apparent twist. Count:

68 per centimeter. Weft: Light tan silk, without apparent twist.

Count: 34 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby. Selvage: extends for

8 millimeters, warps are closely spaced, wefts turn around outer-

most warp.

1. Preserved on the larger fragment, CMA 1992.112.

Unpublished.

Figure 10. Textile with flowers, cranes, and clouds. Liao dynasty

(907-1125), 10th century. Silk, weft-faced compound twill.

Warp 35.5 cm (14 in.); weft 33 cm (13 in.). Jacqueline Simcox, Ltd.
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10. Pair of Short Boots

Outerfabric: Weft-faced compound twill; silk tapestry (kesi)

IPP2.350: Top ofboot to bottom ofheel 32.8 cm (i2
7A in.); toe to

heel ca. 2$ cm (p
3A in.)

ipp2.j4p: Top ofboot to bottom ofheel 34.p cm (13V4 in.); toe to

heel, ca. 2$ cm (p
3A in.)

Liao dynasty (poj-ii2$)

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. fohn L. Severance Fund

(1PP2.34P; ipp2.3$o)

The boots are made of two different outer fabrics: a

figured compound-twill silk for the leg portion and

silk-and-gold tapestry {kesi) for the foot section. At the top

of the instep is a lip of three half scallops that was made

from the same fabric as the leg portion. The top edge of

the lip is finished by blanket stitching, which continues

around the upper edge of the sides and the heel of the foot.

A vertical line of plaited chain stitches ornaments the back

of the heel and the center of the toe. Each boot is lined

with a thin tan silk tabby. Silk batting lies between the lin-

ing and the outer compound-twill fabric of the leg por-

tions. The foot is reinforced with leather between the lining

and the kesi. The tops of the boots are incomplete, but both

soles (silk tabby and silk gauze with silk batting between)

are preserved.

Because the weft-faced compound-twill silk has been

pieced, its complete repeat cannot be reconstructed. The

pieces, however, preserve parts of two geese flanking a vase

of flowers on a stand. In the surrounding space are cloud

scrolls.
1

The motif of paired birds facing one another across a

plant or floral arrangement goes back to the Tang period

in China (see, for example, cat. no. 49) and to earlier peri-

ods in Central Asia and farther west. However, the depic-

tion of a flower arrangement in a vase appears to be a late

development in the evolution of this motif. The earliest-

known representations in painting of a flower arrangement

in a vase are on the walls of the tomb of Zhang Shiqing

(d. 1116), a Liao official, in Xuanhua (fig. 77).
2 Among

the extant paintings from the Song imperial court is one

that depicts a flower arrangement in a slender vase on a

stand. It is attributed to the lady painter Yao Yuehua and

inscribed by the Song emperor Ningzong (r. 1195-1224). 3

The secular use of flowers in a vase for decoration, as

opposed to flowers in a bowl or basket as offerings to

Buddhist deities, seems to have become fashionable in the

Song period (960-1279). 4 The vases of flowers painted on

the walls of the Xuanhua tomb, numbering eighteen in all,

are placed in niches and appear to serve a purely decora-

tive function. As Xuanhua is near the border with Song and

the date of the tomb is late in the Liao dynasty, and as

Zhang Shiqing was Chinese, we may conjecture that the

fashion for flower arrangements in a vase was filtered across

the border of the two countries sometime in the eleventh

century. These boots would therefore date from the second

half of the Liao dynasty.

The kesi feet of the boots, also pieced, preserve what

appear to be parts of a design of cloud scrolls and possibly

also of birds. The substrate of the gold thread has disinte-

grated in burial, leaving the gold leaf adhering to the warps. 5

Although little can be said about the design, the excep-

tionally fine tapestry technique is characteristic of kesi pro-

duced during the Liao dynasty, such as on the knee-high

imperial boots (cat. no. 23).

Despite the fact that the boots are incomplete at the top,

they are clearly different in style from the imperial boots.

Possibly, they were short boots. The costume of a Khitan

woman found in a tomb at Wanzishan, Inner Mongolia,

included a pair of silk short boots that were worn with a

skirt, a vest, three short jackets, and three long outer robes.
6

And silver-gilt replicas of two pairs of short boots were

discovered in the tomb of a Khitan princess and her hus-

band. 7 That the Cleveland boots were pieced together,

apparently from remnants, is evidence that they were not

made for a member of the imperial family. The boots of

a military officer found in a thirteenth-century tomb at

Salt Lake, between Urumqi and Turfan, Xinjiang, also have

external covers made up of kesi remnants (see cat. no. 15).

1. Another piece of this fabric (on the market) included, additionally, a

bird in flight with two long tail feathers.

2. See Xuanhua Liao bihua mu 1975 and Laing 1994.

3. Songren Huace 1957, vol. 2, no. 54.

4. For a historical survey of flower arrangements in Japan and China, see

Hanaike 1982.

5. The substrate was, in all likelihood, proteinaceous (see cat. no. 51) but

not tanned leather, which can survive in soil (Crowfoot et al. 1992,

p. 2).

6. Inner Mongolia 1985, pp. 72-87.

7. Inner Mongolia 1993, pp. 38-39, and pi. viii.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Compound twill (leg portion): Warp: Main: tan silk,

virtually untwisted (although occasionally a faint s or z twist can
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be detected), paired. Binding: tan silk, virtually untwisted (although

occasionally a faint s or z twist can be detected), thin, paired.

Proportion: i pair of main warps to i pair of binding warps. Step:

i pair of main warps. Count: 25 pairs of main warps and 25 pairs

of binding warps per centimeter. Weft: Polychrome silk, without

apparent twist and much denser than the warps. Colors: deep blue,

pale blue, light tan, and tan. Pass: 4 wefts. Step: 1 pass. Count: 16

passes per centimeter. Weave: Weft-faced compound twill, 1/4 satin

binding on both face and reverse. Sewn with tan silk, s, 2-ply z.

Kesi (foot portion): Warp: Tan silk, s (very slight twist),

2-ply z. Count: 25 per centimeter. Weft: 1) Polychrome silk, s.

Colors: purple, pale blue (striated), faded coral(?), and two tans

that may originally have been red or pink. Count: approximately

80-200 per centimeter. 2) Gold thread: the substrate of the gold

thread has entirely disintegrated, leaving the gold leaf adhering

to the warps. The original passage of the wefts over and under

the warps can occasionally be detected in the disposition of the

gold leaf. Weave: Tapestry (kesi) with slit joins and occasional

toothed joins (very rare). Vertical diagonals are accomplished mostly

with warp steps, sometimes with soumak, and occasionally with

toothed joins. In spite of the curvilinear design, there is no eccentric

weaving nor are the warps bent; the wefts are all at right angles to

the warp. The center seams of the heel and the toe are covered

with plaited chain stitches using faded green and tan silks, z,

plied s. The boots were lined and the soles (made separately) were

attached.

Lining : Warp and weft: Cream silk, without apparent twist; 60

per centimeter (warp), and 60 per centimeter (weft). Weave:

Tabby. Selvage: warps are more closely spaced; wefts turn around

the outermost warp.

Construction (leg and foot): The upper part of each

boot has been pieced together. The heel and toe portions of the

foot section are sewn together with tan silk, z, plied s, and tan silk,

s, plied z. The top edges of the lip and the heel portion of the foot
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are finished with blanket stitches using doubled threads of tan

silk, s, plied z, or faded green silk, z, plied s. The boots are lined

with silk. Between the outer fabric and the lining is a layer of silk

batting in the leg portions and leather in the silk portions.

Soles: i) Outer fabric: Warp: Golden brown silk, occasion-

ally s or z, but generally without apparent twist. Count: approxi-

mately 56 per centimeter. Weft: Golden brown silk, occasionally

s, but generally without apparent twist, about three times the

density of the warps. Count: 17 per centimeter. Weave: Gauze,

based on unit of4 warps.
1

2) Lining: Warp: Tan silk, occasionally

s (slight twist). Count: approximately 46 per centimeter. Weft: Tan

silk, without apparent twist. Count: 30-32 per centimeter. Weave:

Tabby (fairly loose weave). 3) Silk batting: Between the

outer fabric and the lining is a layer of silk batting.

Construction: The outer fabric is covered with running

stitches in parallel rows about 3 millimeters apart using silk

thread, z, and 2-ply s. The stitching probably secures the inner

layer of batting to the outer fabric. The lining and outer fabric

are sewn together around the periphery of the sole.

1. For this type, see Riboud and Vial 1970, EO. 1205 bis, p. 385.

Unpublished.

11. Boys in a Floral Scroll

Twill damask (ling)

Warp 33 cm (13 in.); weft 29.2 cm (11V2 in.)

Northern Song dynasty (960—1127), nth—12th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York Rogers Fund,

1952 ($2.8)

This textile is of a type known as ling (twill and twill),

which began to appear in the Tang period (618-907)

and was one of the most popular weaves in the silks of the

Song (960-1279) and Yuan (1279-1368) dynasties.
1 The

pattern is very similar to that on another fragment found

in a Northern Song tomb in Hengyang, Hunan Province

(fig. 11).
2
Technically, the two pieces are identical, including

the weave structure and the s twist of the warp; the weft

is untwisted. As noted earlier (see pp. 8-9), the theme of

boys and pomegranates or lotus pods is a rebus for prog-

eny. What adds particular interest to this piece is that it

was found in Rayy, Iran, where quantities of ceramics of

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries have been excavated,

including Chinese trade pottery of this period. 3 Because

the Chinese ceramics found at this site, all from southern

Chinese kilns, were exported through sea trade, it is

almost certain that this silk arrived in Iran by the same

route.

1. Zhao Feng, Sichou, 1991, pp. 40-43.

2. Chen Guo'an 1984, p. 80, fig. 2, and pi. vi 5, 6.

3. Mikami Tsugio 1969, p. 149.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Cream silk, s (single). Count: approximately 50 per centi-

meter. Weft: Cream silk, without twist. Count: 30 per centimeter.

Weave: Twill damask. Ground: 1/5 s twill. Pattern: 5/1 s twill.

Selvage: The pattern ends about 1 centimeter from the outermost

Figure 11. Textile with boys in a floral scroll, detail. Northern Song

dynasty (960-1127). Twill damask {ling). Hunan Provincial Museum,

Changsha

edge; the border is a 2/1 s twill binding of the wefts by bundles of

warps (3-4 warps per bundle); at the outside edge, the wefts turn

around the outermost bundle of warps. The design is oriented at

right angles to the warp.

Publication: Jenyns 1981, no. 27, illus., p. 6j.
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iz. Textile with Diamonds

Tabby with supplementary weft

Warp 51.5 cm (20
}A in.); weft 30.3 cm (n 7A in.)

CentralAsia, nth century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. John L. Severance Fund (1993.139)

The textile, in very fragmentary condition, is woven

with an overall design of tiny diamonds within a dia-

mond grid (repeat: 7 mm X 1.2 cm); a complete selvage is

preserved along one side. In China at this time, small-

scale patterns of diamonds were generally reserved for

silks intended as undergarments or linings. The use of silver

thread for the tiny diamonds in this example may indicate

the greater importance of the design in Central Asia.

This is one of the very few Central Asian textiles that

have survived from the eleventh century. The wide spac-

ing of virtually untwisted silk warps combined with cotton

foundation wefts and silver supplementary wefts consisting

of flat strips of silvered animal substrate confirm a Central

Asian attribution (see fig. 7). The textile is closely related

stylistically and technically to two fragments preserved in

Milan and Riggisberg, for which compelling evidence of

an eleventh-century date exists.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Ecru silk, without apparent twist, very thin, single. Step:

2 warps. Count: 24 per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: white cotton,

z (unevenly twisted). Lance: silver thread, flat strips of animal

substrate, coated with a dark reddish brown adhesive and a layer

of silver (on one side only);
1

the silver wefts are coated with translu-

cent varnish, now yellowed. Pass: 1 foundation weft and 1 supple-

mentary weft. Step: 1 pass. Count: 12 passes per centimeter.

Weave: Tabby weave with supplementary weft. The warps are

grouped in twos with spaces between (fig. 7); the cotton foun-

dation wefts lie beside the silver supplementary wefts. The silver

wefts float where needed for the pattern and are otherwise bound

with the cotton foundation wefts. A complete selvage is pre-

served on one side. Eight millimeters from the outermost edge,

the silver wefts on the reverse turn back, passing under the adja-

cent cotton weft. In the selvage border, paired (though occasion-

ally single) warps and foundation wefts form a tabby binding.

Toward the outermost edge, the warps are closely spaced. The

foundation wefts turn around the outermost warp, which is

tripled.

1. Determined by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry by Bruce Christman,

chief conservator, The Cleveland Museum of Art.

Unpublished.
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2 . Kesi: Silk Tapestry

Of all the major categories

of luxury textiles in China,

kesi poses the most problems

with regard to its origin and

early development. Recent

archaeological finds in north-

ern and western China and

the appearance on the mar-

ket of material from centuries-old collections have provided

many clues toward solving these problems, but we are at

present far from being able to write a definitive account of

the early history of tapestry weaving in China.

What has come to light in the past two decades are

several distinct groups which can be defined technically

and stylistically. In one or two cases, it is possible to asso-

ciate a particular group thus identified with archaeologi-

cal finds. Another group can be compared with old kesi

preserved in the National Palace Museum, Taipei, and in

the Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang. By means

of comparative studies, we can attempt to place the var-

ious groups in broad historical and geographical contexts,

even if the details remain to be filled in later. The kesi in

this exhibition are divided into groups according to this

line of inquiry. The nomenclature is tentative and is

intended to facilitate discussion.

The Central Asian Group

There are a number of kesi that in their patterning dis-

play distinct characteristics of the arts of Central Asia.

Two of these, catalogue numbers 13 and 14, form one

group. The most conspicuous aspect of their patterns is

the depiction of real or mythical animals and birds on a

floral ground. The animal and bird images, as well as the

border decorations, seem to derive from the eclectic art of

eastern Central Asia (the eastern half ofXinjiang), which

developed during the Tang period (618-907), displaying

influences from various sources, particularly Sogdiana

and interior Tang China.

The combination of flora and fauna in decorative pat-

terns is not unique to Central Asia. What is so distinc-

tive about the patterns on the kesi of the type that we have

tentatively identified as of eastern Central Asian origin is

the way the floral ground is treated. Unlike most flora

and fauna patterns, in which the entire design is "homog-

enized" into a pattern of repeating elements of uniform

size and even distribution (see, for example, cat. no. 19),

the floral ground of the type of kesi in question is a com-

plex composition of floral sprays of varying scale and

"species," creating an unevenness both in spatial distri-

bution and in the size of the pictorial elements. The result

is a liveliness in the design that is not often seen in most

background patterns. The liveliness of the floral ground

is matched by that of the animals, especially the dragon

in catalogue number 13. Another aspect of the general

exuberance of these patterns is the brilliant use of color.

The colors, we note, are used both naturalistically and

in a purely decorative manner. Thus, whereas most of

the leaves are shades of green and yellow in catalogue

number 13, some are shades of blue. A parallel phenom-

enon is seen in the floral pattern, where blossoms and

leaves of different plants are represented as issuing from

the same stem. This combination of naturalistic repre-

sentation and creative patternmaking is one of the hall-

marks of the decorative art style of Central Asia in the

medieval period and was to influence to no small extent

Chinese decorative arts when it was introduced to inte-

rior China during the Yuan dynasty (1279-1368).

Catalogue number 15 seems to be closely related to

these kesi. As in catalogue number 14, the bottom part

of the design consists of two horizontal bands bound by

borders of rosettes and other floral elements that contain

similar designs which do not relate to the main pattern

above. The main pattern is also composed of bands, but

without a graphic border. There are discontinuous stripes

that indicate the ground and also serve to demarcate the

bands. Again, however, the design is composed of ani-

mals and birds on a floral ground. This pattern is strik-

ingly similar to that of some kesi fragments found at Salt

Lake (Yanhu), between Urumqi and Turfan, Xinjiang

Detail, cat. no. 13 53



(see fig. 23), dating probably from the thirteenth cen-

tury. There is also considerable animation in the treat-

ment of both the birds in flight in the lower bands and

the striding peacocks in the main pattern. Compared

with catalogue numbers 13 and 14, however, these designs

are somewhat less exuberant and inventive.

Catalogue number 16 has an even more placid design,

but nevertheless must also belong to the eastern Central

Asian type. The "floral" ground is reduced to a uniform

pattern of leaves but endowed with different colors in

blocks without borders. Floating on this ground are

aquatic fowl and animals (the only animal seen on this

fragment is upside down). There is another kesi with a

similar pattern that includes part of a medallion (about

which more will be said later).
1

Other Central Asian kesi are distinguished by a pat-

tern that exhibits a style distinctly different from those

discussed above. It is characterized by a compact com-

position of repeats of similar, if not identical, elements

(see, for example, cat. nos. 17, 18, and 19). Again, the

motifs are of various origins. On one piece in this group,

catalogue number 19, the lions are based on Persian

models while the palmettes have antecedents both in the

Iranian world and in Central Asia. The two other kesi,

catalogue numbers 17 and 18, include dragons with clouds

and flaming pearls, all basically Chinese motifs but treated

in an un-Chinese manner. Apart from the somewhat

eccentric form of the dragons, the way they are tightly

packed together is highly unusual in a Chinese context.

The Persian influence on the patterns, together with the

drawloom design of the lions and the absence of frames or

borders, suggests that this type of Central Asian kesi may

have originated in the early Mongol period in the thir-

teenth century, when there were massive movements of

artisans, including weavers, from the eastern Iranian world

into eastern Central Asia.
2
It is also possible, though less

likely, that these kesi were woven farther west by Uyghurs

living in the Khotan area. The transmission of eastern

Iranian culture to western Central Asia by the Kara-

khanids, following their conquest of the region in the

early eleventh century, opens the possibility that the

Uyghurs in the region adopted eastern Iranian patterns

and motifs. In connection with this hypothesis, it

should be noted that the Karakhanids were in control

of Bukhara for a short period in the tenth century. This

hypothesis is also based on the assumption that the

weaving of kesi was already practiced in the Khotan

area by the eleventh century.

All these kesi, and related specimens known in the

West, are fragments of relatively small size. They are

rectangular in shape and were preserved for many cen-

turies outside Central Asia. Judging from the way they

have been cut relative to their designs, the purposes to

which they were ultimately put were very different from

those originally intended. Their fragmentary nature, and

the absence of contemporary paintings in which kesi

are depicted, leaves us with few clues about their origi-

nal purpose and their overall design. Nevertheless, sev-

eral observations can be made. Double bands of flora and

fauna, for example, are seen only on such pieces as cata-

logue numbers 14 and 15, where the starting edge is pre-

served. Thus it would appear that such bands were woven

at the base of the total pattern. Considering the age-old

tradition in Central Asia of ornamenting garments with

bands, particularly at the cuffs, hems, collars, and open-

ings, it would seem likely that one of the double borders

at the end of a kesi was used for the cuffs of a garment,

while the other ornamented the hem. Moreover, the thin

stripe that intersects the plain border between the deco-

rative bands in catalogue number 14 may well have marked

where the bands were to be separated. The possibility

that these kesi were originally intended to serve as gar-

ments corroborates the records of the Southern Song

official Hong Hao concerning the Uyghur custom of

weaving robes of kesi that were resplendently beauti-

ful—as indeed they are. Some of the kesi fragments pre-

serve a medallion with scalloped edges that resembles a

cloud collar. With one exception (cat. no. 17), the main

flora and fauna pattern inside the medallion is different

from that outside. Where selvages are present, they bisect

the medallion down the median (see figs. 12, 26, and 28).

Thus, two loom widths were required to complete the

overall design (see cat. no. 19 and fig. 29).

Catalogue number 16, a fragment with both selvages

intact, measures 62 centimeters in width. Other loom

widths of approximately 66.5 centimeters have also been

recorded. 3 Ifthese represent the more or less standard loom

width of kesi of this type, then the width of the complete

design would measure between 124 and 133 centimeters.

The typical contrast of coloring and patterning within and

outside the cloud-collar medallions imitates the effect of a

separate cloud collar worn over a garment and supports the

likelihood that these kesi were originally intended to be

made up into garments. However, since none of the known

kesi with cloud-collar medallions includes bands at the start-

ing edge, the possibility that they were used for other pur-

poses cannot be rejected. The cloud-collar motif, after all,

had been freely used as a general decorative motif as well

as a (perhaps symbolic) pattern at the base of knobs on

vessels and the tops of tents following its introduction into

Central Asia from Han China.4

Technically, these Central Asian kesi share common
characteristics. With one exception, the kesi with a feline

and birds on a floral ground (cat. no. 15), their warps
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Figure 12. Textile showing partial cloud-

collar medallion. Eastern Central Asia, 11th-

12th century. Silk tapestry (kesi), 56 x 28 cm

(22 x 11 in.). Private collection

are silk, s, 2-ply z. The densities of the polychrome silk

wefts within a given textile vary greatly, producing thread

counts ranging from as few as about 36 wefts per cen-

timeter to as many as about 150. Gold wefts are composed

of gilded strips of animal substrate wrapped z around a

silk core, z. The tapestry weaves all have slit joins and

tabby bindings. There is much eccentric weaving, and

some use ofsoumak and flying shuttle; warps are wrapped

along the vertical contours of the design. In all cases,

there is an uneven texture to the surface. The reverse

sides reveal few broken warps. The ends of broken warps

and of those replacing them as well as the ends of intro-

duced wefts are short. With the exception of catalogue

number 16, the warp ends are on the reverse. Similarly,

wefts float for only short distances from one area of a

given color to another.

Apart from the study of the threads and weave struc-

tures, an analytical study of the dyes would add greatly

to our understanding of this group of kesi, especially if

we could trace the sources for the dyes. 5 The importance

of textile dyes for the Uyghurs from the tenth to the

thirteenth century (the great period for the production

of kesi) can be gleaned in one of the Uyghur documents

collected by Pelliot in Dunhuang. 6
It is a letter from some-

one in Suzhou (Jiuquan, Gansu Province) to a friend in

Shazhou (Dunhuang, also in Gansu) beseeching him to
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Figure 13. Detail of textile with birds on a floral ground. Northern

Song dynasty (960-1127). Silk tapestry (kesi), 131.6 x 55.6 cm (51/8 x

21% in.). Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang

send dyes for textiles. This letter was probably written

before 1036, when both Suzhou and Shazhou were over-

run by the Tanguts. It is interesting to note that in this

particular case the dyes, if they were eventually sent,

went eastward toward interior China.

For the reasons stated above, we date the kesi with drag-

ons and with lions (cat. nos. 17, 18, and 19) to the thir-

teenth century or earlier. The type represented by the

kesi with birds, flowers, and bands (cat. no. 15) certainly

survived into the thirteenth century, as evidenced by the

example excavated in Urumqi. The panel with aquatic

birds and recumbent animal (cat. no. 16) can be dated

to the early thirteenth century by comparison with

a similar piece from the pagoda of the monk Haiyun

(1203-1257), in Beijing. We believe, however, that the

dragon kesi (cat. no. 13) and the tiger and deer kesi

(cat. no. 14), given their motifs, which stem from a

much earlier period, may well be assigned an earlier

date—any time after the tenth century, when the

Uyghurs had settled in Turfan. The earlier date for these

pieces is corroborated by their similarity to a type of kesi

in the Northern Song group, which is discussed below.

Kesi of the Song Dynasty (960-1279)

Kesi that can be attributed with certainty to the Song

dynasty fall into two groups. They are conveniently des-

ignated Northern Song (960-1127) and Southern Song

(1127-1279) according to style and technique, but it is

possible that the production of the Northern Song type

may have continued into the early Southern Song.

The Northern Song group is represented by catalogue

numbers 20 and 21, both removed from the wrapper

(external mounting) of handscroll paintings of the

Northern Song period. Catalogue number 20 is of the

same type as the best-known example of Northern Song

kesi extant, an uncut piece in the collection of the Liaoning

Provincial Museum (fig. 13).

The most remarkable aspect of kesi of the Northern

Song is its affinity with kesi of eastern Central Asia. In

both, the most common pattern is composed of animals

and birds on a floral ground, the formal treatment of

which is strikingly similar. Compare, for example, the

general form of the spotted deer in catalogue number 14

and that of the running animals in catalogue number 20

and the ground pattern of leaves and "lotus" blossoms

in catalogue numbers 16 and 21. Similarly, the technical

features of the Central Asian kesi are also characteristic

of the Northern Song group, although catalogue num-

ber 21 is woven with the typically Chinese gold thread

made of wide, flat strips of paper that have been gilded

on one side.

On the other hand, the Northern Song and Central

Asian kesi exhibit marked stylistic differences in the

treatment of the total pattern. In the Central Asian group,

the animals and plants are not of uniform size, nor is

the distribution of the various pictorial elements partic-

ularly even. (This is especially true in cat. nos. 13 and

14.) The writhing dragons in catalogue number 13 are

portrayed with great expressive power, and the assem-

blage of floral sprays, while not evenly spaced, is dynami-

cally balanced. In the Northern Song group, the animals,

birds, and floral elements are more uniform in size

and more evenly distributed in a homogeneous pattern,

thereby losing some of the accented liveliness and vigor

of the Central Asian patterns. Given that the pattern

of dragons on a floral ground did not appear in Chinese

art until the late Northern Song and that the Central

Asian patterns are likely to have had an earlier begin-

ning, it would seem reasonable to postulate that some

of the Northern Song kesi derive from Central Asian

prototypes.

In addition to the kesi woven with animals, birds, and

floral elements, there is another class of pattern among
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Figure 14. Immortals in a

Mountain Pavilion, leaf 5 from the

album Louhuijijin ce. Northern

Song dynasty (960-1127), early

12th century. Silk tapestry (kesi),

28.2 x 35.8 cm (11% x 14% in.).

National Palace Museum, Taipei

Northern Song kesi that is certainly of Chinese origin and

inspired by contemporary paintings. One example is the

kesi of cranes flying over a mountain pavilion, in the

National Palace Museum, Taipei (fig. 14), which has been

discussed elsewhere. 7

In the Southern Song, both classes of kesi (i.e., those

that follow the Central Asian tradition and those pat-

terned after Chinese painting) continued and underwent

a further stage of refinement and adaptation to Chinese

taste. The square with the dragon on a floral ground

woven with colored silk and gold threads (cat. no. 22) is

a perfect example of the survival of a Central Asian pat-

tern into the Southern Song period. Although in many

respects the tapestry weave of this kesi is similar to that

of the Central Asian and Northern Song groups, it is

distinctly more refined. There are more warps per cen-

timeter, and the silk wefts are so much finer that the degree

to which their densities vary can be fully apprehended only

under magnification (weft thread counts range from

approximately 90 to 210 per centimeter). In this kesi,

moreover, long slits are secured by occasional dovetail joins,

and the surface is smoother than that of Central Asian

and Northern Song examples.

A much better known class of Southern Song kesi is

that which faithfully reproduces court paintings of the

period, some bearing the signatures or seals of weavers

who had achieved fame for their kesi work. One of the

best-known kesi artists was Zhu Kerou, whose seal is

woven into a number of kesi paintings, now mostly in

the collection of the National Palace Museum, Taipei

(fig. 15). In spite of their fame, however, little is known

of the lives of these kesi weavers. The kesi paintings of the

Southern Song are distinguished by the fineness of their

threads, by the subtlety of shading achieved by graduating

colors and the occasional use of tongues of color extending

from one color field into the adjacent color field, by the

virtual absence of eccentric weaving, and by the smoothness

Figure 15. Zhu Kerou, Pied Wagtail on a Blooming Polygonum, leaf 6

from the album Louhuijijin ce. Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279).

Silk tapestry {kesi), 29.8 x 25 cm (11% x 9% in.). National Palace

Museum, Taipei
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Figure 16. Dragon amid Flowers, leaf i from the album Louhuijijin ce. Northern Song dynasty (960-1127), early 12th century. Silk tapestry (kesi),

22.5 x 31.3 cm (8% x 12% in.). National Palace Museum, Taipei

of their surfaces. The end result is that the kesi so

closely approximates an actual painting that it could at

first glance be taken by an unsuspecting viewer as a painting

on silk. The art of kesi tapestry was thus transformed into

an art of reproduction. Nevertheless, it is this very quality

of verisimilitude to the painted picture, the supreme art

form of the Southern Song, that has been admired and

valued by Chinese collectors. Very few kesi paintings of

the Southern Song are known outside China, although

the kesi fan (cat. no. 27), which dates from the Yuan period,

is quite close in technique.

The transformation of kesi in the Southern Song can be

viewed as an instance of a process often seen in cultural

transmission in which an artistic medium is gradually

modified to suit the taste and sensibilities of the country

of adoption. If for no other reason, the history of the evo-

lution oikesi weaving techniques in Song China would in

itself raise the question of its foreign origins—foreign,

that is, to the part of China ruled by the native Song

dynasty. In contrast to its evolution in the Song empire,

the technique of&ri weaving in Central Asia seems to have

retained its basic character until at least the Mongol

period (and incidentally making the task of dating much

more difficult).

A remaining question concerns the moment that Song

kesi changed in its style ofweaving to that of the Southern

Song. There is no doubt that the development of kesi in

the Southern Song was spurred on early in the dynasty

by the necessity of producing kesi wrappers for hand-

scroll paintings in the imperial collection, which was at

that time being rapidly reconstituted after the devastat-

ing loss at the sack of the Northern Song capital, Bianjing

(present-day Kaifeng), by the Jurchen army in 1126-27.

Soon after the Song court had settled in the new capi-

tal, Hangzhou, in the reign of Gaozong (1127-62), the

first emperor of the Southern Song, a great effort was

made to reestablish all the institutions of the old capi-

tal. The newly acquired paintings had to be mounted in

the style of the old collection. The kesi for this purpose

had to be woven locally in Hangzhou, where there was

no shortage of skilled weavers. The patterns for the

wrappers were recorded by Zhou Mi (1232-1298) and by
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Tao Zongyi (ca. 1316-1402).
8 Some of the patterns men-

tioned by these writers can be identified on kesi wrappers

on Song paintings that survive to this day. One of the

patterns, "dragon on a floral ground," is seen on kesi of

the distinctly Southern Song type, such as the canopy

(cat. no. 22), as well as on kesi in the Northern Song

style, such as the Dragon amid Flowers in the National

Palace Museum, Taipei (fig. 16). However, kesi of the size

suitable for use as wrappers for handscrolls all seem to be

of the Northern Song type—which leads us to believe

that the development of the Southern Song style was not

an instantaneous occurrence at the very beginning of the

Southern Song dynasty, but rather a process that evolved

over a period of time in the twelfth century.

If the place of manufacture of kesi in the Southern

Song is not in doubt, the place of its early production

in the Northern Song has been the subject of some dis-

cussion. According to Zhuang Chuo (1090-1150), one

of the earliest writers to describe kesi, the place of manu-

facture was Dingzhou,9 and it has been assumed by most

writers that the Dingzhou mentioned by Zhuang is the

Dingzhou in Hebei Province, which was an important

center for all kinds of manufacturing, including textiles,

during (and before) the Song period. (It produced, for

example, the famous white porcelain known as Ding

ware.) Other scholars, suspecting that kesi did not

originate within the Song empire, have speculated that

the Dingzhou in which kesi was produced may have

been located in the western part of China.
10
However,

there is a nearly contemporaneous record of events

during the ravaging of Bianjing by the Jurchen army at

the very end of the Northern Song, in which the

Jurchens are said to have carried off 1,800 pieces of

Hebei kesi.
11

This would seem to confirm that kesi was

produced in the Dingzhou in Hebei, within the Song

territory, during the Northern Song period.

Kesi of the Liao Dynasty (907-1125)

One of the most gratifying results of recent archaeo-

logical work is that it has enabled us to identify Liao kesi.

The silk wefts of kesi produced during the Liao dynasty

are extraordinarily fine, ranging from about 60 to 240

per centimeter. Gold thread was used, sometimes extrav-

agantly, although its composition is unknown because

the substrates have disintegrated, leaving the gold leaf

* *

Figure 17. Detail, reverse of cat. no. 24 Figure 18. Detail, reverse of the thangka of Green Tara (figure 36)



on the warps. Eccentric weaving is used sparingly, usu-

ally along the contours of motifs. This and the fineness

of the wefts result in a smoother surface than is found

among the Central Asian and Northern Song kesi.

That Liao kesi was woven within the domains of the

empire is proved by its distinctive quality and also by the

motifs, which are closely related to those seen on Liao

gold and silver (see cat. no. 23). That it had an early

beginning is substantiated by the finds of kesi from a Liao

tomb at Yemaotai, Liaoning Province, which has been

dated to about the third quarter of the tenth century.
12

Kesi seems to have been more extensively used in the

Liao than in the Song state. While in Song China kesi

was used mostly for covering scrolls, Liao kesi was used

also for furnishings and items of clothing. Among the

finds at Yemaotai are a bedcover of several widths of kesi

sewn together, a pair of kesi boots, and headgear trimmed

with kesi strips.

In contrast to the lack of documentation in the

Northern Song, kesi is mentioned specifically in records

of the Liao court, in regulations regarding official robes.

In the chapter on ceremonial paraphernalia in the

Liaoshi (History of the Liao Dynasty), in the section

titled "National Dress" (i.e., Khitan-style dress), it is

stated that for minor sacrificial ceremonies, the emperor

wore a red kesi robe with "tortoise" pattern.
13

It is note-

worthy in this connection that the gifts sent by the Liao

emperor to the Song emperor on the latter's birthday

include kesi robes and articles of clothing with patterns

of "goose neck" and "duck's head." 14 These patterns are

also designated as decorations for the "national style" hunt-

ing dress ofthe Liao emperor. 15 As the Liao emperor seemed

to make a point of presenting the Song emperor with

Khitan-style dresses (while he himself would don Han-

style regalia for state occasions), and as all other gifts seem

to have been special products of the Liao state, one may

presume that kesi was considered a Liao specialty.

Kesi of the Tangut Xia Dynasty
(1032-1227)

The production of kesi in the Tangut Xia (also known as

the Xixia) dynasty in northwest China has been inferred

from a passage in a Tangut document relating to official

workshops in the Tiansheng reign (1149-69) ofEmperor

Renzong. 16
This passage, however, is concerned with

both silk weaving and wool weaving and is not explicit in

its reference to kesi.
17
Far more compelling evidence for

the production of kesi seems to be provided by actual

examples, some woven with pearls, that are of great tech-

nical expertise and are closely related stylistically and

iconographically to Tangut art.

The most famous of these is the Green Tara kesi thangka

from Khara Khoto, now in the State Hermitage, Saint

Petersburg (fig. 36).
l8 The thangka with Vighnantaka,

in The Cleveland Museum of Art (cat. no. 24), bears a

close relationship to the Green Tara and to three kesi

thangkas in Lhasa that are woven in the Tibetan Kadampa

style. Technically, it is distinguished from Central Asian,

Song, and Liao kesi by the tangle of long weft threads and

by the lengthy ends of numerous broken and replaced

warps that cover the reverse side (fig. 17). Not all kesi

that appear to have been woven in the Tangut Xia period,

however, exhibit this technical peculiarity. The reverse

side of the Green Tara, for example (fig. 18), has much

the same appearance as the reverse sides of the Central

Asian, Liao, and Song kesi. On the other hand, the kesi

mandala of the Yuan period (cat. no. 25) also has long

weft threads tangled on the back. The reasons for these

different treatments of the tapestry technique cannot at

present be fully elucidated. The most likely explanation

lies in the ethnic diversity of the populations in both

the Tangut Xia and the Yuan territories.

Kesi of the Yuan Dynasty (1279-1368)

Kesi in the Yuan period served a special purpose. As

expounded in the preface to the chapter on painting and

sculpture in t\vcjingshi dadian (Record ofYuan Institu-

tions), compiled by order of Emperor Wenzong (Tugh

Temiir) in 1329:

In antiquity the making of the likeness of things was

by applying colors to patterns, known as drawing and

embroidery. Later came sculpture in clay and metal.

In recent times, there was the method of making

images by silk weaving, and today this work is even

more highly skilled.
19

An earlier version of the preface makes an even more

emphatic claim:

To weave an image so that it seems to come alive is not

something that can be equaled by the application of

colors [in painting] . To make an image of clay is even

more inferior. Thus human skill can match the won-

der of nature.
20

Beginning in the reign ofEmperor Chengzong (Temiir;

r. 1294-1307), numerous orders were given that portraits
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be painted of the emperors and empresses and that they

be converted to woven silk. (Kesi is usually meant, but a

few records seem to imply that other patterned silks were

also used for images.) The earliest recorded order for

such activity was given by Temiir upon his accession,

succeeding his grandfather Khubilai Khan in 1294. The

minister of works, a Uyghur by the sinicized name of

Tang Renzu, was charged with supervising the weaving

of the portrait of Khubilai.
21 The kesi took three years to

complete. Given the length of time for the task to be

accomplished, the kesi must have been of great size and

complexity. A number of such orders for the painting

and weaving of imperial portraits are recorded in the

Jingshi dadian. Some orders are given for the painting

(and weaving) of "imperial portraits with mandalas."
22

Detailed information is given on the date of the order,

sometimes the date of commencement of the work, the

supervising officials and the government offices respon-

sible for carrying out the order, the size of the paintings

and of the kesi, the exact quantities of the materials

used and their procurement, the master craftsmen

involved, and the officer responsible for the board and

keep of the workers. The orders are usually given out by

officials of the highest rank—a senior chief councillor

or privy councillor—to the Directorate General of All

Classes of Artisans (Zhuse Zongguan Fu), who would

pass it on to the Superintendency for Buddhist Icons

(Foxiang Tijusi), which was the office chiefly responsi-

ble for all painting and sculptures of imperial portraits

and Buddhist icons, and where the finest craftsmen were

employed.

As to the workshop responsible for the actual weaving

of the portraits and mandalas, the orders do not specify.

The Yuanshi (History of the Yuan Dynasty), in the section

on sacrifices, states that the imperial portraits displayed

in the portrait hall {yingtang, an independent building

within a temple complex that housed portraits of an

emperor and his consort and where Buddhist and sacrific-

ial rites to the deceased emperor and empress were per-

formed) were all woven by the Office of Patterned Textiles

(Wenqi Ju).
23 The Wenqi Ju is not listed in the Yuanshi

under any of the state administrations. It is recorded in

the Yongle dadian (Grand Compilation of Yongle) as

having been founded in 1245 by order of Khubilai by

rounding up unregistered artisans for training as weavers

and given over to the crown prince in 1275.
24 The Yuanshi

does list a Wenjin Ju that was "founded in the early days

of the dynasty and given to the Donggong [the heir

apparent's establishment] in 1275.

"

25 Presumably this was

the same workshop with the name changed sometime

after 1275.

In spite of the specific reference to the Wenqi Ju, there

seems to be no reason why some of the many official

textile workshops should not have been assigned the task

ofweaving imperial portraits. Tang Renzu, the official

who supervised the weaving of the portrait of Khubilai,

was the minister of works, and there must have been

workshops in his ministry capable of carrying out the

commission. Another agency that could have taken on

this work would have been the Superintendency for

Weaving Buddhist Icons (Zhi Foxiang Tijusi), a unit of

the administration for the Imperial Household (Xuanhui

Yuan).

The information given above provides the background

to the large kesi of the Yamantaka mandala with imperial

portraits in the Metropolitan Museum (cat. no. 25), which

will be further discussed in the entry.

Another kesi in this exhibition, catalogue number 26,

is a cosmological diagram (also a mandala) which, judg-

ing from its workmanship and subject matter, was pro-

duced in the Yuan dynasty, perhaps also at one of the

official workshops—but not necessarily a workshop in

the capital, Daidu (present-day Beijing).

The Uyghur Connection

In our study of the complex subject of kesi, one factor

appears common to all the territories connected with the

production of this fabric in the several centuries before

they were all subsumed under the Mongol empire in the

thirteenth century. It is the Uyghur people.

One of the earliest descriptions of kesi is in the Songmo

jiwen (Records of the Pine Forests in the Plains), by

Hong Hao (1088-1155), who, as an emissary of the

Southern Song to the Jin court, was detained in Jin ter-

ritory for fifteen years, mostly in the capital at Yanjing

(present-day Beijing). The Songmojiwen includes records

of his experiences and what he learned during his long

involuntary stay in the north. Unfortunately, only frag-

ments of the original manuscript survived, and these

were posthumously edited and published by his son.
26

In its present form, the book retains a valuable account

of the Uyghurs and their production of kesi. There are

several interesting points for us to note in Hong Hao's

account. The first is that after the collapse of the Uyghur

empire (centered in the Orkhon Valley in present-day

Mongolia) about the mid-ninth century, a colony of

Uyghurs settled in Qinzhou,27
in Northern Song terri-

tory, and became "naturalized." When the Jin Jurchens

took over this area (now Tianshui, in Gansu Province)
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from the Northern Song, the Uyghurs were moved to

the vicinity of Yan (or Yanjing, the Middle Capital of

the Jin), where Hong Hao came to know about them and

witnessed the robes of kesi which the Uyghurs wove and

wore. These he described as "resplendently beautiful."

Hong Hao also recorded that the Uyghurs who settled

along the Gansu Corridor remained there after their

conquest by the Tanguts ofXia in the early eleventh cen-

tury, and that those who went farther afield, "beyond

the four commanderies" (i.e., present-day Xinjiang),

built their own states.

Recent writing on the history of the Uyghurs tends to

concentrate on the independent states they established in

Xinjiang, with their capitals at Gaochang (in the Turfan

Basin) and Besh Baliq, in the second half of the ninth

century. The value of Hong Hao's account is to remind

us of the Uyghur tribes that stayed on in previous areas

of settlement. From this account one can see that the

areas of the dispersal of the Uyghur people coincided

with the territories that produced kesi, beginning, at the

latest, in the tenth century. That the Liao state seems to

have had an early start can be explained by the fact that

the area of the original Uyghur empire in Mongolia

became part of the Liao state early in its expansion. The

Uyghur connection also explains the close similarity

between Northern Song kesi and kesi we consider to be

from eastern Central Asia (the area of the Gaochang

Uyghur state). Generally speaking, it would seem that

the Uyghurs were the carriers of the technique of tapes-

try weaving and that the patterns and uses of kesi in the

various territories were very much determined by the

local cultures. Over time, the subsequent development

of the technique in different areas also followed distinctly

different paths—as may have been gathered from this

brief account.

The origin of the technique of silk tapestry weaving in

East Asia remains unknown. Here again we return to the

Turfan region, where kesi dating from as early as the

seventh century have been found archaeologically.
28 Some

historians believe that Uyghurs had always constituted a

minority among the ethnic population in this region

—

long before they became the dominant inhabitants and

rulers of this area.
29

If this is indeed the case, we would

have the basic framework to construct a history of kesi

in East Asia.
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:$. Dragons amid Flowers

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp S3-5 cm (21% in.); weft jj cm (13 in.)

Eastern Central Asia, nth-i2th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York Fletcher Fund, ip8y

(1987.27s)

The design preserved on this fragment is composed of

one complete dragon and the upper half of another;

both dragons are in a rampant posture on a field of flowers

on a purple ground. On the right edge, which has been

cut, are halves of flaming pearls directly in front of the

dragons' mouths. The dragons' heads are similar to that

of the dragon in catalogue number 14. The style of the drag-

ons' heads (with an extended snout shaped like an elephant's

trunk or a crocodile's upper jaw) and the treatment of the

tails, which hook under one of the hind legs, are typical

features of dragons in the art of eastern Central Asia and

in the decorative arts produced in metropolitan areas of

interior China during the Tang period (618-907). After

the tenth century, the dragon in interior China was grad-

ually modified to a more "native" form, except in textiles

(see, for example, fig. 16), while in Central Asia its form

persisted unchanged until at least the Yuan period

(1279-1368).

The vivacity of the design is enhanced by the brilliant

use of colors, both naturalistically and in a decorative

manner. The other characteristic of the style exemplified

by this piece is the use of naturalistic forms in creative

patternmaking. One of the floral sprays deserves our spe-

cial attention: the plant with the stem that originates from

the tip of the mane of the lower dragon and spreads toward

the tail of the upper dragon. Growing out of this treelike

stem are a white lotus blossom, a green lotus leafwith pale

green and white edges, and a trefoil leaf which belongs

to another aquatic plant, perhaps a taro. The same stem

also supports two-toned, pointed leaves and a yellow

"clover." The combination of the lotus blossom, the side-

view lotus leaf, and the trefoil leaf constitutes a basic motif

in the decorative arts of eastern Central Asia, beginning

perhaps in the eleventh century and continuing until at

least the fourteenth century. During the Yuan dynasty,

this motif was to become ubiquitous in interior China. It

is to be found, for example, on the molded decoration on

roof tiles excavated from the site of Daidu, the Yuan capi-

tal (fig. 19). Its appearance on fourteenth-century blue-and-

white porcelain is familiar to all students of Chinese

ceramics. The motif also occurs on an embroidery in this

exhibition (cat. no. 50) and will be further discussed in

that entry.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: White silk, s, 2-pfy z. Count: 18 per centimeter. Weft:

1) Polychrome silk, s (twists very slight). Count: approximately

28-100 wefts per centimeter. Colors: purple, deep pink, pale pink,

medium pink, yellow, light blue, tan, green, pale green, forest green,

white, and very dark brown (appears black). 2) Gold thread: strips

of animal substrate wrapped z around yellow silk core, z. The gold

leaf no longer remains, but the yellow color of the silk core indi-

cates that the weft was gold and not silver. The substrate is coated

with a reddish brown substance. Count: approximately 40-50 per

centimeter (depending on how tightly beaten in the wefts are).

Weave: The panel is woven in the tapestry technique with slit joins.

Steeply vertical diagonals are achieved by warp steps and, for the

gold wefts, the occasional use of a flying shuttle; single warps are

only rarely wrapped. Eccentric weaving is used for less steep curves

(e.g., the stems of leaves or the outlines and contours of the drag-

ons). The warps form ridges on the surface. The direction in which

the wefts overlap indicates that the kesi was woven from top to

bottom.

On the reverse, only one broken warp was found. The broken

warp had been tied into a knot 1.2 centimeters from the point at

which it emerged from the wefts and was then tied to a purple weft

float about 4.3 centimeters away; the remaining 1.6 centimeters of

the end was left loose. Because of damage in the adjacent area, it is

not known if the warp was replaced. The reverse side is fairly clear

ofweft ends and floats. The ends of the wefts are cut short (approxi-

mately 1-2.3 centimeters), and wefts float up to 4.2 centimeters

from one color area to the next.

On the left side is preserved a selvage, the wefts simply turning

around the outermost single warp.

Publications: MMA Recent Acquisitions 1987-19$$, p. 83,

illus.; Simcox, "Tracing the Dragon," 1994, p. 37, and fig. 1, p. 34.

Figure 19. Roof tile with molded decoration, from Daidu. Yuan

dynasty (1279-1368). Capital Museum, Beijing
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L£. Tigers Chasing Deer
}
with Dragon

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp 58 cm (22
7A in.); weft 27.2 cm (io

3A in.)

Eastern Central Asia, iith-i2th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Leonard C Hannajr., Fund

(1988.100)

The design is composed of two horizontal bands and

an upper, incomplete field. The designs of the two

bands are identical: a tiger chasing a spotted deer with a

mushroom-shaped antler amid leaves and flowers that

include tree peony, plum, and lotus. The design is woven

with polychrome silks and gold against a deep purple

ground. The incomplete field preserves part of a four-

clawed dragon with flaming mane, horns, and a prominent

snout against a ground of flowers and leaves. The design

is woven with polychrome silks against a deep pink ground.

Each of the two bands is flanked by a border ofhalf rosettes

and an outer row of pearls. A chartreuse field articulated

across the middle by a thin cream line separates the two

bands. At the bottom of the panel is another band of plain

chartreuse followed by a fringe of warps. The bottom, top,

and right edges are cut; the left edge is a complete selvage.

What now appears to be the face is actually the reverse side.

As is characteristic of much of the art of Central Asia,

the motifs and patterning scheme on this kesi owe some-

thing to every major culture that was transmitted along the

great trade routes between eastern and western Asia. The

patterns on the two bands are composed of elements that

originated in the art of Sasanian Iran and Sogdiana. Not

only can the pearl borders and split palmettes be traced

back, ultimately, to Sasanian art, but the contrast of pat-

terns in the main field and borders was an aesthetic that

was known during the Sasanian period (a.d. 211-651). A
fragmentary tapestry in The Cleveland Museum ofArt dat-

ing from the end of the Sasanian period incorporates all

these elements (fig. 20). Preserved in the lower portion,

against a deep blue ground, is a boar's head within a pearl

roundel, parts of two adjacent roundels, and split palmettes

in the interstices. Above this, on a red ground, is a thin

guard line followed by a double row ofpearls and the hooves

of a horse. The aesthetic ofjuxtaposed, contrasting designs

probably evolved from the use of silk remnants as borders

on costumes and furnishing fabrics. One of the many exam-

ples of this practice represented in Sogdian frescoes is a

garment patterned with winged horses in pearl roundels

and, at the hem, a border of boars' heads in pearl roundels.
1

The mode of transmission of artistic styles and motifs

across Central Asia is far from clear at present. By, at the

latest, the early Tang period, some Western motifs had

been absorbed into the decorative arts of metropolitan

China. The deer with the mushroom-shaped antler, a

common motif on Sogdian silver,
2

is seen on a mid- to

- <§ 9 • • '# qt
€8
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Figure 20. Textile with boar's head. Iran or Sogdiana, late 6th-early

8th century. Wool and linen, tapestry weave, 20.7 x 25 cm (8K x 9% in.).

The Cleveland Museum ofArt. John L. Severance Fund (1950.509)

Figure 21. Bowl. Tang dynasty (618-907), late 8th~9th century. Silver

with parcel gilt, diameter 18 cm (7% in.). The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York. Purchase, Arthur M. Sadder Gift, 1974 (1974.267)
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late Tang silver dish with a border of split palmettes

(fig. 21). The Sogdian deer disappeared from Chinese art

by the end of the tenth century, but is very much in evi-

dence on this kesi, which in all likelihood was woven in

the Uyghur state of Gaochang, north and south of the

Tianshan range. 3 Similarly, the split palmette ceased to be

a popular border decoration after the Tang period in inte-

rior China, but continued to be used in various forms in

paintings on the walls of cave temples in Dunhuang well

into the Yuan dynasty (1279-1368). It is possible that the

Uyghurs encountered these motifs when they arrived in

the metropolitan areas ofTang China in the middle of the

eighth century or that these motifs were already part of

the established local tradition in Gaochang when the

Uyghurs arrived there in the late ninth century.

The dragon in the main field is, of course, ultimately

of Chinese origin. But its particular form, with a snout

shaped like an elephant's trunk, betrays the influence of

the rnakara, an Indian sea monster, and it is therefore a

Figure 22. Textile with dragon and lions. Eastern Central Asia, uth-i2th

century. Silk tapestry (kesi), 55.5 x 34 cm (21% x 13% in.)

Central Asian hybrid creature. The placement of a dragon

in a flower meadow, however, appears to be a Central

Asian innovation.

Often in the process of the transference of artistic motifs,

the reinterpreted image takes on a naive quality. This may

account for a certain folk element in the scene of the tiger

chasing the deer in the Cleveland tapestry, which is rather

charming. The same quality is seen in another kesi of very

similar design (fig. 22). A dragon among flowers that is

virtually identical to the dragon in the Cleveland tapestry

dominates the upper main field, while the borders are woven

with lions chasing a brocaded ball against a floral ground.

The two borders are flanked by rows of pearls and by bands

of the classic scroll, a motif that commonly occurs in late

Uyghur tapestries. Unlike the Cleveland tapestry, the iden-

tical designs of the bands are oriented in directions oppo-

site to one another.

The motif of lions chasing a brocaded ball is occasion-

ally seen on Liao (907-1125) and Northern Song (960-

1127) textiles.
4 Because the motifs both on the Cleveland

kesi and in figure 22 originated in an earlier period and

because there is no sign of later Persian influence, the two

kesi almost certainly date from before the beginning of

Mongol expansion in the early thirteenth century.

1. Al'baum 1975, fig. 8; for other examples, see figs. 4, 11, 12, 14.

2. See, for example, Marshak 1986, figs. 42, 43.

3. This kesi is a rare document of the survival of the Sogdian deer in

Central Asia after the Tang period. In the Mongol period, the motif

again migrated both east and west: to northern China, undoubtedly

with the resettlement of artisans from Central Asia, and west to Iran

via trade. It occurs, for example, in a silk and gold (flat strips of gilded

paper) brocade from northern China with a design of Sogdian deer

standing amid floral and foliate motifs and looking back (art market;

unpublished); and in a metal casket made in western Iran in the thir-

teenth century after 1220 (London 1982, p. 183, fig. 82A).

4. For a published Northern Song example, see Chen Guo'an 1984,

pp. 79-80, pi. iv, 3,

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: White silk, s, 2-ply z. Count: 17-20 per centimeter (the

range results from the manipulation and bending of the warps in

weaving). Weft: 1) Polychrome silk, slight z twist. Colors: coral

red, pink, purple, forest green, chartreuse, pale green, deep blue,

light blue, yellow, mustard yellow, olive, ivory, light gray, and

brown; densities of threads (within and between colors) vary

greatly. Count: 36-120 per centimeter, 2) Gold: strips of parch-

ment with metallic surface consisting of gold and silver, wrapped

z around a deep yellow silk core, z.
1

From the remaining flecks

of gold and the black surface beneath, the metals appear to have

been layered. Count: 36-56 per centimeter (some gold wefts are

tightly beaten in, while others are loosely beaten in). Weave: The

panel is woven in the tapestry technique with slit joins and much
eccentric weaving. The uneven texture of the surface is largely

due to variations in the densities of the weft yarns and the bend-

ing of warps. Diagonals are achieved by occasional soumak weav-

ing, by flying shuttle, and by much use ofwarp steps for steep
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diagonals. A selvage is preserved on the left side; all wefts turn

around the single outermost warp.

Occasionally, wefts were spliced by being tightly twisted.

Broken warps, which are very infrequent, were knotted to replace-

ment warps close to the weave. The ends were either cut close to

the knot or they were woven together with the replaced section

ofwarp for about 3-4 weft passes before exiting from the weave

and being cut. Based on the direction of the broken warp ends,

the weaving progressed from bottom to top.

The few remaining weft floats, the knots ofbroken and replaced

warps, and the direction in which the kesi was folded leave no

doubt that what appears to be the face of the kesi is actually the

reverse. The weft floats have been cut and the loose weft ends

pulled to the other side. Similarly, the ends ofbroken and replace-

ment warps have been cut very close to the weave.

1. Identified by Norman Indictor and Denyse Montegut (correspondence

to Anne E. Wardwell, May io> 1991).

s : Simcox 1989, fig. 7, p. 23; J. Wilson 1990,Public at ions: Simcox 1989, fig. 7, p. 23; J . Wilson 199c

no. 13, p. 316; CMA Handbook 1991, p. 30; CMA 1992, p. 52;

Nunome 1992, pi. 30, p. 117; Wardwell 1992-93, p. 246.

13. Feline and Birds on a Floral Ground

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp S5-5 cm (21% in.); weft 26 cm (10/4 in.)

Eastern Central Asia, 13th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase, Joseph E.

Hotung Gift, ip8y (1987.276)

This kesi bears a striking resemblance to several frag-

ments excavated in tombs of the Mongol period at

Salt Lake (Yanhu), between Urumqi and Turfan in Xinjiang
1

(fig. 23). The main field is divided into bands by discon-

tinuous lines, some sections ofwhich serve as the ground

for the feline and the striding peacocks, others ofwhich

seem to be long stems of grass with curling leaf shoots that

issue alternately on either side. Stretching between these

lines are diagonal stems with pairs of fernlike leaves (the

report on the Salt Lake finds describes this motif as wil-

low branches) . In between the diagonals are the animals,

peacocks, and blossoms. As in the tiger and deer kesi

(cat. no. 14), the lower part consists of two broad bands,

with birds in flight among flowers bound by borders of

open blossoms, flower buds, and comma-shaped leaves.

The Salt Lake fragments were originally the external cover

of a pair of high leather boots worn by the deceased, a mil-

itary officer. All have the same pattern, although the color

schemes are different. The similarity to the Metropolitan kesi

goes beyond the pattern of diagonal foliated stems, as the

weaving techniques are remarkably alike.
2 The only differ-

ence is that the silk warps in the Salt Lake fragments are s,

2-ply z, whereas those of the Metropolitan piece are silk,

z, 3-ply z.

The Salt Lake finds are among the few examples of kesi

of the Mongol period reported to date and provide an

important clue for the identification of this kesi and other

pieces of similar style and technique as originating from

eastern Central Asia. One other kesi panel with a similar

pattern is known. 3

Figure 23. Panel with flowers and diagonal foliated stems,

excavated at Salt Lake. Eastern Central Asia, 13th century

Silk tapestry (kesi). Xinjiang Institute ofArchaeology,

Urumqi

1. Wang Binghua 1973, pp. 28-36. The tomb in question has been dated

to the Yuan period by the excavators. Analysis of the patterns of other

textiles found in the same tomb, however, has led the authors of this

catalogue to conclude that the tomb may well predate the official

founding of the Yuan dynasty in 1279 (see p. 137).

2. The authors were privileged to examine the Salt Lake fragments at the

Xinjiang Institute ofArchaeology, Urumqi, in 1996.

3. Simcox 1989, no. 43. The same piece is also published in Spink & Son

1989, no. 4, with a technical analysis of the weave and dyes.
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: White silk, z, 3-ply z (i.e., 3 strands, each z twist, that are

plied z). Count: 15-22 per centimeter (the warps near the edges

—

especially the left selvage edge—are closer together than the warps

in the center. Weft: 1) Polychrome silk, z, plied s. Count:

approximately 40-150 per centimeter. Colors: very dark brown

(appears black), purple, red, medium and pale pink, orange,

light green, medium green, light blue, medium blue (sometimes

light and medium blues are combined to produce a striated

effect), deep blue green, yellow, white, and tan. The dyeing of

reds, blues, and greens is uneven. 2) Gold thread: strips of gilded

animal substrate wrapped z around yellow silk core, z. The sub-

strate is very dark red brown or black and is loosely wrapped so

that the core is clearly visible. Count: approximately 24-60 per

centimeter (the range is caused by how tightly the gold wefts were

beaten in). Weave: The panel is woven in the tapestry technique

with slit joins. The weave is very eccentric in places. Diagonals

were achieved by warp steps, flying shuttle, and, for steep diago-

nals, the wrapping of single warps. Only a few broken warps can

be seen on the reverse side. A broken warp was either woven as a

separate warp up to its end, at which point a new warp was intro-

Detail, cat. no. 15

duced to replace it, or was woven together with one of the adja-

cent warps until it ended, at which point the new warp was intro-

duced; only one warp was tied and not replaced. In two instances,

the unwoven portion of the new warp was knotted to a weft float

about 5.5 to 7.8 centimeters from where the warp was introduced

into the weave, and the end (in one case approximately 8.3 cen-

timeters long and in the other 18.3 centimeters long) was left

dangling. The broken warp that was not replaced reveals that

the panel was woven from bottom to top. The reverse is covered

with floats and the cut ends of wefts, both of which are short.

The cut ends are 1.3-6.7 centimeters long; and the floats extend

0.5-4.5 centimeters. The floating wefts cross over and under

one another; sometimes a group of floats is tied by another floating

weft. Broken wefts are knotted. The left side of the panel is a sel-

vage: all wefts turn around the outermost warp. The starting

edge consists of a band of yellow followed by a band of blue; the

warps are cut and form a short fringe. The guard lines delineating

the subdivisions of the bands are each composed of 3 gold wefts

treated as a single weft.

Unpublished.
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l6. Aquatic Birds and Recumbent Animal

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp 28.$ cm (n }A in.); weft 62 cm (24
3A in.)

Eastern Central Asia, i2th-i$th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase, Gifts in

memory ofChristopher C Y Chen, Giftsfrom various donors in

honor ofDouglas Dillon, Barbara and William Karatz Gift, and

Eileen W Bamberger Bequest, in memory ofher husband, Max

Bamberger, ippy (ippy.j)

Both selvages of this fragment are preserved, providing

valuable information on the loom width of kesi of

this type.

An almost identical piece on purple ground, measuring

65 centimeters in width (presumably selvage to selvage),

was found in 1955 in the twin pagodas for the Buddhist

monk Haiyun (1203-1257) and his disciple Ke'an in the

Qingshou Temple in Beijing.
1

Another piece with a simi-

lar pattern forms part of a legging found at a Mongol-

period site in Inner Mongolia.
2

The design is composed of a ground of two kinds of

leaves of different colors, which occupy rectangular areas

without boundaries. Occasionally, the leaves from one area

intrude into another, creating variation in the basic pat-

tern. Another means of creating visual interest is provided

by the tripartite leaves that point in opposite directions in

different parts of the pattern. Superimposed on this ground

scheme are lotus buds and ducks on water and an upside-

down animal (on other known examples of kesi with similar
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patterns, the animals and birds are always upright and in

the same orientation).

The treatment of the waterfowl in this and other kesi

with similar patterns—in groups of two or more, with

one or two heads turned toward each other, such as is seen

also in figure 12—is in the Chinese manner, but the sub-

ject matter seems to have been popularized initially in

northern China. An early example of the theme ofwater-

fowl is seen on a mural in one of the chambers of Qingling,

Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, the tomb of a Liao

emperor, either Shengzong (r. 982-1031) or Xingzong

(r. 1031-55; fig. 24).
3 This painting vividly illustrates a

spring scene by a river—no doubt one of the rivers by which

the Khitan emperor conducted his spring hunt. Another
Figure 24. Mural with river scene. Liao dynasty (907-1125). 260 x

177 cm (102% x 69^ in.)



Figure 25. Mural with tree peony, detail. Liao dynasty (907-1125)

in the surface is the result of binding two warps as one

where broken warps are not replaced.

1. Beijing City Cultural Bureau 1958, p. 29. Haiyun, a monk of the Linji

sect of Chan Buddhism, was an important figure in the early days of

the Mongol empire. Moving between Khara Khorum and Yan (present-

day Beijing), he was patronized by successive great khans (and

empresses and princes), from Chinggis to Mongke and was granted

the title of state preceptor (guosbi) . Khubilai gave him a "seamless

robe of gold cloth [jin] with pearls," as did Mongke toward the end

of the monk's life. Neither of these was found in his pagoda at the

Qingshou Temple in Beijing (demolished in 1955). Of the several

items of luxury textiles from his pagoda, only the hat has been pub-

lished with a good illustration (Huang Nengfu, Arts and Crafts, 1985,

pi. 10). There is a biography of Haiyun in the Fozu lidai tongzai,

chap. 21, pp. 702-4.

2. See Los Angeles 1993, p. 161, fig. 106.

3. For the archaeological report on Qingling, see Tamura and Kobayashi

1953. For good color reproductions of some details, see Su Bai 1989,

vol. 12, pis. 143-151.

mural in the same chamber of Qingling is a summer scene

in which a tree peony dominates the composition (fig. 25).

Some of the smaller leaves of the peony tree take a form

verisimilar to the tripartite leaves in the Metropolitan

kesi. Both the motifs of the birds on water and the tripar-

tite leaves that make up the kesi pattern may ultimately

derive from Liao painting. Waterfowl with heads looking

forward and back are also seen on embroidered headpieces

dated to the Liao dynasty (see cat. no. 52). (For the farther

transmission of the motif of ducks and tripartite leaves,

see pp. 129-30 and cat. no. 38.)

This kesi is woven in the same technique as other pieces

in the eastern Central Asian group. The slight unevenness

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Tan silk, s, 2-ply z. Count: 18 per centimeter. Weft:

Polychrome silk, s. Colors: cream, pink, medium deep rose, light

plum; light, medium, and dark blue; light, medium, and dark

green; blue green, orange, and dark brown. Count: approximately

40-140 per centimeter (with a wide range of densities). Weave:

The tapestry is woven with slit joins and extensive use of eccen-

tric weaving. Steep diagonals are handled with warp steps. On
the reverse are numerous short ends of wefts. There are many

broken warps that were not replaced. Instead, the two warps

originally on either side of the broken warp were thereafter

bound as one, leaving a vertical line in the warp direction. The

ends of the broken warps were cut very close to the weave, often

on the face.

Unpublished.
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I j. Dragons Chasing Flaming Pearls

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp 60 cm (23% in.); weft 32 cm (i2
5A in.)

Central Asia, 13th century or earlier

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Andrew R. and Martha Holden

Jennings Fund (1988.33)

This panel is woven with a design of dragons plunging,

leaping, and turning as they chase flaming pearls

amid clouds. The dragons have long, scaly bodies,

flaming manes, horns, and snouts that are curled or

extended. The design is woven in gold and polychrome

silks against a deep purple ground. The left edge, the only

side not cut, is a complete selvage.

Several kesi with this pattern against a purple ground

are known, including another piece in the Metropolitan

Museum (cat. no. 18).
1 And in two panels recently on the

art market the dragons chasing flaming pearls surround

cloud-collar frames that enclose the same motif on an

orange-red ground (figs. 26, 27). One of the panels pre-

serves part of the left portion of the cloud-collar medal-

lion and the other part of the right lobe. As seems to have

been characteristic of all kesi with cloud-collar medallions,

there is a selvage down the center of the medallion,

requiring that two panels be sewn together to complete

Figure 26. Textile with dragons and partial cloud-collar medallion.

Central Asia, 13th century or earlier. Silk tapestry (kesi), 59.7 x 31.1 cm
(23K x 12/4 in.). Dennis R. Dodds, Philadelphia

Figure 27. Textile with dragons and partial cloud-collar

medallion. Central Asia, 13th century or earlier. Silk

tapestry (kesi), $7 x 23 cm (22 Vi x 9 in.). Private collection
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the design. In all likelihood, the tapestries woven solely

with dragons chasing pearls were originally parts of panels

that each included half of a cloud-collar medallion.

The design of dragons chasing flaming pearls in both the

Cleveland and the Metropolitan pieces is a total departure

from the pattern of animals and birds among flowers, one

of the patterns that occurs most frequently in the decora-

tive art of eastern Central Asia that long predated the

Mongol conquest. This deviation is indicative of a powerful

new influence that overtook the native style, though the

cloud collar is still preserved. But even this motif shows

evidence of the changes that were in progress in that the

medallion differs only in color, not in design, from the rest

of the kesi. The dragons, while they retain the vigor of

movement of earlier Central Asian dragons, have meta-

morphosed further away from the image of the dragon

during the Tang. In comparing the way the dragons are

packed together with the dense patterning of the kesi with

lions (cat. no. 19), which exhibits strong Persian elements,

we are led to the conclusion that kesi of this type have more

in common with that kesi than with the group that can

more firmly be attributed to the eastern Central Asian

tradition.

1. For other examples, see Spink & Son 1994, no. 1; and Plum Blossoms

1988, no. 2.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: White silk, s, 2-ply z. Count: 17-18 warps per centimeter.

Weft: 1) Polychrome silk, s. Colors: deep purple, pink, orange,

white, turquoise, royal blue, pale blue, green, yellow, and brown.

Count: 56-128 per centimeter (the yarns vary in density). 2) Gold

thread: strips of parchment, with metallic surface consisting of

gold and silver, wrapped z around a yellow silk core, z. It is not

clear if the metals are layered or alloyed. Count: 64-68 per cen-

timeter. Weave: The panel is woven in tapestry technique with slit

joins. Eccentric weaving occurs in gradual curves, while steep con-

tours are handled by flying shuttle and warp steps. In vertical parts

of the design, the warps are wrapped. The beginning of a weft of

one color is hidden under the adjacent weft of a different color.

On the reverse, the wefts float across short spaces (less than 1.5

centimeters) and are cut to 2 centimeters or less. Sometimes wefts

of different colors are knotted together. Broken wefts occasionally

occur and are knotted. Broken warps occur only occasionally.

Either they were not replaced, or a new warp was knotted to the

broken warp with the ends of the two warps exposed on the reverse

side (the replacement end is longer than the end of the broken

warp) . Judging by the direction of broken warps that were not

replaced, the panel was woven from bottom to top. The selvage

on the left side is composed of all the wefts turning around the

outermost warp, which is single.

1. Identified by Norman Indictor and Denyse Montegut (correspon-

dence to Anne E. Wardwell, May 10, 1991).

Publications: Simcox 1989, fig. 5, p. 21; J. Wilson 1990,

fig. 14, p. 296; CMA Handbook 1991, p. 30.
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Detail, cat. no. 18

18. Dragons Chasing Flaming Pearls

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp 46.$ cm (18/4 in.); weft 32.6 cm (i2
7A in.)

CentralAsia, 13th century or earlier

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Cecile E.

Mactaggart Gift and Rogers Fund, 1987 (1987.8)

Stylistically and technically, this kesi in the Metropolitan

Museum is very close to one in the Cleveland Museum

(cat. no. 17), indicating that the two textiles were woven

at related workshops. The gold thread in the Cleveland

piece is relatively well preserved, however, while the silver

on the metallic thread of the Metropolitan piece is almost

completely lost.
1

As mentioned in the entry for catalogue number 17, a

number of kesi fragments are known with patterns very

similar to this one, providing other instances of the repeated

use of the same basic patterns with minor variations in

design and color scheme.

1. Analysis by Norman Indictor, February 16, 1987.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: White silk, s, 2-ply z. Count: 17-18 warps per centimeter.

Weft: 1) Polychrome silk, s. Colors: deep purple, tan, white, pink,

orange, turquoise, royal blue, pale blue, green, yellow, and brown.

Count: 70-170 per centimeter (the yarns vary widely in density).

2) Formerly metallic thread: strips of parchment (?) wrapped z on a

yellow silk core, z. No gold was found remaining above the black,

corroded surface of the parchment. Count: 50-70 per centimeter.

Weave: The panel is woven in the tapestry technique with slit joins.

Eccentric weaving occurs in the gradual curves, while steep con-

tours are handled by flying shuttle and warp steps. In vertical parts

of the design, warps are wrapped. No unreplaced broken warps

were found. The selvage, on the right side, is composed of all wefts

turning around the outermost warp, which is single.

The reverse of this textile could not be viewed.

Unpublished.
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ig. Lions with Palmettes

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp 63.5 cm (2$ in.); weft 34.7 cm (13 Vs in.)

Central Asia, Mongolperiod, 13th century or earlier

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom the J. H. Wade

Fund (1991.3)

Gold lions, delineated in coral and with polychrome

manes, are here repeated in horizontal rows that are

alternately oriented right and left. The interstices are

rilled with green leaves and polychrome flowers growing

from coral stems. Between the rows of lions are large gold-

and-polychrome foliate palmettes; like the lions, their ori-

entation alternates right and left. The gold-and-polychrome

design is offset by the very dark brown (almost black)

ground. A fringe of warps and a striped starting edge are

preserved at the bottom, as is, along the left edge, a selvage.

This kesi is distinguished from other Central Asian tapes-

tries by the fact that the repetition of lions and foliate

palmettes in staggered horizontal rows is based on draw-

loom patterns.
1 The lions, with parted manes and tilted

heads, derive from Persian models dating to as early as

the Sasanian period (a.d. 211-651), while the form of the

foliate palmettes has antecedents in both West and

Central Asian art.
2
In one of the pink flowers is a debased

Arabic letter of the type known as Kufesque. 3 The decora-

tive use of such letters made its way into the repertory of

Central Asia long before the Mongol period and, in some

kesi, plays a more prominent decorative role, particularly

in the borders of cloud-collar medallions (see fig. 12).
4

The degree of Persian influence in the design of this

kesi, the derivation of the design from drawloom patterns,

and the absence of frames and borders suggest that it may

date to about or shortly after the Mongol conquest of

Transoxiana and Khurasan in 1220-22, when artisans

—

including weavers—were relocated to eastern Central Asia.

It is also possible that it was woven by Uyghurs living in

western Central Asia following its conquest in the eleventh

century by the Karakhanids, who transmitted Persian cul-

ture to the region.

Another kesi with virtually the same design (fig. 28)

preserves part of a central cloud-collar frame enclosing

flowers and a phoenix. 5 In contrast to the surrounding

rows of lions and palmettes in the Cleveland kesi, the

phoenix and flowers on that kesi are Chinese. The selvage

Figure 28. Textile with

lions and partial cloud-

collar medallion. Central

Asia, 13th century or

earlier. Silk tapestry

'est), 56 x 23.5 cm (22 x

12% in.). Private collection

Figure 29. Diagram of two panels

sewn together. Shaded portion

shows placement of figure 28
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on the right side intersects the cloud collar along its central

axis. Because of the narrow width of the loom, two panels

with patterns in mirror reverse had to be sewn together

along their selvage edges to complete the design of the cloud

collar surrounded by rows of gold lions (fig. 29). Close

examination of this and the Cleveland kesi reveals that they

are not from the same loom piece, which is evidence that

kesi designs were woven repeatedly.

1. See, for example, catalogue numbers 41 and 47.

2. Washington, D.C., 1985, p. 63, fig. 24; Marshak 1986, fig. 29; Soustiel

1985, pi. 20; Wilkinson 1973, p. 151, fig. 22, and p. 364, fig. 1; Le Coq

1913, pis. 20 5 23.

3. Ettinghausen 1984.

4. Griinwedel 1920, p. 1.82, fig. 79; Plum Blossoms 1988, no. 3.

5. For another kesi woven with lions but without the cloud-collar medal-

lion, see Hong Kong 1995, cat. no. 1.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: White silk, s, 2-ply z. Count: 15-16 per centimeter. Weft: 1)

Polychrome silk, slightly s. Colors: very dark brown (appears black),

green, chartreuse, deep blue, light blue, purple, red, ivory, pink, tan,

light gray, orange, and yellow. Count: approximately 48-112 wefts per

centimeter. The range within the thread count is due to differences

in the densities of the yarns. Usually, but not always, the wefts of a

given color within one area of the pattern are the same density;

however, the wefts ofa given color in one area are often ofa different

density from wefts of the same color in another area. 2) Gold thread:

strips of parchment with a metal surface consisting of gold and sil-

ver wrapped z around a deep yellow silk core, z. It is not known if

the metals are layered or alloyed. The substrate has a very pale translu-

cent yellow adhesive coating. The gold threads are quite thick. Weave:

The tapestry is woven with slit joins. Steep diagonals are achieved

with stepped warps, limited soumak weaving, and some use of the

flying shuttle (especially the gold wefts). There is a certain amount

of eccentric weaving. A selvage is preserved on the left side: all the

wefts turn around the outermost warp, which is single.

On the reverse, the wefts are cut close to the weave (the loose ends

are 1.5 centimeters or less). The start or termination ofa weft is often

invisible; when it is visible, the cut end is always on the reverse side.

Wefts are occasionally knotted together and frequently float across

short distances (up to 1.6 centimeters). Three treatments for occa-

sionally broken warps can be observed on the reverse. 1) In several

places, a new warp was knotted to the broken warp close to the weave,

with the loose ends of the two warps cut close to the knot. 2) A new

warp may be introduced without being knotted to the broken warp

and held in place by tightly beaten-in wefts. In that case, the loose

ends ofboth the broken and the new warps emerge from the weave

at the same point, lying in opposite directions. In one break, a gold

weft is looped around the replaced warp to hold it in place. 3) The

broken warp may not be replaced.

Broken warps that are not replaced reveal that the weaving of

the panel progressed from the top to the bottom.

1. Identified by Norman Indictor and Denyse Montegut (correspondence

to Anne E. Wardwell, May 10, 1991), and by Bruce Christman, chief

conservator, The Cleveland Museum of Art, February 1997.

Publicat ions: Simcox 1989, fig. 2; Spink & Son 1989, no. 5;

Taylor 1991, p. 83; Wardwell 1992-93, p. 246.

20. Animals and Birds amid

Flowers

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp 36.4 cm (i4 3A in.); weft 31.8 cm (uVi in.)

Song dynasty (960-1279), nth-uth century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Gift ofJohn M.

CrawfordJr., 1983 (1983.10s)

This kesi was originally the wrapper (external mounting)

of a handscroll painting in the Metropolitan Museum,

Trees against a Flat Vista, by the eleventh-century master

Guo Xi (ca. 1000-1090). As in the case of most kesi wrap-

pers of Song paintings, it was repaired in the course of one

of the periodic remountings of the painting. Particularly

obvious is the animal on the lower edge, which has been

extensively repaired by needle weaving.

The piece is a classic example of Northern Song kesi,

which share much with kesi of eastern Central Asia, which

we associate with the Uyghurs. The patterning and the

images of birds and animals are strikingly similar, and in

both groups eccentric weaving is very much in evidence.

As this kind of pattern has no precedent in earlier Chinese

history, we must conclude that the Uyghurs had some-

thing to do with the introduction of both the technique

and the patterning of kesi into Song territory.

A number of similar pieces are known. All are woven on

a purple ground—an indication, in the Chinese context, of

association with the imperial court.
1

All have been taken

offmounts for Song paintings, except for a large uncut piece

in the Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang (fig. 13).
2

The pattern is among those recorded by Southern Song

and Yuan writers on kesi used for mounting paintings in

the imperial collection at the beginning of the Southern

Song dynasty. Because it is not known how far into the

Southern Song this northern style persisted, we have

assigned this kesi broadly to the Song dynasty.

1. According to the Southern Song writer Wang Yong, in the beginning

of the Northern Song dynasty, purple robes could be worn only at

court and were not permitted for daily wear. He adds that purple in

those days referred to a red purple (as in the purple of the kesi in this

exhibition, e.g., cat. nos. 13, 14, and perhaps also 17 and 18), while in

his own time—in the late twelfth to early thirteenth century—purple

refers to a black purple. And he expresses puzzlement at the fact that

the northerners (the peoples in the Jin area, including the Jurchens

and the Uyghurs) were wearing precisely that color forbidden in the

early Song period. (See Wang Yong [1981], chap. 1, p. 8.) This pas-

sage confirms the use of red-purple fabrics for costumes by people

outside the Song empire.

2. Yang Renkai et al. 1983, pis. i, 2.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Cream silk, s (very slight twist), 2-ply z. Count: 15 per

centimeter. Weft: Polychrome silk, s (twists very slight). Colors:



purple, forest green, pale green, mustard yellow, sky blue, yellow,

white, tan, and brown. The light blue wefts are very uneven in

the intensity of the blue, giving an effect of thin bands in the blue

leaves; the same is true to a lesser extent of the pale green and the

forest green. Count: 54-120 per centimeter. Weave: The tapestry

is woven with slit joins. The weaving is eccentric, especially along

the contours of the leaves and in the details of the birds and ani-

mals. Vertically curving stems are achieved by warp steps. The

overlapping of the wefts suggests that weaving progressed from

bottom to top. The reverse side is inaccessible, making it impos-

sible to observe the handling of the wefts and broken warps. The

animal on the lower edge has been repaired extensively by needle

weaving using tan silk, s, 2-ply z, thread.

Publications: New York 1971, no. 6, p. 25; Milhaupt 1992,

p. 74, and fig. 2, p. 73; Vainker 1996, p. 173, fig. 18, p. 175.
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il. Birds and Flowers

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp 22 cm (8
5A in,); weft 34 cm (is

3
/a in.)

Song dynasty (p6o-i2/p), nth-12th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York, Purchase, Bequest of

Dorothy Graham Bennett, 1966 (66.174b)

This piece, like catalogue number 20, was taken from the

mounting of an old painting, Dragon Boat Regatta on

Jinming Lake, after Wang Zhenpeng (ca. 1280-1329). The

kesi in this case is certainly older than the painting. Again

like catalogue number 20, it shares stylistic and technical

features with kesi of the eastern Central Asian group. The

similarity in the pattern is readily seen by comparison with

catalogue number 16. However, the aggregate of stylistic

and technical elements—the relatively static and balanced

design, the paper substrate of the gold wefts (in the center

of some of the leaves), and the motif of the ruyi or lingzhi

fungus held in the beaks of the phoenixlike birds—points

unmistakably to Chinese manufacture.

It is not at present known how far into the Southern

Song period the Northern Song style persisted before giving

way to the Southern Song type exemplified by catalogue

number 22, or whether the two types coexisted for a period

of time in the Southern Song. The possibility, therefore,

that this kesi was part of a batch made at the beginning of

the Southern Song period for the mounting of paintings

in the imperial collection cannot be ruled out.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Cream silk, s (slight twist), 2-ply z. Count: 19 per centime-

ter. Weft: 1) Polychrome silk, s (slight twist) . Colors: pale blue (a

combination ofwhite and blue yarns), deep blue, white, light tan,

yellow, mustard yellow, pale green, and medium tan. The light

blue and green wefts are unevenly dyed, giving a striated effect.

Count: 36-120 per centimeter. 2) Gold: gilded strips of paper,

approximately 2 millimeters wide (the gold leaf is almost entirely

gone). Used for the centers of leaves. Weave: The tapestry is woven

with slit joins. The weave is very eccentric and employs both

soumak and flying shuttle. In the nearly vertical portions of the

design, the warps are wrapped. The overlapping of wefts suggests

that weaving progressed from bottom to top. The reverse side is

inaccessible, and the handling of wefts and broken warps is there-

fore unknown. There are no finished edges.

Publicat ions: Milhaupt 1992, p. 74, and fig. i, p. 72;

Vainker 1996, p. 173, fig. 1, p. 160, and fig. 19, p. 175.
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n. Canopy

Center: Silk tapestry (kesi); borders: lampas

Overall (tabs not included) 80.3 x yS cm (31Y* x $o 7A in.); tapestry

$4 X53 cm (iMxioVs in.)

Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279), late nth century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. John L. Severance Fund (1995. 1)

The canopy is composed of a silk-and-gold tapestry

sewn to a border of blue silk-and-gold fabric; it is

cut on all four edges. The border consists of strips sewn

together with the outer edges turned under. At each cor-

ner is a yellow tab for handling. The canopy is lined with

yellow silk.

The tapestry preserves part of a large, scaly dragon with

upturned snout and flames. It is woven in shades of tan,

green, blue, and pink, as well as white and very dark brown.

Surrounding the dragon are flowers, leaves, a cloud forma-

tion, and a flaming pearl. These are woven in white and

yellow, as well as in shades of green, blue, pink, and purple.

The ground is coral, and the contours and details of the

motifs are delineated with gold thread. The border is woven

with a delicate overall floral pattern in gold against a deep

blue ground. The style of the floral design suggests that the

border dates from the fifteenth century.
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The theme of the dragon among flowers, unknown in

Chinese representations of the dragon prior to the Song

dynasty (960-1279), appears to derive from the Uyghur

culture of Central Asia. Elements of the form of the dragon,

with its upturned snout, horns resembling antlers, and

flaming mane, also resemble elements of dragons in Central

Asian kesi (see cat. nos. 13 and 14). On the other hand,

the serpentine treatment of the dragon's body is in the

Chinese style. Another Southern Song kesi woven with the

same theme is preserved in the National Palace Museum,

Taipei (see fig. 16 on page 58). The Palace Museum kesi

is slightly earlier in date, and that dragon more closely

resembles the Central Asian prototypes and is likely to

have been woven at the beginning of the Southern Song.

The fineness of the silk threads and of the weaving,

together with the use of flat gold thread that was gilded

on both sides, is evidence that the kesi was woven in an

imperial workshop. Eventually, it was taken to Tibet, very

likely as a gift to a monastery or an important lama. Judging

by the condition of the canopy, the kesi, the border, and

the tabs at the corners were not recently assembled. Creases

across the entire canopy have resulted in abraded gold

wefts in the border and splits in the tapestry; the corners

are worn and the tabs soiled. The condition of the corners

and tabs appears to have resulted from the textile's use as

a small canopy held over sacred objects or holy persons

during Buddhist ceremonies, while the damage along the

fold lines is a consequence of the canopy's having been

folded when stored.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Pale yellow silk, spun s, 2-ply z. Count: 24 per centimeter.

Weft: 1) Polychrome silk, spun s. Colors: coral; light, medium,

and dark pink; mauve; purple; light, medium, and dark green;

light, medium, and dark blue; light, medium, and dark tan; very

dark brown; yellow; charcoal; and white. Count: approximately

90-210 per centimeter. 2) Gold: flat strips of paper, gilded on

both sides. Weave: The tapestry weave with tabby binding has slit

joins. Long slits are joined by occasional dovetails. Steep diago-

nals are achieved by the progression of the weft from one warp to

the next and by wrapped warps; eccentric weaving is kept to a

minimum. On the reverse, weft floats are usually 1-1.5 centime-

ters but sometimes as long as 2.5 centimeters. Cut weft ends are

approximately 1 centimeter long. Broken warps occur only occa-

sionally and are variously treated. 1) The broken end is knotted

and not replaced. 2) A replacement warp is knotted to the broken

warp (the ends of the two warps are about 1 centimeter long).

3) The replacement warp is not knotted but simply secured in

place by beaten-in wefts. The two warp ends are cut fairly close

to the weave.

Border: Warp: Foundation: blue silk, s, single. Supplementary:

tan (faded from coral) silk, s (occasional twist, usually appears to

be without twist). Proportion: 3 foundation warps to one supple-

mentary warp. Step: 2 foundation warps. Count: 58 foundation

warps and 20 supplementary warps per centimeter. Weft: Found-

ation: blue silk, s, paired, twice the density of the foundation

warps. Supplementary: gold thread formed of flat strips of paper,

gilded on one side; orange bole is under the gold leaf. Pass: 1 paired

foundation and 1 supplementary weft. Step: 1 pass. Count: 20

passes per centimeter. Weave: Lampas variation. Foundation: 1 / 2 z

twill. The supplementary weave is tabby. An incomplete selvage

composed of about 7 millimeters of selvage border is preserved on

one of the border strips. The foundation warps are blue and single,

as in the body of the textile, and the binding is 1 / 2 z twill. On the

reverse, the gold wefts are cut along the inner edge of the border.

The outer selvage edge has been cut off.

Publications: Plum Blossoms 1988, no. 6; Shaffer 1989,

p. 108.
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2j. Imperial Boots

Principalfabric: Silk tapestry (kesi)

Height 4J.$ cm (i83A in.); width 30.8 cm (12/3 in.)

Liao dynasty (907-1125)

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom the J. H. Wade

Fund (1993.158, 158a)

Of this pair of boots, one is complete and one has

been reconstructed with portions of the original

outer fabric from the front and back leg sections. The

complete boot is composed of layers: silk-and-gold tapes-

try {kesi) on the outside, a layer of silk batting, and a silk

lining. The silk sole has a silk lining with a layer of silk

floss between the lining and the two outer layers. The boot

is seamed down the sides and across the top of the instep

to form three sections: one for the front of the leg, another

for the back of the leg plus the heel, and the third for the

instep (fig. 32). The top opening is faced with a gauze

band on which is preserved a faint design, probably origi-

nally applied in gold leaf.

The outermost kesi is woven with two phoenixes diving

in flight on either side of a flaming pearl. The phoenixes

have crests, flowing head feathers, and magnificent plumed

tails, while the flaming pearl is divided like zyin-yang

symbol. Other flaming pearls, drawn slightly differently,

appear above the phoenixes. Filling the interstices are cloud

scrolls. Their form, which resembles a ruyi fungus with

opposed scrolls and a "tail," is typically Liao.
1

Similarly,

the phoenixes chasing the flaming pearls among clouds

23
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have many parallels in the art of the Liao.
2 The bright

colors of the tapestry have become muted through burial.

Gold thread (now disintegrated except for the traces of

gold leaf that have adhered to the warps) originally delin-

eated the motifs and filled the wings, necks, and heads of

the phoenixes.

The tapestry from which the boots were made is exceed-

ingly finely woven, using silk yarns of subtly varied densi-

ties (fig. 30), a level of technical refinement characteristic

of silk-tapestry weaving in the Liao empire (see also

cat. no. 10). The care and attention to detail that went into

the making of the boots are exemplified by the cutting of

the tapestry sections so that the flaming pearls occur pre-

cisely at the centers of the shin and calf and at the top

of the instep. Moreover, in order to accommodate the

particular cut and smaller area of the instep, the phoenixes

were drawn slightly differently and the design was

reduced in scale. These factors, the amount of gold used

in the kesi, and the theme of the phoenixes chasing a pearl

are evidence that the boots were made for a member of the

Liao imperial family. Probably they were intended for a

woman, given the close association of the phoenix with

the empress. The kesi may have been woven at Zuzhou

(southwest of Shangjing, the Upper Capital of the Liao),

where the government operated a silk-weaving workshop

for the production of fabrics used by the court. 3

Similar boots were discovered in the tenth-century tomb

of a female member of the Liao aristocracy at Yemaotai,

in Liaoning Province.4 Part of a costume, the boots were

knee-high, the outer fabric was a silk-and-gold tapestry

woven with a cloud-and-wave design, and the soles were

silk.
5 Pants that tied at the waist were tucked into the boots

(which accounts for the wide opening at the top), and

over the pants were a skirt and a knee-length jacket. The

outer robe was full-length, had wide sleeves, and an open-

ing on the wearer's left, where it was fastened with knotted

buttons. Completing the costume were a pair of embroi-

dered gloves and an embroidered hat ornamented with

borders of silk-and-gold tapestry.
6

Women's boots such as these do not appear in Khitan

wall paintings because they were almost entirely concealed

by the full-length outer robe. Tapestry boots similar to

these, however, apparently served as models for bronze

and silver-gilt boots that have been found in Liao tombs. 7

One example (fig. 31) is ornamented with dragons chasing

pearls, arranged in much the same manner as the

phoenixes on the kesi boots.

1. Wirgin i960, p. 32.

2. Tamura and Kobayashi 1953, fig. 118; Jin Fengyi 1980, pi. 3, no. 1;

London, Imperial Gold, 1990, fig. 28; Inner Mongolia 1993, drawings

on pp. 40, no.

3. Liaoshi, vol. 2, chap. 37, p. 442, translated in Wittfogel and Feng

Chia-sheng 1949, p. 157.

4. Liaoning Provincial Museum 1975, pp. 28-30.

Figure 31. Boot. Liao dynasty (618-1125). Gilt bronze, 43.2 x 29.2 cm
(17 x 11/2 in.). Private collection



Figure 32. Drawings of kesi designs and their placement on cat. no. 23, left

5. The archaeological report (cited in note 4) does not include pho-

tographs or drawings of the boots, nor does it provide information

regarding the gold thread.

6. For a detail of the hat showing the kesi borders, see Gao Hanyu 1987,

pi. 59-

7. Two pairs were found in the tomb of a Liao princess and her husband.

See Inner Mongolia 1987, colorpl. 1, no. 2; pi. 1.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Tan silk, s, 2-ply 2. Count 20-21 per centimeter. Weft: 1)

Polychrome silk, s. Colors: tan, light tan, reddish brown (probably

originally plum), light and medium blue, and light and medium

green. Count: 60-240 per centimeter. 2) Gold thread, now

entirely disintegrated except for pieces of gold leaf that adhere to

the warps. Weave: Tapestry with slit joins. Eccentric weaving

occurs along the contours of motifs. Steep diagonals are achieved

by warp steps and by wrapped warps that are also often stepped,

with some gaps filled with a weft thread in the flying shuttle

technique. The design is woven at right angles to the warp.

On the reverse side, weft floats are short (up to 3 centimeters,

but usually 1.5 centimeters or less), and the wefts are cut short

(1-2 centimeters). In one place, two wefts of the same color are

knotted together. Broken warps occur only occasionally. One

replaced warp was secured by the weave, without being knotted

to the end of the original warp. Usually the replaced warp was

knotted to the end of the broken warp very close to the weave.

The loose ends of broken and replaced warps are short (approxi-

mately 3 centimeters) and are not tied to other ends or to weft

floats. Broken warps that were not repaired were not found. In

the selvage the wefts simply turn around the outermost warp.

Facing band at opening of boot: Warp: Tan silk,

mostly without apparent twist, but with an occasional slight s or

z twist. The density of the warps varies. Weft: Tan silk, mostly

without apparent twist, though a very slight s twist can occasion-

ally be detected; several strands are thrown z (very slight and

occasional twist); the wefts are at least twice the density of the

warps. Weave: Gauze, based on a unit of 4 warps. Selvage: The
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gauze weave toward the outer edge becomes tight; the wefts turn

around the outermost warp. A faint design of scrolling clouds(?)

is preserved on the band. It appears to be the discoloration of an

adhesive to which gold leaf was applied.

Lining: Warp: Tan silk, mostly without apparent twist, but

occasional s or z twists can be detected, single. Count: 46 per

centimeter. The densities of the warps are uneven. Weft: Tan silk,

mostly without apparent twist, but an occasional s twist can be

detected; one repaired weft was plied s. Count: 42 per centime-

ter. Weave: Tabby, very uneven (sometimes loose and other times

tight). There are flaws, especially short floats ofwarps and wefts.

Selvage: The selvage border, about 7 millimeters wide, is woven

with tan warps more closely spaced than in the body of the fab-

ric; all wefts turn around the outermost warp.

Sole: The sole is constructed of four layers: 1) The outermost

fabric is woven with a diaper pattern of tiny diamonds. Warp and

weft: Tan silk, without apparent twist, single, 42 x 52 per cen-

timeter. Weave: 4-end twill damask, 2) Under the outermost fab-

ric is a brown tabby silk with no pattern. Warp (?): Brown silk,

strongly z, single, 24 per centimeter. Weft (?): Brown silk, with-

out apparent twist, 20 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby, very loose

but even. 3) Between the brown tabby silk and the lining is a layer

of silk batting. 4) The lining (very damaged) is an unpatterned

silk. Warp and weft: Tan silk, without apparent twist. No count

was possible. Weave: Tabby. The layers of the sole were originally

held together by neat rows of running stitches, from which only

the holes in the outermost fabric remain.

Publications: Cleveland 1994, no. 37, pp. 325-28, 347; "Fit

for an Empress" 1994-95, p. 99; Wardwell 1994, pp. 6-12; Wardwell

i995> P- 7-

24. A Vighnantaka Thangka

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp 10$ cm (41V8 in.); weft 74 cm (29*/* in.)

TangutXia dynasty (1032-1227), early 13th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom the J. H. Wade

Fund (1992.72)

This thangka, or icon, is dominated by the fierce and

powerful figure of Vighnantaka, a protective Tantrie

Buddhist deity who destroys obstacles standing in the way

of spiritual enlightenment.
1 He is dark blue in color, holds

a noose in his left hand with the forefinger raised in a

menacing gesture, and brandishes a sword in his right

hand. The sword associates him with the Transcendent

Buddha, Amoghasiddhi, who appears in Vighnantaka s

crown. Beneath his left foot is the prostrate elephant-

headed god, Ganesha, and under his right foot the prone

figure of Shiva. Vighnantaka radiates a flaming aureole

through which charge miniature figures of his entourage,

symbolic of his tremendous powers. The entire scene is

supported on a lotus base and surrounded on three sides

by a floral vine scroll.

In the register above the central scene are the Five

Transcendent Buddhas seated on lotus thrones. Originally,

a pearl ornamented the forehead and topknot of each of

the Buddhas; only three remain. Five dancing dakinis and,

at either end, a small image ofVighnantaka are depicted

in a frieze in the corresponding register below. Enclosing

the central scene and the two registers is a narrow border

of angular U-shaped motifs with small dots in the centers;

a band similarly ornamented separates the central and

lower registers, while a band of half circles partitions the

central and upper registers. The three central registers are

surrounded by a floral vine scroll that is narrow along the

vertical sides of the thangka and wide across the top and

bottom. Among the flowers are sixteen lotuses which sup-

port symbols that derive from the eight auspicious sym-

bols and seven jewels of Buddhism.
2 The thangka is edged

by a blue band articulated with pearls, each with a central

dot. An additional pearl border occurs along the bottom

edge. The top and bottom portions of the thangka flare,

giving an overall hourglass shape.

Vighnantaka, whose name means "destroyer of obsta-

cles," originated in the Buddhist legends of Nepal. 3 These

tell of a certain sage who failed to propitiate Ganesha

before performing a Tantric sacrifice. Insulted and furi-

ous, Ganesha threw numerous obstacles in the path of the

sage which ultimately destroyed the desired effects of his

sacrifice. The sage, ascertaining the cause of the distur-

bance, summoned Vighnantaka to vanquish Ganesha. On
the basis of this story, Ganesha, subdued underfoot, is the

identifying iconographic feature of Vighnantaka. Shiva,

similarly disposed, does not figure in the story; and why
this Hindu god, the father of Ganesha, is thus represented

here is not clear.
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Figure 33. Thangka of Akala. Tangut Xia dynasty (1032-1227).

Silk tapestry (kesi). 90 x 56 cm (35% x 22 in.). Potala Palace, Lhasa

The Vighnantaka thangka is one of a small group of

silk-tapestry icons woven in the Tibetan Kadampa style

that, with one exception, have been preserved in Lhasa.

One, the Akala thangka (fig. 33), is very similar in its

iconography and decorative detail to the Vighnantaka

thangka. The central figure of Akala, radiating a flaming

aureole, stands on a lotus support and is framed by a

floral vine scroll. The Five Transcendent Buddhas appear

in the register above, while deities are depicted in the

lower register. The framing bands, moreover, are orna-

mented with rectangles articulated with dots. This thangka

bears an inscription stating that it was commissioned for

the great Sakya historian Gragpa Gyalmtshan (1147-1216)

by his Khampa disciple, can br Tsongrus grags. 4 They are

portrayed in the upper left and right corners, respectively,

of the central zone. This and the Vighnantaka thangka

share a technical feature so unique as to suggest a common
weaving center for both: the small pearls on the foreheads

and topknots of the Five Transcendent Buddhas were

threaded down the warps prior to weaving instead of being

sewn on the tapestry after the weaving had been completed

(fig.34).
5

A second, related thangka in Lhasa depicts Vighnantaka,

again trampling both Ganesha and Shiva (fig. 35). As in

the Cleveland thangka, Vighnantaka s retinue charge

through his flaming aureole brandishing weapons. The

central scene is similarly set within a floral vine scroll, the

Five Transcendent Buddhas are represented above, and

five deities below. Framing the entire thangka is the same

border of half circles that separates the central and upper

registers in the Cleveland piece.

A third kesi thangka in the group is the thangka of

Green Tara in the State Hermitage, Saint Petersburg

(fig. 36). It has the same hourglass shape as the Vighnantaka

thangka, dancing dakinis, and a narrow pearl border

delineating the outer edges. Closely related to the Green

Tara is a fourth thangka preserved in Lhasa that portrays

the Tibetan lama Zhang Yudrakpa Tsondru Drakpa

(1123-1194; fig. 37). It is very similar to the Green Tara,

particularly in the stylization of the mountains and in the

strings of pearls above the central figure.
6

Although the kesi thangkas follow the Tibetan Kadampa

style, certain iconographic details indicate that they

were produced in Tangut Xia, which had close ethnic,

cultural, and religious ties to Tibet. The hourglass shape

of the Vighnantaka and Green Tara thangkas occurs, for

example, in many of the painted thangkas that were dis-

covered in the Tangut garrison city of Khara Khoto. 7

Dancing dakinis, in both the Vighnantaka and Green

Tara thangkas, frequently occur in Tangut art but are thus

far unknown in the art of central Tibet.
8
Moreover, the

rug on the throne in the thangka of Lama Zhang has a

red ground with a floral pattern and a blue cloth border

that falls in folds. Such throne rugs with this color scheme

and floral decoration consistently occur in the painted

thangkas found at Khara Khoto. 9 That only one of these

Tangut thangkas—the Green Tara thangka—was found in

Tangut Xia, in the ruins of Khara Khoto, while the remain-

der were preserved in Tibet is not surprising given the

close ties that existed between the Tangut imperial court

and the monasteries of central Tibet.
10
In none is this bet-

ter exemplified than in the portrait thangka of the lama

,##**•«**

Figure 34. Enlarged detail, cat. no. 24
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Figure 35. Thangka of Vighnantaka. Tangut Xia dynasty (1032-1227),

13th century. Silk tapestry (kesi), 53 x 40 cm (20/8 x ifA in.). Potala

Palace, Lhasa

Figure 36. Thangka of Green Tara. Tangut Xia dynasty

(1032-1227), 13th century. Silk tapestry {kesi), 101 x

52.5 cm (39% x 20% in.). State Hermitage, Saint Petersburg

Zhang, the founder of the Tsalpa suborder of the Kagyu

order of Tibet, which regularly sent monks to the Tangut

court.
11

There is one important technical difference within the

thangkas of this group. The reverse side of the Vighnantaka

thangka is covered with a tangle of long weft threads and

the lengthy ends of numerous broken and replaced warps

(fig. 17). In contrast, the reverse side of the Green Tara

thangka has few broken warps and relatively closely cut

weft ends (fig. 18). The technique of the latter is in keep-

ing with silk tapestries produced in other areas either at

this time or in earlier periods, including Central Asia, the

Liao and Jin dynasties, and Song China. In fact, the only

other kesi known thus far to be woven in the manner of the

Vighnantaka thangka is the Yamantaka mandala (cat. no.

25), which dates from a century or so later. (Whether the

related kesi thangkas in Lhasa are woven in the same tech-

nique is not known, as efforts to examine their reverse

sides have regrettably proved impossible.) The contrasting

weaving techniques of tapestries attributed to Tangut Xia

can best be explained by the diversity of its population:

Tanguts, Uyghurs, Chinese, and Tibetans. Again, the tech-

nical similarities between the Vighnantaka thangka and

the Yamantaka mandala, which was woven much later, in

the official workshops of the Yuan dynasty (1279-1368) in Figure 37. Thangka ofLama Zhang. Tangut Xia dynasty (1032-1227).

Silk tapestry (kesi), 84 x 54 cm (33 V% x 21/4 in.). Potala Palace, Lhasa
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Detail, cat. no. 24

interior China, can be seen as a consequence of the move-

ment of artisans within the Mongol empire.

That the Vighnantaka thangka was made no later than

the thirteenth century is evidenced by the simple juxtapo-

sition of color fields and by the lack of shading. The tech-

nical and iconographic similarities of the Vighnantaka

thangka to the Akala thangka in Lhasa indicate a more

specific date, shortly before the fall of the Tangut state to

the Mongols in 1227.

1. Mallmann 1955, pp. 41-46; Mallmann 1975, pp. 447-49; Dr. Heather

Stoddard, unpublished notes.

2. The eight auspicious symbols are the parasol, golden fish, conch,

lotus, chakra, banner, vase, and endless knot. The seven jewels are the

perfect general, perfect minister, perfect wife, wish-fulfilling gem, per-

fect horse, perfect elephant, and wheel of Buddhist teaching.

3. Mallmann 1955, pp. 41-43; Alsop 1984, p. 209ff.

4. Dr. Heather Stoddard, unpublished notes and correspondence to

Anne E. Wardwell, January 19, 1993; Dr. Hugh Richardson, correspon-

dence to Anne E. Wardwell, February 1993.

5. Berger 1994, p. 121 n. 66.

6. Huang Ti 1985, pi. 62.

7. Milan 1993, nos. 5, 8, 23, 33, 35, 40, 42.

8. Ibid., p. 72, and nos. 22, 24, 27, 30, 32.

9. Ibid., pp. 72, 74.

10. Sperling 1987.

11. Berger 1994, p. 102.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Thangka: Warp: Ecru silk, s, 2-ply z (strong ply). Count: 19 per

centimeter. Weft: 1) Polychrome silk, s. Colors: white, pale blue,

teal blue, deep blue, pale green, medium green, maroon, pale yel-

low, tan, orange, and pale pink. Count: approximately 52-200 picks

per centimeter. 2) Ecru silk, s, 2-ply z (strong ply). Weave: Tapestry

weave with tabby binding; near the bottom edge is a narrow orna-

mental tabby border. The tapestry is woven with slit joins; long

slits are secured by occasional dovetail joins usually consisting of

two wefts, but occasionally of one. The silk weft yarns vary in den-

sity; most picks are one weft, but sometimes there are two per pick,

loosely plied s. The design is indicated by color changes as well as

by the use of slits and by the different thicknesses of the picks. Curves

are achieved by the use of eccentric weaving and stepped slits.

The reverse side is covered with long, loose wefts that are tan-

gled, and with the often long ends of broken and replaced warps

that are sometimes tied to tangles of wefts (fig. 17). Broken

warps occur frequently, particularly in the register with the dakinis

and in the bottom border. In some cases the new warp was over-

lapped with the broken warp and secured in place by the wefts;

in others, the broken warp was simply not repaired.

Selvages occur along the straight portions of both side edges:

wefts turn around the outermost warp, which is single. Along

diagonally extended edges, wefts turn around successive warps to

form a diagonal; warps are cut about half a centimeter from the

tapestry weave. The starting and finishing edges are both completed

by a section of tabby weave using 2-ply z silk wefts. At the bot-

tom edge, about 6 passes remain; at the top edge, only 2. The warps

at both ends are cut. Interrupting the tapestry about 2.5 centime-

ters above the beginning of the tapestry weave at the bottom edge

is a narrow horizontal band of open tabby weave using 3 picks of

the plied ecru silk wefts.

Each of the pearls on the foreheads and topknots of the Five

Transcendent Buddhas was threaded down a warp prior to weav-

ing and then surrounded by tapestry weave (fig. 34).

Lining: Fragments of a silk damask lining remain around the

edges of the thangka. They are sewn with tan silk thread (s, 2-ply

z) with running stitches. The lining is patterned with small roundels

arranged in staggered rows. The roundels are about 4 millimeters

in diameter; the repeat is 8 millimeters (warp) x 1.6 centimeters

(weft). The single warps are tan silk, z (twist very slight); 50 per

centimeter. The wefts are tan silk, without apparent twist; 34 per

centimeter. The damask weave is a 3 / 1 z twill in the ground and

1/3 s for the pattern.

Patches: At some point, the thangka was repaired with patches

of resist-dyed tan silk with a pattern of light tan roundels (about

2.7 centimeters in diameter) arranged in aligned rows (repeat: 5 x

4.8 centimeters). Warp and weft: Tan silk, occasionally slightly s

or z, but mostly without twist; 42 x 23 threads per centimeter.

Weave: Tabby.

Publications: Wardwell 1992-93, p. 245; Wardwell 1993,

p. 136; Simcox, "Tracing the Dragon," 1994, fig. 12, p. 45; Barnett

1995, p. 142; Reynolds, "Silk," 1995, no. 9, p. 92.
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ij. Yamantaka Mandala with Imperial Portraits

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp 24$.$ cm (96
5A in,); weft 209 cm (82

lA in.)

Yuan dynasty (1279-1368), ca. 1330-32

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase,

Lila Acheson Wallace Gift, 1992 (1992.54)

This mandala, in the style of the Sakyapa school

(originating from Sakya monastery in Tibet), shows

Yamantaka (also known as Vajrabhairava), the wrathful

manifestation of the bodhisattva Manjushri, as the central

deity.
l The basic scheme of the mandala follows the con-

vention of this school in the fourteenth century, and the

decoration is rich and complex. (For a detailed description

of the iconography, see p. 100.) The design is made by color

changes and slits in the weave, and by the use of gilded

paper in such areas as crowns and jewelry, which gives a

three-dimensional effect. Shading is achieved by the inter-

penetration of wefts of two different colors or two shades

of the same color, a technique developed in the Southern

Song (1127-1279).

The donors depicted in the lower corners, identified by

Tibetan inscriptions in cartouches above their portraits, are,

from the left: Tugh Temur, great-great-grandson of Khubilai

Khan, who reigned as Emperor Wenzong of the Yuan

dynasty in China from 1328 to 1332; Khoshila, elder brother

of Tugh Temiir, who reigned briefly in 1329 as Emperor

Mingzong; and Budashiri and Babusha (fig. 69), their

respective spouses. The vertical strips that originally extended

from the cartouches, which may have included the names of

the emperors and empresses in Chinese, have been cut out.

A mandala is the representation of a magical and sacred

realm. It is occupied in the center by a deity, the ultimate

subject of an adept's meditation, who is surrounded by a

series of worlds (or spiritual stages) that the believer must

pass through before he or she can reach the center—and

enlightenment. The cult ofYamantaka, the central deity

in this mandala, was introduced into China by a disciple

of Phagspa, preceptor to Khubilai Khan and the most

powerful lama in China in the early Yuan dynasty (1279™

1368). The disciple, a monk whose name, transliterated,

was Ji-ning Sha-luo-ba-guan-zhao, was sent by Phagspa to

study with the great teacher La-wen-bu, who was famed for

his knowledge of the esoteric doctrine ofYamantaka.
2

Within the Yuan palace compound there was a temple to

Vajrabhairava (Yamantaka) west of Huiqing Pavilion, in

which was housed a statue of the deity Mahakala. 3 The

deity in the bottom row next to the images of the emper-

ors is tentatively identified as Mahakala. 4

The chapter on paintings and sculpture in the Jingshi

dadian (Record ofYuan Institutions) includes detailed

Detail, cat. no. 25
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information on orders for imperial portraits and mandalas.

In some of these, it is specified that woven portraits were to

be made immediately upon the completion of the painted

portraits; in others, this was not spelled out, but it may be

assumed. Some orders were for separate portraits and man-

dalas, even when they seemed to form a set, and some were

for mandalas with portraits, as in the present kesi. In all cases,

when specified, the dimensions were always 9/2 x 8 feet

(in Yuan measure), which corresponds to the dimensions

of the Metropolitan kesi,
5

This kesi is not recorded in the existing version of the

paintings and sculpture chapter of the Jingshi dadiaw,
6
nor,

for that matter, is the kesi portrait of Khubilai, which is

mentioned only in the biography ofTang Renzu, a Uyghur

who was the supervising officer for the work. Nevertheless,

in the order given on January 15, 1321, for the double por-

trait ofAyurbarwada (Emperor Renzong; r. 1312-20) and

his consort, together with mandalas on the left and right,

it was specified that the portrait (in triplicate) should

conform to the style of Khubilai's portrait, and that each

copy should measure 9K x 8 feet. (The dimensions for

Yuan imperial portraits were perhaps those established

by the dimensions of the portrait of the first emperor

of the dynasty, Khubilai; r. 1260-94.) The image ofTugh

Temiir in this tapestry appears to be based on a portrait of

him in the collection of the National Palace Museum, Taipei

(fig. 38). It is also highly likely that the portrait of Khubilai

Khan now also in the National Palace Museum served as

the cartoon for his official portrait in woven silk (fig. 39).

The senior official involved in giving the order for the

Metropolitan kesi is likely to have been Mingli Donga

(d. 1340), whose name is mentioned in connection with

the orders for the production of all imperial portraits and

mandalas—first in the year 1323, when he was the head of

the Bureau for Imperial Manufacture (Jiangzuo Yuan, a

service agency for the imperial court under which was the

Superintendency for Weaving Buddhist Icons), and later

as privy councillor, during the reign ofTugh Temiir. Mingli

Donga seems to have been one of a number of artistically

gifted men who achieved high office in the Yuan adminis-

tration. (Another was the aforementioned Tang Renzu, who

was also a talented musician.) In 1321, while he was head of

the Bureau for Imperial Manufacture, Mingli Donga was

charged, with other senior officials, with the design of

imperial carriages used for ceremonial processions, which

involved highly elaborate and ornamented construction. 7

Unfortunately, little is known of his background as there

is no biography ofhim in the Yuanshi (History of the Yuan

Dynasty) or any other historical record of the Yuan dynasty.

This is probably because of his close association with Tugh

Temiir—ofwhich more later.

The artist who directed the production of the mandala

would have been Li Xiaoyan, whose name appears on every

order issued for imperial portraits and mandalas. Li was a

portraitist in the Superintendency for Buddhist Icons dur-

ing the reign ofAyurbarwada and was named the artist

Figure 38. Emperor Wenzong. Yuan dynasty (1279-1368), 14th century.

Album leaf, ink and color on silk, 59.4 x 47 cm (23% x 18/2 in.).

National Palace Museum, Taipei

Figure 39. Khubilai Khan as the First Yuan Emperor, Shizu. Yuan

dynasty (1279-1368), 13th century. Album leaf, ink and color on silk,

59.4 x 47 cm (23% x 18/2 in.). National Palace Museum, Taipei
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for the aforementioned portrait of the emperor and empress.

In the reign of Tugh Temur he was superintendent for

Buddhist icons, receiving his orders for imperial portraits

and mandalas from Mingli Donga.

The history behind the Yamantaka mandala is compli-

cated, as is everything having to do with the imperial Mongol

house of the Yuan dynasty. Briefly, when Yestin Temiir

(the Taiding emperor; r. 1323-28) and his son Aragibag (the

Tianshun emperor) died in quick succession in 1328, the

brothers Khoshila and Tugh Temur, sons of Khaishan

(Emperor Wuzong; r. 1308-11), became contenders for the

throne. Both were away from Daidu at the time ofAragibag s

death, but Tugh Temiir, who was in Jiangling, reached

Daidu first, having been guided on his way by Mingli

Donga, and was proclaimed emperor with the support of

the powerful official El-Temur (d. 1333). In May 1329, Tugh

Temiir abdicated in favor of Khoshila, who was still in

Khara Khorum. The two brothers met in August that year

halfway between Daidu and Khara Khorum. But after a

few days of happy reunion Khoshila died under mysteri-

ous circumstances, whereupon Tugh Temiir regained the

throne and ruled until his death in 1332. Babusha, Khoshila s

widowed consort, was at first well treated; shortly after

Tugh Temiir reascended the throne, she was given a large

sum of money for expenses.
8
At her request, a solemn

Buddhist mass for the dead was held for Khoshila for seven

days in November 1329 and masses were said for him in

four Daoist temples and at the sacred mountains ofWudang

and Longhu. 9 But on May 9, 1330, Babusha died
10—said

to have been murdered by Budashiri.
11

After the death of

Tugh Temiir, Budashiri became de facto regent. First, she

put the seven-year-old Irinjinbal, son of Khoshila and

Babusha, on the throne in preference to her own son.

Irinjinbal died within a week of his accession. Then, in

1333, she recalled from exile Khoshila s elder son by his

first wife and made him emperor. This was Toghon Temiir

(Emperor Shundi; r. 1333-68), at that time thirteen years

old. When Toghon Temiir came of age in 1340, he exiled

Budashiri and her son El Tegiis—who was quietly put away

en route. Tugh Temiir's spirit tablet was removed from

the imperial ancestral temple, and Mingli Donga—the only

surviving member of the conspiracy to murder Khoshila

—

was executed.
12
Thus, at least three of the four personages

represented on this kesi died unnatural deaths. Thirteen

forty was also the year that in many parts of China saw the

beginnings of uprisings that eventually led to the expul-

sion of the Mongol rulers in 1368 and the founding of the

Chinese Ming dynasty.
13

It is likely that this kesi was commissioned before the

death of Babusha, in 1330, and completed after the death

of Tugh Temiir, in 1332. The subject of the mandala sug-

gests that it may have been produced for an initiation cer-

emony. We know from his biography in the Yuanshi that

Tugh Temiir underwent two initiations as emperor 14 and

that Yamantaka initiations were practiced by the Yuan

imperial family.
I5

However, because the paintings and kesi

of imperial portraits and mandalas were always produced

in triplicate or (more rarely) in duplicate, and because no

mention of the occasion is ever given in connection with

the orders, it is most probable that these portraits and

mandalas were meant to be housed or displayed in the

imperial ancestral halls and portrait halls (yingtang) for

emperors and their consorts that were in temples con-

nected with the imperial family. More than one copy of

this kesi was made, and there is indeed a small fragment

of the same mandala that is known to have survived.

Nevertheless, up to the present, the Metropolitan man-

dala with imperial portraits is the only complete example

known of this singular class of imperially commissioned

works of art from the Mongol empire.

1. For an art-historical account of the thangkas of the Sakya school, see

Pal 1984, "The Sakya-pa Style/' pp. 61-96.

2. Fozu lidai tongzai, vol. 49, chap. 22, pp. 729-30.

3. Xijin zhijiyi 1983, p. in. The Xijin zhijiyi is a reconstituted version of

the Xijin zhi, a gazetteer of the district of Daidu written at the end of

the Yuan dynasty by Xiong Mengxiang. The original text is now lost,

and this reconstituted version has been reassembled from extensive

quotes from standard works such as the early Ming Yongle dadian (Grand

compilation of Yongle) and the early Qing Rixiajiuwen (Old tales of

Rixia). According to the Rixiajiuwen, the Mahakala statue was in the

Huiqing Pavilion. The Rixiajiuwen, another gazetteer of Beijing, was

compiled by Zhu Yizun (1629-1709) but was subsequently enlarged

and annotated by scholar-officials at the court of the Qianlong emperor

(r. 1736-95) and published under the title Rixiajiuwen kao. An edition

in four volumes was published in Beijing in 1985.

4. Mahakala was the most important deity of the Mongol imperial house,

and to Mahakala were attributed some of the most crucial battle victo-

ries. The first image of Mahakala in Yuan China was sculpted by Anige

(1245-1306), the legendary Nepali artist, at the instruction of Phagspa

(see Chen Qingying 1922, pp. 163—65). However, of the hundreds, if

not thousands, of Mahakala images produced all over China in the

Yuan period, only a very few have survived, of which the best known

is a rather damaged stone sculpture, dated 1322, on the grounds of the

former Baocheng Temple in Hangzhou (reproduced in Yang Boda 1988,

vol. 6, pi. 23). This image of Mahakala is generally in keeping with

that of early paintings of the Sakya school, ofwhich Phagspa was the

patriarch. The blue deity next to the imperial images in the Yamantaka

kesi, though he holds in his hands the usual attributes of Mahakala,

does not adopt the stance of this protective deity characteristic of early

Sakya and Yuan images.

5. Values for weights and measures in historical periods in China are

difficult to determine since, in addition to regional differences, there

were for different purposes variations in standards (the foot-measure

was different, for example, for construction work and textiles). The

present conversion is based on the value of the official Song "textile

foot," given in diagram 19 in Wu Chengluo 1984. According to Wu,

there was little change in standards for weights and measures from the

Tang to the Ming period, and there was no change between the Song

and the Yuan. Yang Kuan (1957) is also of the opinion that Yuan mea-

sures followed those of the Song. However, he arrived at various val-

ues, from between 31. 1 and 31.4 centimeters, for the Song textile foot-

measure (p. 81). Using these larger values, the 9.5 x 8 Yuan feet would

not correspond exactly to the 97 x 82 inches of our kesi. But the fact

remains that the proportions of the Metropolitan kesi are exactly the

same as those for imperial portraits and mandalas of the Yuan dynasty.
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In view of the many uncertainties in the value of this foot-measure in

any historical period, the Yamantaka mandala may well be taken as

proof that the value for the Song textile foot-measure given by Wu
Chengluo was the same one used at the official workshops of the Yuan

court.

6. See pp. 60-61 and note 19 in the introduction to this chapter.

7. Yuanshi, chap. 79, p. 1946.

8. Yuanshi, Biography ofWenzong, chap. 33, pp. 738-39.

9. Ibid., p. 744.

10. Ibid., chap. 34, p. 756.

11. See Feng Chengjun 1962, vol. i, p. 351. The DuosangMenggu shi (1962)

is Feng Chengjun's translation of Constantin d'Ohsson, Histoire des

Mongols (1824). According to contemporary gossip, Babusha was ham-

mered to death in a barbecue pit. See Kong Qi, Zhizhengzhiji, chap. 1.

Kong Qi wrote at the end of the Yuan dynasty.

12. Yuanshi, Biography of Shundi, chap. 40, pp. 856-57.

13. Feng Chengjun 1962, vol. 1, p. 351.

14. Yuanshi, chap. 33, p. 744, chap. 34, p. 752.

15. In the first year of Taiding (1324), Yesiin Temiir, the Taiding emperor,

underwent a Yamantaka initiation conducted by the imperial precep-

tor, and in 1326 his empress underwent the same ceremony. Both cere-

monies took place in the Crystal Hall (Shuijing Dian) in the palaces

of Shangjing, the Upper Capital {Yuanshi, Biography of the Taiding

emperor, chap. 29, p. 648, and chap. 30, p. 671). It is quite possible that

the same imperial preceptor conducted a Yamantaka initiation for Tugh

Temiir and Budashiri in 1329. At the beginning of 1330, the imperial

preceptor was changed before the imperial family underwent a second

initiation {Yuanshi, Biography ofWenzong, chap. 33, p. 745).

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: White silk, s, 2-ply z. Count: 26-30 per centimeter. Weft:

1) Polychrome silk, s. Colors: brick red, light coral, pale pink,

maroon, pale orange, dark blue, medium blue, light blue, teal

blue, slate blue, blue black, chartreuse, medium green, blue green,

white, tan, brown, dark gray brown, and yellow. The blue areas

have light and dark streaks. Count: approximately 68-230 wefts

per centimeter. 2) Wrapped gold thread: strips of gilded paper

wrapped z around a pale yellow silk core, z (no bole visible). Count:

80 per centimeter. 3) Flat gold thread: strips of gilded paper woven

flat (most of the gold leaf is missing); pale coral bole under the

gold leaf. Count: approximately 36 per centimeter. Weave: The

mandala is woven entirely in the tapestry technique with slit joins.

The binding is the usual weft-faced tabby, except for some areas

in which flat gold wefts are bound in an extended tabby (most

notably in the horizontal guard bands that separate the top and

bottom borders from the central zone). The flat gold wefts were

woven in a soumak weave, passing over two warps (a and b), then

behind the second (b) and then over the second and third warps

(b and c), and so on. This creates a brick pattern on the face. In

the portraits, flat gold wefts sometimes wrap single warps. Slit

joins are used throughout, except for long slits in vertical portions

of the design, where dovetail joins of 2-4 wefts occur at intervals.

The design is indicated by color changes and slit joins. The three-

dimensional effect of some details (e.g., the crowns and jewelry)

is achieved with flat gold wefts. Eccentric weaving is restricted to

gradual curves. Diagonals are usually woven using warp steps; for

steep diagonals and vertical portions of the design, the warps are

wrapped. Shading is achieved by the interpenetration of tongues

of color, either different shades of the same color or different colors.

Occasionally, the ends of two wefts of the same color that have

been knotted together appear on the face of the mandala. The

warps are not flat; rather, some protrude slightly and some recede

Figure 40. Detail, reverse of cat. no. 25

slightly, so that the surface has an uneven, "lined" texture.

On the reverse side (fig. 40), most wefts float for only short

distances (less than 3.5 centimeters) from one area to another.

Tangles of floating wefts or of ends of wefts occur when many

different colors are used in a comparatively small area. The start-

ing end of a weft is hidden, and the end is cut short (approximately

3 millimeters). The mandala is replete with broken warps. Rarely

were such warps not replaced. In one case, a new warp was seen

knotted to the end of the broken warp. Almost always, the end of

the new warp was simply added (without being knotted) at the

point where the broken end of the original warp emerged from

the weave and was held in place by the ensuing wefts. Several cen-

timeters of a new warp and/or a broken warp are exposed, and

often one of them has a knot about 4 millimeters from the weav-

ing. The long ends of both the original and introduced warps

may be knotted to the long ends of other broken or introduced

warps, or the ends of both the original and introduced warps may

be fairly short (only a few centimeters long) and unattached to

other warp ends. Occasionally, only the end of the introduced

warp is visible (presumably the original warp broke close to the

weaving), and the wefts float over the break for several (3-14)

passes prior to the point at which the end of the new warp was

introduced into the weave.

The direction of the ends of the few broken warps that were

not replaced indicates that the tapestry was woven from bottom

to top.

At tht bottom of the mandala is a starting edge consisting of a

chartreuse band 2 centimeters wide interrupted by thin blue and

white stripes. The outermost edge consists of the cut ends ofwarps.

The selvages are simple, the wefts turning around an outer-

most warp, which is single.

Public at ions: MMA RecentAcquisitions 1991-1992,

pp. 84-85, illus.; Reynolds, "Silk," 1995, pp. 92-93, fig. 1, p.

Stoddard 1995, p. 209, figs. 5a, 5b, and p. 210; Folsach 1996,

pp. 86-87, %. 13.
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A Note on Inscriptions and Iconography

Gennady Leonov

The main deity of the mandala is nine-headed, thirty-four-

armed, sixteen-legged Vajrabhairava (Yamantaka), who

tramples on gods, human beings, demons, animals, and

birds, thus symbolizing victory over existence.

The second circle of the mandala is surrounded by a

chain of kapalas (skulls) and divided into eight sectors,

each one of them containing a deity of Vajrabhairava s

retinue-Dharmaraja-a form of Yama, Lord of Death.

Each of the eight Dharmarajas protects one of the four

main and one of the four intermediate points of the com-

pass. They stand on buffalo, holding in the left hand

kapalas and in the right various Tantric attributes—

a

vajra, severed heads of Brahma, and severed limbs of

human bodies. The circle is enclosed within a square

formed by thirty-six Dharmarajas, eight on each side and

one in each corner. Each of the four T-shaped gates

—

entrances to the inner sanctum of the mandala— is pro-

tected by a Dharmaraja and connected by a vajra fence.

The four gates are rendered in the style of the early East

Indian tradition, with rams standing on elephants' heads

that support the upper part of the gate, from which

makaras spout water fountains. The ground is decorated

with characteristic Yuan floral ornament.

The central square is enclosed within a four-level circle

comprising a fire- and a vajra-mountain where the adept

experiences the first purification upon entering the man-

dala, a circle of eight graveyards where he must cleanse

himself of all worldly attachments and sentiments, and a

lotus mountain, where he is ultimately purified before

entering the abode of Vajrabhairava.

Each of the eight graveyards includes (clockwise from

the top) a siddha preaching to his disciple, a guardian deity

(in this case, Dharmaraja), a dikpala, a naga, a $tupa> and

a demon from the netherworld (apreta?). Dikpalas are

the guardians of the Ten Directions (the four main and

the four intermediate points of the compass plus the

zenith and the nadir). Sometimes, as here, the group is

composed of nine deities, with the ninth protecting the

center. It includes traditional Hindu deities, among them

Brahma seated on a goose, Indra on an elephant,

Varuna on a makara, and Vayu on a deer. Each of the

eight graveyards includes one dikpala. But, as the inten-

tion of the author of the mandala was to present nine

dikpalas, one of the graveyards (above Vajrabhairava s

head) contains two dikpalas—Brahma and Varuna. It is

interesting to note that Brahma is shown as four-armed

instead of four-faced. Severed human limbs are scattered

in each of the graveyards.

Each corner of the outer square is occupied by a group

of four deities. The main deity in each group is Dharmapala,

who stands on a buffalo accompanied by two female deities

of a lower rank and a small image of a Vajrabhairava-related

Dharmapala.

The upper row is occupied by fourteen personages

beginning with the primordial Adi-Buddha Vajradhara

followed by a dharmapala (probably a form of Mahakala)

and Mahasiddha Virupa (Birvapa). Then follow eleven

images of lamas. None of these bear any specific icono-

graphic characteristics except the first lama, whose red

hat suggests that he could be one of three personages: the

founder of the Sakya monastery (1073), dKon-mchog

rGyal-po (1034—1102); his son Sa-skya-pa Kun-dga sNying-

po (1092-1158), who formulated the teachings of the

Sakya school; or Phagspa Lama (1235-1280), who success-

fully propagated the Buddhism of the Sakya school at the

court of Khubilai Khan and invented the so-called

square script for the Mongols. This would suggest that

the lamas represent the Sakya lineage. The presence of

Mahasiddha Virupa (active in the eighth century) at the

beginning of the row of the Sakya lamas is explained by

their importance in the development of the teachings of

Mahamudra, which Virupa himself followed. Virupa was

also connected with the cult of Vajrabhairava, having

been initiated into it by one of his teachers, Nagabodhi.

The lower row includes (left to right) seven guardian

deities: a blue Mahakala (?) and various forms of Yama.

The guardian deities are flanked by images of the donors

of the kesL The names of the donors, cited in Tibetan, are

sewn in cartouches above their heads. The inscriptions

read as follows (bottom left corner): rGyalpo Thug the

mur and rGyal bu Ko shi la; (bottom right corner): dPon

mo Bha bu cha and dPon mo bHu dha shri.

Tugh Temur's title, rGyalpo (king), is given in the

inscription; rGyal bu (prince) is the title given for his

brother; and dPon mo (official's wife) is inscribed as the

title of the empresses.
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i6. Cosmological Mandala

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp 83.8 cm (33 in.); weft 83.8 cm (33 in.)

Yuan dynasty (12jp—1368)

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase, Fletcher

Fund andJoseph E. Hotung and Michael and Danielle Rosenberg

Gifts, ip8p (ip8p.i4o)

This kesi features a Tibetan cosmological diagram with

the world mountain, Meru (or Sumeru), the axis of

the cosmos, in the center. It is surrounded by seven square

ranges of gold mountains interspersed with an equal num-

ber of oceans. Outside these mountain ranges, at the four

cardinal directions, in the vast space of a gigantic ocean,

are the four great continents, each flanked by two lesser

continents. The continents are represented by landscapes

in the Chinese style and framed by different shapes accord-

ing to the location. Videha in the east is in a semicircle,

Godaniya in the west in a circle, Uttarakuru in the north

in a square, and Jambudvipa (the world of humans) in the

south in a trapezoid (originally the shape of the shoulder

blade of a sheep). The four directions also have color attri-

butes: the east is silver (white); the west, ruby (red); the

south, lapis lazuli (blue); and the north, gold (yellow).
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Detail, cat. no. z6

The four colors are reflected on the sides ofMount Meru.
1

The cosmic world is illuminated by the sun and the moon,

represented here in purely Chinese iconography with the

three-legged crow in the sun and the rabbit under a cassia

tree in the moon pounding the elixir of immortality.

The heavens of various orders of divinities are usually

shown above Mount Meru. In the present work, the celes-

tial sphere on top of Mount Meru is, instead of a paradise

scene, an oval form with a scroll pattern, which changes

color along a narrowing path leading to the ultimate mys-

tery, symbolized by an eight-petaled lotus flower. In the

four corners, outside the double mountain range border

of the diagram, are four vases from which issue lotus

scrolls and the eight auspicious symbols of Buddhism.
2 The

form of the lotus scrolls derives ultimately from the art

of Pala India. A visual representation of Tibetan cosmol-

ogy, the diagram provides a basic scheme for Tibetan reli-

gious thought and structures, from abstruse theological

systems to the actual layout of Tibetan temples; it can

also serve as a mandala.

Densely woven with fine silk threads, the kesi falls tech-

nically into an intermediate stage between the Southern

Song (1127-1279) and the Ming (1368-1644). The slits are

not used to delineate pattern, and there is only limited

use of eccentric weaving. Shading—most obvious in the

two outer mountain ranges—is achieved by the interpen-

etration of spurs from two color fields. This technique was

to become a constant element in Ming kesi.

Another means of ascertaining the date and place of

manufacture is afforded by the treatment of the landscapes

in the continents. The designer of the mandala was no

doubt well acquainted with the latest artistic movements

in interior China. The landscapes are done in the blue-

green style, which was practiced in the Tang period (618-

907) and revived by early Yuan artists such as Qian Xuan

(ca. 1235-after 1300). A typical example of the blue-green

style landscape of the Yuan period is seen in the painting

WangXizhi Watching Geese, in the Metropolitan Museum
(fig. 41). This type of painting was obviously the model

for the landscapes within the continents that appear in

this kesi.

1. For the interpretive description of the cosmic mandala, the authors

have referred to Lauf 1976, pp. 131-37.

2. For the eight auspicious symbols, see note 2 in catalogue number 24.

Figure 41. Qian Xuan

(ca. 1235-after 1300), Wang

Xizhi Watching Geese, detail.

Late Southern Song to early

Yuan dynasty. Handscroll,

ink, color, and gold on paper,

24.1 x 91.4 cm (9/2 x 36 in.).

The Metropolitan Museum
ofArt, New York. Gift of

The Dillon Fund, 1973

(1973.120.6)
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Detail, cat. no. 16

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: White silk, spun s, 2-ply z. Count: approximately 31 per

centimeter. Weft: Polychrome silk, s, some plied s. Colors: light

blue, medium blue, and sky blue; light coral, coral, pale pink,

dark red; light, medium, and deep green; pale blue green, yellow,

white, black, light tan, cream, and taupe. The blue yarns are

unevenly dyed from deep blue to white, giving a striated effect.

Count: approximately 60-280 per centimeter. Weave: The tapes-

try weave is extremely fine. There are both slit and toothed joins

(2-3 wefts along the long vertical slits), but slits are not used to

indicate pattern. Diagonals and curves are achieved by warp

steps, steep diagonals by soumak weaving, and vertical lines by

much wrapping of single warps. Eccentric weaving is used spar-

ingly and only for the gradual curves. Shading is created by thin

tongues of color that extend in the weft direction from one color

area into the adjacent color area.

On the reverse, broken ends occur throughout. The loose ends

of broken and new warps are fairly short, less than 2.5 centime-

ters long. Sometimes the end of the broken warp was knotted

and not replaced. In one instance, the broken end was not knot-

ted but was caught by a weft that was eccentrically woven. In other

cases, a new warp was introduced and held in place by tightly

packed wefts. The wefts on the reverse float about 2.8 centimeters

(occasionally as much as 4.4 centimeters) from one area of color

to another. The floats cross over one another, but are not tangled.

The loose ends of the wefts are about 2 centimeters long.

Broken warps that were not replaced show that the mandala

was woven from bottom to top.

Publicat ions: MMA RecentAcquisitions 1989-1990,

pp. 86-87, illus.; Textiles 1995-96, p. 74, illus.
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zy. Fan with Dragon

Silk tapestry (kesi)

Warp 26 cm (10 14 in.); weft 25.8 cm (10 *A in.)

Yuan dynasty (1279-1368)

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York.

Fletcher Fund, 1947 (4/. 18.42)

According to the Xijin zhi, a gazetteer ofXijin (present-

l day Beijing) written at the end of the Yuan dynasty

(1279-1368),
1

on the occasion of the Duanwu Festival (the

fifth day of the fifth lunar month, now celebrated as the

Dragon Boat Festival), the Ministry of Rites would pres-

ent to the imperial court kesi fans with various pictorial

subjects, including narratives, human figures, flowers and

birds, and landscape and architecture. The author men-

tions in particular kesi fans with dragons in clouds.
2
There

is no doubt that the surface of this kesi fan, with a dragon

breathing out a flaming pearl above waves, is a relic from

one of the Duanwu Festivals in the Yuan period. The

composition is designed to fit into a round format, and

the weaving technique is exactly like that in the kesi paint-

ings of the Southern Song (see fig. 15 on page 57). As

described in the Xijin zhi> "the shading and washes are like

real life, surpassing the effect of painting."

Dragon painting was a major genre of Chinese art in the

Yuan period, especially among Daoists. In the Metropolitan

Museum there is a long handscroll painting of dragons by

Zhang Yucai, the thirty-eighth patriarch of the Tianshi

(Heavenly Master) sect of Daoism (r. 1295-1316) and an

accomplished painter (fig. 42) ? It can readily be seen that

the kesi fan and Zhang Yucai's painting share common
features, such as the heads of the dragons and the treat-

ment of dark clouds (dragons are associated with rain).

The whirlpool, seen on the fan, is a constant element in

Yuan dragon paintings (it appears also in Zhang Yucai's

painting, but in a section not illustrated in figure 42).

The Daoist association with the Duanwu Festival was

an ancient one, and it continued until the end of the

Qing dynasty (1644-1911). In the Xijin zhi, preceding the

description of the customs associated with the festival,

there is a poem that mentions the display of "the charms

of the Heavenly Master" (to ward off evil spirits). The

same custom is described in the Yanjing suishiji (Annual

Customs and Festivals in Peking), a work of the late Qing.4

This fan provides concrete proof that the Southern Song

tradition ofweaving kesi painting was very much alive in

the Yuan dynasty. Although the high degree of technical

refinement was not maintained after the Yuan, the pattern

persisted through to the Qing, A set of five kesi cases in the

Metropolitan Museum is woven with the same pattern and

dates from the second half of the Qing dynasty, the late

eighteenth to the nineteenth century. 5

1. On the Xijin zbi, see catalogue number 25, note 3.

2. Xijin zbijiyi 1983, p. 218.

3. For more on this painting and on Zhang Yucai and the Daoists at the

Yuan court, see Fong 1992, pp. 363-67, pis. 8ia,b. See also Fong and

Watt 1996, p. 54.

4. Dun Lichen 1936.

5. Illustrated in Milhaupt 1992, fig. 9.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Tan silk s (not plied). Count: 34 per centimeter. Weft:

Polychrome silk, s. Colors: shades of gray, from light to charcoal,

cream, tan, and red. Count: approximately 90-120 per centime-

ter. Weave: The tapestry is woven with slit joins. Eccentric weav-

ing and flying shuttle are limited to delineating details of the

design. The dragon s breath is woven with wefts passing over two

warps (instead of one).

Publications: Hartford 1951, no. 122, illus.; New York 1971,

no. 8, illus.
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Figure 42. Zhang Yucai (r. 1295-1316), Beneficent Rain, detail. Yuan dynasty (1279-1368). Handscroll, ink on silk, 27 x 271.2 cm (10% x 106% in.).

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Gift of Douglas Dillon, 1985 (1985.227.2)
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3. Brocades of the Jin and

Mongol Periods

Brocades produced in the Jin

territories from the twelfth to

the thirteenth century con-

stitute an important group

of textiles. Technically and

stylistically, they fall into

two categories: those that

clearly belong to the weaving

and decorative traditions of

the Jin dynasty, and those that were influenced by weavers

originally from the eastern Iranian world who were

relocated by the Mongols into conquered Jin territories.

Central to the attribution of the brocades to the first

category are both the theme of the swan hunt, which

is seen on a brocade in the Metropolitan Museum

(cat. no. 28),
:

and the stylistic similarities that are shared

between this and related brocades and those found in a Jin

tomb near Acheng, in Heilongjiang Province. The tomb,

dated 1162, was that ofPrince Qi, a member of the Jurchen

imperial family and, for a number of years, resident

(i.e., governor) of the old Jin capital of Shangjing, near

Acheng.
2
In the swan hunt brocade, a hawk swoops down

upon a swan in flight against a floral setting. The image,

woven with gold thread against a green ground, closely

resembles the same theme carved on jade buckles that

were worn by Jin officials during the annual swan hunt.

Following the custom of the Khitans of the Liao dynasty

(907-1125), the Jurchens of the Jin dynasty (1115-1234)

engaged in the spring and autumn hunts. 3 This practice

was institutionalized in 1143 by an imperial decree that

henceforth the Jin emperor would "follow the custom of

the Khitans [in the] hunts of the four seasons: spring-

water [spring hunt by the water] and autumn-mountain

[autumn hunt in the mountains], the nabo [seasonal

camps] ofwinter and summer."4 According to thejimhi

(History of the Jin Dynasty), the officials who attended

the emperor on the occasion of the spring hunt wore uni-

forms "embroidered with gold [threads]" on the chest,

shoulders, and sleeves, and the pattern was that of a "hawk

attacking a swan, combined with floral motifs." 5 The

Liaoshi (History of the Liao Dynasty) gives descriptions

of the spring hunt (for swans returning from the south)

in much greater detail. The officials on this occasion

were said to have worn costumes of a dark green color.
6

This tradition was apparently observed also by the

Jurchens, as the fragments of gold brocade with the swan

hunt pattern that have surfaced in recent years are all

dark green.

In the brocade, the swan hunt motif is in the shape of

a teardrop that has no border and appears to have been

abstracted from a larger image. The repeated image,

oriented to the right or to the left in alternate rows, is

asymmetrical and generously spaced one from another.

Its distinguishing technical features are: single z-spun

warps; paired foundation wefts, one ofwhich is unspun

while the other is spun z; gold brocading wefts composed

of flat strips of animal substrate gilded on one side;
7 the

floating of foundation wefts at fairly regular intervals across

the reverse of the brocaded areas (see fig. 45 on page 112)

in order to accommodate the much heavier gold brocad-

ing wefts; the continuous passage of gold brocading wefts

from one shed into the next; the floating of gold wefts on

the reverse side of brocaded areas; and the warp-faced

tabby binding of the foundation weave and the twill

binding of the brocading wefts on the face. A selvage is

preserved on a piece of the swan hunt brocade in Paris.
8

Intersecting the brocaded units down their centers, the

selvage consists of green warps that are double, triple, or

quadruple. The foundation wefts, bound in tabby by

these warps, turn back around the outermost bundle of

warps, while the gold brocading wefts on the reverse side

turn into the next shed at the inner edge of the selvage.

A number of brocades are closely related stylistically

and technically to the swan hunt brocade. 9 One, woven

with the motif of a djeiran (a Central Asian antelope)

amid foliage crowned by a sun or a moon supported

by clouds (present location unknown), preserves a loom

width of 59-62.3 centimeters.
10
Within this group, sev-

eral technical variations can be observed. In some (for

example, cat. no. 29), the foundation wefts are single

instead of paired. In most of the brocades of this group,

including the swan hunt, the gold wefts are bound in

Detail, cat. no. 29 107



twill by two consecutive warps within a regular sequence

of warps. In the Cleveland brocade with soaring

phoenixes amid clouds (cat. no. 31), however, the gold

wefts are bound in twill by all the warps. That some

silks within the swan hunt group are brocaded with the

same image but not identical in technique or choice of

colors indicates that stock patterns were used and were

woven repeatedly
11

These brocades share several technical and stylistic

elements with brocades from the Jin tomb of Prince Qi:

single warps, foundation wefts that are either paired or

single, the floating of foundation wefts at intervals across

the reverse sides of brocaded areas, and the continuous

passage of flat gold brocading wefts from one shed into

the next. Many of the brocades from the tomb, moreover,

are woven with a warp-faced tabby foundation weave

and the twill binding of the gold brocading wefts. In

addition to these technical similarities, asymmetrical

images also occur among the brocades from the tomb.
12

There are, on the other hand, differences between the

brocades of the two groups. The binding of gold bro-

cading wefts by a sequence of adjacent warps observed

in the swan hunt, the coiled dragon, and the djeiran

(cat. nos. 28-30) is not found among the brocades from

the tomb. But most important, the gold threads with

which the silks from the tomb are brocaded are much

finer than those of the swan hunt group. Furthermore,

there seems to have been no concern for economizing

on the gold threads of the princely brocades, as the

brocading wefts were sometimes floated across the back

of the fabric from the pattern units in one repeat to those

in the next repeat. Gold wefts gilded on both sides,

moreover, occur among the brocades from the tomb,

whereas the flat gold wefts in the swan hunt group are

gilded on one side only.

Available evidence suggests that gold brocade was the

most representative luxury textile of the Jin dynasty.

Although earlier gold-brocaded textiles have been found in

Liao archaeological sites, they are rare.
13 The same is true of

textiles from early Song sites. In the entire Northern Song

area, only one tomb so far has produced a single example

of brocade; unfortunately, it is not specified in the report

whether gold thread was used.
14
Nonetheless, the special

importance of gold brocades in the Jin dynasty is borne

out by the preponderance of such textiles found in the

tomb of Prince Qi. The textile finds from this tomb are of

a higher quality than those that have come into the collec-

tions ofmuseums outside China. This would suggest that

the textiles from the prince's tomb are the finest products

of the imperial textile workshop, while the fragments such

as the brocade with the swan hunt were made for use by

officials outside the imperial family.

Although some motifs, such as the coiled dragon and

the phoenix, had earlier beginnings in textiles as well as

in other decorative arts,
15
others, such as the djeiran

(cat. no. 29), in spite of its venerable antecedent in

seventh-century Sogdiana, seem to have been adopted

in China only during the Jin period. A particularly

interesting case is that of the swan hunt. In the absence

of archaeological evidence for its occurrence in the Liao

period, we may seek clues in literature and in the his-

tory of related arts. In his study ofhunting motifs in

jade carving, Yang Boda has concluded that none of the

numerous extant examples of spring-water jade carvings

predate the Jin period.
16

It is also noteworthy that there

is no mention of the swan hunt image as a decorative

motif either in the official records of the Liao dynasty

or in eyewitness accounts of the spring hunt conducted

by the Khitans. There is a detailed description in the

Jinshi, however, of the swan hunt motif in the robes

and jade ornaments worn by the participants in the

spring hunt. It is thus quite likely that while the ceremo-

nial hunt was instituted by the Khitans, the swan hunt

motif in textile decoration and in jade carving was an

innovation of the Jin court.

A distinct group within the category of brocades belong-

ing to the Jin weaving tradition is represented by two

brocades: one, in the exhibition, with a design of stand-

ing phoenixes against a white ground (cat. no. 32) and

the other, in a private collection, with a motif of a djeiran

against a yellow ground. 17 The exceptional length of the

djeiran textile (approximately 212 centimeters) preserves

three reverses of pattern orientation; the motif of the

djeiran is nearly identical to that of the brocades in

Cleveland and Paris belonging to the swan hunt group;

and its loom width of 59.1 centimeters is consistent with

that group. Like the swan hunt group, foundation wefts

in both brocades are floated at intervals across the reverse

side of the brocaded areas.

These brocades, however, have technical peculiarities

which distinguish them from the swan hunt group and

suggest that they were woven in a different, possibly more

southern, region of the Jin territories. First and foremost,

their gold wefts are made with a paper substrate instead

of an animal substrate.
18
In addition, when foundation

wefts are floated across the reverse of the brocaded images,

four to six successive wefts float together, causing small

puckers to occur along the contours (cat. no. 32). This

is curious, considering that the purpose of the floating

wefts was to maintain a smooth surface around the bro-

caded images. The selvages of the djeiran, moreover, are

not formed with bundles of warps (the foundation

wefts simply turn around a single outer warp). The s

direction of both the warps and the wefts in the brocade
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Figure 43. Textile with framed confronted birds, detail. North China, Mongol period, I3th-mid-i4th century. Silk and gold thread; tabby,

brocaded, 58 x 63 cm (22% x 24% in.). AEDTA, Paris (no. 3262)

with phoenixes, however, may not be as great a point of

distinction as the consistency of z-spun warps among the

swan hunt group might suggest. The warps in the djeiran

are spun s and plied z, and both z- and s-spun warps

occur among the brocades from the tomb of Prince Qi.

The brocades in the exhibition that belong to the sec-

ond category—those influenced by the weaving tradi-

tion of the eastern Iranian world—fall into two groups.

The first is represented by the brocade with lotuses

(cat. no. 33).
I9
Here, z-spun warps are paired instead of

single, and the color of the bundles ofwarps in the sel-

vage contrasts with that of the rest of the warps. The

brocaded units, moreover, are symmetrical. In other bro-

cades of this group, such as one in the collection of the

Association pour TEtude et la Documentation des Textiles

d'Asie (AEDTA) in Paris (fig. 43), the brocaded images

are not only symmetrical but also framed.
20
Except for the

contrasting color of the selvage warps, these technical and

stylistic features reveal the influence of weavers from

Khurasan and Transoxiana, who had been captured by

the Mongols and eventually settled in the former Jin

territories—some in Hongzhou, in western central Hebei

Province, before Ogodei became khan in 1229, and others

in Xunmalin, west of the modern city of Zhangjiakou,

during the reign of Ogodei (1229-41). The center at

Hongzhou is of particular interest in connection with

the gold brocades, as it was staffed by weavers from both

the Western Region (Central Asia) and from Bianjing,

the last capital of the Jin state.
21

The second group ofbrocades in this category is repre-

sented by the brocade with hares (cat. no. 34).
22 As in the

brocades of the first group, the warps are paired. Here,

however, thick foundation wefts compensate for the den-

sity of the gold wefts, obviating the need to float occasional

foundation wefts across the reverse. This technique was

also used during the Jin dynasty and occurs among some

of the brocades found in the tomb of Prince Qi.
23 Among

the brocades of this group, the gold wefts, made with an

animal substrate, may be bound by a regular sequence of

adjacent warps (cat. no. 34) or by all of the warps. Again,

the selvages intersect the brocaded units down their centers

and sometimes have warps that contrast in color with those
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Figure 44. Textile with djeiran, detail. Eastern Iranian world,

late I3th-i4th century. Silk and gold thread, lampas weave.

Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremburg (no. 394)

forming the body of the textile. A loom width of about

66.5 centimeters is preserved on a brocade that is identical

in design and technique to the brocade with hares, except

for the green warps of the selvages. Another, exceptionally

long brocade, in which the motif of the djeiran is repeated

in square units (present location unknown), preserves

several reversals in the orientation of the brocaded

images.
24 Some images appear to belong to an established

decorative tradition. That of the hare, for example, may

well be related to hunting activities, as the hare was among

the game hunted by the Khitans, the Jurchens, and the

Mongols. Not only are occasions for hare hunts recorded

in the Liaoshi^ but envoys from the Song court to the

northern states often returned with descriptions of the

hunt, including the hunting of hares.
26
Other images, by

contrast, are symmetrical and sometimes completed with a

border, in the tradition ofWest Asian silk design.
27

During the Mongol period, the brocades of the Jin

territories were known in West Asia and influenced

Persian silk designs. A Persian textile in Nuremberg, for

example, is woven with the common Jin motif of the

djeiran (fig. 44). Both the form of the animal and the

teardrop shape of the repeated motif are similar to Jin

brocaded images. In this textile, however, the motifs are

not isolated in staggered horizontal rows against a plain

ground, but are set within a framework. Also, the moon,

which is invariably associated with the Jin version of the

djeiran, is missing, which suggests that the Persian weavers

either failed to comprehend the significance of the moon
in the Chinese image or chose to ignore it.

1. Other pieces of this brocade are known: one in The Cleveland Museum

ofArt (1990.80) and another in the collection of the Association pour

l'Etude et la Documentation des Textiles d'Asie (AEDTA), Paris

(Riboud 1995, fig. 10).

2. Heilongjiang 1989, pp. 1-10; Zhu Qixin 1990. The garments are pre-

served in the Provincial Museum of Heilongjiang, Harbin.

3. The Khitan emperors, after the conquest of a major part of North

China, continued the pastoral traditions of following the grass and the

water and engaging in the seasonal activities of hunting and fishing.

The Liao court would move four times a year to seasonal camps known

as the nabo. Specific hunting (and fishing) activities were engaged in at

each of the camps, or residences. The spring camp would begin with

fishing while participants awaited the return of the yan and tiane (wild

goose and swan) , which were hunted with a small but featless hawk

known as the haidongqing. A detailed study of the seasonal camps of

the Khitans appears in Fu Lehuan 1984, pp. 36-172. For translations

of the relevant passages in the Liaoshi, see Wittfogel and Feng Chia-

sheng 1949, pp. 131-34.

4. See Da Jin guo zhijiaozheng (annotated by Cui Wenyin), p. 166. The

first part of the Da Jin guo zhi, including the passage quoted above, can

be reliably attributed to Yuwen Mouzhao, who submitted his History

oftheJin State to the Song court in 1234.

5. Jinshi, chap. 43, pt. 24, p. 984.

6. See, in particular, the section on the seasonal camps in chap. 32,

pp. 373-74; and, mjinshi, the section on geography, chap. 40, p. 496.

For translations of these passages, see Wittfogel and Feng Chia-sheng

1949, pp. 132, 134.

7. Analysis with a scanning electron microscope of substrates from the

swan hunt in The Metropolitan Museum of Art and from the djeiran

in Cleveland has identified them as parchment. The analysis was done

by Norman Indictor and Denyse Montegut. The Leather Conservation

Centre of Northampton, England, has further identified the substrate

of the gold thread in the swan hunt piece as goat hide, which is

scraped so thin that all that remains is the surface epidermal layer of

the hide (correspondence from Arthur Leeper to James C. Y. Watt,

September 27, 1989).

8. Paris, AEDTA; see Riboud 1995, fig. 15.

9. Catalogue numbers 29-31; Riboud 1995, figs. 3, 8, 10, 15, 16; Ogasawara

1989, fig. 12; Spink & Son 1989, no. 13; Spink & Son 1994, no. 10.

10. Simcox 1989, no. 13, p. 21 (the right selvage is turned under).

11. For example, the brocade with a djeiran at AEDTA, Paris (Riboud 1995,

fig. 15) has paired foundation wefts, while the brocade in Cleveland with

the same motif (cat. no. 29) is woven with single foundation wefts. A
third brocade, also at AEDTA, with a djeiran is woven with a yellow

ground (ibid., fig. 16).

12. Zhu Qixin 1990, figs. 5, 7, 11, 12.

13. Fragments of gold-brocaded silks (using flat strips of gilded animal

substrate) found in the Tomb of the Husband of the Princess are in

the Museum of Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region, Hohhot.

14. Chen Guo'an 1984, pp. 77-81, pi. vi, no. 1.

15. The earliest mention of the coiled dragon is in the Tanghuiyao (Records

ofTang institutions), in which is recorded a list of patterns decreed in

a.d. 694 for the official robes of members of the imperial family and

senior officials; see Tanghuiyao, p. 582. For a historical survey and dis-

cussion of the dragon and the phoenix in Chinese art, see Rawson 1984,

where both the Liao dragon and the phoenix are illustrated in fig. 131.

See also cat. no. 30.

16. Yang Boda 1983, no. 2.

17. Present whereabouts unknown (not the same textile as Riboud 1995,

fig. 16).

18. It should be noted that while the use of a paper substrate indicates

Chinese work, the presence of animal substrates does not negate a

Chinese origin. See reference to Yu Ji on page 138 and note 57 to the

introduction to chapter 4.

19. For others in Paris, see Riboud 1995, figs. 27, 31, 33.

20. Compare the design of this brocade to that of a Persian ceramic pot,

in Paris 1977, pi. 292.
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2i. In the biography of Chinkhai (Chinese: Zhen Hai) in the Yuanshi, it is

said that in the reign of Taizong (Ogodei), "over three hundred house-

holds of weavers of gold thread and twill patterns from the Western

Region and three hundred households of weavers of maohe from

Bianjing" were gathered at Hongzhou, and that previously (before

Taizong's accession) an office was established at Hongzhou with young

boys, young girls, and artisans from all over the empire. Chinkhai was

given "hereditary charge" of this office (Yuanshiy chap. 120, p. 2964).

Although the term maohe can be interpreted as a woolen or coarse hemp

fabric, there is another possible interpretation. It may be the earlier version

o&maoge (the characters for he and^i? differ only in the qualifying radical),

which is still in use today. The modern maoge is a fabric woven of silk

warps and cotton wefts used for jackets (with fur or padded silk lining)

and bedcovers.

22. Other examples are in a private collection (unpublished).

23. See, for example, Zhu Qixin 1990, fig. 12.

24. For a textile with the same pattern, see Krahl 1997, fig. 6.

25. For a complete listing of the major hunts of the Khitans in the Liao

dynasty, see Fu Lehuan 1984, pp. 106-58.

26. A Song envoy returning from the Liao state in 1013 reported that the

Khitans made hammers of stone and bronze and hit hares with them

(Xu Zizhi tongjian changbian, chap. 54.2, vol. 3, p. 266). The poet-

official Su Zhe (1039—1112), as envoy to the Liao state in 1089, wrote a

number of poems during his travels in Liao territory, including one

that describes the Khitan seasonal camps, in which he mentions the

hare hunt. See Jiang Zuyi and Zhang Diyun 1992, p. 313.

27. Private collection (unpublished).
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z8. Swan Hunt

Tabby, brocaded

Warp $8.5 cm (23 in.); weft 62.2 cm (24
1Ain.)

Jin dynasty (1115-1234)

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase, Ann Eden

Woodward Foundation Gift and Rogers Fund, ip8p (ip8p.282)

Against a green ground, teardrop units brocaded in

. gold are arranged in staggered horizontal rows (the

textile preserves two complete and two partial rows), each

unit composed of a falcon swooping down upon a swan in

flight among floral and foliate branches. The orientation

of the units to the right and to the left alternates from one

row to the next. A selvage border is preserved along the

right edge.

This textile is one of a group of brocades that has been

assigned to the Jin territories on the basis of the theme of

the swan hunt. The asymmetry of the scene, the absence

of borders around the brocaded units, and their arrange-

ment in staggered horizontal rows are all characteristic of

the group. The occasional floating of a foundation weft

across the reverse sides of the brocaded units to eliminate

puckering of the foundation weave due to the introduc-

tion of the much thicker gold wefts (fig. 45) also is typi-

cal. Similarly, the gold brocading wefts, carried from one

shed into the next, are bound on the face by a regular

sequence ofwarps and float unbound on the reverse.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Green silk, spun z, single. Step: irregular (2 or more). Count:

76 per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: green silk, paired (one z

and the other without apparent twist). Supplementary: gold thread

composed of flat strips of gilded parchment
1

with reddish or yel-

lowish brown adhesive; little gilding remains. Pass: 1 paired foun-

dation weft and 1 supplementary weft, except when wefts are

floated. Step: 1 pass. Count: 24 pairs of foundation wefts per cen-

timeter in the ground areas; 16 supplementary gold wefts per cen-

timeter. Weave: Tabby brocaded. Foundation: warp-faced tabby;

weaving flaws consist primarily of short warp and weft floats and

occur only occasionally. Brocade: 1/3 s twill binding of gold sup-

plementary wefts by the first two warps of each sequence of four.

The first warp passes over one foundation weft and one gold sup-

plementary weft, while the second warp passes over the same gold

weft and the next foundation weft. The gold wefts are not

bound on the reverse side and turn into the next shed along the

contours of the brocaded areas. Every sixth to ninth, or occasion-

ally twelfth to thirteenth, foundation weft is floated across the

reverse sides of the brocaded areas; floats begin and end along or

just inside the contours of the units. A selvage border is preserved

Figure 45. Detail, reverse of cat. no. 28

along the right side (the outer edge is missing). The weave is the

same as the foundation weave, also with single warps; on the

reverse, the gold wefts turn into the next shed at the beginning of

the selvage border. The selvage intersects the brocaded units

along their warp axes.

1. The identification of the substrate as parchment was made by Norman

Indictor and Denyse Montegut (correspondence to Anne E. Wardwell,

May io, 1991).

Publication: MMA RecentAcquisitions 1989-1990, pp. 85-86,

illus.
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ig. Djeiran with Floral Branches and Moon

Tabby, brocaded

Warp iop.8 cm (4^/4 in.); weft 38.5 cm (ifA in.)

Jin dynasty (1115-1234)

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom the J. H. Wade

Fund (1991.4)

This textile, brocaded with gold against a red ground,

consists of three fragments joined together, a large

upper portion and two smaller pieces at the bottom. The

placement of the seams indicates that the fragment was

part of a garment. Spaced in staggered horizontal rows are

gold-brocaded units, each composed of a recumbent djeiran

(a Central Asian antelope) gazing back and up at a full

moon among clouds; floral branches fill the space between

the djeiran and the clouds. The orientation of the scenes

to the right and to the left alternates from one row to the

next. Four complete and eight incomplete brocaded units

are present, comprising over two vertical repeats and one

complete horizontal repeat. Two selvage borders are pre-

served, one along the upper right edge of the main portion

and the other along the left side of one of the bottom

pieces. Both technically and stylistically, the textile belongs

to the small corpus of brocades identified as Jin by the

motif of the swan hunt.

The motif of the djeiran is commonly seen on Chinese

art of the Jin dynasty (in5-1234) and survives into the Yuan

period (1279-1368). It appears on the backs ofJin mirrors

and serves also as a mirror stand. Invariably, it is associated

with a sun or a moon supported by clouds, except when it

serves as a mirror stand, when the mirror itself represents

the sun or the moon (fig. 46). In popular writing in China,

this motif is generally referred to as "a xiniu gazing at the

moon"; the original meaning of xiniu was rhinoceros. Some

authors, wishing to confer on the image a more classical

derivation, have suggested that it is, rather, the cow ofWu
panting upon seeing the moon (mistaken for the sun).

However, neither a xiniu nor a cow fits the image nearly

so well as a djeiran, which frequently appears on Sogdian

silver from the seventh century onward. One example is a

bowl in the State Hermitage, Saint Petersburg, dating from

the seventh century (fig. 47).

It is somewhat remarkable that the image of the djeiran

should have taken some five centuries to travel from

Sogdiana to Jin China, while other Sogdian motifs made

the transfer to Chinese silver already in the Tang dynasty

(618-907; see, for example, the recumbent deer with the

mushroom-shaped antler on the silver dish in fig. 21, which

dates from the late Tang). There is as yet no known instance

of the occurrence of this motif on any Chinese object before

the Jin period, whether on textiles, metal, or porcelain. Nor

is it seen on contemporary objects outside the Jin territo-

Figure 46. Mirror stand with djeiran. Song, Jin, or Yuan dynasty. Parcel-

gilt bronze, length 27 cm (10% in.). Victoria and Albert Museum, Salting

Bequest (M.737-1910)

Figure 47. Bowl with djeiran. Sogdiana, second half of the 7th cen-

tury. Silver, diameter 19 cm (7/2 in.). State Hermitage, Saint Petersburg

ries.
1

It is also remarkable that the image should have

arrived, after all these years, entirely intact, both in form

and in posture. The origin of the association of the sun or

the moon with the Jin version of the djeiran is unknown,

though it is possible that the association was suggested by

a stand in the form of a djeiran holding up a mirror, which

then became a sun (or a moon); but it is the moon that
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came to be identified with the circle—hence the expression

"a xiniu gazing at the moon." In some Jin and Yuan

porcelain as well as textiles, the full moon is replaced by a

crescent. This kind of ad hoc nomenclature has often

been applied to imported motifs that arrived without

proper identification. Other examples are the makara and

the senmurv, which were given various names in China

before they were correctly identified.

i. For a discussion of this image on porcelain, see Wirgin 1979,

pp. 197-98.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Orange-red silk, z, single. Step: irregular (2 or more). Count:

approximately j6 per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: orange-red

silk, z (slight twist). Supplementary: gold thread composed of flat

strips of parchment gilded on one side.
1

Pass: 1 foundation and 1

supplementary weft, except when wefts are floated (see below).

Step: 1 pass. Count: 28 foundation wefts (in the ground areas) and

18 supplementary wefts per centimeter. Weave: Tabby, brocaded.

Foundation: warp-faced tabby; flaws are noticeably absent, except

for the occasional entering of two warps instead of one. Brocade:

1 / 3 s twill binding of gold wefts on the face of the textile by the

first two warps in each sequence of four warps (the first warp passes

over one foundation weft and one gold weft; the second warp

passes over the same gold weft and the next foundation weft; the

third and fourth warps bind only the foundation wefts). On the

reverse, the gold wefts are not bound. They turn into the next

shed along the contours of the brocaded motifs, often forming

loops, some ofwhich are broken. Every sixth foundation weft was

floated across the reverse side of the brocaded areas to prevent the

foundation weave from puckering from the introduction of the

thick gold wefts. This occurs along or just outside the contours of

the brocaded units. Two selvage borders are preserved; the weave

is the same foundation weave using single warps, as occurs in the

rest of the textile; the gold supplementary wefts turn into the next

shed along the inner selvage edge. The outermost selvage edge

has been cut.
2
The selvages intersect the design down the centers

of the brocaded units.

1. Identified by Norman Indictor and Denyse Montegut (correspondence

to Anne E. Wardwell, May 10, 1991).

2. The formation of the outer selvage edge is known from another piece

of this textile in which both selvages are preserved (Spink & Son 1989,

no. 13, p. 21; the right selvage is turned under in the illustration). At

the outer edge are seven bundles ofwarps (right selvage) or ten bun-

dles of warps (left selvage), around which the foundation wefts turn.

The irregular loom width is approximately 59—62.3 centimeters.

Publication: Wardwell 1992-93, pp. 244-51, and fig. 4,

p. 247.
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jo. Coiled Dragons

Tabby, brocaded

Warp j4.$ cm (ig 5A in.); weft $$.2 cm (13% in.)

Jin dynasty (1115-1234)

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Gift ofLisbet

Holmes, Ip8p (1989.20$)

Against a red ground, gold-brocaded coiled dragons

- chasing pearls are arranged in staggered horizontal

rows, the dragons in one row oriented to the right, those

in the next row oriented to the left. The dragons, in profile,

have forked horns, gaping mouths with extended tongues,

five claws, flames, and an expansive tail that curls around

the hind leg as it arches over the head. The textile pre-

serves more than three vertical (warp) and two horizontal

(weft) repeats, as well as a selvage along the left side.

The dragon as magic serpent {ling she) has been associated

with the pearl in Chinese literature since the Han period

(206 b.c.-a.d. 220). In the plastic arts, the dragon-and-pearl

motif began to appear in the Tang dynasty (618-907). The

Tang was also the time of the appearance of the coiled

dragon, as seen on silver and on the backs of mirrors. As

with many decorative motifs of the Tang period, the dragon-

and-pearl motif, particularly that with a coiled dragon, may

have had its origin in Central Asia, with remote precedents

in the late Roman world.
1 By the tenth century, it appears

in various media in the decorative arts and also on textiles.

It is seen, for example, on the sleeves of an inner robe

Figure 48. Donor portrait, detail. Cave 409,

Dunhuang. Tangut Xia dynasty (1032-1227)

worn by Taizu, the first emperor of the Song dynasty

(r. 960-76), in a portrait in the National Palace Museum,

Taipei,
2
and in a donor portrait in Cave 409 at Dunhuang,

usually identified as that of a king ofTangut Xia, in which

the subject is shown wearing a full-length robe with an

overall design of coiled dragons arranged in rows (fig. 48).

Cave 409 has been dated to the middle period of the Tangut

Xia dynasty and would be roughly contemporary with the

early Jin dynasty. 3 In spite of the early appearance of the

coiled dragon motif on textiles, this piece has been attrib-

uted to the Jin period on technical and stylistic grounds. 4

As in the other Jin brocades, the brocaded designs are

asymmetrical and have no borders.

1. The designs on several late Roman shields are those of a dragonlike

creature, coiled around the boss and chasing a sun or a moon. See

Nickel 1991; see also the entry on a Tang mirror in New York 1993,

p. 10.

2. See Fong and Watt 1996, pi. 63, and detail facing p. 141. The earliest

mention of the coiled dragon in literature is in the Tanghuiyao (Records

ofTang institutions), in which is recorded a list of patterns decreed in

a.d. 694 for the official robes of members of the imperial household

and senior officials. The coiled dragon is one of the patterns for princes'

robes. See Tang huiyao, p. 582.

3. Liu Yuquan 1982, pp. 273-318.

4. Another brocade in the collection ofAEDTA, Paris, with the same

design was carbon-dated. The resulting date ranged between a.d. 720

and 1010 at 95 percent confidence (Riboud 1995, p. 119), which would

appear to be too early for the group to which the Metropolitan's bro-

cade belongs.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Red silk, poll 2, single; uneven spacing causes vertical lines

in the ground area. Step: irregular. Count: 72 per centimeter.

Weft: Foundation: red silk, without apparent twist; each is com-

posed of approximately 5 strands; the twists are imperceptible.

Supplementary: gold thread composed of flat strips of gilded ani-

mal substrate; the substrate has a translucent tan coating under

the gold leaf and is dirty white; the gold surface is bright and

generally intact. Pass: 1 foundation weft and 1 supplementary

weft, except when wefts are floated. Step: 1 pass. Count: 26 foun-

dation wefts per centimeter in the ground areas and 20 supple-

mentary wefts per centimeter. Weave: Tabby, brocaded.

Foundation: warp-faced tabby; flaws consist of skipped bind-

ings. Brocade: gold supplementary wefts are bound in 1 / 3 s twill

by every first and second warp in each group of four (the first warp

binds one foundation weft and one supplementary weft, the sec-

ond warp binds the same supplementary weft and the following

foundation weft, while the third and fourth warps bind only the

foundation wefts) . On the reverse, every sixth foundation weft

is floated across the brocaded area; the supplementary wefts are

not bound and turn into the next shed. A selvage is preserved

along the left side: on the reverse, gold supplementary wefts turn

into the next shed at the inner edge of the selvage border {6-y

millimeters from the outermost edge); the warps in the selvage

border are arbitrarily paired, tripled, or quadrupled (fig. 49); the

foundation wefts turn around the outermost warp (quadruple).

Unpublished.
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Figure 49. Micrographic detail,

cat. no. 30
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j/. Phoenixes Soaring amid Clouds

Tabby, brocaded

Warp $6.2 cm (llVs in.); weft 62.1 cm (24
lA in.)

Jin dynasty (1115-1234)

The Cleveland Museum ofArt. John L. Severance Fund

(1994.292)

Teardrop units, each formed by a soaring phoenix amid

clouds, are brocaded in gold against a blue ground.

Arranged in staggered horizontal rows, the phoenixes are

oriented to the right and to the left in alternate rows.

At least three other textiles with this same design, bro-

caded in gold against a blue ground, are known: one at

the Association pour l'Etude et la Documentation des

Textiles d'Asie (AEDTA), Paris; a second in the collection

of the Uragami Sokyu-do Company, Tokyo; and a third

that was on the London art market.
1

Although the founda-

tion weaves are tabby, the twill bindings of the gold bro-

cading wefts are different. A Jin date for all four brocades

is indicated by details of their structures.

1. Riboud 1995, figs. 2, 8, 9; Ogasawara 1989, p. 42, fig. 12; Spink & Son

1994, no. 10.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Blue silk, z, single. Step: irregular. Count: 72 per cen-

timeter. Weft: Foundation: blue silk, paired (one z and one with-

out apparent twist). Supplementary: gold thread composed of

flat strips of gilded animal substrate with a brown adhesive. Pass:

1 paired foundation weft and 1 brocading weft, except when wefts

are floated. Step: 1 pass. Count: 26 paired foundation wefts per

centimeter (in the ground areas) and 19 brocading wefts per cen-

timeter. Weave: Tabby, brocaded. Foundation: warp-faced tabby;

flaws consist of skipped bindings. Brocade: on the face, the gold

supplementary wefts are bound by the warps in a 1/8 s twill. On

the reverse, the gold wefts are unbound and turn into the next

shed at the contours of the brocaded areas. (The supplementary

wefts that formed loops as they turned into the next shed have bro-

ken; those that turned close to the weave remain intact.)

Approximately every sixth (occasionally every fourth or seventh)

paired foundation weft is floated across the reverse of the brocaded

areas with floats beginning and ending along or just inside the con-

tours of the brocaded units. No selvages are preserved.

Unpublished.

Detail, cat. no. 31
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J2. Brocade with Phoenixes

Tabby, brocaded

Warp 8l.8 cm (J2# in.); weft, without extended weft threads,

25.6 cm (lO
lAin.)

fin dynasty (1115-1234)

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt Gift ofthe Textile Art Alliance

(I994>27)

Single phoenixes forming teardrop units are here bro-

caded in gold against a white ground. The body of

each phoenix appears in three-quarter view, with the wings

outstretched and the heads in profile. Because the clouds

and vegetal elements along the contours of the units are

incomplete, the brocaded motifs appear to have been

extracted from a larger decorative program. The units are

arranged in staggered horizontal rows oriented alternately

to the right and to the left. Over four vertical (warp) and

three horizontal (weft) repeats are preserved.

The sides and one end of the textile are turned under

and the other end folded to form a V shape. Preserved in

Tibet, the brocade is stamped in red ink with a seated

Buddha flanked by two standing bodhisattvas just above

the V-shaped end and with Tibetan inscriptions, framed

and unframed, as well as a Tibetan letter.
1

Two other textiles with the same design brocaded in

gold against a white ground are known. One, a rectangu-

lar piece seen on the art market, is similarly stamped in

red ink with a Buddhist inscription (part ofwhich is bor-

dered) and the letter ka.
% The other, consisting of the

pointed end of a textile similar in shape to the Cleveland

piece, is in the collection of the Association pour l'Etude

et la Documentation des Textiles d'Asie (AEDTA), Paris.
3

It, too, is stamped in red ink with a seated Buddha flanked

by two bodhisattvas. All three brocades belong to a small

group characterized by gold brocading wefts made with a

paper substrate, which would suggest possible production

in the southern Jin territories.

1. The stamped inscriptions and image are oriented in the opposite direc-

tion from the brocaded design of the textile. A framed inscription

translates, "The Bhagavan, the Tathagata, the Arhat, the completely

perfect Buddha," and an unframed line of inscription, "Salutations to

Bio gnas." (The inscriptions were translated by Dr. Richard Kohn, Asian

Art Museum, San Francisco.) A single letter between the inscription and

the scene of the Buddha and the bodhisattvas is ka, the first letter of

the Tibetan alphabet. Its presence indicates that the textile served as

the cover for the first volume of a set ofbooks. The point with the stamped

image of the Buddha and bodhisattvas would have hung over the front

of the book. (Verbal communication, 1995, from Dr. Paul Nietupski,

Assistant Professor ofAsian Religions, John Carroll University, Cleveland.)

2. Spink & Son 1994, no. 11.

3. Riboud 1995, figs. 36, 37.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: White silk, s, single. Step: irregular. Count: 48 per centime-

ter. Weft: Foundation: white silk, s. Supplementary: gold thread

composed of flat strips of paper gilded on one side. Pass: 1 foun-

dation weft and 1 supplementary weft, except when wefts are floated.

Step: 1 pass. Count: 38 foundation wefts per centimeter in the

ground areas; 23 supplementary wefts per centimeter. Weave: Tabby,

brocaded. Foundation: warp-faced tabby; there are occasional

flaws in the form of skipped bindings. Brocade: the gold supple-

mentary wefts are bound in a 1 / 5 z twill by all the warps. On the

reverse of the brocaded units, after every 11-12 wefts, 6 (occasion-

ally 4 or 5) successive foundation wefts float, causing puckers along

the contours of the units on the face. The gold wefts are unbound

on the reverse side and carried into the next shed; with only a

couple of exceptions, however, the wefts have broken at the turns.

No selvages remain.

Unpublished.
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jj. Lotus Flowers
Detail, cat. no. 33

Tabby, brocaded

Warp $8.4 cm (23 in.); weft 67 cm (263A in.)

North China, Mongolperiod, I$th-mid-l4th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. John L. Severance Fund

(1994-m)

Brocaded, symmetrical floral arrangements in the shape

of lotus bulbs are here seen in staggered horizontal

rows against a brick red ground. From the bottom of each

bulb grows a lotus flower and two stems that curve around

the flower and then join to form a single stem supporting

another lotus flower. Leaves and an additional lotus flower

grow from each of the lateral stems. Both selvages are pre-

served, intersecting the design along the warp axis.

Both the symmetrical composition of each brocaded unit

and the use of paired warps are characteristic of the weav-

ing tradition of the eastern Iranian world. The textile may
well have been produced at a center such as Hongzhou,

where Chinese from Bianjing (present-day Kaifeng), the

former Jin capital, and weavers brought from Central Asia

worked together.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Orange-red silk, z, paired. Step: irregular. Count: 56 pairs

(112 warp ends) per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: orange-red silk,

mostly without apparent twist, although occasionally a slight z

twist can be detected. Supplementary: gold thread composed of

flat strips of gilded animal substrate coated with a dark reddish

brown adhesive; little gilding remains. Pass: 1 foundation and 1
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supplementary weft, except when wefts are floated. Step: i pass.

Count: 16 foundation wefts per centimeter in the ground areas

and 15 gold supplementary wefts per centimeter. Weave: Tabby,

brocaded. Foundation: warp-faced tabby. The gold supplemen-

tary wefts are bound in tabby by the first and fourth pair of warps

within every group of eight pairs ofwarps (i.e., one paired warp

binds, the next two do not; the fourth pair of warps binds, and

the following four pairs do not). On the reverse side of each bro-

caded motif, there are four floats of foundation wefts, each com-

posed of two adjacent wefts. These occur after 31, 36, and 48

wefts. The gold wefts float on the reverse side and turn into the

next shed along the contours of the unit. Most of these are now

broken as they did not turn close to the weave but formed loops.

The gold wefts that turn into the next shed close to the weave,

however, remain intact. Both selvages are composed of several

bundles of warps, 8 on the right and 15 on the left, that form a

tabby binding with the foundation wefts. These warps are purple

silk, z, except for the third and eighth bundles in the right sel-

vage, which are red silk, z. The foundation wefts turn around the

outermost bundle of warps. The incomplete units at the selvage

edges terminate along the warp axes; on the reverse, the gold wefts

turn into the next shed 1 centimeter from the outermost edge.

Unpublished.
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j^' Brocade with Hares

Tabby, brocaded

Warp 26cm (lO
lA in.); weft 42.8 cm (l67A in.)

North China, Mongolperiod, Ijth—mid-l4th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Seventy-fifth anniversary gift of

Lisbet Holmes (ippi.113)

This textile preserves two staggered rows of five-sided

units brocaded in gold against a purple ground. Each

unit consists of a hare running under a flowering shrub

and has the appearance of having been cut from a larger

image. The hares in the upper row are oriented to the left,

those in the lower row to the right. Along the right edge

is a selvage woven with red warps; the left edge of the tex-

tile is damaged.

There is at least one other piece that survives from this

textile, and another brocaded with the same design in

gold against a purple ground but with a green selvage.
1

The complete width of the present brocade, 66.5 cen-

timeters, incorporates six brocaded units per horizontal row.

Although the asymmetry of the brocaded scene belongs to

the earlier tradition ofJin brocades, the paired warps

reveal the influence of weavers originally from the east-

ern Iranian world. Like the brocade with lotus flowers

(cat. no. 33), these brocades were perhaps produced in a

center such as Hongzhou.

1. The present whereabouts of the former are unknown; the latter is

published in Spink & Son 1994, no. 12.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Purple silk, z, and paired (occasionally tripled or quadru-

pled). Step: irregular. Count: 72 pairs (114 warp ends) per centime-

ter. Weft: Foundation: purple silk, without apparent twist; thick.

Supplementary: gold thread composed of flat strips of animal sub-

strate, coated with a yellowish brown substance on both sides,

and gilded on one side. Pass: 1 foundation and 1 supplementary

weft. Step: 1 pass. Count: 16 passes per centimeter. Weave: Tabby,

brocaded. Foundation: warp-faced tabby; the thickness of the

wefts produces a ribbed effect. There are many mistakes: warps

that pass over or under more than one weft and wefts that pass

over or under more than one paired warp. Brocade: tabby bind-

ing of gold supplementary wefts by every first and second pair of

warps within each group of eight pairs ofwarps (i.e., two consec-

utive paired warps bind the gold wefts, the next six paired warps

do not). On the reverse side of the brocaded areas, the gold wefts

float. In this fragment, all are broken, so that it is not certain if

they were cut at each shed or if they formed loops (now broken)

while turning into the next shed. The selvage, about 6 millimeters

wide, is composed of a tabby binding of foundation wefts with

coral silk warps, z, and mostly paired (one is single and two are

triple). The warps are denser than those in the body of the fab-

ric. At the outer edge, the foundation wefts turn around the

Detail, cat. no. 34

outermost warp, which is triple. The brocaded unit, interrupted

by the selvage down its center, ends 5 millimeters from the inner

selvage edge.

The textile was woven on a drawloom. The warp ends were

threaded individually through the heddles of the shafts. (This is

apparent from the occasional passage of one end of a paired warp

over more than one foundation weft.) The ends, however, were

threaded in pairs through the mails of the figure harness.

Unpublished.
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4. Luxury-Silk Weaving under

the Mongols

The textiles in the exhibition

that date from the Mongol

period (i3th-mid-i4th cen-

tury) can be attributed pri-

marily to Central Asia and

the eastern Iranian world.
1

Those that have been in the

Cleveland and Metropolitan

Museum collections for some

years are among the many that were transported through

trade or possibly diplomatic missions to Europe, where

they were preserved in church treasuries. Within recent

years, however, other examples have come to light, greatly

expanding our knowledge of luxury-silk weaving under

the Mongols.

Central Asian textiles of this period defy any attempt

at definition. As armies and merchant caravans, travelers,

and missionaries traversed this vast region that linked

the eastern Iranian world with China, goods—especially

luxury silks—moved from one part of Asia to another,

and with them the motifs with which they were woven.

Entire colonies of craftsmen, moreover, who had been

captured by the Mongols in northern China and the east-

ern Iranian world and resettled in distant cities ofMongolia

and Central Asia brought with them the weaving tech-

niques and decorative repertories of their homelands.

Consequently, and not surprisingly, a bewildering vari-

ety of designs and structures appear in Central Asian

textiles of the Mongol period. Unfortunately, written

sources say virtually nothing about the everyday opera-

tion of weaving workshops, about the types of textiles

produced in one center or region versus another, or about

the various qualities of the textiles made and the func-

tions that they served. Despite these and other questions

that still remain, our understanding of luxury-silk weav-

ing in Central Asia is far greater today than it was only

a decade ago.

One of the most important developments in recent

years has been the identification of textiles that were pro-

duced in Central Asian cities where craftsmen from con-

quered territories had been resettled. Two key silks are

in the exhibition, the silk with winged lions and griffins

and the silk with displayed falcons (cat. nos. 35 and 36).

Both are what was known at the time as nasi], or cloth

of gold, textiles in which both ground and pattern are

gold, with the design merely delineated by the silk foun-

dation weave. Textiles woven with the high technical

expertise observed in both these silks were certainly

the products of imperial workshops. A comparison of the

heads of the falcons with those of the griffins and of the

cloudlike background of the silk with displayed falcons

with that of the roundels enclosing the lions leaves no

question that the two silks were woven in the same work-

shop (figs. 50 and 51). This is further indicated by the

shared technical details of their weaves, which combine

Chinese and eastern Iranian elements (fig. 52): the sin-

gle foundation warps common in silks from China and

the binding of gold wefts in pairs seen in eastern Iranian

silks. In both textiles, the substrate of the gold thread is

a very thin, translucent paper.

The designs of the textiles combine eastern and west-

ern elements. In the silk with winged lions and griffins

(cat. no. 35), the paired animals enclosed in roundels

and the paired animals in the interstices derive from east-

ern Iranian silk patterns. In the silk with displayed fal-

cons (cat. no. 36), by contrast, the principal motifs are

unframed, a convention common in textiles of the Liao

(907-1125) and Jin (1115-1234) dynasties. The primary

motifs (animals and birds) in the two silks derive from

models that were current in the eastern Iranian world,

while the secondary motifs (e.g., the cloudlike background

ornament and the decorative details) were inspired by

Chinese sources. The latter, however, are so far removed

from their original context that the result is neither

Chinese nor eastern Iranian but essentially Central Asian.

One detail that can only be Central Asian is the curious

transformation of the curling outer tail feathers of the

falcons. In eastern Iranian art these feathers curl, termi-

nate in a dragon s head, and are grasped by the talons of

a bird (fig. 53). In the silk with displayed falcons, how-

ever, the motif has been misunderstood and reinterpreted

as the wrinkled necks and heads of dragons that do not

Detail, cat. no. 35 127



Figure 50. Detail, cat. no. 35 Figure 51. Detail, cat. no. 36

curl but rather curve upward to threaten the bird itself.

Given the combination of Chinese, Persian, and Central

Asian elements, it is clear that both the silk with winged

lions and griffins and the silk with displayed falcons were

woven in a Central Asian city in which artisans from the

conquered northern Chinese territories as well as from

the eastern Iranian world had been resettled and were

working together with local craftsmen for the Mongol

court.
2
That both textiles, like the vast majority of lux-

ury silks produced under the Mongols, were woven with

silk of one color and gold is significant. According to his-

torical works and eyewitness accounts, "robes of one

color," called zhisun in China, were given by the Mongol

emperors to members of the court to be worn on festivals

and important occasions, events that usually included

lavish banquets. 3

Figure 52. Micrographic detail, cat. no. 35 Figure 53. Detail, cat. no. 43
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The silk with winged lions and griffins and the silk

with displayed falcons probably do not date much before

the middle of the thirteenth century, given their preser-

vation in Tibet. For it was in 1240 that a small Mongol

army invaded that country, followed seven years later by

an agreement signed with the Sakya sect, which resulted

in Mongol control over Tibet.4 Beginning in 1251, mem-

bers of the Mongol imperial family began to patronize

Tibetan sects and to give gifts, including precious textiles,

to leading monasteries. 5 While it cannot be proved, the

two textiles very likely reached Tibet as imperial gifts.

Two items in the exhibition are woven with floral

designs so tiny and so dense that their repeats are difficult

to discern. The Cleveland fragment with tiny leaves

(cat. no. 38) has a supplementary-weft structure in which

the flat gold wefts float on both the face and the reverse

as required by the design.
6
Both the widely spaced single

warps and the fringe of foundation wefts that form the

selvage (preserved in another piece of the same textile in

the Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin) indicate a Central

Asian provenance. 7 Another textile with a tiny pattern

of leaves and flowers woven with the same supplementary-

weft structure as the Cleveland textile forms part of a dal-

matic now in the Church of San Domenico in Perugia.
8

Also in Perugia is a cope to which the fragments with

tiny leaves (cat. no. 37) originally belonged. 9 That tex-

tile has a design of tiny flowers and leaves, but it is woven

with a lampas structure and closely spaced warps. The

only known textile with miniature animals and birds in

addition to tiny flowers and/or leaves is in Verona, also

woven with a lampas structure (fig. 54). Dissimilarities

in the spacing of the warps and in the selvage structures

among these textiles indicate that dense, small-scale pat-

terns were produced in different weaving centers.
10

What distinguishes the designs of these textiles from

the small-scale patterns that had long been produced in

Central Asia and China is the seemingly haphazard aban-

don with which the tiny motifs have been strewn across

the surface. Notwithstanding obvious differences in style,

a similar effect occurs in some of the late eastern Central

Asian (Uyghur) kesi in which flowers, animals, and birds

appear on a dense ground of small, scattered leaves.

Figure 54. Textile G, from the tomb of Cangrande della Scala, detail of reverse. Central Asia, before 1329. Silk and gold thread,

lampas weave. Loom width 97 x 46.5 cm (38K x 18/4 in.). Museo di Castelvecchio, Verona
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Apart from the general patterning scheme, there are also

similarities in small details, such as the tripartite leaves,

which occur in both the Cleveland textile and the kesi

with aquatic birds and recumbent animal (cat. no. 16),

while the backward-looking geese and rabbits in the

Verona textile also occur in the kesi.
11 The stylistic simi-

larity between the designs of the tiny-patterned silks and

the kesi of the Uyghurs raises the interesting possibility

that the tiny-patterned silks were woven in the eastern

part of Central Asia and that their designs were drawn

from the same decorative repertory used by Uyghur

weavers. Unfortunately, it is not possible at present to

pursue the implications of this evidence, as records that

document weaving among the Uyghurs are scarce and

fragmentary. It would be extremely useful to know

whether the several varieties of luxury textiles presented

to Chinggis Khan in 1209 and 1211 by Barchuq Art Tegin,

chief of the Uyghurs, were locally made or trade

goods—or a combination of both.
12

All the tiny-patterned textiles known thus far are pre-

served in Europe. Both the cope (ofwhich the textiles

in cat. no. 37 are fragments) and the dalmatic in Perugia

have long been associated with Pope Benedict XI, who

died in 1304.
13 The silk with animals and birds was

found in the tomb of Cangrande della Scala, who died

in 1329.
H Other tiny-patterned silks are described in the

1311 inventory of Pope Clement V and in the Vatican

inventory of 1361.
15

Few silks better demonstrate the extraordinary imagi-

nation and vitality that were indigenous to Central Asia

than catalogue number 39, a fragment from a silk-and-

gold textile in which rows of phoenixes alternate with

rows of bizarre beasts. The phoenixes have outspread

wings, curling feathers, and necks curving down and

back, while the winged beast, with a humped back lined

with a dragonlike spine, has a curling tail, short clawed

front feet, and vestigial hind feet that defy description.

Sadly, the head of this extraordinary creature is missing.

The dynamic interaction between the agitated phoenix

reaching with its open bill toward the beast below and

the beast itself, whose attention was undoubtedly directed

toward the bird, is somewhat lost in the sequence of the

preserved repeat. The interaction of the animals in one

row with those in the row below is clearer in a silk in

Stralsund that has a design that is similarly imaginative

and energetic (fig. 55), in which a row of fantastic crea-

tures with lions' heads, wings, long tails, and dragon-

like spines and wearing loose collars and bells plunge

with open mouths toward dragons in the row below,

whose bodies contort as they spin to ward off the attack.

Although Chinese fauna served as the point of depar-

ture for most of the creatures in these silks, the peculiar

Figure 55. Dalmatic, detail. Central Asia, late I3th-mid-i4th century.

Silk and gold thread, lampas weave with areas of compound weave.

Kulturhistorisches Museum der Hansestadt Stralsund (1862.16)

imagination with which they have been transformed and

the almost electric energy that drives them are qualities

indigenous to the artistic heritage of Central Asia.

In contrast to the numbers of Mongol textiles that have

survived from Central Asia, examples woven in north-

ern China at that time are scarce. Not many tombs of

the Mongol period have been found (and reported) in

that region, and the documentation on the several tombs

that have yielded textiles does not, unfortunately, give a

clear idea of their structure.
16 Luxury textiles woven in

northern China in the Mongol period can, moreover, be

difficult to distinguish from those produced in Central

Asia or Mongolia because of the presence of Chinese

craftsmen in those regions and the eventual resettlement

of craftsmen from Central Asia and Mongolia in north-

ern China. In 1275, Khubilai Khan (r. 1260-94) moved

craftsmen from Besh Baliq to Daidu to weave nasij for

use as collars and cuffs. In the Yongle dadian (Grand

Compilation ofYongle) is the record: "Besh Baliq Office.

In the twelfth year of the Zhiyuan reign [1275], the fields,

land, and artisans of Besh Baliq were uprooted after the

military actions. [The artisans were] moved to the capital

and an office was established for the weaving of nashishi
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[Chinese for nasij] and other textiles for imperial use as

collars and cuffs. In the thirteenth year [1276] the Besh

Baliq Office of Various Classes of Artisans was estab-

lished."
17 In the Yuanshi (History of the Yuan Dynasty),

this passage is condensed into "Besh Baliq Office ... to

weave nashishi and other textiles for collars and cuffs

for imperial use," giving the impression that the office

was established at Besh Baliq. Both texts almost cer-

tainly derive from thcjingsbi dadian (Record of Yuan

Institutions), the chief source for information on Yuan

administration. Because the Yongle dadian is composed

of extracts of early texts copied verbatim, whereas the

compilers of the Yuanshi were free to edit, it is the more

detailed Yongle dadian that has the greater credibility.

Moreover, the Yongle dadian version makes much more

sense in the historical context. In 1275, Uyghur lands

(Khara Khojo, or Huozhou, and Besh Baliq) were under

fierce attack from forces of the house of Chaghadai, and

from this time on, the control of the government at

Daidu over the lands of the Uyghurs was tenuous.
18
In

1275, moving the weavers to the capital was a logical step.

We may even assume that the Besh Baliq office was

established (in 1276) in Daidu to accommodate the var-

ious classes (ethnic groups) of artisans from Besh Baliq

who arrived in 1275. Thus, after 1275 Daidu became one

of the chief centers for the production of nasij. This may

explain the similarity of the heads of the griffins in the

silk with winged lions and griffins (cat. no. 35) and of

the falcons in the silk with displayed falcons (cat. no. 36)

to those of the birds, also in nasij, that edge the collar

in the portrait of Chabi, wife of Khubilai Khan, in the

National Palace Museum, Taipei (fig. 56).

In addition to the workshops at Daidu, other textile

centers were also at about this time established or reac-

tivated specifically for the production of nasij. In 1278,

the administrator of the Longxing Circuit (in which

Xunmalin was situated), Bie-du-lu-din (Baidu al-Din),

was ordered by the crown prince to gather "scattered

and vagrant" households, to teach artisans to weave nasij,

and to establish offices at both Hongzhou and Xunmalin

to be administered, respectively, by Hu-san-wu-din

(Husain al-Din?) and a superintendent Yang. 19
(This is

the earliest record that relates the two workshops specifi-

cally to the manufacture of nasij) According to the Persian

historian Rashid al-Din (1247-1318), the majority of

the craftsmen at Xunmalin were from Samarkand.
20

In

1280, as the number of artisans at Xunmalin was small,

this office was combined with the Hongzhou office under

Hu-san-wu-din, and in 1282, eight boys from Xi-hu-xin

joined the artisans already at Xunmalin. In 1294, as

Xunmalin was over six hundred miles from Hongzhou,

making it difficult to administer the two offices in rotation,

the two workshops were again put under separate man-

agement, though they continued to operate under the

overall supervision of Hu-san-wu-din. Finally, in 1307, two

independent administrations were set up, each with super-

intending officers.
21

We do not know how quickly the artisans who relo-

cated from Central Asia to northern China adopted

Chinese motifs and techniques. The silk with winged

lions and griffins (cat. no. 35) and the silk with displayed

falcons (cat. no. 36) we tend to place in Central Asia on

the basis both of their techniques and especially of their

designs, which are a characteristically Central Asian syn-

thesis of foreign motifs. Far less clear is the provenance

of two other textiles, one with phoenixes among lotus

and another with phoenixes and makaras (cat, nos. 40

and 41). Technically, both are very similar to the nasij

with winged lions and griffins and the nasij with displayed

falcons, including the fringed selvages, which appear to

be a Central Asian type. The metal surface of the gold

threads, however, is not solely gold (as it is in the winged

lions and griffins and the displayed falcons), but has a

layer of silver under the layer of gold. Nevertheless, the

substrates of the gold threads consist of paper that is

Figure 56. Chabi, Consort ofKhubilai Khan. Yuan dynasty (1279-1368),

13th century. Album leaf, ink and color on silk, 61.5 x 48 cm (24/4 x

18
7A in.). National Palace Museum, Taipei
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exceedingly thin and somewhat transparent in all four

textiles. Whether the dissimilarity in the metallic sur-

faces implies an intentional difference, or whether it has

more far-reaching implications (such as different places

of production) is not known. From the standpoint of

design, the textiles with phoenixes among lotus and

phoenixes and makaras, unlike the nasi] with winged

lions and griffins and displayed falcons, were woven with

entirely Chinese motifs and patterns.

Of all the textiles in the exhibition, only one, a lampas

silk-and-gold fragment from Cleveland (cat. no. 42), can

be securely assigned to northern China on both techni-

cal and stylistic grounds. It is woven with single phoenixes

or coiled dragons in lobed roundels that are arranged in

rows against a ground of tiny hexagons. Aside from the

lobed roundels that derive from eastern Iranian models,

the design is Chinese, showing none of the combining

of styles and imaginative transformations that occur in

some of the Central Asian silks.
22
Moreover, the sub-

strate of the gold thread is paper, and the single blue

foundation warps, twisted z, as well as the bundles of

warps in the selvage recall the earlier Jin brocades. Another

textile, woven with exactly the same design, though in

gold on red silk rather than in gold on blue, forms the

main portion of a cloud collar in the Palace Museum,

Beijing (fig. 57). It, too, is a lampas weave with a struc-

ture that corresponds to that of the Cleveland fragment,

except for the tabby bindings of the foundation and the

supplementary weaves. These textiles are evidence of

the repeated use of patterns, a practice also observed

among the brocades.
23 Attached to the cloud collar are

pendants made, in part, from a purple silk woven with

gold phoenixes (fig. 58). The birds are a curious hybrid

of the Chinese phoenix and the eastern Iranian eagle

(compare, in particular, the detail of the ornamental

"feathers" that extend from the birds' eyes with those of

the eagles in cat. no. 43). Similarly, gold thread composed

of flat strips of gilded paper, so commonly found among

Chinese silks, is combined with paired foundation warps

characteristic of textiles woven in the eastern Iranian

world. 24 Similar combinations of elements very likely

characterized many of the luxury silks produced in north-

ern China following the resettlement of artisans from

Central Asia by Khubilai Khan.

Richly woven textiles from the eastern Mongol terri-

tories were traded in great quantities with the Ilkhanid

empire, the Mamluk empire, and Europe. 25 In Italy, the

impact of their exotic designs triggered the most imagi-

native chapter in the history of European silk weaving.

An entire class of textiles was woven with tiny floral and

animal designs that were inspired by textiles like cata-

logue numbers 37 and 38 and the silk from the tomb of

Figure 57. Cloud collar. Yuan dynasty (1279-1368). Silk and metallic

thread, lampas weave. Width at shoulder 70 cm (27 Vi in.), collar to

hem 43 cm (16% in.). Palace Museum, Beijing

Cangrande della Scala (fig. 54).
l6

In other textiles, exotic

patterns or motifs from the Mongol empire were copied

outright, causing subsequent confusion about their

provenance. The 1311 inventory of Pope Clement V, for

example, mentions a tunic ofMongol or Lucchese cloth.

More often, foreign motifs were absorbed and used in

new and creative ways. In a silk formerly in Berlin (fig. 59),

for example, the winged water creature spewing forth a

dragon as a dog walks up its back was most likely inspired

by a makara (see cat. no. 41). Similarly, the provoca-

tive stance of the phoenix in catalogue number 39 reap-

pears in several Italian silks.
27 What most inspired Italian

designers, and appears in Persian designs as well, was

the dramatic interaction of the animals or birds in one

row with those in the next.
28

The eastern Iranian tradition of silk weaving, which

had so great an impact on the luxury textiles produced

in Central Asia and northern China, is represented by

catalogue numbers 43 to 47. Key to their identification

is the textile with felines and eagles (cat. no. 43). This

panel, which preserves both side selvages, is woven with
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Figure 58. Detail of cloud-collar pendants, fig. 57 Figure 59. Textile with water creature and dog. Italy, last third of

the 14th century. Silk and silver thread, lampas weave. Formerly

Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin

a design current in eastern Iran in the twelfth and early

thirteenth centuries: aligned roundels enclosing pairs

of animals; a symmetrical device, in this case displayed

birds, in the interstices; and, across the top, a band of

pseudoinscription consisting of the interlaced stems of

Kufic letters.
29 Above the inscription is a short segment

of the principal design. The textile is woven with a lam-

pas weave having paired foundation warps, wrapped gold

threads bound in pairs, and flat gold wefts bound singly

and carried from one shed into the next (fig. 60). Both

types of gold thread are made with an animal substrate

that was silvered and then gilded; the core of the wrapped

threads is silk. The two selvages are composed of a fringe

of weft loops.

Particularly important are the felines' tails, which are

strikingly similar to those of the griffins in the silk with

winged lions and griffins (figs. 61 and 62). Both are excep-

tionally long and loop around a rosette before terminat-

ing in a head (a western Asian dragons head in the case

of the felines and a feline head in the case of the griffins).

Figure 60. Micrographic detail, cat. no. 43
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Figure 62. Detail, cat. no. 35

The rosette around which both tails loop, the personal

touch of a craftsman or workshop rather than a stock

motif, and the looping tail, prevalent in the art of the

eastern Iranian world in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries,
30

associate the two textiles with craftsmen

from Khurasan and Transoxiana who were resettled in

the eastern Mongol territories. It is important to remember

that the artisans sent to Mongolia and Central Asia were

artisans from the eastern Iranian world, not craftsmen

from cities west of Khurasan that were subsequently

conquered by Hiilegu (d. 1265), beginning in 1253. One

of the cities in which they were settled was Besh Baliq,

the former Uyghur capital. Considering that one of the

generals who distinguished himself in the destruction of

Nishapur was Barchuq, chief of the Uyghurs, it is very

likely that artisans of Nishapur were among the crafts-

men sent to Besh Baliq. Others from Herat—including

weavers—were also resettled there, according to the

fourteenth-century Herati historian Sayfi.
31 Some of

these artisans were allowed to return to Herat, one group

in 1236 and another group in 1239, in order to restore

the weaving industry there.
32 This is the only record of

weavers from the eastern Iranian world being permitted

to return to their homeland, and it may offer further

explanation for the occurrence in the two textiles of the

motif of the tail looping around a rosette.

Supporting the attribution of the silk with felines and

eagles to the eastern Iranian world is the pseudoinscrip-

tion. Not only had the style of interlaced Kufic originated

in that part of the world, but the reduction of the Kufic

letters to interlaced stems belongs to the final stage of

that style as seen, for example, in the inscription on the

qibla iwan in the madrasa, dated 1219, at Zuzan in north-

eastern Iran. 33 The juxtaposition of highly reflective flat

gold threads used for the ground of the inscription band

with less reflective wrapped gold threads used for the

interlaced stems produces a three-dimensional effect.

This is alluded to by Rashid al-Din in his descriptions

of two magnificent tents composed of "cloth made of

gold on gold," which were twice presented to Hiilegii,

once outside Samarkand in 1255 and again near Balkh in

1256.
34 Although wrapped gold had long been used in the

West, the art ofweaving with flat gold wefts that are car-

ried from one shed into the next was introduced into

the eastern Iranian world in the early Mongol period.

Evidence of its having been learned from Chinese crafts-

men is provided by a rare Iranian tiraz (fig. 63) in which

the flat gold threads are composed of strips of animal
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substrate gilded on both sides. This particularly rich

type of gold thread had been incorporated into imperial

textiles woven in both the Jin and the Song dynasties.
35

The technique ofweaving with flat gold thread was

probably introduced into Transoxiana and Khurasan by

the Chinese craftsmen brought to Samarkand from con-

quered northern China and by weavers returning to

Herat from Besh Baliq, where they had learned it from

Chinese craftsmen. In addition to the gold threads, the

selvages of the textile with felines and eagles also support

an attribution to the eastern Iranian world, composed as

they are of a fringe ofweft loops, a type of selvage that

can be traced back at least to eighth-century Transoxiana.

On the basis of the style of the pseudoinscription and

the preservation of the textile in Tibet, the silk with felines

and eagles probably dates close to but not much later than

the middle of the thirteenth century. That was the very

time when Hiilegu, embarking on his western campaign,

received the two tents of "cloth made of gold on gold."

Figure 63. Tiraz ofAbu Bakr (r. ca. 1226-60). Eastern Iranian world,

ca. 1260. Silk and gold thread, lampas weave. 66.5 x 41 cm (26^ x i6/s in.).

The David Collection, Copenhagen (20/1994)

Similarly, it was in the 1250s until his death in 1265 that

Hiilegu patronized the Yabzang, Phagmogru, Nyamg,

and Brigung sects of Tibet. 36

The only datable textile that is closely related to the

silk with felines and eagles is the tiraz ofAbu Bakr

(fig. 63), which must have been woven in, or very shordy

before, 1260. It is a lampas weave, woven with flat and

wrapped gold threads, and with foundation warps that

are both paired and single.
37 Toward the top is an inscrip-

tion written in Persian that reads: Salghur Sultan Abu

Bakr ibn Saud.
38 In the main body of the tiraz, cloud

collars ornamented with flowers and palmettes are

arranged in staggered horizontal rows; birds and flowers

fill the interstices. A short section of this design appears

at the top edge above the inscription band. Abu Bakr

ibn Saud, the Salghurid ruler of Fars from 1226 to 1260,

had long-standing connections with Transoxiana. Not

only had Fars been annexed by the shahs of Khwarazm

prior to the Mongol conquest, but Abu Bakr's sister was

married to the Khwarazmian shah Jalal al-Din. Abu Bakr

himself, following the Mongol conquest of Transoxiana,

was a vassal of Ogodei (r, 1229-41) and, after 1256, of

Hlilegii. Because tiraz were produced for the exclusive

use of a ruler and his high officials, this textile must have

been woven before Abu Bakr's death in 1260. The excep-

tional richness and importance of the textile are under-

scored by the fact that the flat gold wefts are gilded on

both sides. Both the ground and the pattern, moreover,

are woven with gold thread—wrapped juxtaposed to

flat—while the red silk foundation weave is reserved for

the delineation of the motifs. 39 Similarities in the design

of the tiraz to that of the silk with felines and eagles, the

use of flat gold thread gilded on both sides, and particu-

larly the fact that the tiraz was preserved in Tibet strongly

suggest that it was made not in Fars but in the eastern

Iranian territories, very likely as a gift for Abu Bakr.

However, it appears never to have reached Abu Bakr, as

it was sent instead to Tibet, presumably as part of an

imperial donation from Hiilegu. From this, it may be

inferred that the textile was woven about the time ofAbu

Bakr's death, after which it would have been of no use

to the court of Fars. 4°

The large panel with griffins in the Metropolitan

Museum (cat. no. 44) was woven with an overall design

similar to that of the silk with felines and eagles: linked

roundels enclosing pairs of addorsed, regardant griffins,

four-directional palmettes in the interstices, and a band

of interlaced pseudo-Kufic across the top.
41

It is a lam-

pas weave, with foundation warps that are both paired

and, more often, single. The wrapped gold thread is

composed of an animal substrate that was silvered and

gilded and wrapped around a cotton core. There are
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numerous weaving errors throughout, particularly in

the area of the inscription band.

The textile shares stylistic and technical elements with

other thirteenth-century silk-and-gold fabrics that appear

to have been produced in the eastern Iranian world.

Similar griffins with curved bills, "ears," scalloped neck-

bands, thick tails, and joined wings terminating in a

palmette occur, for example, in a textile in the Gemeente-

museum, The Hague, and in another in Copenhagen

that is woven with flat gold thread (fig. 64) .

42
In a related

textile in Bremen Cathedral, the animals are winged lions

rather than griffins, but they, too, have thick tails that

curve behind their inner, extended hind legs.
43 Similar

tails, as well as the unusual stance of the animals, can

be found among the stucco carvings that ornament the

twelfth-century palace at Termez.44 The wings of the

lions in the Bremen textile and the curls of fur on their

necks are nearly identical to those of the griffins, as are

the floral motifs between the pairs of animals. As in the

panel with griffins, the gold threads of the textiles in The

Hague, Copenhagen, and Bremen are made with ani-

mal substrates that have been silvered and gilded. The

wrapped gold threads of the silks in The Hague and

Bremen, moreover, were made with a cotton core. This

type of gold thread is coarse and inferior in quality to

Figure 64. Textile from a cope. Eastern

Iranian world, 13th century. Silk and

gold thread, lampas weave. Warp repeat

17.1 cm (6
3A in.), weft repeat 30.8 cm

(12% in.). Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen

Figure 65. Reconstructive drawing of a

silk-and-gold textile from the tomb of

Bishop Hartmann (d. 1286). Lampas

weave. Diozesanmuseum, Augsburg



that made with a silk core and without a layer of silver

under the gold. It is not known whether it was used prior

to the Mongol conquest, or if its use in these textiles is a

consequence of the economic depression that prevailed

for the decades following the conquest. Supporting the

attribution of the panel with griffins to the eastern Iranian

world is the formation of its selvages (a fringe of all wefts).

It is not known if the predominance of single founda-

tion warps was the result of the presence of Chinese crafts-

men in Samarkand, 45 or if single foundation warps were

used for lampas weaves produced in Central Asia prior to

the Mongol conquest.

It is interesting to note that, despite the mid-thirteenth-

century date of the silk with felines and eagles and of the

textile with griffins, their designs rely on Persian pat-

terns and motifs of the late twelfth and early thirteenth

centuries. The same phenomenon can be observed not

only in the related textiles just discussed but in a num-

ber of other silk-and-gold textiles as well. One in the

Diozesanmuseum, Augsburg, for example, was woven

with the Persian theme of Bahram Gur and his compan-

ion, Azade (fig. 65). Like the textile with felines and

eagles, this textile has a lampas structure of paired foun-

dation warps, gold wefts bound in pairs, and a selvage

composed of a fringe of weft loops.
46 The textile was pre-

served in the tomb of Bishop Hartmann in Augsburg

Cathedral and must date to between 1248, when he

became bishop, and 1286, when he died. Several silk-

and-gold bands that ornament a coat worn by a military

officer who was buried along the shores of Salt Lake,

outside Urumqi, also are woven with motifs found in

the decorative repertory of Iran prior to the Mongol

invasion. 47 One represents a king (fig. 66), while another

has a design of paired griffins, addorsed and regar-

dant, whose wings join to form a palmette (fig. 6j).

The latter is particularly similar in design and style to

the textile in Copenhagen (fig. 64). Not only their

designs but also their structures correspond to those of

textiles attributed to the eastern Iranian world.48 They

may have been woven there and transported to

Central Asia as imperial property or through trade, or

they may have been produced in Central Asia by crafts-

men from Khurasan or Transoxiana. 49

Another cloth of gold in the exhibition, catalogue

number 45, was woven with rabbit wheels, a motif com-

monly found in the metalwork of Khurasan dating from

the middle of the twelfth century until the Mongol con-

quest.
50
In keeping with Mongol taste, however, the entire

textile was woven in gold except for the delineation of

the design in red silk. Its lampas structure has paired

warps, wrapped gold threads (made with an animal sub-

strate and a silk core) that are bound in pairs, and a selvage

raa

Figure 66. Reconstructive drawing and detail of the band of a coat

excavated at Salt Lake. Eastern Iranian world or Central Asia, Mongol

period, 13th century. Silk and gold thread, lampas weave. Xinjiang

Institute of Archaeology, Urumqi

Figure 67. Reconstructive drawing of the band of a coat excavated

at Salt Lake. Eastern Iranian world or Central Asia, Mongol period,

13 th century
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composed mainly of a fringe of wefts. In the upper part

of the selvage, however, there are still preserved fragments

of two cotton cords around which the wefts turn. This

rare and important detail reveals that selvages consisting

of a fringe of weft loops originally had cords of cotton

or some other plant fiber around which the wefts turned.

These cords disintegrated over time, leaving a fringe of

wefts.
51

Although Iranian designs and motifs predominate in

textiles produced in Khurasan and Transoxiana in the

mid-thirteenth century, the tiraz ofAbu Bakr (fig. 63)

is evidence of the inclusion of Central Asian motifs as

well. Chinese influence, conversely, appears to have been

limited at this time to the occasional occurrence of single

foundation warps, the use of flat gold thread, and minor

details such as the ruffled feathers of the eagles and an occa-

sional lotus flower as seen in the silk with felines and eagles.

Eventually, however, Chinese elements became much more

common in Transoxiana and Khurasan. The design of a

textile in the Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin, for example,

is a synthesis ofwestern and eastern motifs (fig. 68). The

lobed roundels arranged in staggered horizontal rows,

the inscription band toward the top,
52 above which is a

quotation from the main design, as well as the paired

foundation warps, the binding ofwrapped gold wefts

in pairs, and the selvage composed of a fringe of wefts

typically occur in eastern Islamic textiles. Within the

roundels, however, are Chinese coiled dragons, while

delicate vines with fungi fill the interstices.
53

The textile with phoenixes dating from the late thir-

teenth or fourteenth century (cat. no. 47) reveals even

greater Chinese influence. Not only is it woven with a

design of phoenixes arranged in horizontal rows among

vertically curving floral vines, but its foundation warps

are single. 54 Unfortunately, no sequence of dated textiles

from the thirteenth century survives to indicate when

Chinese flowers, birds, and animals began to be absorbed

into the repertory of textile design in the western Mongol

territories. In the medium of ceramics, however, there

is evidence that this occurred after about 1270. 55

A Note on Some Luxury Textiles
at the Yuan Court

In Yuan China the zhisun (from the Mongolian jisiln)

banquet was commonly called the zhama banquet.

According to Han Rulin, one of the leading historians

of the Mongol period in China, zhama is a translitera-

tion of the Persian wordjamah, meaning coat or cloth-

ing. Han Rulin also points out that several foreign terms

used in connection with the formal wear at these banquets

all appear to be Persian in origin, such as ddna for dana

(pearl) and yahu for yaqut (precious stone). These jewels

came by trade or tribute from the Middle East.
56

Of the numerous references in Chinese literature to

the zhisun or zhama banquet, the account of greatest

interest to textile historians is that ofYu Ji (1272-1348), who

served at the imperial court from the time of Temiir

(r. 129 5-1307) to the time of Tugh Temiir (r. 1328-32).

During the latter's reign he was an academician in the

Academy of Scholars of the Kuizhang Pavilion, a special

office set up to accommodate the emperor's favorite schol-

ars who, among their other duties, were participants in

the compilation of the Jingshi dadian (Record of Yuan

Institutions). In his composition for the long inscription

on the commemorative stele for the family ofAlaghan

(Prince Caonan; 1233-1281), Yu Ji records that Yesiider,

the son ofAlaghan, was awarded lavish gifts for his efforts

in quelling the opposition to Tugh Temiir' s accession.

The description of the gifts reads, in part: "Zhisun ban-

quet robe. Zhisun is the robe worn by high officials when

they attend an imperial banquet. Nowadays it takes the

form of a bright red robe with strings of large pearls sewn

on the back and shoulders—the same for the headdress.

In addition [he was given] seven outfits ofnashishi. Nashishi

is woven with strips of gilded leather." 57
It would thus

seem that leather, or some other kind of animal substrate,

was used in China for weaving nasi] well into the four-

teenth century.

The zhisun robe took many forms, and they are

described in some detail in the Yuanshi (History of the

Yuan Dynasty). For the emperor there were eleven vari-

eties for the winter season and fifteen varieties for the

summer. For the nobility and senior officials, there were

nine varieties for the winter and fourteen for summer. 58

The great majority were made of nasi], but one variety

of winter wear was made of qiemianli. The annotation

in the original text for this term identifies it with jian-

rongy which may be interpreted as cut velvet

—

jian is

the word for cut, and rong is a word that variously refers

to fine animal fur, new shoots of grass, and silk floss for

embroidery. Sufu (from the Persian suf), a material for

summer wear, the annotation adds, is the finest wool cloth

of the Muslims. It would seem that the difference between

an ordinary nasi] robe and the more formal zhisun wear

was the addition of pearls and precious stones. The zhisun

robe was so highly prized that in the year 1332 an edict

was issued which proclaimed that "all officials and

members of the imperial guard upon whom the zhisun

robe has been conferred should wear it when attending

imperial banquets. Those who pawn their robes will be

punished." 59
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Figure 68. Textile with coiled dragons and inscription, detail. Eastern

Iranian world, late I3th-mid-i4th century. Silk and gold thread,

lampas weave. Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin (00.53)

Apart from the cloths of gold, another fabric that was

accorded high esteem was zhusi. This name has caused

much confusion and discussion in the past, the problem

arising from the character zhu, one of whose meanings

is ramie. In the Ming period, however, zhusi was a term

for a kind of damask, as there are bolts of this material

found at Ding Ling, the tomb of Emperor Shenzong

(r. 1573-1620), with the original factory wrapping and

labeled zhusi.
Go

However, true to the literal meaning of

the term, some of the colored threads in the zhusi from

Ding Ling appear to have been spun from a combina-

tion of fibers of silk and ramie.
61
Perhaps the term

serves to distinguish damask woven (at least partially)

with combined fibers from ordinary silk damask,

known since the Ming period as duan—and also found

in Ding Ling. Whether this identification can be extrap-

olated backward in time is another question. The earliest

description of zhusi we can find is in the writings of

Kong Qi, who was active in the late Yuan period and was

something of a connoisseur ofworks of art. He compares

zhusi with kesi of the Song period: "Gesi [another name

for kesi] is like the zhusi of today. Within one section of

the pattern the color is both light and dark. This is the

cleverness ofworkmanship. In recent times, the weaving

of imperial portraits is in the same manner, but the

subtlety of color is not equal [to that of the Song].

There are several varieties of gesi. The best includes a

complete composition of gold branches and blossoms;

those with floral sprays of various kinds are next best.

There are both multicolor pieces and pieces with only

two colors, as lifelike as paintings. There are shaded

patterns [anhua] on zhusi, but there is nothing special

about them, except that they are more dense and com-

plex [than ingesi^]; ultimately, they are not equal to

the patterns on gesi. However, zhusi is still worth

treasuring."
62
This is hardly an example of clear exposi-

tory writing, and further confusion may have been caused

by corruption of the text. But it is nevertheless possible

to make sense out of this passage on the assumption that

zhusi refers to a damask weave, perhaps with mixed fibers.

The term zhusi seems to have first appeared in the

beginning of the twelfth century. One of the earliest men-

tions of the term occurred in the story of a resourceful, if

unsavory, character by the name of Guo Yaoshi. A native

of Bohai, northeastern China, serving in the Liao mili-

tary, Guo surrendered to the Song in 1122 at the final

stages of the collapse of the Liao dynasty. He gained great

favor at the Song court by distributing exotic and precious

gifts to all officials, high and low. In 1125, he went over

to the Jin and in the following year guided the Jurchen

army into the Northern Song capital and directed the

looting of the imperial palaces.
63 Among the exotic gifts

he gave to officials at the Song court was "zhusi woven

with wrapped gold [thread]," made by artisans he had

brought together from former Liao territories.
64

It would

seem that zhusi was manufactured in North China by the

beginning of the twelfth century. By Yuan times, zhusi

was in regular production. The Jingshi dadian records

specifications of "muted blue shaded pattern zhusi" for

mounting imperial portraits.

Just as they decorated their tents with cloths of gold,

the Mongols used precious textiles as wall and ceiling

coverings in the interiors of their palace buildings and

for furnishings. Xiao Xun, a member of the team of offi-

cials charged with the task of clearing out and demol-

ishing the Yuan palaces at Daidu following the eviction of

the Mongols, left a description of the layout of the

palace structures and some of the courts and rooms. 65
In

one room, the ceiling was covered with "plain zhusi."

Xiao Xun also relates that in the bedchambers mattresses

were stacked several deep and covered with nasi] sheets

on which were pasted patches of aromatics decorated

with gold flowers. In the large kesi mandala with impe-

rial portraits (cat. no. 25), the emperors and empresses

are depicted sitting on cushion covers of a gold fabric
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Figure 69. Detail, cat. no. 25

whose pattern is delineated by the red silk foundation

weave (fig. 69),

Finally, there was apparently a fabric called sa-da-la-qi

which was manufactured in one of the numerous textile

workshops administered by the Ministry ofWorks of the

Yuan government. The name must be a transliteration of

zandaniji. According to the Yuanshi, in the year 1287 a

Jamal al-Din (Zha-ma-la-ding) directed (or arrived with)

artisans to weave sa-da-la-qi in the same workshops as

those for silks. A separate superintendency was subse-

quently established for the production of sa-da-la-qi.
66

However, we have not been able to locate another Yuan

text in which sa-da-la-qi is mentioned, and there is no

means of telling whether it is anything like the Sogdian

silks which have been called zandaniji.

1. For additional material on this subject, see Wardwell 1988-89,

pp. 97-106.

2. Another textile in which Chinese and eastern Iranian elements have been

transformed into a design that is essentially Central Asian is a large silk

panel excavated in Inner Mongolia (Huang Nengfu, Arts and Crafts,

1985, pi. 11).

3. For Persian and Western accounts of the zhisun robe, see Allsen (forth-

coming). For accounts from Chinese sources, see Han Rulin 1981.

4. Petech 1983, pp. 181-82.

5. Ibid., pp. 182-83.

6. For an earlier example of a Central Asian textile with a supplementary-

weft structure and widely spaced single warps, see catalogue number 12.

There, however, the gold wefts float only on the face.

7. For details of the selvage structure, see catalogue number 38, note 1.

Regarding widely spaced foundation warps in Central Asian textiles,

see Wardwell 1988-89, pp. 97-98.

8. Florence 1983, pp. 170-71.

9. Ibid., pp. 164, 172-76.

10. Selvages on the textile ofwhich the Metropolitan fragments were a part

are still preserved on the cope in Perugia. See catalogue number 37,

Technical Analysis, note 1, for a description of the structure.

11. Spink & Son 1989, no. 3, p. 13.

12. Allsen (forthcoming).

13. Florence 1983, pp. 164ft.

14. Ibid., pp. 130-44.

15. Regestum Clementis 1892, p. 430; Miintz and Frothingham 1883, pp. 36,

37 (references quoted in Wardwell 1988-89, p. 143).

16. For excavation reports of sites producing textiles dating from the

Mongol period, see Beijing City Cultural Bureau 1958, CPAM Zouxian

1978, and Gansu Provincial Museum 1982. Textile finds from Inner

Mongolia, Gansu, Shandong, and Beijing have been selectively pub-

lished in Huang Nengfu, Arts and Crafts, 1985. For brief discussions

of the finds from the old city of Jining, Inner Mongolia, see Pan

Xingrong 1979 and Li Yiyou 1979. For a brief discussion of embroideries

from Zouxian, Shandong, see WangXuan 1978.

17. Yongle dadian, vol. 92, chap. 19781, leaf 17.

18. See Allsen 1983.

19. For the office at Hongzhou, see, in this volume, "Brocades of the Jin

and Mongol Periods," note 21. For the original founding of the textile

workshop in Xunmalin, see Pelliot 1927.

20. Pelliot 1927.

21. Yongle dadian, vol. 92, chap. 19781, leaf 17. Again, the Yuanshi is quoted

as the source fot this long passage on the nashishi offices at Hongzhou

and Xunmalin, but the detailed information must have been copied

from thejingshi dadian (see chap. 2, note 19).

22. Compare this design with the silk panel excavated in Inner Mongolia

(see note 2).

23. See the introduction to "Brocades of the Jin and Mongol Periods."

24. The silk is a lampas weave with purple silk, z, foundation warps that

are paired. There are 4 foundation warps (two pairs) to each coral silk

supplementary warp, and a warp step of4 foundation warps (two pairs).

The thick foundation wefts are purple silk, without apparent twist.

The supplementary wefts are gold—flat strips of gilded paper. The pass

is 1 foundation and 1 supplementary weft. The binding of both the

foundation weave and the supplementary weave is tabby.

25. Many Mongol designs were described in the inventories of European

church treasuries; see Wardwell 1988-89, pp. 134-44.

26. See also Wardwell 1976-77, figs. n-13.

27. See, for example, Wardwell 1976-77, fig. 33; Falke 1913, fig. 407.

28. See, for example, Wardwell 1976-77, figs. 26, 35, 44, 51; Falke 1913,

figs. 401-6; and Wardwell 1988-89, fig. 67.

29. Identified by Sheila S. Blair (correspondence to Anne E. Wardwell,

May 25, 1989).

30. For a discussion of the looping tail, see Wardwell 1992, p. 363. Although

the double-headed displayed eagle is too ancient and widely distributed

an image to suggest a particular provenance for the textile, it is inter-

esting to note that the detail of the bird grasping its outer curling tail

feathers occurs in the art of the eastern Iranian world as early as the

Kushan period (Hackin 1954, fig. 198).

31. See Tdrikh nama-i-Harat 1944, pp. 106-9; f°r English translations of

pertinent passages, see Allsen (forthcoming), pp. 39-40.

32. Allsen (forthcoming).

33. Blair 1985; Blair 1992, pp. 12-13; Blair 1994, p. 5.

34. Rashid 1968, pp. 149, 159.

35. Flat gold thread gilded on both sides occurs, for example, on Jin impe-

rial textiles found near Acheng; in the Southern Song kesi with a dragon

among flowers (cat. no. 22); and in a Southern Song silk in Japan

(Ogasawara 1989, p. 33, and fig. 2).

36. Petech 1983, pp. 182-83.

37. Warp: Foundation, red silk, z, irregularly paired and single; 4 founda-

tion warps (6-8 ends, depending if single and/or paired) to each pink

silk, z, supplementary warp; the warp step is 2 (2-4 ends, depending if

single and/or paired); 44 foundation warps (about 63 ends) and 12 sup-

plementary warps per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: pink silk (faded
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from red), without apparent twist. Supplementary: i) wrapped gold

thread (gilded strips of animal substrate wrapped z around a white silk

core, z). 2) flat gold thread (flat strips of animal substrate, gilded on

both sides); the pass is 1 foundation weft, 1 flat gold supplementary

weft, and one pair of wrapped gold supplementary wefts, except in

the bands flanking the inscription, where there is 1 foundation weft

and one pair ofwrapped gold supplementary wefts. Weft step: 1 pass;

weft count: 19 passes per centimeter. Weave: Lampas. Foundation:

tabby. Supplementary: tabby (wrapped gold wefts are bound in pairs,

flat gold wefts are bound singly). No selvage is preserved.

38. Translated by Sheila S. Blair. The inscription refers to Abu Bakr ibn

Saud, but does not give the usual form of his titles. This was probably

because of their length, which would have exceeded the weft repeat of

the textile.

39. The deterioration ofboth the wrapped and the flat gold wefts, together

with the density of the design, makes the pattern extremely difficult to

read.

40. A similar scenario may apply to the Ilkhanid tiraz ofAbu Said, from

which the burial garment of Rudolf IV of Hapsburg was made (Wardwell

1988-89, p. 108).

41. Identified by Sheila S. Blair (correspondence to Anne E. Wardwell,

January 22, 1997).

42. Wilckens 1987, fig. 24. These textiles, originally thought to date to before

1220 (Wardwell 1989), are now believed to date to after the Mongol

conquest.

43. Stockholm 1986, no, 12, p. 56.

44. Rempel 1978, fig. 95; Brentjes 1979, fig. 216.

45. Waley 1931, p. 93.

46. The weave is lampas. The foundation warps are dark brown silk, z,

and paired. The supplementary warps are tan silk, z. There are two

pairs of foundation warps to each supplementary warp, and the warp

step consists of two pairs of foundation warps. The foundation wefts

are dark brown silk, without apparent twist, and the supplementary

wefts are cream and blue silk, without twist, and wrapped gold (gilded

animal substrate wrapped z around a brown silk, z, core). The pass is

1 foundation weft, 2 silk supplementary wefts, and one pair of gold

supplementary wefts. The foundation weave is tabby, and the supple-

mentary weave a 1 / 3 s twill with the gold wefts bound in pairs. The

selvage is composed of a fringe of all wefts.

47. Wang Binghua 1973.

48. The band with a king was not examined by the authors. According to

the archaeological report (Wang Binghua 1973, p. 34), it is a lampas

weave with paired foundation warps, and 4 foundation warps (two

pairs) to each supplementary warp. The foundation wefts are cotton,

and the wrapped-gold supplementary wefts have a silk core (the sub-

strate has disintegrated). The weft pass is 1 foundation weft and one

pair of supplementary wefts. The binding of the foundation weave is

tabby, and that of the supplementary weave is 1 / 3 s twill with the gold

wefts bound in pairs. The band with griffins (examined by the authors)

is also a lampas weave with tan silk, z, paired foundation warps. There

are 8 foundation warps (four pairs) to each supplementary warp. The

foundation wefts are tan silk, without apparent twist, and quite thick.

There are 2 supplementary wefts: 1) gold thread composed of flat strips

of gilded animal substrate and 2) silk (the color can no longer be identi-

fied). The weft pass is 1 foundation weft and 2 supplementary wefts (one

gold and one silk). As is characteristic of eastern Iranian textiles woven

with flat gold thread, the gold wefts are bound singly. Both the founda-

tion weave and the supplementary weave have a tabby binding. Another

band, with a floral pattern (examined by the authors), has the same

structure as the band with griffins.

49. Another band from the coat in Urumqi (which the authors did not

see) was woven with a floral design that, according to the drawing in

the archaeological report (Wang Binghua 1973, p. 29), includes a

lobed arch (as in fig. 67) and lotuses. The band is a lampas weave with

paired silk foundation warps and 2 supplementary wefts: flat gold

thread made with an animal substrate and cotton (undoubtedly the

core of metal thread, possibly silver, considering the fact that appar-

ently no metallic surface survives). Given the combination of Chinese

and eastern Iranian elements, this textile may well have been woven in

Central Asia.

50. See, for example, Ettinghausen 1957, figs, l and 21; Darkevich 1976,

pi. 34, fig. 6; and Baer 1983, pp. 172-74, 292.

51. This may be due to preservation in acidic conditions (Crowfoot et al.

1992, p. 2).

52. According to H. W Glidden, the Arabic letter ha is repeated in

groups of three repetitions (correspondence to Anne E. Wardwell,

April 11, 1983).

53. The substrate of the gold thread in the Berlin textile has been published

as paper, based on the supposed examination of a sample at the Rathgen-

Forschungslabor in Berlin (Folsach and Bernsted 1993, p. 54 n. 90).

However, when a copy of the examination results was requested from

the Rathgen-Forschungslabor, there was no report on the gold thread

of that textile on file (Christian Goedicke, correspondence to Anne E.

Wardwell, April 15, 1994). The piece in Berlin is from the same textile

as a smaller fragment in the Deutsches Textilmuseum, Krefeld (ace. no.

06109), ofwhich a sample of gold thread has been examined using a

scanning electron microscope and an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrom-

eter. The substrate was identified as leather (Indictor et al. 1988, p. 15).

54. Other textiles from Iran dating from the late thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries that combine Chinese with West Asian elements may be found

in Wardwell 1988-89, figs. 34-38, 42, 44, 48-51, 53-55, 63, 66, 70.

55. Ceramic tiles from Takht-i Sulayman, the summer palace of the Ilkhanid

ruler Abakha in western Iran, dating from 1271-75, are among the ear-

liest datable ceramics decorated with Chinese motifs (O. Watson 1985,

p. 136; see also Crowe 1991).

56. Han Rulin 1981.

57. See Yu Ji, "Caonan wang xunde bei," in Daoyuan xuegu lu, chap. 24.

58. Yuanshi, vol. 7, chap. 78, p. 1938.

59. Ibid., vol. 3, chap. 37, p. 812.

60. Ding Ling 1990, vol. 1, p. 346, and vol. 2, pis. 25, 75.

61. Huang Nengfu and Chen Juanjuan 1995, p. 305.

62. Kong Qi, Zhizheng zhiji, chap. 1.

63. Songshi, vol. 39, chap. 472, pp. 13737-40; Jinshi, vol. 6, chap. 82,

pp. 1833-34.

64. Sanchao beimeng huibian, chap. 17, p. 123. The novelty of the term at

this time may be the cause of the clerical errors in various texts. In the

edition we cite, the word order for zhusi is reversed, while in the 1878

Yuan Zu'an edition the character si is missing.

65. See Xiao Xun, Yuan gugongyilu.

66. Yuanshi, vol. 7, chap. 85, p. 2149.
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Jj'. Cloth of Gold with Winged Lions and Griffins

Lampas

Warp 124 cm (48
7A in.); weft 48.8 cm (19Y4 in.)

Central Asia, mid-iph century

ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom thef. H, Wade Fund

(1989.50)

Woven in brilliant gold against a dark brown, nearly

black ground are aligned, tangent roundels, each

enclosing a pair ofwinged lions standing back to back with

heads turned. Their wings, ornamented at the shoulder

with cloud decoration, join to form a palmette, and their

long tails pass around and under the inner hind legs before

terminating in a dragon's head. The ground of each roundel

is completely filled with palmettes and scrolling vines, which

terminate in curious cloudlike formations. Pairs of griffins

between the roundels are also addorsed and regardant. Their

wings, too, join to form a palmette, while the tail of each

passes between its hind legs, loops around a rosette, and

terminates in a feline head. The ground is densely filled

with curling leaves and palmettes.

Other, smaller sections of this textile have recently

come on the market. One is now in the collection of the

Association pour l'Etude et la Documentation des Textiles

d'Asie (AEDTA), Paris.
1

1. Paris, AEDTA, no. 3729.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Foundation: charcoal gray silk, z, mostly single but some-

times double and occasionally triple. Supplementary: coral silk,

z. Proportion: 8 foundation warps to 1 supplementary warp.

Step: 2 foundation warps. Count: 66 foundation and 9 supple-

mentary warps per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: charcoal gray

silk, without apparent twist. Supplementary: gold thread com-

posed of strips of paper (very thin and translucent), gilded on

one side
1

and wrapped z around a yellow silk core, z. Pass: 1 foun-

dation weft and 1 pair of supplementary wefts. Step: 1 pass.

Count: 19-21 passes per centimeter. Weave: Lampas. Foundation:

tabby. Supplementary: tabby, gold wefts bound in pairs (fig. 52).

Selvage: the inner selvage edge is delineated by a narrow stripe of

foundation weave using two foundation warps; this is followed by

a fringe, approximately 6 millimeters long, of loops of all wefts.

The selvage intersects the design along its vertical axis.

1. Identified by Norman Indictor and Denyse Montegut (correspondence

to Anne E. Wardwell, May 10, 19 91).

Publications: CMA 1991, no. 47; CMA Handbook 1991, p. 45;

"Golden Lampas" 1991, p. 125; "Recent Acquisitions" 1991, p. 419;

CMA 1992, p. 37; Wardwell 1992, fig. 1, p. 356, fig. 2, p. 357,

fig. 3, p. 358; Wardwell 1992-93, fig. 6, p. 249.
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j6. Cloth of Gold with Displayed Falcons

Lampas

Warp $j.$ cm (22
5A in.); weft 18.4 cm (j

lA in.)

Central Asia, mid-i$th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Edward L. Whittemore Fund

(1996.297)

Displayed, double-headed falcons are here arranged in

staggered horizontal rows against a dense back-

ground of vine scrolls that terminate in clouds and pal-

mettes (fig. 70). The design is based on Islamic and Chinese

elements transformed into a genre that is neither Chinese

nor Islamic but Central Asian. The falcons, identified by

the bells strapped to their legs, derive from Islamic models.

Like the eagles in the textile with felines and eagles (cat.

no. 43), they have "ears," wattles, and ornamental feath-

ers that extend from the eye to the back of the head.

They also have neck ornaments and a floral device in the

center of the stomach. What were originally outer curling

tail feathers terminating in dragons' heads and grasped by

the falcons' talons have been reinterpreted as the wrinkled

necks and heads of dragons.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Foundation: red silk, z, single. Supplementary: red silk,

usually without apparent twist (occasionally a slight s or z twist

can be detected). Proportion: 4 foundation warps, 1 supplemen-

tary warp. Step: 2 foundation warps. Count: 78 foundation and

20 supplementary warps per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: red

silk, without apparent twist; about twice the density of the foun-

dation warps. Supplementary: gold thread composed of strips of

gilded paper (thin and somewhat translucent) wrapped z around

a yellow silk core, z. Pass: 1 foundation weft and 1 pair of supple-

mentary wefts. Step: 1 pass. Count: 19 foundation wefts and 19

pairs of supplementary wefts per centimeter. Weave: Lampas.

Foundation: tabby binding, single weave; supplementary warps

usually lie next to foundation warps. Supplementary: 1/ 2 s twill

binding (gold wefts bound in pairs). Selvage: (on left side) 3

guard stripes, each formed by 4 foundation warps, bound in tabby;

the remainder of the selvage has been cut off. The selvage inter-

sects the design slightly off-center to the warp axis.

Unpublished.

Figure 70. Reconstructive drawing, cat. no. 36
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jy. Textiles with Floral Design

Lampas

Top: Warp 12,1 cm (4V4 in.); weft 18.2 cm (y
lA in.)

Bottom: Warp 5 cm (2 in.); weft approx. ip.3 cm (y
5A in.)

Central Asia, Mongolperiod, ca. late i^th-mid-i4th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Rogers Fund, ipip

(top: ip.ipi.3); Fletcher Fund, 1P46 (bottom: 46.1s6.22)

The fragment shown at the top was originally part of a

cope now in the Church of San Domenico in Perugia

that has long been associated with Pope Benedict XI

(r. 1303-4).
l The fragment shown at the bottom, which

has the same design and structure, is in all likelihood also

from the same cope. The design, woven with gold thread

against a white ground, consists of a profusion of tiny

leaves and flowers (fig. 71)

.

1. Florence 1983, pp. 164, 172-76.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Foundation: white silk, z, single. Supplementary: tan

(faded from coral) silk, z. Proportion: 4 foundation warps to 1

supplementary warp. Step: 2 foundation warps. Count: 72

foundation and 18 supplementary warps per centimeter. Weft:

Foundation: white silk, without apparent twist (approximately

3 to 4 times the density of the foundation warps) . Supplementary:

gold thread composed of flat strips of animal substrate, gilded on

one side. Pass: 1 foundation and 1 supplementary weft. Step: 1

pass. Count: 18 passes per centimeter Weave: Lampas variation.

Foundation: 3 /i z twill. Supplementary: 1/2 s twill. No selvages

are preserved.
1

1. A selvage, approximately 6 millimeters wide, is preserved on the cope

in Perugia. The inner edge is delineated by a guard stripe of gold wefts

followed by a tabby binding of foundation wefts with white silk, 2,

foundation warps that are paired. At the outer edge are two bundles of

warps, each composed of three warps, around which the foundation

wefts turn. On the reverse side, the gold supplementary wefts are

unbound after the guard stripe and cut (Florence 1983, p. 174).

Publications: Fragment 19. 191. 3: New York 1931, p. 14;

Klein 1934, p. 127, pi. 22; London 1935, no. 1341; Simmons 1948,

p. 23, fig. 29; Simmons 1950, p. 93, illus.; Cleveland 1968, no. 301;

fragment 46.156.22: Hoeniger 1991, p. 158, fig. 8.

Figure 71. Enlarged detail of reverse, cat. no. 37, top
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j<5. Textile with Tiny Teaves

Tabby with supplementary weft

Warp 14.$ cm (fA in.); weft 15.5 cm (6
lA in.)

Central Asia, Mongolperiod, late iph-mid-i4th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. The Dudley P. Allen Fund

(1985.33)

This textile is woven with a dense profusion of tiny

leaves in gold against a white ground. Another, larger

section of the textile, in the Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin,

preserves a selvage.
1

1. Kunstgewerbemuseum, ace. no. 79.47. The foundation warps at the

inner edge are white silk, z (1 paired, 1 single, and 1 paired), which serve

to bind the foundation wefts in tabby. Next is a guard stripe of gold

wefts, followed by a triple foundation warp, a bundle of six white silk

warps, and finally a fringe of loops, about 1 centimeter wide, of foun-

dation wefts. On the reverse, the gold wefts are cut following the

guard stripe.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Foundation; white silk, z, single. Step: 2 foundation warps.

Count: approximately 30 warps per centimeter. Weft: Foundation:

white silk, without apparent twist, approximately six times the

density of the warps. Supplementary: gold thread composed of

flat strips of gilded animal substrate. Pass: 1 foundation and 1 sup-

plementary weft. Step: 1 pass. Count: 12 passes per centimeter.

Weave: Tabby with supplementary weft. Foundation: tabby, sin-

gle weave; the warps are widely spaced. Supplementary: the gold

wefts float on the face or on the reverse. Foundation and supple-

mentary wefts lie side by side.

Publications: Wardwell 1987, p. 9; Wardwell 1988-89,

fig. 3, p. 147; Indictor et al. 1989, p. 172.

39. Phoenixes, Monsters, and

Flowers

Lampas

Warp 23.7 cm (p
3A in.); weft 16.3 cm (6V2 in.)

Central Asia, Mongolperiod, i3th~early 14th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Gift of

Mrs. HowardJ. Sachs, 1973 (1973.269)
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Woven in gold against a white ground are portions

of two horizontal rows of mythical creatures with

lotus, peonies, and leaves in the interstices. In the lower

row are phoenixes oriented to the left, each with wings

outstretched and head bent toward the left foot. The

upper row preserves parts of two mythological creatures

oriented to the right with humped backs, dragonlike

spines, wings, long curling tails, and long necks. The short

front legs terminate in clawed feet, while the vestigial

hind legs are purely fanciful. The heads, unfortunately,

are missing.

Where this silk was woven is far from clear.
1

There are

no known antecedents for the animals depicted. The

forms of the phoenixes and exotic animals are far removed

from the Chinese style, making it highly unlikely that the

textile was woven in China or in eastern Central Asia. On
the other hand, the vitality of the animals and birds, and

the lively interaction between them are qualities indige-
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nous to Central Asian art. For this reason, and because

of the composition of the gold thread, we have broadly

assigned the silk to Central Asia.

This fragment is said to have been found in Iran. Textiles

similar to this example appear to have been extensively

traded, especially to the West.

i. The textile was first acquired by Arthur Upham Pope in Isfahan

(Metropolitan Museum ofArt archives).

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Foundation: white silk, z, single. Supplementary: tan silk,

z. Proportion: 4 foundation warps to 1 supplementary warp. Step:

4 foundation warps. Count: 72 foundation and 18 supplementary

warps. Weft: Foundation: white silk, without apparent twist.

Supplementary: gold thread composed of flat strips of gilded

animal substrate. Pass: 1 foundation and 1 supplementary weft.

Step: 1 pass. Count: 18 passes per centimeter. Weave: Lampas.

Foundation: 3/1 broken twill. Supplementary: 1/2S twill. No sel-

vage is preserved.

Publicat ions: MMA Notable Acquisitions 1965-1975, p. 113,

illus.; Cleveland 1968, no. 303; Wardwell 1988-89, p. 100, fig. 8,

p. 149.

40. Phoenixes amid Lotuses and Tree Peonies

Lampas

Warp 66.2 cm (26'% in.); weft 72.2 cm (28
3A in.)

CentralAsia or Daiduy 13th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase,

Anonymous Gift, in honor ofJames C. Y Watt, ip8p (ip8p.ip 1)

Woven in gold against a red ground, phoenixes fly

among vertically undulating vines with lotus flowers

and tree peonies. Arranged in staggered horizontal rows,

they shift their orientation from one row to the next. The

left edge of the textile is a complete selvage.

The design of this silk is Chinese, though its structure

is strikingly similar to that of the silk with winged lions and

griffins (cat. no. 35), woven in Central Asia. As was noted

earlier (pp. 131-32), it is not clear if the textile was woven

in Central Asia or in Daidu, where craftsmen from Besh

Baliq were resettled in 1275.

The form of the peony blossoms closely resembles that

of a number of small jade carvings of peonies with perfo-

rations to facilitate attachment to garments (fig. 72) . The

Jinshi (History of the Jin Dynasty) describes a form of head-

gear "for older ladies" called yuxiaoyao, which was com-

posed of a kerchief of black gauze on which were sewn

several yutian (jade floral ornaments).
1 The jade in the

figure is very likely a yutian used by Jurchen women and

dating from about the same period as the silk.

1. Jinshi, vol. 3, chap. 43, p. 985.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Foundation: red silk, z, single. Supplementary: tan silk, z.

Proportion: 8 foundation warps to 1 supplementary warp. Step:

Figure 72. Floral ornament {yutian). Jin dynasty (1115-1234), 13th cen-

tury. Jade, 3 x 4 cm (i/s x iVi in.). Private collection

2 foundation warps. Count: approximately 72 foundation and 9

supplementary warps per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: cream

silk, without apparent twist. Supplementary: gold thread com-

posed of strips of silvered and gilded paper (thin and somewhat

translucent) wrapped z around a yellow silk core, z.
1

Pass: 1 foun-

dation weft and 1 pair ofsupplementary wefts. Step: 1 pass. Count:

19 passes per centimeter. Weave: Lampas. Foundation: tabby, sin-

gle weave; the supplementary warps are sometimes next to the

foundation warps and sometimes underneath. Supplementary:

tabby, with the gold wefts bound in pairs. A selvage is preserved

on the left side. Against the gold supplementary weave are three

thin stripes of foundation weave, each composed of 4 foundation

warps. At the outermost edge is a fringe of loops, approximately 8

millimeters wide, of foundation and supplementary wefts.

1. Identified by Norman Indictor and Denyse Montegut (correspondence

to Anne E. Wardwell, May 10, 1991).

Publicat ion: Wardwell 1992, p. 372, fig. 17.
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Makaras, Ph41. Makaras, rhoenixes
)
ana r LowersidFlc

Lampas

Warp $1.3 cm (20
}A in.); weft 75.6 cm (2p

3A in.)

CentralAsia or Daidu, iph century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom the J. H. Wade

Fund (ippi.$,a,i>)

The textile is composed of three pieces mounted together

to form three vertical repeats. The degree and pattern

of fading indicate that the textile was cut a long time ago.

The top and bottom pieces are complete loom widths; in

the middle segment, only the left selvage is preserved. A
starting edge consisting ofa thin gold guard stripe runs along

the lower edge of the bottom piece.

The design, woven in gold against a pink ground (faded

from red), depicts makaras and phoenixes arranged alter-

nately in staggered horizontal rows. In the interstices are

lotuses, tree peonies, and leaves. Each makara has a horned

dragon s head with upturned snout and extended tongue,

the wings of a bird, and the body of a fish. The phoenixes,

soaring upward with wings outstretched, have crests, neck

plumes, and five long, serrated tail feathers.

Two other sections of this textile are in the David

Collection, Copenhagen.
1

1. Folsach and Bernsted 1993, no. 18.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Foundation: red silk, z, single. (Occasionally a foundation

warp is paired, but the ends are threaded individually through

the mails of the loom.) Supplementary: coral silk (mostly faded

to tan), z (slight twist). Proportion: 8 foundation warps to 1 sup-

plementary warp. Step: 2 foundation warps. Count: 64-66 foun-

dation and 9 supplementary warps per centimeter. Weft: Foundation:

pale yellow silk, without apparent twist. Supplementary: gold thread

composed of silvered and gilded strips of thin, translucent paper

wrapped z around a cream silk core, z, and plied z.
1

The metallic

surface is very worn. Pass: 1 foundation and 1 supplementary weft.

Step: 1 pass. Count: 20 passes per centimeter. Weave: Lampas.

Foundation: tabby binding, single weave, warp-faced; supplemen-

tary warps lie next to foundation warps. Supplementary: tabby

binding of single gold wefts. The selvages are composed of a

striped border and a fringe of foundation and supplementary weft

loops. Each border is woven with the supplementary weave articu-

lated by two thin stripes of foundation weave.

1. Identified by Norman Indictor and Denyse Montegut (correspondence

to Anne E. Wardwell, May 10, 1991).

Publications: Wardwell 1992, fig. 18, p. 373; Wardwell

1992-93, fig. 7, p. 250; Cleveland 1994, no. 38, pp. 329-32
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42. Phoenixes andDwagons

Lampas

Warp 20.$ cm (8 in.); weft 20.5 cm (8 in.)

Yuan dynasty (1279-1368)

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Edward L. Whittemore Fund

(ms-73)

This textile preserves one, plus part of a second, lobed

roundel enclosing a coiled dragon chasing a flaming

pearl amid scattered clouds; partially preserved are two

additional lobed roundels, each enclosing a flying phoenix

against a ground of clouds and flowers. These are arranged

in staggered horizontal rows against a ground of tiny hexa-

gons. The ground is blue and the pattern gold. The left

side is a complete selvage; the other three sides are cut.

The key textile forming a cloud collar is in the Palace

Museum, Beijing; it is woven with the same design in gold

against a red ground (fig. 57).
* The fortuitous survival of

these two textiles is evidence of the repeated use of the

same patterns in weaving workshops during the Yuan

dynasty, a practice documented also in the earlier Jin

brocades.

1. The structure is lampas. The foundation warps are red silk, z, single;

the supplementary warps are also red silk, z; there are 4 foundation

warps to each supplementary warp, and a step of 4 foundation warps.

The foundation wefts are red silk without apparent twist; the supple-

mentary wefts are gold thread (flat strips of paper gilded on one side);

the pass is 1 foundation weft and 1 supplementary weft. Both the foun-

dation and the supplementary weaves have a tabby binding.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Foundation: blue silk, z, single. Supplementary: blue silk, z.

Proportion: 1 supplementary warp to 4 foundation warps. Step: 4

foundation warps. Count: approximately 80 foundation and 20

supplementary warps per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: blue silk,

without apparent twist; thick. Supplementary: gold thread com-

posed of flat strips of paper coated with pale orange bole and gilded

on one side. Pass: 1 foundation and 1 supplementary weft. Step: 1

pass. Count: approximately 22 passes per centimeter. Weave: Lampas.

Foundation: 2/1 s twill, single weave. Supplementary: 1/2Z twill.

A selvage is preserved on the left side; on the face, the pattern ends

about 1 centimeter from the outer edge; the inner half of the sel-

vage border is woven in the foundation weave, which is then fol-

lowed by 18 bundles of warps. The foundation wefts turn around

the outermost bundle of warps. On the reverse, the supplemen-

tary wefts are cut about 5 millimeters from the outermost edge.

Unpublished.
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4J. Felines and Eagles

Lampas weave

Warp 1jo.5 cm (67% in.); weft 109 cm (43 in.)

Eastern Iranian world, mid-i^th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom the J. H. Wade

Fund (1990.2)

The panel, a complete loom width, preserves nearly

three vertical repeats of two lobed medallions, each

enclosing a pair of addorsed, regardant, rampant felines.

Each animal wears a collar and leash, and has a long tail

that loops around a rosette and terminates in a dragon's

head. The ground of each medallion is filled with floral

vines, and between each pair of felines is a palmette. In

the interstices between the medallions are double-headed

eagles grasping curled outer tail feathers that terminate in

dragons' heads. The eagles have "ears," wattles, and orna-

mental feathers that extend from the eye to the back of

the head; ornamental bands form collars around the necks,

delineate the bodies, and serve as a decorative stripe across

each wing. The ground is filled with foliate and floral

motifs. Toward the top of the panel is a band of pseudoin-

scription composed of interlaced Kufic shafts; the borders

of the band are ornamented with a repeated stylized flower.

Above the inscription is a small portion of the main design.

The top edge is delineated by a gold guard stripe. The

ground is tan (faded from red) and the pattern woven with

wrapped gold, except in the inscription band, in which

both wrapped and flat gold threads are used, and in the

eyes of the felines, which are brocaded with white silk wefts

(preserved only in the bottom repeat). The red marks across

the textile are areas once covered with pieces of cloth sewn

to the panel with black thread.

Another section of this textile, cut from the bottom of

the panel, is in the David Collection, Copenhagen.
1

1. Folsach and Bernsted 1993, no. 14, illus. p. 48.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Foundation: coral silk (mainly faded to tan), z, paired.

Supplementary: coral silk, z. Proportion: 4 foundation warps

(2 pairs) to 1 supplementary warp. Step: 4 foundation warps

(2 pairs). Count: 88 foundation and 20 supplementary warps per

centimeter. Weft: Foundation: coral silk, without apparent twist,

twice the density of each foundation warp. Supplementary: 1) gold

thread composed of silvered and gilded strips of animal substrate

wrapped z around an undyed silk core, z;
1

2) gold thread com-

posed of strips of silvered and gilded animal substrate, woven flat;

3) white silk, z, 3-ply z with slight twists, brocaded. Pass: 1 foun-

dation weft and 1 pair ofwrapped gold supplementary wefts; or 1

foundation weft, 1 pair of wrapped gold wefts, and either 1 flat

gold weft or 1 silk brocading weft. Step: 1 pass. Count: 18 passes

per centimeter. Weave: Lampas. Foundation: tabby binding, sin-

gle weave; supplementary warps lie underneath or next to foun-

dation warps. Supplementary: 1 /$ s twill binding; the wrapped

gold wefts are bound in pairs, and the flat gold and white silk

wefts are bound singly. The brocading wefts turn around the

binding warps on the reverse. There are mistakes here and there,

especially a supplementary warp binding of 3 /i instead of 1 1 3, a

foundation weft passing over more than one pair of foundation

warps, and missing (or broken?) supplementary warps that leave

vertical lines in patterned areas. Both selvages are preserved, inter-

secting the design along its warp axis. At the inner selvage edge is

a thin line of four pairs of foundation warps; after 3 millimeters

ofsupplementary weave using wrapped gold wefts is a fringe approx-

imately 7 millimeters wide of continuous wefts. A starting (or

finishing) edge is preserved at the top of the panel. Beginning at

the cut edge is a short section of foundation weave (8 foundation

wefts), a guard stripe of 8 wrapped gold wefts bound in pairs in

1 /3 s twill, and a small segment of the pattern repeat. The ground

areas are woven in the foundation weave and the patterned areas

in the supplementary weave, except for the inscription band and

its borders, where the ground is woven also with the supplemen-

tary weave using flat gold wefts, while the foundation weave is

reserved for outlining motifs.

1. Metal surface identified by Bruce Christman, chief conservator,

The Cleveland Museum ofArt, December 2, 1992.

Publications: CMA Handbook 1991, p. 47; "Golden

Lampas" 1991, p. 125 (color illus.); Wardwell 1992, pp. 359-60;

Wardwell 1992-93, p. 249; Reynolds, "Silk," 1995, fig. 7.
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44- Textile with Griffins

Lampas

Warp ijj cm (6p
3A in.); wefip8 cm (38

5A in.)

Eastern Iranian world, mid-i$th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. The Cloisters

Collection, 1984 (1P84.344)

The panel preserves nine vertical repeats of linked

roundels and part of an inscription band at the top.

Each roundel encloses a pair of rampant griffins that are

addorsed and regardant. The wings join to terminate in

a palmette, and the thick tails curve behind the extended

inner hind legs. In the interstices are four large palmettes

that radiate from the cardinal points of a roundel; between

the palmettes are knots, and in the center of each roundel,

four small palmettes. Although the top of the panel is cut,

part of a band of pseudoinscription is preserved.
1 Below

the inscription is a border of ornamental hearts and a plain

stripe.

The design of the panel is woven entirely with gold

thread; in the roundels, the motifs are outlined with pink

against a blue ground, and in the interstices, with blue

against a pink ground. Although the bottom edge is cut,

both selvages are preserved.

1. The inscription was identified by Sheila S. Blair (correspondence to

Anne E. Wardwell, January 22, 1997).

warps to 1 supplementary warp. Step: 2 foundation warps. Count:

47-48 warps and 12 supplementary warps per centimeter. Weft:

Foundation: blue silk, without apparent twist; the density varies

from slightly thicker than the foundation warps to three times

the thickness of the foundation warps. Supplementary: 1) coral

silk; occasionally a z twist can be detected, but otherwise the weft

appears to be without twist; 2) gold thread: strips of silvered and

gilded parchment or membrane wrapped z around a cotton core,

z.
1

The substrate is coated with a brown adhesive. Only traces of

gold remain and some silver, most of which is now black. The

substrate is wrapped so that the core is visible. Pass: 1 foundation

weft and 2 supplementary wefts. Step: 1 pass. Count: 18 passes

per centimeter. Weave: Lampas. The foundation weave has a tabby

binding and is single weave; foundation warps are spaced, and

the supplementary warps are visible beside them. There are numer-

ous weaving flaws, consisting specifically of short warp and weft

floats. The supplementary weave has ai/2 twill, z binding; the

supplementary wefts are bound singly. Both side selvages are pre-

served. The left selvage intersects the design along the warp axis,

whereas the right selvage interrupts the design off-center to the

warp axis, leaving the outermost roundels incomplete. At the inner

edge of the left selvage, the outermost foundation warps are triple

and supplementary warps are single. At the inner selvage edge of

the right side, the penultimate foundation warp is paired while

the outermost warp is single; supplementary wefts are all single,

except for the outermost weft, which is paired. The selvages are

composed of a fringe of approximately 7 millimeters in length of

foundation and supplementary weft loops.

1. Analysis by Norman Indictor.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Foundation: blue silk, z, usually single but occasionally

paired. Supplementary: tan silk, z. Proportion: 4 foundation

Publicat ions: MMA Notable Acquisitions 1984-198 5, p. 12,

illus.; Parker 1985, p. 173, fig. 19; Ginsberg 1987, p. 92, illus.; Wardwell

1988-89, pp. 99, 106, fig. 33, p. 157; Textiles 1995-96, p. 36, illus.

Detail, cat. no. 44
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43. Cloth of Gold with Rahhit Wheels

Lampas

Warp 6$.$ cm (ifA in.); weft 23.2 cm (9 14 in.)

Eastern Iranian world, second quarter to mid-iph century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. John L. Severance Fund (1993.140)

The design of this textile displays aligned, tangent ovals,

each enclosing an animal wheel of four running rab-

bits with shared ears in the center. The direction in which

the rabbits run, clockwise or counterclockwise, alternates

from one horizontal row of ovals to the next. Filling the

interstices between the ovals are geometric figures facing

in four directions. Both the ground and the pattern are

woven with gold thread; the delineation and details of the

design are outlined in red silk. One selvage is preserved.

The motif of the animal wheel in Asia is one that dates

to antiquity and had a broad geographic distribution.
1 A

variety of animals and birds, as well as human figures, appear

in such wheels; rabbit wheels with three or four animals

having shared ears occur in eastern Central Asia as early

as the Sui dynasty (a.d. 581-618).
2 The motif later became

popular in the decorative repertory of Khurasan, particu-

larly in metalwork dating from about 1150 to 1225.
3 From

the same period in the western Himalayas, rabbit wheels

occur in the design of the dhoti worn by Maitreya in the

Sumtsek Temple and in the ceiling paintings of the Great

Stupa at Alchi (Ladakh).4

In later Chinese art, the animal wheel evolved into a

design of four boys sharing two heads and two pairs of legs

(fig. 73). A number ofMing and Qing bronzes and carv-

ings in various media (particularly wood and ivory) used

as toggles are in this form and acquired a characteristically

Chinese interpretation. The configuration, known as "two

boys make four images," occurs as a rebus for one of the

best-known lines from the commentary on the Yijing (Book

of Changes): "The two yi [opposites, i.e, heaven and earth]

beget the four xiang [elements, i.e., metal, wood, water,

and fire]." The word yi, interpreted as opposites, is a

homonym for the word boy in earlier pronunciation and

in some contemporary dialects, and the word xiang, nor-

mally meaning image, is interpreted as element. 5

The selvage is of particular importance because portions

of the original cotton cords are still preserved. In virtually

every other textile with this selvage structure, the cords

are completely disintegrated, leaving a fringe of founda-

tion and supplementary wefts.
6

1. For the history of this motif, see Roes 1936-37, pp. 85-105.

2. See, for example, the ceiling paintings at Dunhuang: Dunhuang bihua

1985, vol. 1, p. 190, and Dunhuang wenwu yanjiusuo 1980-82, ser. 1,

vol. 2, pi. 95.

3. Ettinghausen 1957, text fig. l, fig. 21; Darkevich 1976, pi. 34, fig. 6;

Baer 1983, pp. 172-74, 292.

Figure 73. Toggle. Ming dynasty (1368-1644), 16th-

17th century. Bronze, 6.4 x 6 cm (xVi x 2% in.).

Shanghai Museum

4. Goepper 1982, pi. 7; Goepper 1993, p. 116 (for the date of Sumtsek and

the Great Stupa), fig. 9.

5. The full passage from which this quotation is taken reads: "The primal

one [taiji] begets the two opposites [yi], the two opposites beget the

four elements [xiang], and the four elements beget the eight trigrams

[gua]" This interpretation of the passage was made by the Tang

scholars Kong Yingda et al. in Zhouyi zhengyi, in Shisan jing zhushu,

p. 82.

6. This may be due to preservation in acidic conditions (Crowfoot et al.

1992, p. 2).

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp; Foundation: red silk, z (unevenly twisted); usually paired,

occasionally single or multiple. Supplementary: pale yellow silk,

z. Proportion: 8 (four pairs) foundation warps to 1 supplementary

warp. Step: 4 (two pairs) foundation warps. Count: 96 (48 pairs)

foundation and 12 supplementary warps per centimeter. Weft:

Foundation: red silk, without apparent twist; approximately 2-3

times the density of the foundation warps. Supplementary: gold

thread composed of gilded strips of animal substrate wrapped z

around a pale yellow silk core, z, 2-ply z. The substrate is coated

with a reddish brown substance. Pass: 1 foundation weft and 1

pair of supplementary wefts. Step: 1 pass. Count: 19 passes per

centimeter. Weave: Lampas. Foundation: tabby binding, single

weave. The supplementary warps appear next to, or very occa-

sionally under, the pairs of foundation warps. The foundation

weave is replete with flaws, and broken warps occur here and

there. Supplementary: tabby binding; the gold wefts are bound

in pairs. The one preserved selvage intersects the design along the

warp axis. At the outermost edge, all wefts turn around two cotton

cords (each consisting of two cotton threads, plied z; each thread

is composed of 5 strands of cotton, z, and plied s). Only small

portions of the cords remain; where they are missing, the founda-

tion and supplementary wefts form a fringe of loops.

Unpublished.

158 Opposite: Detail, cat. no. 45, including cords in selvage





/j.6. Textile with Palmettes

Tabby with supplementary weft

Warp 88.$ cm (s4
7A in.); weft 35 cm (13Y4 in.)

CentralAsia (?), Mongolperiod, iph-itfh century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt John L. Severance Fund (1993.2$$)

Floral palmettes enclosed by ogival frames with outer

borders of flames are in this textile arranged in stag-

gered horizontal rows in a design woven with gold thread

against an off-white (originally red) ground.

From a technical point of view, the textile is unique;

and geographically it cannot be placed. Both the pairing

of the foundation warps and the binding of the gold sup-

plementary wefts in pairs are characteristic of silk weaving

in the eastern Iranian world, while parallels for binding

the supplementary wefts on the face and floating them on

the reverse can be found among brocades woven in the

former Jin territories. Neither the weft pass nor the bind-

ing of the supplementary wefts by the right warp of every

third pair of warps, however, has been seen in other extant

examples.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Foundation: coral (faded to off-white on face), z> paired.

Step: 4 warps (2 pairs). Count: 84-86 warps per centimeter.

Weft: Foundation: coral silk (faded to off-white on face), without

apparent twist; of the same density as the warps. Supplementary:

gold thread composed of strips of gilded animal substrate, wrapped

z around a coral silk core, z; the adhesive is a translucent golden

tan. Pass: alternately 1 foundation weft and 1 foundation weft

plus 1 pair of supplementary wefts. Step: 1 pass. Count: 24 passes

per centimeter. Weave: Tabby with supplementary weft. Foundation:

tabby binding. Supplementary: 1/3 s twill binding of gold wefts

in pairs by the right warp of every third pair ofwarps (this warp

passes over 3 foundation wefts and 1 pair of supplementary wefts);

on the reverse side, the gold supplementary wefts are not bound.

No selvage is preserved.
1

1. Another section of the textile (present whereabouts unknown) pre-

serves one selvage composed of a fringe of all wefts that intersects the

design off-center to the warp axis.

Unpublished.
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47 Textile with Phoenixes

Lampas

Warp 43.4 cm (ij% in.); weft 39.5 cm (i$
5A in.)

Eastern Iranian world, Transoxiana, late iph-i4th century

The Cleveland Museum ofArt. Purchasefrom the J. H. Wade

Fund (1985,4)

The design of this textile consists of parallel undulat-

ing floral vines between which are arranged rows of

standing phoenixes facing left and looking back that alter-

nate with rows of diving phoenixes. Both the standing

and the diving phoenixes appear to be transformations

of the type of phoenix seen on the embroidered canopy

(cat. no. 60), a popular motif in Yuan China. A selvage is

preserved along the right edge.

The textile belongs to a small group characterized by

single, widely spaced silk foundation warps, thick cotton

foundation wefts, gold thread composed of strips of silvered

and gilded animal substrate wrapped around a cotton core,

and a common selvage structure.
1

Because of the coarse-

ness of both the foundation and the gold supplementary

wefts, the dense patterns of these textiles are often difficult

to read. The textiles in this group were preserved in

European church treasuries.

1. Wardwell 1988-89, pp. 105-6.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Warp: Foundation: yellow-green silk, z, single. Supplementary:

tan silk, z (with a slight twist). Proportion: 3 foundation warps

to 1 supplementary warp. Step: 3 foundation warps. Count: 54

foundation and 18 supplementary warps per centimeter. Weft:

Foundation: blue-green cotton, z, thick. Supplementary: gold

thread composed of strips of silvered and gilded membrane wrapped

z around a white cotton core, z, 3(?)-ply z. Pass: 1 foundation

and 1 supplementary weft. Step: 1 pass. Count: 16 passes per cen-

timeter. Weave: Lampas. Foundation: 2/1 s twill, single weave.

Supplementary: tabby. On the right side is a selvage approximately

8 millimeters wide; in the selvage border, the foundation warps

are paired; the supplementary weave on the face is articulated by

three thin stripes formed by the foundation weave; at the outer-

most edge, the foundation and supplementary wefts turn around

two bundles of silk warps.

Publications: Neils 1985, no. 70, p. 359; Wardwell 1987,

pp. io-ii, illus. p. 10; Indictor et al. 1988, pp. 5, 10, 13, 15, 22;

Wardwell 1988-89, fig. 30, p. 156, and fig. 74, p. 173; Wardwell

1989, fig. 10, p. 182; CMA Handbook 1991, p. 47.
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5. Embroideries

The embroideries in the

Metropolitan and Cleveland

collections span the entire

chronological and geograph-

ical range of When Silk Was

Gold. Yet they represent only

a little over one quarter of

the textiles in the exhibition.

While some of them are sin-

gular examples of their type (discussions of these pieces

are confined to individual entries), others can be broadly

grouped, and a few comments on these groups are

offered here by way of an introduction to this chapter.

The first three textiles (cat. nos. 48-50) are related to

the eclectic or international style that developed during

those periods in which the Chinese political and com-

mercial presence in Central Asia was particularly strong,

the Han (206 b.c.-a.d. 220) and the Tang (618-907)

dynasties. The embroidery with birds and the embroi-

dery with confronted birds (cat. nos. 48 and 49) are both

in the High Tang style, and there are many examples of

such textiles extant, mostly preserved in Japan and also

excavated from eastern Xinjiang. The embroidered square

(cat. no. 50) is of particular interest because although it

dates from long after the Tang dynasty, it preserves sty-

listic conventions going back both to the Han and to the

Tang, testifying to a cultural tradition that continued in

eastern Central Asia before the political and military

upheavals in the region associated with the coming of the

Mongols.

Liao embroideries, represented by the robe (cat. no. 51)

and by the pair of headpieces (cat. no. 52), have been

found in considerable numbers in recent archaeological

work. Much of this material, however, remains to be

conserved and studied by Chinese scholars.

A type of embroidery that has drawn a great deal

of attention in recent years is needleloop embroidery

(cat. nos. 54-57). Ever since the acquisition in 1987 by

the Cooper-Hewitt Museum of a temple hanging incor-

porating a needleloop embroidery of a Buddhist image,

and the subsequent publication of a technical study by

Milton Sonday and Lucy Maitland,
1

there have been

many questions raised about the origin and history of

this embroidery technique, as well as some attempts to

answer them.
2 The Cooper-Hewitt piece is not the first

known example of needleloop embroidery, but it was

the first to have been acquired by a museum since the

appearance on the market of a number of such works

—

at one time thought to be extremely rare. The Nelson-

Atkins Museum ofArt in Kansas City has a small example

of this type of embroidery in its collection, and there is

a Daoist robe in the Metropolitan Museum that incor-

porates embroideries of various dates and techniques,

including a section of a border that is a needleloop embroi-

dery with a motif of animals and clouds. However, the

best-known examples of early needleloop embroideries,

which are those associated with historical personages of

known dates, are in Japanese temples. The most impor-

tant are in the Nanzen-ji, Kyoto, and in the Engaku-ji,

Kamakura. 3 A kesa (Buddhist robe) with needleloop

embroidery in the Nanzen-ji is associated with Daimin

Kokushi (Mukan Fumon; 1212-1291), the founder of the

temple.4 The two examples of needlelooping in the

Engaku-ji, a kesa and an altar cover, are said to have been

brought to Japan by the founder of the temple, Bukko

Kokushi (Chinese name: Wuxue Zuyuan; Japanese name:

Mugaku Sogan; 1226-1286), in 1279, the year that marked

the end of the Song dynasty. 5 The Engaku-ji examples

are of special significance because they predate the end

of the Song dynasty and because Bukko Kokushi is known

to have stayed in various monasteries in Hangzhou and

Wenzhou (both in Zhejiang Province). The dating of the

needleloop embroidery is supported by several pieces of

lacquer that Bukko Kokushi brought with him, in addi-

tion to textiles; Japanese scholars have confirmed the

lacquerware as Southern Song (1127-1279) in date and

most likely the product of Hangzhou or another site

in Zhejiang.
6
Given that Hangzhou was a great center of

the silk industry (among many others), it is perfecdy possi-

ble that needleloop work was also a product ofHangzhou.

There are historical and art-historical considerations

that would support this proposition as well. For one,
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the motifs on needleloop embroidery are either

purely Chinese or Buddhist. If the technique had been

introduced into Song China from the northern or

western states, it is highly unlikely that it would have

been without trace of a motif or stylistic marker from

outside the Song empire. Furthermore, the technique's

pre-Yuan beginning also makes it improbable that any

Central or North Asian element played a role in its

evolution.

In Tibet, the large number of needleloop embroideries

preserved is not unexpected, given the large number of

powerful Tibetan monks who operated in Hangzhou after

its conquest by the Mongols and given that Hangzhou in

the Yuan period became a service center for the printing

of Buddhist sutras and for the weaving of religious icons; 7

indeed, the needleloop pieces with Buddhist images may

well have been special commissions.
8

The idea of using reflective surfaces behind openwork

structures in textile or other materials seems to have been

a Southern Song innovation. There are a number of

sutra wrappers, originally from the Jingo-ji, a temple

near Kyoto, dating from about 1150, which consist of

thin bamboo splints bound together by polychrome

silks that make up a decorative pattern; the structure

can be described as a weaving of warp threads of silk

and weft of bamboo splints. Underneath the bamboo

splints is a sheet of mica, which reflects light through

the narrow gaps between the bamboo splints. The borders

are ofwoven silks typical of the Southern Song period. 9

The basic construction of these sutra covers goes back

to at least the eighth century;
10 what is different in the

Jingo-ji sutra covers is the use of reflective mica as back-

ing rather than the paper seen in the earlier versions.

The total absence of examples of needleloop embroi-

dery in Chinese collections or archaeological finds can

be at least partially explained by the plundering and

destruction of temples in Hangzhou and by the sanction

of ransacking and desecration of tombs and palaces of

Song emperors by the Buddhist monk-official Yang Lian-

zhen-jia, who was for more than ten years supervisor of

Buddhist teachings in Jiangnan at the beginning of the

Yuan period.
11

There are to date no finds of major burials of the

Southern Song period apart from the tomb of Huang

Sheng in Fujian, which produced mainly light clothing

suitable for a semitropical climate.
12 On the other hand,

a number of imperial tombs of the Liao and Jin periods

in North China, while they have produced a consider-

able quantity of luxury textiles, have yielded no needle-

loop embroidery. In any case, the present evidence would

indicate that the history of needlelooping is inextricably

connected with the history of textile production and

with Buddhist activities in Hangzhou, though study of

these areas is only just beginning. We should like to point

out, however, that the known examples of this technique

vary greatly in quality and that the use in a few cases of

gilt animal substrates may indicate the later spread of

this technique farther north.

A number of embroideries of the Yuan (1279-1368) to

the early Ming period with Buddhist motifs were made

for religious use, and they testify to the extravagant largess

bestowed on Buddhist monks and monasteries by emper-

ors of the Yuan and Ming dynasties. The enormous

expenditures associated with imperial patronage of

Buddhism by Mongol rulers can be gauged from memo-

randa submitted to the throne by Chinese officials in the

early fourteenth century, which claim that one-half to

two-thirds of the wealth of the state was in the hands

of the Buddhist establishment.
13 These may be overesti-

mations. But whatever the actual figures, they must

have been very large.

One can also assume that the lion's share of imperial

donations went to Tibetan monasteries and monks, par-

ticularly those of the Sakya order. The Yongle emperor,

Chengzu (r. 1403-24), of the early Ming dynasty, nearly

outdid his Mongol predecessors in his personal devotion

and in the employment of state resources to procure reli-

gious offerings. Repeatedly he sent envoys to Tibetan

monasteries with offerings of lavish gifts. Furthermore,

he invited every major lama in Tibet to the capital. He

himselfwrote biographies of Buddhist monks with super-

natural powers. He composed a large volume of Buddhist

chants based on the names of various buddhas, and had

them performed by court musicians.
14 And he commis-

sioned the printing of 108 volumes of the bKa-gyur

(Kanjur), the Tibetan Buddhist canon, each volume

fitted with lacquered wood covers with qiangjin (etched

gold) decoration.
15

An astonishing number of religious artifacts preserved

in Tibet and abroad to this day bear the reign mark of

Yongle. Three embroideries in the exhibition (cat. nos.

62-64) are believed to be products of this period, and

they represent the highest level of skill and artistry in

the kind ofembroidery work that was developed begin-

ning in the Song dynasty; catalogue number 59 is an exam-

ple from the Yuan dynasty. In the history of Chinese art,

these works of the early fifteenth century also represent

the last great moment of imperial patronage of the arts

in China before its revival under the early Qing emper-

ors centuries later. After the Xuande reign (1426-35)

there was a deterioration in the quality, if not the quantity,

of products in all media made in the official workshops;

this trend was even more marked from the beginning of

the sixteenth century. The reasons for this have yet to
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be fully explored.
16 The several embroideries from the

early Ming period thus make a fitting conclusion to this

exhibition, which documents, if only in an incomplete

way, a glorious period in the history ofAsian textiles.

i. Sonday and Maitland 1989.

2. Berger 1989. The textile in figure 2 in this article is not a needleloop

embroidery (verbal communication from Zhao Feng).

3. Ogasawara 1989, p. 34. A third piece, now in the Zenko-ji, Nagano,

was taken to Japan from Korea in the late sixteenth century. Sttjuyo

Bunkazai 1976, vol. 25, p. 142.

4. Kyoto 1983, pi. 30.

5. The altar cover is illustrated in Ogasawara 1989, p. 34. See also Kyoto

1981, p. 77.

6. Okadajo 1978; also Nishioka Yasuhiro 1984.

7. Su Bai 1990.

8. Tibetan commissions ofwoven Buddhist images at Hangzhou contin-

ued into the twentieth century. A woven image of Sakya Pandita (1182-

1251) in the Tashilhunpo Temple, Shigatse, Tibet, bears an inscription

in Chinese stating that it was woven in Hangzhou in the Republic of

China. Illustrated in Huang Ti 1985, pi. 60. See also Su Bai 1990, p. 63.

9. For an example from Jingo-ji, see Nara 1982, no. 171. There are other

examples from the same set in various collections outside Japan, one in

the Burke collection in New York. See Pal and Meech-Pekarik 1988,

p. 279, pi. 83.

10. For a discussion of early bamboo and silk sutra wrappers found in

Dunhuang and those preserved in the Shoso-in, Nara, see Whitfield

1985, pp. 287-88, pi. 7.

11. Rossabi 1988, pp. 1^6-9-/.

12. Fujian Provincial Museum 1982.

13. Han Rulin 1986, vol. 2, p. 35.

14. Deng Ruiling 1989, pp. 51-56, 70. A copy of Chengzu's Buddhist

chants is in the Rare Book Section of Hong Kong University Library.

See also Karmay 1975, pp. 72-103.

15. See New York 1991, no. 49. In this catalogue entry for the Yongle lac-

quer sutra covers it is stated, following previous authors, that they were

produced in Beijing. But this is by no means certain. There seems to be

no clear evidence that the printing of the Kanjur or the production of

the lacquered wood covers occurred in Beijing. As the Yongle emperor

did not himself move with the craftsmen to the northern capital,

Beijing, until 1420, it is far more likely that both the printing and the

production of the covers were done in the south.

16. The demise of court painting in the sixteenth century is discussed in

Dallas 1993. For a brief account of the changes in the production of

porcelain for the Ming court in the sixteenth century, see Fong and

Watt 1996, pp. 441-51.
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/j.S. Embroidery with Birds

Embroidery

2$.7 x 757.j r/?z (ioVb x 62 in,)

Tang dynasty (618-907), 8th-pth century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Andrew R. and Martha Holden

Jennings Fund (ipp4.p6)

Paired and single birds are here embroidered on a pat-

terned tan silk ground. The birds have crested heads,

small beaks, curving wing feathers, long tail feathers, and

large clawed feet. A row ofwidely spaced, single birds alter-

nates with a row of similarly spaced, paired birds, both

facing the same direction. In the center of the textile, a

pair of birds stand on a stylized hill at either side of a cen-

tral tuliplike flower (see detail). With the exception of one

fragmentary bird in the top register, all the birds face

away from the central pair. Although the birds appear to

be virtually identical, slight differences reveal that they

were, in fact, hand drawn and not stamped prior to being

embroidered. Traces of the blue-green ink outlines can be

observed under magnification. The tan silk ground fabric

is woven with rosettes within a lozenge grid. Because

the birds were embroidered at right angles to the warp,

the bottom edge of the textile is a selvage.

A dating to the eighth to the ninth century is indicated

by the naturalistic, spontaneous style of both the birds and

the flower, and their arrangement in the central motif is one

of the many combinations of birds and flowers that occur

in Tang art.
1

In both the embroidered motifs and the design

of the ground fabric, Sasanian and Sogdian influence is

apparent. These include the style of the rosettes on the

ground, the birds and particularly the treatment of their

upper wing feathers, the tuliplike flower, and the tripar-

tite form of the hill.
2
Such motifs were absorbed into the

decorative repertory of Central Asian and Chinese art as a

result of active trading in precious objects during the Tang

period. Similar birds can be found in Tang metalwork,

while a similar tripartite hill supporting a flowering plant

occurs on an eighth-century felt rug preserved in Nara,

Japan.
3

The juxtaposition of embroidered and woven patterns

is an aesthetic that occurs in many embroideries dating

from the Tang period. Also characteristic is the predomi-

nance of satin stitches and discrete color areas with no

attempt at shading. The lisere technique of the ground

fabric is known in a number of variations among Tang

textiles excavated in eastern Central Asia.4

Although the original function of this embroidery is not

known, the light weight of the fabric, in particular, and

the choice of birds for the decoration suggest that it may

have been part of a garment. In any case, a long horizon-

tal panel was clearly required, given the orientation of the

embroidery at right angles to the warp.

1. Laing 1992.

2. New York 1978, pp. 57, 66, 95, and fig. k on p. 121; Ann Arbor 1967,

no. 24, p. in; Smirnov 1909, pis. lii, cxxin, no. 307, lvii, cxxn;

Marshak 1986, figs. 23, 55.

3. Lu Jiugao and Han Wei 1985, p. 120, fig. 239; Royal Ontario Museum

1972, no. 142. For closely related birds, see Laing 1992, figs. 32, 33;

Matsumoto 1984, pi. 113.

4. See note 1, Technical Analysis, below.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Ground: Warp: Tan silk, without apparent twist (a very slight

s or 2 twist can occasionally be detected); the warp step is 4 warps;

54 warps per centimeter. Weft: Tan silk, without apparent twist (a

very slight s or z twist can occasionally be detected); 32 wefts per

centimeter. Weave: Twill, lisere. The ground weave has a 3 / 1 z

twill binding. The decorative motifs are composed of a checker-

board grid based on units of four warps and four wefts. A group
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of four wefts floating over four warps (which, of necessity, float

on the reverse) alternates with the adjacent group of four warps

and wefts bound in 3 /i z twill.
1

Several types ofweaving faults

occur: a mistake in the warp repeat results in two incomplete

repeats that are juxtaposed; sometimes the pattern unit is limited

to 1 or 2 passes instead of 4; long, arbitrary floats of wefts occur,

especially in the pattern areas but also in the ground (this is par-

ticularly frequent in the area of the repeat error). One selvage is

preserved. The pattern ends 1,3—1.5 centimeters from the outer-

most edge. The selvage border is woven in the same weave as the

ground, but the warps are more closely spaced. At one point, the

direction of the twill changes briefly from 2 to s because of a

treadling fault.

Embroidery: Polychrome silk floss. Colors: pale, medium, and

dark plum, mustard yellow, deep blue, light green, and cream.

Stitches: Satin, split. The embroidery is oriented at right angles to

the warp of the ground fabric. Traces of blue-green drawing appear

along the contours of the birds. That the outlines were drawn by

hand and not stamped is evident from slight differences in the

sizes and details of the birds. Some of the birds (the central pair

flanking a flower, the paired birds to the right of the central

motif, and the single birds to the left of the central motif) are

embroidered over two layers of silk, the ground fabric and a sec-

ond layer in the form of a patch on the reverse side.

Patches: i) Under the single bird closest to the left edge.

Warp: Tan silk, without apparent twist; unevenly twisted; 60-68

per centimeter. Weft: Tan silk, without apparent twist;

unevenly twisted; 40 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby binding.

There are variations in the tightness of the weave, and weaving

mistakes (in the warp and weft floats). Selvage: the wefts turn

around the outer warp. 2) Under the single bird just to the left of

the central pair. Warp: Tan silk, without apparent twist; 60 per

centimeter. Weft: Tan silk, without apparent twist; slightly thicker

than the warps; 46 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby. 3) Under the

Detail, cat. no. 48

central pair of birds on the hill. Warp: Tan silk, without apparent

twist; unevenly twisted; 48 per centimeter. Weft: Tan silk, without

apparent twist; unevenly twisted; 36 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby.

4) Under the paired birds to the right of the central pair. Warp:

Tan silk, without apparent twist; slightly unevenly twisted; 64 per

centimeter. Weft: Tan silk, without apparent twist; slightly unevenly

twisted; 34 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby. 5) Under the rightmost

pair of birds. Warp: Tan silk, without apparent twist; slightly

unevenly twisted; 52 per centimeter. Weft: Tan silk, without appar-

ent twist; slightly thicker than the warp; 50 per centimeter. Weave:

Tabby; occasional flaws (in the warp and weft floats); the weave

varies in tightness. Selvage: the wefts turn around the outermost

warp.

1. For a similar weave and variations, see Riboud and Vial 1970, EO
3660 (pp. 63-68), BN 2849 (pp. 409-16), MG 22798,0 (pp. 356-57,

359-60, 362), and BN 2876 (pp. 417-24).

Unpublished.
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49> Confronted Birds

Embroidery

31.i x 30.8 cm (12 14 x 12 Vs in.)

Tang dynasty (618-poj), 8th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase, Joseph

Pulitzer Bequest, ipp6 (ipp6. 103.2)

In this embroidery, confronted birds (ducks or geese)

standing on open lotuses flank a large, leafy flowering

stem. The design is executed in long satin stitches in grad-

uated layers of different colors, becoming lighter toward

the outer edges, and in a chain stitch that delineates the

thinner stems, the veins of the leaves, and the outline of

the birds. The technique is very similar to that seen on frag-

ments of embroidery found at Dunhuang by Sir Aurel

Stein and Paul Pelliot, usually dated to the eighth century.
1

A length of resist-dyed silk with a similar pattern is in the

Shoso-in, Nara, dated also to the eighth century.
2

The motif of confronted animals or birds came to China

ultimately from West Asia, but was transmitted through

Sogdiana (see cat. no. 3). Initially, the Chinese patterns

followed West Asian models more closely and the animals

or birds were enclosed in circular frames. Beginning in the

High Tang (roughly the first half of the eighth century),

paired birds came to predominate, both with and without

a plant between them, but always unconfined by a border.

Another Chinese modification was for the ducks to stand on

open lotuses, as in the present example, a development per-

haps indirectly influenced by contemporary Buddhist

narrative paintings, in which most of the figures stand or

sit on lotuses.
3 On some Tang mirrors larger animals, such

as the horse, are also represented standing on open lotuses

that issue from either side of a central stem.4

This square, although of relatively small size, is one of the

very few surviving examples of Tang embroidery that are

complete works. On the back, at the corners, are traces of

stitching, and part of a cord is still attached to the bottom

corner. The silk lining on the reverse, woven with small

rosettes, is original. Portions of the floss silk threads were

unraveled from woven fabrics,
5 an occurrence commonly

observed in early embroideries found in Xinjiang.
6

1. For an example of the Stein finds, see Whitfield 1985, pi. 4; for the

Pelliot finds, see Riboud and Vial 1970, pi. 52, EO. 1191/F.

2. Matsumoto 1984, no. 51.

3. See, for example, the painting on the north wall (upper section) in

Cave 148 at Dunhuang, illustrated in Su Bai 1989, vol. 16, pi. 88. See

also figure 6.

4. Chen Peifen 1987, pi. 76.

5. Conservation report by Nobuko Kajitani, conservator in charge,

Textile Conservation, The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

6. According to Wu Min of the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Regional

Museum, Urumqi (verbal communication).

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Ground : Silk. Warp and weft: Tan silk, without apparent twist;

warp 34 per centimeter; weft 38 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby. The

selvage is composed ofwefts turning around the outermost warp.

Embroidery: Polychrome silk floss. Colors: light to deep green,

shades of tan, shades of yellow, light to dark blue, dark brown,

cream, and pale and medium plum. Stitches: Satin, encroaching

satin, and split. The ink drawing of the motifs is visible in places.

Lining: Warp and weft: Tan silk, without apparent twist; 50

warps per centimeter; and 34 wefts per centimeter. Weave: Tabby,

lisere (the wefts float over 3 warps); the selvage consists of wefts

turning around the outermost warp.

Construction: The square is finished on all four sides (the

silk ground of the embroidery is turned under). Remnants of tas-

sels remain on three corners; part of a cord is preserved on the

back of the bottom corner. The square is backed with a silk lin-

ing woven with small rosettes.

Publicat ion: MMA Recent Acquisitions 1995-1996, p. 76, illus.
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jo. Animals, Birds, and Flowers

Embroidery

37-i x 37- $ cm (J4 %xi4 7
/s in.)

Eastern Central Asia, late nth-early 13th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Rogers Fund, 1988

(1988.296)

This square is embroidered with a rich assortment of

animals and birds amid flowers. Clockwise from top

left are a wild goose, a parrot, a phoenix, and a pheasant.

At the four sides are a standing deer, a reclining spotted

deer, a rabbit, and a spotted horse. In the center are a lotus

and a trefoil aquatic plant. Strewn over the remaining space

are flowers, including camellia, poppy, tree and herbaceous

peonies, hibiscus, and rose of Sharon.

The basic technique is not very different from that of the

earlier Tang example (cat. no. 49), except that the long

and short stitches allow for a more gradual change of col-

ors, creating the effect of shading.

One can hardly find a better example than this textile

to illustrate the eclectic art of eastern Central Asia. First,

the combination of animals, birds, and flowers in a gen-

eral pattern is a distinct artistic tradition in eastern Central

Asia. Second, the disposition of the four animals on the

sides of the square suggests the continuation of a compo-

sitional device that goes back to the Han period, the time

of the first major Chinese expansion into Central Asia.

This schema is best illustrated by the decoration on the

back of Han mirrors, particularly those of the type known

as the four spirits mirror, which was prevalent in the late

Western Han to early Eastern Han (1st century b.c-

a.d. 1st century). In these mirrors (fig. 74) the four spirits,

in the form of animals that symbolize the four quarters,

are represented as the dragon (east), the tiger (west), the

vermilion bird or phoenix (south), and the composite ani-

mal xuanwu (tortoise and snake; north). This symbolic

arrangement, seen on many objects of the Han period,

must have been introduced into Central Asia together

with the four-leaf pattern that is seen at the base of the

central knob handle.
1 The significance of the animals of

the four quarters was later forgotten or ignored, but the

compositional device persisted, not only in Central Asia

but also in interior China, where mirrors of the late Han
and post-Han were often decorated with animals other

than the symbolic four or with just two of the animals

repeated on either side.

On this embroidery, the animals are disposed according

to Han convention, but the animals themselves are all of

Central Asian origin, and their stance, with heads turned

back, is characteristic of the so-called animal style in Central

Asia. The reclining deer with the small, mushroom-shaped

antler to which a crescent shape is added is a cross between

the deer and the djeiran—both seen on Sogdian art, which

came into eastern Central Asia with early trade along the

Silk Roads, particularly during the sixth century. The

spotted horse is native to northern Asia and first came to

the attention of the Chinese in the early Tang. In the Xin

Tangshu (New History of the Tang), it is recorded that in

the time of Emperor Taizong (r. 626-49) contacts were for

the first time established with a country to the north of

the Turks (the Tujue, who at that time occupied the area

later overtaken by the Uyghurs; see the map on page 8) by

the name ofJiaoma—which means piebald horse—so

called because all the horses in that country had "mixed

colors."
2 The spotted horse was by this time known also in

Central Asia. Clay mortuary figures of horses from seventh-

century sites at Astana (in the Turfan area) often are painted

with spots of color (fig. 75). Indeed, spotted or mottled

hide was such a popular artistic idiom that the fantastic

guardian beasts at the same Astana sites are nearly all deco-

rated with round dots or splashes of color.
3 Thereafter, the

spotted horse seems to have remained in the artistic tradi-

tion of eastern Central Asia—if not as a physical presence

—

to resurface again on embroidery. (In interior China

*W

Figure 74. Four spirits mirror. Late Western Han-early Eastern Han
dynasty. Bronze, diameter 11.8 cm (4

5
/s in.). National Palace Museum,

Taipei
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after the Tang dynasty, the spotted horse is rarely seen in

any artistic medium—except in paintings of tribute horses

ascribed to such artists as the Northern Song painter Li

Gonglin—though it became a constant motif in the Yuan

and later dynasties.)

The four embroidered birds occupy the same relative

positions as the circles at the corners of the square frame

on the mirror. (On most mirrors of this period, the line

relief circles are replaced by hemispherical knobs, which

are much more prominent.) Again, while the placement

of the birds may follow a Han scheme, their individual

forms owe much to the art of the Tang, especially that of

the High Tang period. Their general form, with wings

outstretched and long tail feathers, is in accordance with

that of birds seen in Tang decorative arts in all media. This

feature, however, persisted in Chinese art generally until

the Yuan period. A more characteristic feature of Tang

style is seen in the treatment of the parrot, which is often
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Figure 75. Horse and rider. Central Asia, 7th

century. Painted baked clay, height 39 cm

(15% in.). Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous

Regional Museum, Urumqi
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Figure 76. Mirror with parrots and flowers. Tang dynasty (618-907).

Bronze, diameter 23.8 cm (9% in.). The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York. Rogers Fund, 1917 (17.118.96)

represented in a perched position, with or without support

(fig. 76). It is similarly depicted on the embroidery (see

bottom detail on facing page).

The only element in the design of the embroidery that

is likely to have been a recent or contemporary innovation,

and not inherited from tradition, is the floral pattern. Of

particular interest is the center motif of lotus blossoms, a

lotus leaf seen from the side, and a trefoil water plant

(top detail). The same assemblage is seen in a floral arrange-

ment in a wall painting in a Liao tomb dated 1116 (fig. jj),
4

A more complex arrangement, combining the same elements,

is illustrated in the Yingzao fashi, a manual for construc-

tion work and architectural decoration by Li Jie (d. mo),

first published in 1103 toward the end of the Northern

Song dynasty. 5 However, this motif became universally

popular only in the Yuan dynasty, while the earliest-

known examples of this particular representation of the

lotus plant are to be found in northern and western

China (see also cat. no. 13).

These considerations lead us to conclude that the

embroidery was done in eastern Xinjiang, perhaps in the

Turfan area, sometime between the late eleventh and

the early thirteenth century. Several aspects of the design

can be explained only in terms of the formation of the

eastern Central Asian style (the results of two periods

of strong Chinese influence in Central Asia), as out-

lined above; the dating can be established by the floral

pattern alone.

1. For a discussion of the four-leaf pattern and its evolution in Central

Asia, see Cammann 1951.

2. Xin Tangshu, vol. 19, chap. 217, p. 6146.

3. XinjiangMuseum 1987, pis. 125, 126.

4. Xuanhua Liao bihua mu 1975.

5. In modern editions of the Yingzao fashi, supposedly based on exact

reproductions of the Southern Song edition of 1145, the illustrations

may have been modified in their details during the copying process in

later reprints.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Ground: Warp and weft: White silk, one z and the other with-

out twist; 32 x 36 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby.

Embroidery: Polychrome silk, s and z. Colors: brown, very

dark brown, light, medium, and dark blue, light, medium, and

dark green, yellow, mustard yellow, mauve, white, coral, rose,

pink, and light coral. Stitches: Satin, long and short, and split.

Commentary: Only the design is embroidered; the background

is ground fabric. None of the contours is finished; the embroi-

dery over tears seems to be more or less intact.

Publicat

p. 73, illus.

ions: Krahl 1989, p. 70, fig. 21, p. 72; Textiles 1995-96,
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Detail, cat. no. 50
Figure jj. Tomb mural, detail. Liao

dynasty (907-1125), 1116

Detail, cat. no. 50
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51, front

ji. Rok

Outerfabric: Embroidery

Length (collar to hem): 130 cm ($i
l

Ain.); width (across sleeves):

177 cm (69
3A in.)

Liao dynasty (907—112$)

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom the ]. H. Wade

Fund (1995.20)

This full-length robe with long, ample sleeves has

been reconstructed from fragments based on sel-

vages, hems, and the embroidered decoration. The robe

is made of several layers: an outer silk gauze with a lozenge

pattern, a silk tabby, a layer of silk batting, and a silk

tabby lining; the embroidery was worked through the

two outer layers (gauze and silk tabby). The front open-

ing, which overlaps to the right as opposed to the left,

accords with Chinese custom. From the rather cryptic

records in the Liaoshi (History of the Liao Dynasty), we

may surmise that the rules for wearing Khitan-style dress,

even at court, were increasingly relaxed toward the end

of the dynasty.
1

The robe is embroidered with an overall design of gold

vines with wide stems and foliate terminals. Such vines

occur in a number of variations in Khitan art, sometimes

with terminals that resemble clouds, at other times with

terminals that are more foliate, as on this robe.
2 The

couched gold thread composed of flat strips of gilded ani-

mal substrate has almost entirely disintegrated. What

therefore remains of the embroidery are the couching

stitches and the gold leaf that has adhered to the gauze

ground.

At the center of the back is a large silk-and-gold em-

broidery of two confronted phoenixes with wings out-

stretched among clouds (see detail on page 179). Their

heads are crowned with crests and long feathers, and their

plumed tails arch majestically over their heads. The

clouds, in characteristic Liao style, are in the shape of a

ruyi fungus, with opposed scrolls and a "tail." Although

there is no frame to enclose the birds, their bodies and

the clouds form a roundel. At the top of each shoulder, a

single phoenix—also with crest, head feathers, and

plumed tail feathers arching over the head—and a single

cloud are embroidered with silk and gold thread. On the
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front of the robe is preserved part of the embroidered tail

feathers and plumes of a phoenix, the scale ofwhich sug-

gests that the complete embroidery would have corre-

sponded to the embroidery with paired phoenixes on the

back. Technically the embroidery is very similar to other

Liao examples. 3

Judging by the preserved selvages and hems, the robe

was made in much the same way as were later embroidered

Chinese dragon robes.4 The left and right sides (each com-

prising the front, back, and upper portion of the sleeve)

were cut from lengths of fabric that were complete loom

widths (see fig. 78). The outer portions of the sleeves and

front overlap were cut from additional lengths of fabric.

The two back portions were joined along their selvage edges

to form the center back seam. The overlapping front panel

was sewn to the left front along the selvage edges, forming

the center front seam. The outer portions of the sleeves

were joined along the selvage edges to the sleeve portions

of the right and left sides of the robe. The robe was then

folded in half across the shoulders and joined along the sides

and bottom edges of the sleeves. The neck opening was

Figure 78. Reconstructed robe showing the placement of the frag-

ments and their designs. Drawing by Karen A. Klingbiel
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finished with a collar, and the bottom edge of the robe

was hemmed.

Close examination reveals that the design was hand

drawn and then embroidered on the lengths of fabric before

they were cut and assembled into the robe. The overall

design of gold-embroidered vines not only varies subtly in

the direction and form of the vines from one part of the

robe to another but is completed well before the bottom

hem and some of the seams. Moreover, the pair of large

phoenixes and clouds on the back of the robe are neither

identical nor perfectly aligned, suggesting that the later

Chinese technique of sewing the back center seam before

embroidering the design on the uncut lengths of fabric

was not yet in practice.
5

Sets of garments found in the tombs of two aristocratic

women, one at Yemaotai in present-day Liaoning Province

and the other at Wanzishan in Inner Mongolia, give an

idea of the costume to which this robe once belonged.
6

Khitan women dressed in many layers. They wore full-length

outer robes over short jackets, skirts, and sometimes vests,

and long pants, short or high silk boots, and undergarments.

Hats and gloves completed the outfit. The styles of the outer

robes worn by the two women are different. The robe at

Yemaotai has wide sleeves and a front opening that overlaps

to the left, while the robe from the tomb at Wanzishan has

a round collar, narrow sleeves, and a flared, pleated skirt.

Both robes, however, were made to be worn with belts.

The single long outer robe worn by the woman buried at

Yemaotai is embroidered at the collar, shoulders, and cen-

ter front. The woman buried at Wanzishan, by contrast,

wore three long robes, each made of gauze and lined with

silk tabby with a layer of silk batting between. Only the

outermost robe, however, was embroidered, with an over-

all design of floral vines.

Where the Cleveland robe would have fit into the

sequence of layers comprising the original costume is not

known. Despite the numbers of textiles that have been

found in recent decades, only a few have been published

in archaeological reports, and no comprehensive study of

the material has yet been undertaken.

i. Wittfogel and Feng Chia-sheng 1949, pp. 227-28.

2. Inner Mongolia 1993, p. 38; Tamura and Kobayashi 1953, fig. 214:2.

3. For two published examples, see Gao Hanyu 1992, pi. 59, and

Liaoning Provincial Museum 1975, pi. in, 2.

4. V. Wilson 1986, pp. 18-20.

5. Ibid., p. 20.

6. Liaoning Provincial Museum 1975, pp. 28-30; Inner Mongolia 1985,

pp. 72-88.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Gauze : Warp: Brown silk, without apparent twist; approximately

80 warps per centimeter. Weft: Brown silk, without apparent twist;

approximately 11 per centimeter. Weave: Complex gauze.
1

Selvage:

the border, about 1 centimeter wide, is a tightly woven gauze (unit

of 4 warps); at the outer edge, the wefts turn around the outermost

single warp.

Silk tabby:
2
Warp: Brown silk, without apparent twist; 48-54

per centimeter. Weft: Brown silk, without apparent twist; 31 per

centimeter. Weave: Tabby. Selvage: for 2 millimeters the warps are

more closely spaced; the wefts turn around the outermost warp.

Silk tabby (lining):
3 Warp: Tan silk, without apparent twist.

Weft: Tan silk, without apparent twist; the wefts are denser than

the warps; 37-38 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby. Selvage: toward

the outer edge the warps are more closely spaced; at the outer

edge the wefts turn around the outermost warp.

Embroidery: i) Polychrome silk floss. 2) Gold thread (flat

strips of animal substrate; nearly all the substrate has disintegrated,

leaving traces of gold leaf lying on the gauze ground). Stitches:

Couching, satin, and split. The embroidery is worked through

two layers, gauze over silk tabby. The overall pattern ofvines is

executed in couched gold thread. The phoenixes are embroidered

with satin stitches; split stitches are used to outline the eyes; couch-

ing stitches and traces of gold leaf remain from the couched gold

threads that originally delineated the contours and details of the

birds.

Reconstruction (fig. 78: right and left are oriented from

the point of view of the wearer).4 There are three fragments from

the original robe. The largest fragment includes the upper back,

shoulders, collar, parts of the sleeves, and the upper sections of

the front. The seam joining the two sections of the right sleeve

(along the selvages) is almost entirely intact, and part of the cor-

responding seam of the left sleeve is preserved. Because the outer

edges of both sleeves are missing, the length of the sleeves is only

an estimate. The seams joining the robe at the sides and under

the sleeves are sufficiently preserved to provide the circumference

of the sleeves and the cut of the upper sides.

The second fragment, from the lower right front section of

the robe, consists of two pieces seamed along their selvage edges.

Its placement is indicated by the presence of a hem in the weft

direction, by stitching holes ofwhat was a side seam on the right,

by the seam joining the two pieces along their selvages (which

would have formed part of the center front seam of the robe),

and by the left edge which has been finished by being turned

under.

The third fragment is believed to be the lower left front sec-

tion because it preserves the bottom hem in the weft direction

and the remains of a seam about one centimeter from the cut

left edge. Part of an embroidered phoenix, comparable in size to

each of the phoenixes on the back of the robe, is preserved to

the left of the center seam. Because there is no trace of the com-

panion to this phoenix on the second fragment (the lower front

section), the robe is believed to have had an additional panel

forming an overlap to the right. The panel would have been

attached to the inner selvage edge of the left front section to

form a center front seam. The companion to the fragmentary

phoenix preserved on the left front section would have been

embroidered on the overlap.

The placement of the embroidered phoenixes on the robe

accords with the description in the archaeological report of the

outer robe worn by the woman in the tomb at Yemaotai: it was

embroidered on the top of each shoulder and on the front with a

figure riding a phoenix, along with floral motifs, birds, and

butterflies.
5
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Detail, cat. no. 51

1. A similar complex gauze was published with schematic drawings by

G, Vial: Riboud and Vial 1970, EO. 1203/F, esp. pp. 375-7^ 378~79-

2. Based on Karen A. Klingbiel, "Conservation Report: A Burial Robe

from a Liao Tomb in Northeastern China" (copyright 1996, unpub-

lished). The conservation was performed at the Abegg-Stiftung,

Riggisberg, under the guidance of Mechthild Flury-Lemberg and

Gisela Illek.

3. Ibid.

4. Ibid.

5. There was most likely a corresponding embroidery on the back, but it

is not mentioned in the archaeological report (Liaoning Provincial

Museum 1975, pp. 28-30). Given that an embroidered dragon on the

back of the collar is damaged, the embroidery of the center back may

have been destroyed in burial.

Publication: Wardwell 1995, p. 7.
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jz. Pair of Headpieces

Embroidery

A: 21.8 x 34.9 cm (8
5A x ifA in.)

B: 22.3 x^i.y cm; width with tie, $3.8 cm ffiAxnYi in.; 2iYb in.)

Liao dynasty (907-112$)

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Gift ofLisbet Holmes

(A: 1995.109,b; B: 199$. 109,a)

Divided into four sections, these two headpieces are

embroidered with butterflies, leaves, and flowers,

including lotus, prunus, and chrysanthemum, and deli-

cate vine scrolls. Pairs of waterbirds resembling geese are

seen in the upper right section ofa and in the upper right

and left sections of b, while a pair of animals is seen in

the upper left section of A. The design seems, overall, to be

related to the theme of the lotus pond. The motif ofwater-

birds looking forward and back appears to have been par-

ticularly popular in northern China and occurs in Liao

tomb painting (see cat. no. 16). Obvious counterparts

for the particular form of some of the flowers and for the

delicate curling tendrils are, however, difficult to find.

Technically, the embroidery corresponds to Liao examples

in the Liaoning Provincial Museum in Shenyang and in

the Museum of Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region,

Hohhot.
1

Similar headgear has been found in Liao excavations, and

a replica in gold was found in a tomb dating to as early as

the Northern Wei dynasty (the first half of the sixth cen-

tury).
2
Clearly, such head coverings had a very long history

in the northern regions.

1. Unpublished.

2. Uldry et al. 1994, no. 121, p. 141.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Ground: Warp: Green silk, s, single; approximately 80 per

centimeter. Weft: Green silk, without apparent twist; approxi-

mately 50 per centimeter. Weave: Satin damask.

Embroidery: Polychrome silk, z, slight twist, 2-ply s (best

seen in areas of satin stitches; the manipulation of the threads for

split stitches distorts the twists). Colors: tan, pale green. Stitches:

Split, satin, and long and short. Embroidery: Only the motifs are

embroidered. The flowers, birds, butterflies, and animals are

worked in satin and in long and short stitches, while the delicate

vine scrolls are worked in a split stitch. The stitches appear to

have been worked over a now disintegrated cord that originally

defined the contours of the motifs.

Horizontal bands: Warp and weft: Tan silk, without appar-

ent twist; approximately 50 warps x approximately 30 wefts per

centimeter. Weave: Tabby. Selvage: the warps are more closely

spaced toward the edge, where the wefts turn around the outer-

most single warp.

Vertical bands: Warp: Tan silk, z, single; approximately

50 per centimeter. Weft. Tan silk, z; approximately 28 per cen-

timeter. Weave: Vr z twill. Sewing thread: tan silk, z, 2-ply s.

Lining: Warp and weft: Tan silk, without apparent twist;

approximately 48 x 34 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby.

Construction: Each headpiece is composed of the embroi-

dered ground fabric, a layer of silk batting, and the lining. The

band dividing each headpiece horizontally originally formed ties

(all are missing except the left tie of b). Intersecting each head-

piece vertically are two bands, each with rolled edges, placed side

by side and sewn into place.

Unpublished.
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JJ. Pillow Cover

Embroidery and weaving

57.28.5: 16x16 cm (6
lA x 6lA in.)

57.28.6: 64 x 4.1 cm (26V4 x i5A in.)

Eastern CentralAsia or China, Mongolperiod, 13th century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Gift ofMrs. Willis

Wood, 1957 (57.28.5,6)

This square pillow cover consists of a patchwork ofwoven

and embroidered fragments cut into diamonds or tri-

angles. The sections numbered 1 and 2 (fig. 79) are

embroidered with floral sprays; the others are fragments

of woven fabrics. Although the pillow cover was clearly

made from leftovers, it was very carefully pieced together

and then finished with an embroidered border of pendants.

A silk strip, part ofwhich originally had a gold leaf floral

design, was found with the pillow.

The thirteenth-century date is indicated by the eastern

Iranian elements in the techniques of some of the frag-

ments—paired warps (section 3) and supplementary wefts

Figure 79. Diagram showing placement of 13 sections, cat. no. 53

bound in pairs (sections 5, 6a, and 8). Section 12 is a rare

damask brocaded in the Jin tradition.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Section i: Square embroidered with flowers. Ground:

Silk. Warp: Golden brown silk, z, single; approximately 60 per
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Detail, cat. no. 53

centimeter. Weft: Golden brown silk, z, about the same diameter

as the warp; 30 per centimeter. Weave: Damask: 1/2 z twill,

and reverse. Embroidery: Golden tan silk, without twist, 2-ply s.

Stitches: Encroaching satin, split, long and short, knot.

Section 2: Square embroidered with flowers. Ground: Silk.

Warp: Golden tan silk, s, slight twist, single; 52 per centimeter.

Weft: Golden tan silk, s, slight twist; 40 per centimeter, approxi-

mately the same diameter as the warp. Weave: 2/1 z twill.

Embroidery: Golden tan silk, without apparent twist, 2-ply s.

Stitches: Interlocking satin, split, long and short, and knot.

Section 3 : Silk, originally brocaded. Warp: Golden tan silk, z,

single; approximately 60 per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: tan

silk, z, paired; approximately 24 pairs per centimeter. The bro-

cading wefts are now entirely gone. Weave: Twill, originally bro-

caded. The foundation has an irregular twill binding, and the

brocade a regular 2 /i s twill binding. In certain areas, after every 5 to

6 wefts, the successive 3 pairs ofwefts are floated across the reverse.

Section 4: Lampas weave. Warp: Foundation: golden tan silk,

z, single. Supplementary: golden tan silk, z, single. Proportion:

3 foundation warps to 1 supplementary warp. Step: 3 foundation

warps; approximately 60 foundation and 20 supplementary warps

per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: golden tan silk, without appar-

ent twist. Supplementary: gold or silver thread (now missing except

for traces of the silk core on the reverse). Pass: 1 foundation and 1

supplementary weft; approximately 26 passes per centimeter.

Weave: Lampas. The foundation weave has a 2/1 s twill binding

and the supplementary weave a tabby binding.

Sections 5 and 8: Fragment of a lampas weave. Warp:

Foundation: golden tan silk, z, single. Supplementary: golden

tan silk, without apparent twist, thin. Proportion: 6 foundation

warps to 1 supplementary warp. Step: 2 foundation warps;

approximately 72 foundation and 13 supplementary warps per

centimeter. Weft: Foundation: golden tan silk, without apparent

twist. Supplementary: golden tan silk, z, paired (clearly the core

of gold or silver thread). Pass: 1 foundation weft and 2 supple-

mentary wefts. Step: 1 pass; 22 passes per centimeter. Weave: Lampas;

the foundation and supplementary weave are bound in tabby

(gold/silver wefts are bound in pairs).

Section 6a: Fragment of a lampas weave. Warp: Foundation:

golden tan silk, z, single. Supplementary: golden tan silk, without

apparent twist. Proportion: 4 foundation warps to 1 supplementary

warp. Step: 2 foundation warps; approximately 84 foundation

and 20 supplementary warps per centimeter. Weft: Foundation:

golden tan silk, without apparent twist. Supplementary: golden

tan silk, z (the core of gold or silver thread). Pass: 1 foundation

weft and 2 supplementary wefts. Step: 1 pass; 20 passes per cen-

timeter. Weave: Lampas; the foundation weave is bound in tabby,

the supplementary in 1 Iz s twill (the wefts are bound in pairs).

Section 6b: Fragment of a lampas weave. Warp: Foundation:

tan silk, s, single. Supplementary: tan silk without apparent twist.

Proportion: 3 foundation warps to 1 supplementary warp. Step:

unknown; approximately 60 foundation and 20 supplementary

warps per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: appears to be a compos-

ite weft, each weft consisting of 3 threads, tan silk, s. Pass: 1 foun-

dation weft and 1 supplementary weft. Step: 1 pass; approximately

20 passes per centimeter. Weave: Lampas; the binding of the foun-

dation weave is a 2/1 z twill; the binding of the supplementary

weave is tabby.

Section 6c: Fragment of a patterned twill weave (very damaged)

.

Warp or weft: Tan silk, without apparent twist; approximately

52 x 32 per centimeter. Weave: il\ twill and irregular twill.

Section 7: Fragment of a twill weave. Warp or weft: Tan silk,

z, single; approximately 52 per centimeter. Warp or weft: Tan silk,

z, 2-ply s; approximately 48 per centimeter. Weave: 1/3 s twill.

Section 8: Same as section 5.

Section 9 : Fragment of a tabby weave. Warp or weft: Tan silk,

without apparent twist; 22 per centimeter. Warp or weft: Tan silk,

with an occasional slight s twist; approximately 26 per centime-

ter. Weave: Tabby.

Section 10: Fragment of a damask. Warp: Golden tan silk,

without apparent twist; approximately 100 per centimeter. Weft:

Golden tan silk, without apparent twist; approximately 3 times

the thickness of the warp; 42 per centimeter. Weave: Satin

damask (4/1 satin, and reverse).

Section ii: Fragment of a twill weave (mounted upside down)

.
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Warp: Golden tan silk, z, paired; 80 per centimeter. Weft: Golden

tan silk, z; approximately 90 per centimeter. Weave: 4/1 z twill.

Section 12: Fragment of a damask, originally brocaded.

Warp: Golden tan silk, s, single; approximately 60 per centime-

ter. Weft: Golden tan silk, z, 2-ply s; approximately 24 per cen-

timeter; the brocading wefts are now entirely gone. Weave:

Damask, sometimes 2 / 1 z twill, other times 3 / 1 z twill; and

reverse of both twills. On the reverse, groups of 3 paired wefts

float after every 7-8 wefts, indicating that the damask was once

brocaded with gold or silver thread.

Section 13: Embroidered border. Ground: Warp: Golden tan

silk, s, single; 60 per centimeter. Weft: Golden tan silk, s, without

apparent twist; 42 per centimeter. Weave: Fancy twill: indicated as

Vr, z. Embroidery: Tan silk, z, 2-ply s. Stitches: Detached looping.

Fabric at sides: Warp: Tan silk, without apparent twist; 60

per centimeter. Weft: Tan silk, without apparent twist; 30 or 50

per centimeter. Weave: Tabby. At intervals, the wefts are loosely

beaten in (approximately 30 per centimeter), creating a striated

effect. Selvage: The wefts turn around the outermost warp;

toward the outer edge, the warps are closely spaced.

Detached strip: Painted end. Warp: Reddish brown silk,

without apparent twist (densities vary); approximately 34 per cen-

timeter. Weft: Reddish brown silk, without apparent twist; 32 per

centimeter. Weave: Tabby. Selvage: the wefts turn around the out-

ermost warp. The faint floral design of the strip, originally in gold

leaf, is indicated by the adhesive; occasional tiny flecks of gold

remain. Slight variations in the repeat of the design indicate that

it was painted and not printed. Plain end. Warp: Tan silk, without

apparent twist; approximately 40-42 per centimeter. Weft: Tan

silk, without apparent twist; considerable variation in the densi-

ties of the threads; approximately 24-40 per centimeter. Weave:

Tabby; the uneven beating in of the wefts plus variations in

their densities result in the wide range of thread counts. Selvage:

the wefts turn around the outermost warp; the warps are more

closely spaced toward the outer edge.

Unpublished.

34. Peonies and Butterfly

Needleloop embroidery>, 21.6 x 26 cm (8V2 x iol4 in.)

Yuan dynasty (1279-1368)

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase, foseph E.

Hotung Gift, 1987 (1987.277)

Against a dark green silk damask, woven with a cloud

pattern, are embroidered tree peonies and, at the top,

a butterfly. The embroidery is worked in the needleloop-

ing technique over pieces of gilded paper. Superimposed

on the motifs are a variety of diaper patterns, created by

tiny holes from skipped stitches, through which the gilded

paper shimmers. The embroidered motifs are enclosed

within a gold border formed by strips of gilded paper held

in place by open chain stitching.

A Yuan date has been assigned to this piece. The butterfly

is a popular motif in Song decorative arts, but is not

unknown in the Yuan period. The geometrized form of

the blossoms, with three-lobed petals, is seen also on one

of the embroideries on the Cleveland pendant (cat. no. 57).

The same geometric treatment is accorded the lotus blos-

soms of the early Mongol kesi with aquatic birds and recum-

bent animal (cat. no. 16).

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Ground: i) Silk. Warp: Green silk, s, single; approximately 90

per centimeter. Weft: Green silk, s; paired; 32 per centimeter. Weave:

Satin damask (5-end satin and reverse). 2) Paper.

Embroidery: i)Polychrome silk, z, 2-ply s. Colors: deep

coral, medium coral, pink, brown, reddish brown, tan, light

green, medium green, chartreuse, white, and pale, medium, and

dark blue. 2) Gilded paper (coral bole is present under the metal-

lic surface). 3) Gold thread composed of strips of gilded paper

wrapped z around a white or yellow silk core, z; coral bole

under the metallic surface. Stitches: Detached looping, s slant of

closure, buttonhole, open chain, knot, and running (connecting

the knots on the body of the butterfly).

Commentary: The needleloop embroidery is composed of

rows of detached buttonhole stitches worked over gilded paper.

The tiny holes that form the diaper patterns were created by

skipping stitches. Along the contours and details of the design,

open chain stitches are worked over strips of gilded paper. The

first row of detached loops along one side of the open chain stitches

incorporates gold thread. Rows of loops overlap where one por-

tion of the design borders another.

Publications: MMA Recent Acquisitions 1987-1988, p. 84,

illus.; Berger 1989, p. 49, fig. 4; Milhaupt 1992, p. 75, fig. 3, p. 73;

Textiles 1995-96, p. 84, illus.
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jj. Ocean, Rocks, and Peonies

Needleloop embroidery, 6$.2 x $p.p cm (24% xi^Vs in.)

Yuan-early Ming dynasty, 14th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom the J. H. Wade

Fund (ipps.io)

Against a deep blue satin ground, a tree peony with

symmetrically arranged flowers grows behind or out

from three rocks that emerge from the sea. On either side

of the tree peony, fungi grow along the shore. Buddhist

and Daoist symbols fill the spaces between the leaves and

peony flowers: a drum, a book, a mala (noose), musical

stones, a swastika, cash, coral, a pair of rhinoceros-horn

cups, and a pearl. Preserved in the lower portion is a seg-

ment of a bracketed border. The embroidery is executed

in the needlelooping technique using silver thread and

polychrome silk thread over silvered paper. The exception-

ally high quality of the embroidery is apparent in the

intricacy and variety of the diaper patterns that embellish

the embroidered motifs.

Two themes have been combined in the embroidered

design. The tree peony and rocks belong to the Chinese

genre of plants growing among rocks.
1

Associated with gar-

dens, these scenes often include ponds. In the case of the

embroidery, however, the rocks emerge directly out of

the sea, recalling the Daoist Islands of the Immortals in the

Eastern Ocean. On an embroidery dating to the Yuan

dynasty, the same combination of themes occurs (fig. 80).

That embroidery, a complete cloud collar, has been com-

bined with other embroideries to form a canopy. Repeated

within each of the four lobes of the cloud collar is the image

of ocean, rocks, and flowers. The bracketed border of the

Cleveland embroidery delineates the lobe of a similar cloud

collar, revealing the original context of the embroidery.

The embroidery with ocean, rocks, and peonies belongs

to a small group of needleloop embroideries that are dis-

tinguished by the exceptional refinement of the technique

and by the intricacy and variety of the diaper patterns (see

also cat. no. 56).
2 The style of the water, rocks, and flowers,

together with such motifs as the Buddhist and Daoist

symbols and the floral imagery within a cloud collar which

commonly occur in Chinese blue-and-white ceramics,

points to a fourteenth-century date.

1. For the earlier development of this theme, see Laing 1994.

2. See also Spink & Son 1994, no. 23, p. 27.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Ground: i) Satin. Warp: Blue silk, z, single; approximately 140

per centimeter. Weft: Dark brown silk, without apparent twist

(three times the density of the warp ends); 45 per centimeter.

Weave: 5-end satin. With the exception of a few small areas, the

Figure 80. Canopy made from the cloud collar of a robe. Yuan

dynasty (1279-1368). Embroidery. Private collection

wefts have disintegrated, leaving the warps loose. 2) Paper under

the satin ground fabric.

Embroidery: i) Polychrome silk, s, 2-ply z. Colors: red, coral,

light coral, light pink, yellow, pale yellow, mustard yellow, white,

light and dark brown, light, medium, and dark blue, blue green,

and light green. 2) Silvered paper; bole (medium coral color) under

silver. 3) Silver thread composed of strips of silvered paper

wrapped z around a yellow silk core, z; bole (medium coral

color) under silver. 4) Strips of silvered paper; bole (medium

coral color) under silver. Stitches: Detached looping, s slant of

closure, open chain, and knot.

Commentary: The motifs are embroidered in the usual needle-

looping technique, in which rows of detached loops are worked

over silvered paper, attaching to the ground only along the con-

tours of the design. The diaper patterns are created by tiny holes

left by skipped stitches. The contours and details of the design

are delineated by open chain stitches worked over strips of sil-

vered paper. In many of the contours, the first row of detached

loops formed on one side of the open chain stitches incorporates

silver thread; in the delineation of details, the first row of detached

loops on both sides of the open chain stitches incorporates silver

thread.

Unpublished.
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j6. Phoenix and Tree Peony

Needleloop embroidery, 24.4 xiy.6 cm (p
5A x 6V& in.)

China, 14th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Gift of David Tremayne (ipp2.p$)

This fragment preserves most of the image of a phoenix

in flight holding what is perhaps a pearl in its bill.

Above the phoenix is a tree peony with two leaves, and to

the right of the pearl are scrolling clouds. The ground along

the right edge of the clouds is turned under and glued.

Despite the fragmentary condition of the embroidery, it

is distinguished by an exceptional fineness of execution. Few

other needleloop embroideries incorporate the variety of

intricate diaper patterns that here ornament the compo-

nents of each motif.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Ground: i) Satin. Warp: Red silk, s; approximately no per

centimeter. Weft: Red silk, s; approximately 40 per centimeter.

Weave: 5-end satin. 2) Paper.

Embroidery: i) Polychrome silk, s, 2-ply z. Colors: yellow,

green (unevenly faded), coral, pale pink, pale blue, deep blue,

white, and cream. 2) Silvered paper with pink bole under (very

tarnished) silver.
1

3) Silver thread composed of strips of silvered

paper (pink bole beneath silver) wrapped z around an ecru silk

core, z. Stitches: Detached looping, s slant of closure, buttonhole,

open chain, and knot.

Commentary: The motifs are filled by row upon row of

detached loops worked over silvered paper that once glittered

through intricate diaper patterns of tiny holes formed by skipped
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loops. The edges and details of the design are delineated by open

chain stitches worked over strips of silvered paper. These are exe-

cuted through the silk satin ground fabric backed by paper. The

first row of detached loops on one or both sides of the open chain

stitches incorporates silver thread. Often the last row of loops in

one part of the design overlaps the first row of stitches in the

adjacent part of the design.

i. Examination in 1996 by Bruce Christman, chief conservator, The

Cleveland Museum ofArt, with an X-ray fluorescence spectrometer

revealed the metallic surface to contain iron, zinc, copper, and a trace

of silver.

Unpublished.

jy. Pendant

Needleloop embroidery and knotting, 84.J x 21.7 cm (33% xSJA in.)

China, 14th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Edward L. Whittemore Fund

(1994-20)

The pendant consists of a heading and six overlapping

five-sided tiers. The tiers are embroidered with

flowers (lotus, peony, morning glory [?], and others) in

shades of coral, pink, green, blue, yellow, and white on

different ground fabrics: blue gauze, coral satin, yellow

damask, and blue damask. Embroidered in the needle-

looping technique, the flowers are ornamented with dia-

per patterns formed by tiny holes through which the gilded

paper sparkles. Gold bands frame the floral decoration of

the tiers, while a narrow edging of plaited embroidery

finishes both the four visible edges of each tier and the edges

of the heading. The pendant is bordered with decoratively

knotted green and coral cords. Three long tassels of coral,

blue, and yellow silk are secured to the bottom tier, and a

yellow cord for hanging is attached at the top. Tied to the

yellow cord is a torn strip ofwhat is most likely cotton

with a resin seal. A small fragment of gilded paper (with

bole) is glued to the heading. The pendant is lined with

blue-green silk.

Pendants were used extensively in Buddhist settings,

where they were attached to almost anything that called

for decoration—ritual objects, canopies, valances, and pil-

lars and other architectural elements. Although pendants

were variously made, the construction in tiers of this

example is known as early as the Tang dynasty (618-907).
1

The floral designs on the pendant are Chinese in style and in

the choice of flowers, and the presence of the animal sub-

strate in the sixth tier would tend to support production

more specifically in northern China. A date within the

fourteenth century is indicated by the style of the flowers.
2
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i. The altar valance found by Sir Aurel Stein at Dunhuang is ornamented

with tiered pendants (Whitfield 1985, pi. 8). For pendants made with-

out tiers, see Spink & Son 1989, nos. 7, 40.

2. See, for example, Krahl 1986, illus. on p. 237, and no. 178, p. 281;

Misugi 1981, pi. 44; Addis 1978, pi. 35A.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Heading: Warp: Orange silk, z, single; thin. Step: 5 warps; 120

per centimeter. Weft: Foundation: orange silk, slightly z; thick

(approximately 4 times the density of the warp). Supplementary:

flat strips of silvery paper (the metallic content is unknown) with

a coral bole between the metal and the paper. Pass: 2 foundation

wefts and 1 supplementary weft. Step: 1 pass; 25 passes per cen-

timeter. Weave: Satin with supplementary weft. Foundation: 5-

end satin. Supplementary: twill (too few silver wefts remain to

determine the binding).

Needleloop embroidered tiers: Ground. Tier 1:

1) Gauze: Warp: blue silk, z; j6 per centimeter. Weave: Blue

silk, z (slight twist), about twice the thickness of the warp; 20

per centimeter. Weave: Complex gauze based on unit of 4 warps.

2) Paper. Tier 2: 1) Satin. Warp: coral silk, z, single, approximately

114 warps per centimeter. Weft: Coral, without apparent twist,

approximately twice the density of the warp; 36 per centimeter.

Weave: 5-end satin. 2) Paper. Tier 3: 1) Damask. Warp: Yellow

silk, z, single, approximately 94 per centimeter. Weft: Yellow silk,

z, paired; 44 (pairs) per centimter. Weave: Damask, 5-end satin

and reverse. 2) Paper. Tier 4: 1) Satin. Warp: Coral silk, z, single,

approximately 120 per centimeter. Weft: Coral silk, without appar-

ent twist, about twice the density of the warp; 36 per centimeter.

Weave: 5-end satin. 2) Paper. Tier 5: 1) Damask. Warp: Blue silk,

z, single; approximately 120 per centimeter. Weft: Blue silk,

slightly z, about twice the density of the warp; 60 per centimeter.

Weave: Damask, 5-end satin and reverse. 2) Paper. Tier 6: 1) Satin.

Warp: Coral silk, z, single; approximately 120 per centimeter.

Weft: Coral silk, without apparent twist, about twice the density

of the warp; 38 per centimeter. Weave: 5-end satin. 2) Paper.

Embroidery: Polychrome silk, s, 2-ply z; gilded paper, with sil-

ver-colored metal and bole under the gold layer;
1

flat strips of ani-

mal substrate, with black metallic surface and yellowish brown

adhesive (tier 6 only); gold thread composed of strips of gilded

paper, without bole, wrapped z around a white silk core, z (tiers

1 and 6 only); horsehair (tiers 2-6). Stitches: Buttonhole, detached

looping, s slant of closure, open chain, and double chain (tiers 1-5).

Commentary: The embroidery is worked over silk backed by

paper. The fillings of flowers, leaves, and buds consist of rows of

detached loops worked over pieces of gilded paper laid on top of

the ground fabric. Stitches are skipped, leaving holes through

which the gold paper sparkles. Open chain stitches over strips of

gilded paper form the narrow framing borders of all the tiers;

open chain stitches over strips of silvered animal substrate form

the tendrils in tier 6. The flowers, buds, and leaves are delineated

with buttonhole stitches in which are incorporated gold thread

(tiers 1 and 6), horsehair (tiers 2-6), or silk threads, s, 2-ply z (tier

5). In tier 3, there is one area in which nothing is incorporated in

the buttonhole stitches. Buttonhole stitches overlap the previously

worked detached loops. The four visible edges of each tier are

finished with a narrow edging of embroidered plaiting, using silk

s, 2-ply z. Colors (from tiers 1-6): coral, blue, light coral (faded

to tan), light gray green, pink, and blue.

Lining: Warp: Blue-green silk, z, single, very thin. Weft: Blue-

green silk, z, thick. Weave: 5-end satin (loose weave with occa-

sional treadling flaws resulting in warps passing over fewer than

4 wefts).

Knotted border, hanging cord, and tassels: The

border is formed by green and coral silk cords decoratively knot-

ted at intervals; each cord consists of plaited threads (silk, s, 2-ply

z). The hanging cord is composed of plaited threads, each yellow

silk, s, 2-ply z. The tassels are composed of bundles of coral, yel-

low, and blue silk (s, 2-ply z) threads.

Construction: The tiers are embroidered separately. The

edges of the ground fabric of each tier are turned under on the

reverse and sewn with running stitches using silk (s, 2-ply z)

matching the color of the ground fabric. The tiers are arranged so

that the bottom of each tier overlaps the top of the next; they are

secured with coral silk thread (s, 2-ply z). The same thread is used

to attach the heading to the top tier and to sew the lining to the

back of the pendant.

1. X-ray fluorescence analyses suggest that the silver metal is lead that has

been gilded (Bruce Christman, chief conservator, The Cleveland

Museum ofArt, June 3, 1994).

Publications: Barnett 1995, p. 142; TSA Newsletter 1995, p. 4.

jS. Thangka with Garuda

Embroidery andpainting, 114.6 x 44.5 cm (45V& x ifA in.)

Embroidery: Yuan dynasty (i2jp—1368); painting: Tibet, iyth century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom the J. H. Wade

Fund (jp8p.11)

This composite thangka is composed of embroideries,

damask, and a painting. The top and bottom panels

are embroidered with the mythical bird Garuda hovering

amid clouds over the Daoist Eastern Ocean, from which

rise the three Islands of the Immortals. Part bird and part

human, Garuda is crowned, wears a jeweled necklace and

earrings, and holds a noose in his left hand and perhaps a

mace in his right. His lower garment is secured around

his waist by a sash, which flutters to either side. Super-

imposed over the embroidered motifs in the two panels

are a variety of geometric designs finely worked in the

damask darning technique. Both panels are complete,

with finished edges.

In the middle of the thangka is a painting on silk of the

Dhyanibodhisattva, Vajrapani, in his ferocious aspect.
1

Kneeling, he is surrounded by golden flames; below are

Buddhist symbols, and above five garuda birds grasping

snakes in their talons. The painting is bordered on either
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side by bands of green damask, with a design of flowers

and butterflies. Applied to the damask are four fragments

of needleloop embroidery, two embroidered with a tree

peony and two with a rosette and part of a scroll border.

The thangka is backed by a plain, loosely woven green

silk in fragmentary condition. Also preserved is a greenish

yellow curtain that covers the central painting. The top

edge of the upper panel is secured to a wooden dowel that

was originally wrapped with silk and, at the ends, with

leather. Although the original dowel at the bottom edge

of the lowest panel has been replaced, the silk in which it

was wrapped remains.
2 Two rawhide thongs are attached

to the upper dowel for hanging.

The most important elements of the thangka are the

two panels embroidered with Garuda, who appears frontally

in a dramatic moment of arrested motion. This mythical

bird, which originated in Hinduism as the vanquisher of

nagas (serpents) and the vehicle of Vishnu, became in

Buddhism the vehicle of Vajrapani. 3 He has the same

Himalayan form—half human, half bird—as the Garuda

on the arch of the Juyong Guan, the gateway built in

1342-45 northwest of Beijing in what is known as the

Sino-Tibetan style, which developed during Mongol rule

in China (see fig. 89). The Garuda panels are among the

very few Sino-Tibetan embroideries that can be solidly

attributed to the Yuan dynasty (1279-1368). Not only

does the style correspond to that of the carving on the

arch of the Juyong Guan, but actual and pseudo-Phagspa

characters have been incorporated into the designs that

ornament the body of Garuda in the top panel (see detail

below). 4 Phagspa characters have not otherwise been

observed in the designs of Yuan textiles, but they do occur

on blue-and-white porcelain of the period. 5

The two panels are the only examples of damask darn-

ing currently known from the Yuan dynasty. Despite their

3K

Detail, cat. no. <
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uniqueness, however, they do share certain technical fea-

tures with needleloop embroidery: the threads are poly-

chrome silk, s, 2-ply z; the embroidery is worked over

silvered paper; the metallic surface of the paper contains

lead as well as silver; and the embroidery threads attach to

the ground fabric only along the contours of the design.

Superimposed on the different elements of the design,

moreover, are a variety of geometric diaper patterns. The

silvered paper here, however, unlike that in needleloop

embroidery, is concealed by the embroidery. Why paper

with a metallic surface was used remains a question.

The painting of Vajrapani in his terrible aspect in the

central section is later in date. Heather Stoddard believes

that it was painted by the Tenth Black Hat Karmapa,

Choying Dorje (1604-1674), who is known to have been

the painter of another thangka rendered in the same

archaistic style.
6 The date and circumstances under which

the painting was combined with the embroidered panels

of Garuda to form the thangka are not known. Never-

theless, in the context of Lamaism, they are an appropriate

combination. Not only is Garuda the vehicle of Vajrapani,

but Vajrapani at times assumes the form of Garuda. 7

1. Silk ground of painting. Warp: Dark blue silk, z, single; approximately

90 per centimeter. Weft: Dark blue silk (without apparent twist), 2-3

times the density of the warps; approximately 36 per centimeter.

Weave: \l\ satin.

2. The fabrics that covered the dowels were removed during conservation

and are separately preserved.

3. Liebert 1976, p. 92.

4. The authors are grateful to Robert Tevis for bringing the characters to

their attention, and to Morris Rossabi for confirming that they are

Phagspa and pseudo-Phagspa.

5. Krahl 1986, p. 237 and no. 137; Zhongguo taoci shi 1982, p. 337.

6. Correspondence to Anne E. Wardwell, May 24, 1996. Although the

painting by Choying Dorje is unpublished, an article about Choying

by Dr. Stoddard is in preparation.

7. Liebert 1976, p. 92.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Garuda panels: Ground: Warp: Orange silk, z, single; approxi-

mately 120 per centimeter. Weft: Orange silk, without apparent

twist, twice the density of the warp; approximately 50 per cen-

timeter. Weave: 5-end satin. A selvage is preserved on both the

top and bottom panels; at the inner selvage edge are three guard

stripes formed by dark blue, coral, and pale coral silk (z, single)

warps in the top panel and by navy blue, coral, and white silk (z,

single) warps in the bottom panel; the selvage border, 5 millime-

ters wide, is composed of pale blue silk warps, z, paired or tripled,

woven in a 3 / 1 z twill binding; the wefts turn around the outer-

most warp.

Embroidery: i) Polychrome silk, spun s, 2-ply z. Colors:

coral, dark blue, medium blue, light blue, blue green, light green,

medium green, pink, ecru, brown, white, cream, and yellow. 2)

Cords: polychrome silk floss wrapped s around an ecru silk core,

z. 3) Silvered paper: paper with metallic surface composed of lead,

iron, and silver.
1

Stitches: Damask darning, couching, and open

chain.

Commentary: The embroidery is composed of damask darn-

ing worked over silvered paper that is completely concealed. The

embroidery threads catch the ground fabric only along the con-

tours of the design. Contours and details are delineated by couched

silk cords. The outer edges of the panels are finished by open chain

stitches worked over narrow strips of silvered paper.

Needleloop embroideries: Rosettes. Ground: 1) Silk

damask. Warp: Yellow silk, z; approximately 80 per centimeter.

Weft: Yellow silk, z; approximately 65 per centimeter. Weave:

Damask with 5-end satin ground and 1 / 2 z twill pattern. 2) Paper

(only traces remain).

Embroidery: i) Polychrome silk, spun s, 2-ply z. Colors: coral,

pink, yellow, blue, and white silk, s. 2) Silvered paper with

coral bole under silver surface. 3) Silver thread composed of strips

of silvered paper wrapped z around a white silk core, z; coral bole

under metallic layer. Stitches: Detached looping, s slant of clo-

sure, and open chain.

Commentary: The embroidery is worked over silk damask

(reverse side up) backed with paper. The motifs are filled with

rows of detached loops worked over pieces of silvered paper that

originally sparkled through diaper patterns of tiny holes formed

by skipped stitches. Delineating the motifs is an open chain stitch

worked over strips of silvered paper. In the rosettes and the white

leaf, the row of loops attached to the chain stitch incorporates sil-

ver thread; in the yellow leaf, yellow silk (s, 2-ply z) is used in

place of the silver thread.

Sewn with running stitches to the top edges of the needleloop

embroideries with rosettes are two narrow borders, one of gray

silk (4/1 z twill with single gray silk warps, z, and gray silk wefts,

without apparent twist), and the other of green silk (2/1 s twill

with single green silk warps, z, and green silk wefts, z). The sewing

thread is cream silk, s, 2-ply z, or z, 2-ply s.

Needleloop embroideries: Tree peonies. Ground: 1) Silk

damask. Warp: Deep blue silk, z, single; approximately 120 per

centimeter. Weft: Deep blue silk, without apparent twist; approxi-

mately 50 per centimeter. Weave: Damask with 4/1 satin and

reverse. 2) Satin: Warp: Navy blue silk, z, single; aproximately 120

per centimeter. Weft: Navy blue silk, without apparent twist;

approximately 70 per centimeter. Weave: 5-end satin. 3) Paper.

Embroidery: i) Polychrome silk, s, 2-ply z. Colors: coral,

white, yellow, pink, ecru, and light green. 2) Silver thread formed

by strips of silvered paper (coral bole under silver) wrapped z

around a core of ecru silk, z. 3) Silvered paper, with coral bole

under a metallic surface. Stitches: Detached looping, s slant of clo-

sure, open chain, knot, straight, and couching.

Commentary: The needleloop embroidery is worked through

a single layer of silk ground backed with paper. The motifs are

filled with rows of detached loops worked over silvered paper.

The diaper pattern of tiny holes is formed by skipped loops. The

contours of the motifs and detailing are formed by open chain

stitches over strips of silvered paper. The inner row of loops that

attach to the chain stitches incorporates a silver thread. Sometimes

there is an outer row of loops attached to the open chain stitches

that also incorporates a silver thread. The tendrils of the peony are

embroidered with open chain stitches worked over silver thread.

The fan-shaped details are embroidered using straight stitches.

The fragmentary embroideries are bordered on three sides by a

guard stripe formed by open chain stitches over strips of silvered
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Detail, cat. no. 58

paper. The navy blue silk ground is sewn to the blue ground using

running stitches just below the top guard stripe. It is embroidered

with "fans" formed by straight stitches that alternate with triangles

composed of loose, detached loops worked over silvered paper.

The triangles terminate in crosses formed by straight stitches and

couching, and the loops attach to the open chain stitches of the

guard stripe.

Damask borders of central section: Warp: Green

silk, s, single; approximately 96 per centimeter. Weft; Green silk,

without apparent twist, twice the density of the warp; 40 per cen-

timeter. Weave: Damask with 3 / 1 z twill for the ground and 1/7 z

twill for the pattern.

Curtain: Warp: Greenish tan silk, without apparent twist;

approximately 44 warps per centimter. Weft: Greenish tan silk,

without apparent twist, twice the density of the warp; 24 per cen-

timeter. Weave: Tabby; two complete selvages are preserved (loom

width 56 centimeters);
2
the inner selvage edge is delineated by a

thick warp; the warps of the selvage border are closely spaced

(approximately 52 per centimeter); the wefts turn around the out-

ermost single warp.

Silk lining: Warp: Blue-green silk, without apparent twist,

single; approximately 20-30 per centimeter. Weft: Blue-green silk,

without apparent twist, about twice the thickness of the warp;

14-21 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby; the warps are very unevenly

spaced, and the wefts unevenly beaten in. The selvage is composed

of a border in which the warps are closely spaced; the wefts turn

around the outermost single warp.

1. Determined in 1988 by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry by Bruce

Miller, formerly chief conservator, The Cleveland Museum of Art.

2. The side edges have been folded to accommodate the narrower width

of the thangka.

Publications: Berger 1989, fig. 3, p. 48; Lee 1993, fig. 6,

p. 226.
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Detail, cat. no. 59

jg. Welcoming Spring

Embroidery, 213.3 x 63.$ cm (84 xz$ in.)

Yuan dynasty (12^-1368)

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase,

The Dillon Fund Gift, ip8i (1981.410)

This embroidery is remarkable for its size, complex

imagery, and painstaking workmanship. The entire

composition is worked in silk on a fine silk gauze. The

major motifs—the boys, sheep and goats, and rocks—are

worked in satin stitches with details and texture indicated

by couched cords and directional satin stitches, while the

background of earth, water, and sky, together with most

of the flora, is in counted stitch. In the National Palace

Museum, Taipei, there is an embroidered panel of virtu-

ally identical size, workmanship, and subject matter

(fig. 81). This piece entered the Palace collection in the

eighteenth century at the latest, as it is recorded in the

Shiqu baoji xubian^ part of the catalogue of the paintings

collection (embroideries and tapestries based on paintings

are traditionally included in the paintings collection) in

the Qing palace at the time of the Qianlong emperor (r.

1736-95). In the catalogue, the Palace embroidery is

assigned a date in the Song dynasty (960-1279). In

view of the Mongol attire of the boys and, further,

because one of the goats is caparisoned for riding (an

ancient custom of nomadic peoples for training children to

ride), a date in the Yuan period (1279-13 68) is proposed

for the Metropolitan piece.

The title of this embroidery, as well as that of the one

in the National Palace Museum, derives from the symbol-

ism of the sheep and goats

—

yang, a homonym for yang

(the spirit or breath of light and life), which returns at the

end ofwinter and the beginning of spring.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Ground: Gauze. Warp: Faded coral silk, z; 28 per centimeter.

Weft: Faded coral silk, without apparent twist; thick (3 times the

diameter of the warps); 20 per centimeter. Weave: Gauze, unit of

2 warps.
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Figure 81. Kaitai tu (Goats, symbol of spring). Yuan

dynasty (1279-1368). Hanging scroll, embroidered gauze,

217.1 x 64.1 cm (85V2 x 25I/4 in.). National Palace Museum,

Taipei

59
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Embroidery: i) Polychrome silk, without twist. Colors: dark,

medium, and light blue, orange, teal blue, cream, tan, pale green,

brown, dark brown, white, yellow, and coral. 2) White silk, z,

used for the details of the blue ram's hair. 3) Silk cords formed by

silk floss wrapped around: a) a core of silk, s, 2-ply z (used singly

or in pairs); b) horsehair; c) silk, z, 2-ply s (used singly or in

pairs). Stitches: Encroaching satin, satin, outline, couching, fancy

couching over satin stitches or over laid stitches, knot, and

counted stitch.

Commentary: The embroidery is primarily a combination of

counted stitch and satin stitch. Details in satin-stitched areas are

delineated by couched cords. To create clean edges for satin-stitched

areas, the outermost stitches were either worked over a strand of

horsehair that had been couched into place or the edges around

the satin-stitched areas were finished with a couched cord.

Publications: Levinson 1983, pp. 496-97; MMA Notable

Acquisitions 1981-1982, p. 75, illus.; Textiles 1995-96, pp. 74~75'

illus.

60. Canopy

Embroidery, 143 x 135 cm (56Y4 xtf!4 in.)

Yuan dynasty (1279-1568)

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase, Amalia

Lacroze de Fortabat Gift, Louis V. Bell and Rogers Funds, and

Lita Annenberg Hazen Charitable Trust Gift, in honor of

Ambassador Walter H. Annenberg, 1988 (1988.82)

This embroidery can be dated with certainty to the

middle Yuan period by reference to a relief carving

on a stone slab found at the site of a Daoist temple in

Beijing, the Fushouxingyuan Guan, founded in 1316

(fig. 82).
1 The combination of the two types of phoenixes

seen both on the carving and on the embroidery was a pop-

ular motif in the Yuan period (1279-1368) and was most

likely a Yuan innovation. During the Song dynasty (960-

1279) both types belonged to two distinct "species," the

fenghuang (fig. 83, upper register) and the luan (lower regis-

ter), as illustrated in the Yingzaofashi, a manual for con-

struction work and architectural decoration in use during

the Song period.
2

On the embroidery the vases in the four corners, from

which issue floral scrolls, are an adaptation of a Sino-Tibetan

motif (see cat. no. 26), but are here further sinicized. Not

only is the form of the floral scrolls distinctly Chinese but

the vases have been given Chinese bases with feet in the

form oiruyi (fungus) heads (see detail on page 198).

The extravagant use of gold threads is, of course, typical

of the Yuan period. Considering the refinement and deli-

cacy of the polychrome silk embroidery, the unusually thick

paper substrate for the gold threads is probably a deliber-

ate measure to raise the gold patterning and to achieve

the effect of relief (fig. 84). The use of silk cord under the

satin stitches for the delineation of details is likely to be

another means toward this end. Indeed, reliefwork is one

Figure 82. Relief carving. Yuan dynasty (1279-1368). Stone, 121 x 105 cm

(47/6 x 41% in.)

Figure 83. Illustrations from Yingzao fashi, chap. 33, leaf 10

(1989 reprint of the Song edition)
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Detail, cat. no. 60



of the hallmarks ofYuan decorative arts. The type of com-

plex gauze used for the ground, which is based on a unit of

four warps, is often found in textiles of the Liao to the

Yuan dynasty, though it became less common in later

periods.

i. Institute ofArchaeology 1972, p. 25. See also "Short Introduction'

1972, no. 1, p. 85, and illustration on back cover.

2. Yingzaofashi, chap. 33, leaf 10.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Embroidery: Ground: Gauze. Warp: Purple silk, without apparent

twist; single; approximately 52 per centimeter. Weft: Purple silk,

without apparent twist (2-3 times the density of the warp); 17 per

centimeter. Weave: Complex gauze based on a unit of 4 warps. 1)

Polychrome silk floss, without apparent twist. Colors: pale and

medium green, light and medium chartreuse, pale and medium

pink, light coral, mustard yellow, lemon yellow, blue, teal blue,

deep blue green, and white. 2) Gold thread (fig. 84) composed of

thick strips of paper gilded on one side; an orange-red bole is visi-

ble under the layer of gold. 3) Silk cord: used under the satin

stitches to delineate motifs (and therefore invisible). Stitches: Long

and short, satin, couching, split (in single and double rows), and

knot. The flowers, leaves, and clouds are filled with long and short

and satin stitches; split stitches are used to delineate motifs and to

Figure 84. Micrographic details, cat. no. 60

define the stems of flowers and leaves; couching is used for the gold

thread; knots occur on some of the flowers; details are sometimes

delineated by working satin stitches over a silk cord or thread.

Lining: Warp: Blue-green silk, z, 2-ply s; 62 per centimeter.

Weft: Blue-green silk, slight s twist; the same thickness as the

warp; 30 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby.

Construction: The gauze ground consists of three panels

(approximately 48, 50, and 47 centimeters wide) embroidered

separately and joined with purple thread. The canopy is lined

with blue-green silk.

Publications: MMA Recent Acquisitions 1987-1988, p. 85,

illus.; Simcox, "Tracing the Dragon," 1994, p. 40, fig. 4, p. 37.

61. Celestial Musician

Embroidery, 66.$ x 4$ cm (26'V& x iy 3A in.)

CentralAsia, 14th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. John L. Severance Fund

(1987.145)

On this fragmentary embroidery is preserved a Buddhist

goddess standing on a lotus support and playing a

bowed lute. Dark blue in color, she is surrounded by a rain-

bow mandorla articulated by alternately wavy and curving

rays. Wearing a skirt and a long scarf that drapes about her

shoulders, loops at the left hip, drapes across her skirt, and

flutters to the right, she is crowned with an elaborate head-

dress and adorned with festive jewelry.

Another goddess, holding a bowl of curds, survives from

the embroidery to which the Cleveland fragment originally

belonged (fig. 85). That figure, similarly clad, is yellow in

color. The objects held by the embroidered figures suggest

that they are Mahasahasrapramardani (hearing) and

Mahamantrausarini (taste), two of the Buddhist protective

goddesses known as Pancharakshas and associated with

the five senses.
1

A number of stylistic details in the two embroideries

—

the extension of the eye beyond the outline of the face,

the hairstyle and the form of the crown, the nervously

ruffled hem, the fluttering, scrolling scarves, the rainbow

halo, and the halo articulated with rays—indicate an

attribution to Central Asia, where such conventions were

established as early as the Tang dynasty (618-907).
2
This

attribution is further supported by the upper ground fab-

ric, which is cotton, a fiber long used for the ground fab-

rics of embroideries produced in Central Asia. 3

The two embroidered figures closely resemble, in anatom-

ical drawing, costume, hairstyle, crown, and jewelry, a

goddess depicted in a painting in the Metropolitan Museum,

Shadakshari Lokeshvara with Deities andMonks (fig. 86).

The painting can be assigned to the fourteenth or, at the

very latest, the early fifteenth century on the basis of sty-

listic elements and, particularly, by the representation of

two lamas identified by inscriptions and known to have

lived in the fourteenth century.4 The painting is believed

to have been executed in Tibet. Given its similarities to

the embroideries, a Tibetan attribution for the latter can-

not be entirely ruled out. Nevertheless, it seems much
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Figure 85. Offering figure. Central Asia, 14th century.

Embroidery, 66 x 45 cm (26 x 17% in.). Chris Hall Collection

Trust, Jobrenco Limited Trustee

Figure 86. Shadaksbari Lokeshvara with Deities and Monks, detail.

Tibet, late I4th-early 15th century. Gold, ink, and colors on cloth,

102.5 x 79-4 cm (40% x 31 !4 in.). The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York. Gift ofMargery and Harry Kahn, 1985 (1985.390.3)

more likely that the painting and the embroideries were

based on similar Central Asian prototypes, and that the

embroideries were, indeed, executed in Central Asia.

1. Foucher 1905, p. 99; Hong Kong 1995, p. 134; Dayton 1990, p. 264.

2. See, for example, New York 1982, no. 117; Siren 1956, fig. 1; Whitfield

1982-83, vol. 1, pis. 8-6, 9-10, 11-13, 15, and fig. 71; vol. 2, pi. 39.

3. For example, the embroideries in the Museum fur indische Kunst, Berlin,

that were excavated in the Turfan region: 111 6i69a-d, in 7042, and in

6184.

4. Kossak 1994, p. 112.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Ground: Fabric 1: Cotton. Warp and weft: Ecru cotton, z;

30 x 26 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby. Fabric 2: Silk and cotton

cloth that appears to have been composed of stripes of cotton

warps(?) and silk wefts(?), the cotton warps and silk wefts bound

in tabby, and the silk warps and wefts forming an extended tabby.

WarpQ): Cotton, z, 30 per centimeter; ecru silk, s, 70 or 120 per

centimeter. WefiQ): Ecru silk, s; 32 per centimeter. Weave: Cotton

warps(?) alternating with silk warps(?) to form a striped fabric.

The cotton warps(?) and silk wefts(?) are bound in tabby; the silk

warps (?) and silk wefts (?) are bound either in tabby (70 warps per

centimeter) or in a warp(?)-faced (120 warps per centimeter)

extended tabby, each warp(?) passing over and under two wefts(?).

Fabric 3: Cotton. Warps and wefts: Cotton, z, very unevenly

twisted; 21 x 19 per centimeter. Weave: Tabby.

Embroidery: i) Polychrome silk, z. Colors: ecru, pale green,

white, pale blue, mustard yellow; polychrome silk, s; deep blue,

dark blue, coral, yellow, dark brown, very pale pink, pale yellow,

pinkish tan (faded from red), and green. 2) Metal thread com-

posed of paper substrate coated with a coral bole and wrapped z

around a heavy coral or ecru silk core, plied z (no gold or silver

remains). Stitches: Outline, couching, satin, and long and short.

Construction: The embroidery was worked over two layers

.

The top layer is cotton fabric 1. The bottom layer is composed of

fabrics 2 and 3, which have been pieced together. Much of fabric 2

has been stained red. The gold (or silver?) threads are couched in

pairs or singly, and edged with outline stitches. Outline stitches

are used for all contours and long and short stitches or satin

stitches for the filling.

Publications: CMA Handbook 1991, p. 6y> Wardwell 1992-93,

p. 250.
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6z. Thangka with Yamantaka

Embroidery and weaving

146 x y6 cm ($jV2 x2p 7A in.)

Ming dynasty (1368-1644), early iph century

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York. Purchase,

LilaAcheson Wallace Gift, 1993 (1993,15)

This hanging vertical scroll is made up of a large embroi-

dered thangka in silk and gilt thread on a dark blue

satin ground. It is framed on the sides by various woven

fabrics, and at the bottom is a trapezoidal panel embroi-

dered in the same technique as the thangka. These com-

ponent pieces are stitched together, and most of the original

stitching has survived intact.

The central image of the thangka is Yamantaka, also

known as Vajrabhairava in this representation (see page 100).

He stands on a double-lotus base on top of an elaborate

pedestal. In front of the pedestal Mahakala, at left, holds

in his raised hands a broad-blade sword ofwisdom and a

trident-shaped khatvanga staff and in his front hands (like

Yamantaka) a vajra chopper and a kapala (skull bowl);

Kubera, in armor, holds a tasseled staff in one hand and a

mongoose in the other; and Yama (or Dharmaraja), at right,

holds a skull-headed club and a lasso. Above Yamantaka

is a garuda flanked by nagarajas in the form of youths

with serpent bodies. On either side ofYamantaka are two

columns partially obscured by lotus plants that emerge from

vases in front of the columns. The tops of the columns

support two makaras spewing flowers and jewels, whose

foliate tails rise up to meet the nagarajas. At the top left is

the bodhisattva Manjushri, the benign form ofYamantaka,

and at the top right is a lama wearing a five-leaved black

crown surmounted by a large red jewel. Next to these

figures are two celestial beings borne on clouds and hold-

ing initiation vessels. In the trapezoidal panel below are

eight dancing dakinis on open lotuses connected to scrolling

stems issuing from a vase in the center. The four on the

right bear sacrificial gifts: (from right) a shell, a lamp, a

mountain, and a flower. The second figure from the left

plays zpipa (lute); to the right a dancer holds a string of

flowers; and the light blue figure farther to the right holds

a vajra and a bell. Tibetan inscriptions appear above the

scroll and on the reverse. A preliminary reading has revealed

neither dates nor names.

This work is one of the supreme achievements of the

embroiderer's art in China. It is unsurpassed in the fineness

of the silk floss used, the high density of the stitches, the

brilliant and subtle coloration, and the ingenious use of a

variety of embroidery techniques to achieve chiaroscuro

and textural effects. It is what may be called needle paint-

ing. The complex composition is worked mostly in long

and short and satin stitches using brightly tinted untwisted

silk floss that has a soft glossy sheen. Shading and model-

ing are achieved by varying the direction of the stitches so

that, when viewed from different angles, some sections

of the surface are highlighted while other sections appear

duller. Shading is also achieved by the use of the long and

short stitch, while the interlocking satin stitch is used for

both shading and color gradation. The split stitch is used

to indicate details on the faces ofYamantaka. Raised out-

lines of individual pattern elements are worked over silk

cords or horsehair, or are indicated by couched gilt thread

or by outline stitches. Gilt threads are couched for the

golden crowns ofYamantaka. Where elements of the same

color overlap, as in the legs ofYamantaka, the boundary is

raised by means of an underlying horsehair. Horsehair is

used also for the rippled surface of large stretches of the

background. The satin stitch is raised in certain areas, such

as the eyes and jewels, by working it over an underpadding

of paper or cloth. Fine jewelry is indicated by the use of

knots and fancy couching of gold thread. Brocading pat-

terns are simulated by fancy couching over laid floss, as in

the trousers of the nagarajas and the dancing goddesses in
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Figure 87. Thangka with Yamantaka. Ming dynasty (1368-1644),

Yongle reign (1403-24). Embroidery, 79 x 63 cm (31% x 24% in.).

Potala Palace, Lhasa

Figure 88. Portrait of Sakya Ye-shes. Ming dynasty (1368-1644),

Xuande period (1426-35). Silk tapestry (kesi). Sera Monastery, Lhasa

the lower panel. Flat gold strips are used to represent orna-

ments such as bracelets. In short, the finely drawn and

elaborate design is brilliantly realized by the embroiderer.

Although a number of embroidered thangkas of the same

subject are known, including another of Ming date pre-

served in the Potala Palace in Lhasa (fig. 87), none of them

approaches the Metropolitan piece in sheer artistic and

technical quality.

The dating of this embroidery is based on reference to

thangkas in similar style and technique, including one

that carries a donation mark of the Yongle reign (1403-24).
:

There are other reasons for assigning a date in the Yongle

reign, which involve the identification of the lama at the

top right corner. The representation of this lama finds

close parallels in a kesi portrait of Sakya Ye-shes (1352-143 5),

a disciple ofTsong-kha-pa (13 57-1419), the founder of the

Gelugs-pa order of Tibetan Buddhism (fig. 88). In 1413,

Sakya Ye-shes visited the Yongle emperor and stayed at

the Chinese capital (presumably Nanjing) until 1416.
2
In

1418, he founded the Sera Monastery, situated at the foot

of a mountain north of Lhasa. 3
It was in the Sera Monastery

that the kesi portrait of Sakya Ye-shes was kept until

recently.
4 Even in a poor reproduction, it can readily be

seen that the kesi portrait shares many of the essential fea-

tures of the portrait on the embroidery, including the

hand gestures, the hat, and the robe. Also woven on the

kesi is Sakya Ye-shes's seal and full title, conferred on

him by the Xuande emperor in 1434 on his last visit to

the Ming capital—then in Beijing. Both the portrait on

the kesi and that on the embroidery must have been based

on an official portrait of Sakya Ye-shes—in which he was

depicted wearing the hat, or crown, and the robe, which

the Yongle emperor conferred on him when he left for Tibet

in 1416.
5
It is not surprising to find the portrait of Sakya

Ye-shes on a Yamantaka thangka, as his teacher, Tsong-

kha-pa, was supposed to have been an incarnation of

Manjushri, and Manjushri/Yamantaka is central to the

art and teaching of the Gelugs-pa order.

It may be mentioned as a matter of incidental interest

that the iconography ofYamantaka s setting is very much
in the Sino-Tibetan style—exemplified by the ornamen-

tation on the Juyong Guan, northwest of Beijing, which

was built at that time—which was fully developed by the

middle of the fourteenth century (fig. 89)/ This style owes

much to the art of the Sakya order, which played an impor-

tant role in the art, politics, and religion of the Yuan dynasty.

It is characterized by elaborate shrines with ornate columns

from which emerge foliate arches with swirling scrolls and

volutes bearing mythical creatures, and is certainly appli-

cable both to the Juyong Guan and to the embroidered

thangka in the Metropolitan Museum.

1. Pal 1994, pp. 62-63.
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Figure 89. Juyong Guan, stone gate northwest of Beijing. Yuan dynasty (1279-1368), ca. 1350

Detail, cat. no. 62

2. Mingshi, Biography of Daci Fawang, vol. 28, chap. 331, p. 8577.

See also Karmay 1975, pp. 80-82.

3. Wang Furen 1982, p. 198.

4. Wang Yi i960, illus. The portrait is reported to have been removed to

the Bureau for the Preservation of Relics of the Tibet Autonomous

Region (Ou Chaogui 1985).

5. Mingshi, vol. 28, chap. 331, p. 8577.

6. The Juyong Guan, a gateway situated northwest of Beijing, occupied

an important strategic position along the Great Wall in the defense of

the Beijing area in early historic times. In the Yuan period, when the

areas north and south of the gate were in the same empire, the gate

was a ceremonial arch on the imperial highway between Shangdu, the

Upper Capital, and Daidu, the Great Capital. For a detailed study of

the Juyong Guan, see Murata 1957.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Embroidery (center): Ground: Dark blue silk. Warp: Dark

blue silk, z, single; approximately 100 per centimeter. Weft:

Composite weft composed of 4 wefts, each dark blue silk, z (not

plied together); 32 per centimeter. Weave: 5-end satin. 1) Poly-

chrome silk, lightly twisted s. Colors: red, deep rose, pink, light

and dark blue, teal blue, light, medium, and dark green, mustard

yellow, yellow, black (very dark brown?), brown, and gray. 2)

Wrapped gold thread composed of strips of gilded paper wrapped

z around a white silk core, spun z. No coral bole apparent. 3) Flat

gold thread composed of strips of gilded paper; a pink bole is

used under the metal surface. 4) Cords: a) white, cream, or green

silk yarn, s, 2-ply z. b) horsehair wrapped with silk. 5) White

thread, silk, s, 2-ply z (couched for delineation of details of

Yamantaka). Stitches: Long and short, encroaching satin, satin,

outline, couching, split, knot, fancy couching over satin stitch,

split and knot stitches over satin stitch, and split and outline

stitches over encroaching satin stitch.

Comm EN TAry : The embroidery is oriented in the warp direction
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of the ground fabric. Only the motifs of the design are embroi-

dered; otherwise, the deep blue ground shows. Contours of

motifs and details are delineated by horsehair over which are

worked interlocked satin stitches, gold thtead, outline stitches

using silk, couched silk thread, or knots.

Embroidery (bottom): Ground: Satin. Warp: Tan (faded from

red) silk, z, single; approximately 90-100 per centimeter. Weft.

Composite weft composed of 4 wefts of tan silk (faded from red),

z (the yarns are not plied); 36 per centimeter. Weave: 5-end satin.

1) Polychrome silk, slight s twist. Colors: pale, medium, and dark

blue, teal blue, pale, medium, and dark green, bright coral red,

pink, yellow, white, and brown. 2) Wrapped gold thread composed

of strips of gilded paper wrapped z around a white silk core, z.

No bole apparent. 3) Flat gold thread composed of flat strips of

gilded paper; pink bole visible under layer of gold. 4) Silk cord:

silk, spun s, 2-ply z. Stitches: Long and short, encroaching satin,

outline, couching, fancy couching over satin stitch or laid floss,

split, split stitch over laid floss, and knot.

Commentary: The design is embroidered at right angles to

the warp of the ground fabric. The figures and motifs are out-

lined with gold thread or silk, or finished by a strand of horsehair

under the outer edges of encroaching satin stitches. Details are

indicated by couched gold thread, fancy couching, and knot.

Mounting fabric (above and below thangka) : Against a light

blue ground is a gold pattern of parallel undulating vines with

peonies and leaves. In the interstices between the vines are auspi-

cious symbols. There are six vines across the loom width. Warp:

The single foundation warps are light blue silk, z. The supple-

mentary warps are light blue silk, z. There are 4 foundation

warps to every supplementary warp. The step is 4 foundation

warps, and the count is approximately 100 foundation and 20

supplementary warps per centimeter. Weft: The foundation

wefts are composite, each consisting of 4 blue silk z wefts. The

supplementary wefts are gold thread composed of flat strips of

gilded paper with coral bole under the gold leaf. The pass consists

of one composite foundation and one supplementary weft. The

step is one pass, and there are 16 passes per centimeter. Weave:

Lampas. The foundation weave is 1 / 2 z twill; the supplementary

warps lie by the side of the foundation warps. The supplementary

weave is tabby. Two selvages, each one centimeter wide, are pre-

served with a loom width of 61 centimeters: the inner 4 millime-

ters consist of paired warps (blue silk, z); the outer 6 millimeters

consist of paired warps, each plied s; the binding is 1 !z z twill; the

foundation wefts turn around the outermost warp; on the reverse,

the gold supplementary wefts are cut 6 millimeters from the out-

ermost edge.

Mounting fabric (on either side of thangka) : Against a deep

blue ground are gold clouds and auspicious symbols. Warp: The

single foundation warps are dark blue silk, Z; the supplemen-

tary warps are dark blue silk, z. There are 5 foundation warps to

each supplementary warp, the step is 5 foundation warps, and the

count is approximately 105 foundation warps and 22 supple-

mentary warps per centimeter. Weft: The foundation wefts are

dark blue silk without apparent twist; the supplementary wefts

are gold thread composed of flat strips of gilded paper with coral

bole under the gold leaf. Pass: 1 foundation weft to 1 supple-

mentary weft. Step: 1 pass; 22 passes per centimeter. Weave:

Lampas. The foundation weave is a 2/1 z twill, the supplementary

weave is 1/2 s twill.

Red silk borders: The warps are coral red silk, z, single.

The wefts are coral red silk without apparent twist. There are

approximately 88 warps and 44 wefts per centimeter. The weave

is a 5-end satin.

Lining (tie-dyed): The warps and wefts are silk without appar-

ent twist; approximately 23 warps and 21 wefts per centimeter. The

weave is tabby. The selvage is also a tabby weave, but with more

warps per centimeter; the wefts turn around the outermost warp.

Lining (plain): The single warps and wefts are yellow silk with-

out apparent twist. There are 24 warps and 18 wefts per centime-

ter. The weave is tabby. There is a simple selvage: the wefts turn

around the outermost warp.

Publicat ion: MMA Recent Acquisitions 1992-1993, pp. 86-87.

63. Thangka with the Seventh Bodhisattva

Embroidery

43.8 x ip.y cm (1JY4 x y
3A in.)

Early Ming dynasty, 1368-1424

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Purchasefrom thef. H. Wade

Fund (1991.2)

In
this embroidered thangka, divided by bands of classic

scroll design into three registers, the principal figure, a

bodhisattva wearing the five-petaled crown and jeweled

ornaments and garments of his rank and with hands held

in a mudra, is shown seated on a lotus throne. His red

color and the jar supported by a lotus next to his right

arm suggest that he is Amitaprabha, Infinite Light.
1 On

either side is a jar of immortality (or abundance) that bears

a column surmounted by a makara spewing flowers and

jewels. The floral tails of these fanciful water creatures

support an arch of wish-fulfilling creepers {kalpa lata or

kalpa vriksha) over the bodhisattva. This setting derives

from the Nepali-Tibetan tradition of thangka painting,

and often occurs in a much more complex form, as, for

example, in the thangka with Yamantaka (cat. no. 62).
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Figure 90. Drawing of Buddhist temple interior, showing placement

of painted consecration thangkas

In the top register is a sacred parasol, flanked by clouds

and offering protection from the heat of evil desires. The

lower, and largest, register shows a vase that contains three

vertically arranged lotuses, symbols ofAmitaprabha's divine

origin and purity. From the lower lotus spring four delicate

scrolling vines terminating in lotus flowers that support

Buddhist symbols: Mount Meru (center of the Buddhist

universe), a conch (symbolizing the blessedness of turning

to the right), a ritual bowl of curds, and a stupa. The

workmanship and high quality of the embroidery are com-

parable to that of the thangka with Yamantaka and the

kashaya with the Thousand Buddhas (cat. nos. 62 and 64).

A resist-dyed silk curtain, intended to protect the thangka,

is attached to the top edge.

Penned on the reverse is a Tibetan inscription that trans-

lates as "the Seventh Bodhisattva." Like most thangkas, this

one was made as part of a set. Another thangka from that

set, now in the Indianapolis Museum of Art, is inscribed

on the reverse, "the Tenth Bodhisattva." That figure's

white color, mudra, and sword identify him as Manjushri.
2

In other respects the two thangkas are identical. Because

Tantric Buddhist texts classify bodhisattvas into groups of

six, eight, and sixteen, the original set must have included

fourteen additional thangkas with bodhisattvas.

In addition to the Cleveland and Indianapolis thangkas,

at least ten other small thangkas, apparently from five

different sets, are known. 3 All are embroidered with poly-

chrome silk floss and gold thread on a deep blue silk ground

and have the same tripartite divisions delineated by classic

scroll borders. Moreover, all have a sacred umbrella in the

upper register, a figure within an arch in the middle regis-

ter, and lotuses in the bottom register. They vary, however,

in the figures depicted in the middle registers (buddhas,

gods, and lokapalas) and in the composition of the arches

over the figures, in the details of the upper registers, in

the choice of the symbols or Sanskrit letters supported by

the lotuses in the lower register, and in the use of a vase or a

mountain to contain the lotus vines. In addition, there are

differences in technical and artistic quality within the group.

The thangkas are similar in both size and subject mat-

ter to seven painted thangkas that have survived from a

late-fourteenth- to early-fifteenth-century set of at least

twenty-four consecration thangkas,
4 This suggests that the

embroidered thangkas may also have served as consecra-

tion materials for a Tibetan Buddhist temple, in which case

they would probably have hung along the interior beams

and side walls of a temple (fig. 90). Their nearly perfect

state of preservation indicates that, with one exception, they

were hung only briefly and otherwise kept in storage, where

they were protected from light, smoke, and abrasion.

1. Mallmann 1975, pp. 96-97.

2. Simcox, "Tracing the Dragon," 1994, fig. 11.

3. Cleveland 1994, p. 344; Reynolds, "Silk," 1995, figs. 2-8. (The thangka

illustrated in figure 7 does not belong to the same set as those in

figures 2-6 and 8.)

4. Dayton 1990, pp. 346-48, no. 119.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Embroidery: Ground: Satin. Warp: Navy blue silk, s, single;

approximately 80 per centimeter. Weft: Dark navy blue silk, with-

out apparent twist; approximately 28 per centimeter. Weave: 5-end

satin. 1) Polychrome silk, without apparent twist. Colors: coral,

pink, pale pink, deep, medium, and light green, white, deep blue,

light blue, mustard yellow, tan, pinkish tan, deep teal blue, char-

treuse, gray green, and dark forest green. 2) Cable: red silk, z, 2-

ply s, and s, 2-ply z. 3) Cord: silk floss wrapped around a single

strand of horsehair.
1

4) Couching thread: red silk, s, 2-ply z. 5)

Gold thread composed of strips of gilded paper
2
wrapped z

around a yellow or an ecru silk core, z, with translucent yellowish

tan adhesive. Stitches: Long and short, encroaching satin, outline,

split, knot, couching, fancy couching over satin stitch, and run-

ning. Only the motifs are embroidered through the dark blue

satin ground.

Lining: Tabby weave. Warp{T)\ Red silk, s (slight twist); 30 per

centimeter. WeftQ): Red silk composed of multiple untwisted

strands, unevenly twisted s (slight twist); 17-19 per centimeter.

Curtain: Tabby weave. WarpQ): Silk without apparent twist;

the densities of the yarns vary greatly; 24 per centimeter. WeftQ):

Silk, slight s twist, thicker than most warps; 15 per centimeter.

Colors: yellow, pale orange, dark blue green, and green. The

floral pattern of the silk is resist-dyed, probably using a clamp

resist. The fabric was folded before dyeing.

1. Identified by Bruce Christman, chief conservator, The Cleveland

Museum ofArt, January 10, 1991.

2. Ibid.

Publications: Wardwell 1992-93, fig. 9, p. 251; Cleveland 1994,

no. 43, pp. 342:—45; Reynolds, "Silk," 1995, no. 11, p. 93.
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64. Kashaya

Embroidery, 118. 8 x 302 cm (46
3A x ii8 7A in.)

Ming dynasty (1368-1644), early i$th century

The ClevelandMuseum ofArt. Leonard C. Hanna, Jr. Fund

(1987-57)

A kashaya, or Buddhist priest's robe, made with twenty-

five columns was reserved for special ceremonial

occasions and worn by the highest official of a monastery.

The iconographic program of this sumptuously embroidered

robe is based on the doctrines of Mahayana Buddhism.

The twenty-five vertical columns ornamented with swastikas

and lotuses are separated and subdivided by small buddhas

seated on lotuses amid clouds. The theme of the Thousand

Buddhas expresses the idea that the cosmic consciousness

of the Buddha can be attained by every individual and,

hence, is limitless. In the corners of the kashaya are the

Four Heavenly Kings, believed to reside on the slopes of

Mount Mem, the center of the universe. Bestowers of

wealth, success, and victory, they are also the guardians

of the four quarters (clockwise, beginning in the upper

right): Vaishravana (north), Dhrtarashtra (east), Virudhaka

(south), and Virupaksha (west). Centered at the top of

the kashaya are the Three Jewels, symbols of the teacher,

the teaching, and the community of Buddhism, which

provide refuge from the endless suffering of repeated births

and deaths. Similarly situated at the bottom is the Wheel

of the Law, whose three revolutions signify the teachings

given to the early disciples and the two principal philosoph-

ical schools ofMahayana Buddhism. Finally, repeated along

the outer borders of the kashaya are the Five Transcendent

Buddhas, who symbolize the purity of the five elements,

the five directions, the five colors, the five addictions, and

the five wisdoms.

The twenty-five vertical columns are embroidered direcdy

onto the gauze ground. The remainder of the embroidery

is worked separately and applied. Being pieced together is

an important feature of kashaya that signifies the vow of

poverty taken in the sixth century B.C. by Shakyamuni,

the founder of Buddhism, and thereafter by Buddhist

priests. The ties and buttons required to secure the robe

when worn draped about the body have been preserved.

The buddhas and the king in the upper left corner, oriented

upside down when the garment is viewed flat, would

appear right-side up when the garment is worn.

This kashaya is one of several that were preserved until

recently in Tibet and that range in date from the Ming

(1368-1644) through the Qing (1644-1911) dynasty
1 The

appearance of the theme of the Thousand Buddhas as a

decorative program on a garment long predates these, how-

ever. It first occurs in the fifth-century carving ofVairochana

at Yungang, a Buddhist site in northern Shanxi Province.
2

The only surviving embroidery with the theme that spans

the long centuries between the date of this carving and

that of the robes preserved inTibet is a Tang fragment

found by Sir Aurel Stein at Dunhuang, which may have

been a hanging rather than a garment. 3 An early-fifteenth-

century date for the Cleveland robe is indicated by the

costumes of the Four Heavenly Kings and by similarities in

style and technique with those of the thangkas with

Yamantaka and with the Seventh Bodhisattva (cat. nos. 62

and 63). The technical expertise and artistic refinement of

the kashaya leave little doubt that it was made in an impe-

rial embroidery workshop in China. That some of the

gold embroidery thread was made with an animal sub-

strate and some with a paper substrate suggests that the
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workshop was in the north, in Beijing, where gold thread

made with an animal substrate had long been in use (see

page 108 and note 18 on page no).

In all likelihood, the kashaya was either commissioned

by a major Tibetan monastery or sent by the Chinese court

to an important Tibetan lama as an imperial gift. The con-

dition of the Cleveland robe suggests that it was used only

rarely, if ever, and was otherwise stored, folded, over a long

period of time. Not only does it show no signs of wear,

but at some point in time, the reverse (and hence the ties

and buttons) was covered by a lining.

Kashaya were not always used as garments. One em-

broidered kashaya, for example, is known to have been

given in the eleventh century by two Chinese monks to

Mahabodhi Temple in Bodh Gaya, to be spread over the

throne of the Buddha.4

i. Reynolds 1990, and Reynolds, "'Thousand Buddhas,"' 1995;

Wentworth 1987.

2. Huntington 1986, figs. 2, 4.

3. Stein 1921, vol. 4, pi. cv; for color illustrations, see Reynolds 1990,

fig. 11, and Paris 1995, no. 154.

4. Liu Xinru 1995, p. 34.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Ground: Counted stitch (twenty-five columns): Plain gauze,

with a unit of two warps. Warp: Light coral silk, without twist (the

apparent s and z twists were caused by the manipulation of the

warps on the loom), thin; 32 per centimeter. Weft: Deep coral silk,

without apparent twist, thick; 19 per centimeter. Applied embroi-

dery: Tabby silk: warps and wefts are yellow silk, without appar-

ent twist (no count possible).

Embroidery: i) Silk floss. Colors: shades of blue, green, yel-

low, red, tan, orange, black, gray, and white; occasionally white

and black floss are twisted together. 2) Cords: silk floss wrapped

around a z-twisted white silk thread. 3) Cables: two silk threads,

each s and plied z, or z and plied s. 4) White thread, z.

5) Wrapped gold thread composed of strips of animal substrate

coated with translucent brown adhesive and gilded;
1

wrapped z

around a yellow silk core. 6) Flat gold thread composed of strips

of paper ofvarying widths, coated with bole and gilded.. Stitches:

Counted stitch (the twenty-five columns), encroaching satin,

knot, couching, fancy couching, split, and chain (the applied

embroidery).

Construction: The kashaya is composed of a single layer of

red gauze, parts of which are embroidered with swastikas and

lotuses to form the twenty-five columns. The Thousand Buddhas,

clouds, Four Heavenly Kings, Wheel of the Law, Three Jewels,

and Transcendent Buddhas were embroidered separately and then

sewn to bands of red gauze that were, in turn, sewn to the gauze

ground. Buttons and ties were attached to the back side to secure

the robe when worn. At some point, a lining was added.

The applied motifs were embroidered on a yellow silk tabby

ground. To create defined edges, white silk thread was laid along

contours and embroidered over with satin stitches; cords were

couched to the surface of the embroidery to delineate details of

the figures and other motifs. Wrapped and flat gold threads were

reserved for details of the Four Heavenly Kings. After embroidery,

the motifs were cut from the silk tabby, the narrow edges were

turned under, and the back sides were covered with paste and

backed with paper. Occasional details were embroidered after

the paper backing had been applied. The vertical bands with the

Thousand Buddhas were sewn to the gauze ground along the

edge closest to the center of the kashaya, while the short bands of

buddhas were sewn along the top edges. The edges of the applied

bands were finished with cabled yarns.

1. The animal substrate was identified by the McCrone Research

Institute (correspondence to Anne E. Wardwell, March 4, 1996).

Publications: Simcox 1989, pp. 27-31, fig. 11 and cover;

Reynolds 1990, figs. 10, 10a, p. 48; CMA Handbook 1991, p. 59;

Wardwell 1992-93, fig. 10, p. 251; Reynolds, "'Thousand

Buddhas,'" 1995, fig. 6.
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Glossary ofWeaving Terms

The following terms have been defined according to the specific

contexts in which they occur in the textiles in this exhibition. Most

of the definitions are derived entirely or in part from the Centre

International d'Etude des Textiles Anciens, Vocabulary of Technical

Terms: Fabrics (Lyons, 1964), and Dorothy K. Burnham, Warp and

Weft: A Textile Terminology, Royal Ontario Museum (Toronto, 1980).

The authors would like to thank Milton Sonday for his help with

this terminology.

Bindingpoint

The point at which a warp is fixed by a weft, or a weft by a warp.

Binding warp

A secondary warp that binds weft floats (used here in the

context of weft-faced compound weaves).

Brocade

1. A textile woven with discontinuous supplementary wefts.

2. To weave with an additional (supplementary) weft intro-

duced into a ground weave. The movement of this weft is

limited to the width of the area where it is required and does

not extend from selvage to selvage.

Broken twill

Any form of twill in which the diagonal alignment of floats

or binding points has been deliberately broken.

Compound weave

A weave with more than one warp and/or weft, as opposed

to a simple weave. In this catalogue, the term refers specifi-

cally to a weft-faced compound weave.

Damask

A simple weave with one warp and one weft, in which the

pattern is formed by a contrast of binding systems.

Dovetailjoins

The turning of the weft threads in groups of two or more

alternately around a common warp in tapestry weave where

colors areas meet.

Drawloom

A hand loom for weaving figured textiles, equipped with a

special type of figure harness that controls some or all of

the warp thread and permits the automatic repeat of a pat-

tern both vertically and horizontally.

Eccentric weave

Areas of tapestry weave where the wefts are not at right angles

to the warp, but follow the contours of the design.

Float

The segment of a warp or weft that crosses at least two

threads between binding points.

Flying shuttle

A decorative technique used in tapestry weaving in which a

weft is carried freely from one area to another.

Foundation warp

The principal warp in a textile.

Foundation or ground weft

The principle weft in a textile.

Gauze

A simple weave in which one or more warps are displaced to

cross over one or more other warps. The resulting crossings

and recrossings ofwarps are held in place by wefts. In a com-

plex gauze, a combination of crossings produces a pattern.

Kesi

The Chinese term for slit tapestry woven of silk, or of silk

and metal threads.

Lampas weave

A compound weave in which a supplementary weave with

its own warps and wefts that is weft dominant is combined

with a foundation weave with its own warps and wefts that

is warp dominant. Lampas variation: a variation of lampas

that has areas in which the foundation and supplementary

weaves form separate layers.

Lisere

A simple weave in which the pattern is formed by floats of

warps and/or wefts.

Metal thread

Gold or silver threads made by the application of gold or sil-

ver to a paper or animal substrate that is cut into strips. These

are used flat, or wrapped around a core thread of silk or cotton.

Pass

One complete cycle of weft threads carried through the shed

that produces, by varied interlacements with the warp, the

weave and pattern in the full width of the textile.

Pattern weft

A supplementary weft that is either continuous or

discontinuous (brocaded).
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Ply

The twisting together of two or more threads that are either

spun or previously twisted filaments.

Satin

A broken twill based on a unit of five warps and five wefts.

Satin binding

A binding system of five or more warps and wefts in which

none of the floats or binding points are aligned on the diagonal.

Selvage

The longitudinal finished edge of a textile formed by the

turns of wefts as they pass back and forth through the sheds,

thereby interlacing with the warp.

Shed

The space made by the separation of the warps into two

layers, thus permitting the passage of the shuttle, which car-

ries the weft.

Simple weave

A weave formed by one set ofwarps and one set of wefts.

Slitjoin

In a tapestry weave where color areas meet, the slit in the weave

formed when weft threads turn back around adjacent warps.

Step

The smallest gradations of a design: the smallest number of

warps or of weft passes that forms one step in the outline of

a design.

Soumak

A weft-wrap weave with a weft that is carried manually over

a group ofwarps, and then passed under and back around

part of the group.

Substrate

Leather, membrane, parchment, or paper to which is applied

gold and/or silver.

Supplementary weft

A nonstructural weft added to create a pattern; called a bro-

cading weft if discontinuous.

Tabby

A simple weave based on a unit of two warps and two wefts

in which each warp passes over one weft and under the next;

warp a passes over weft a and under weft b, warp b passes

under warp a and over weft b, and so on. Extended tabby

designates a tabby in which warps or wefts, or both, move in

groups of two or more.

Tapestry

A weave with one warp and wefts of two or more colors that

are discontinuous. The bindings of the tapestries in this

exhibition are tabby.

Throw

To twist silk filament yarns.

Toothedjoin

In tapestry weave where color areas meet, the closure of a slit

by weft threads that turn alternately around a common

warp. (Also called a single dovetail join.)

Twill

A simple weave based on a unit of three or more warps and

three or more wefts, in which each warp passes over two or

more adjacent wefts and under the next, or under two or

more adjacent wefts and over the next. The diagonal align-

ment of binding points is indicated by the slant of the letters

z or s. The twill binding is described in diagrammatic form.

For example, 3/1 z twill indicates that the warps pass over

three wefts and under one weft and that the diagonal align-

ment of binding points is to the right.

Twist

The action of spinning or plying threads, the direction ofwhich

is indicated by the diagonals of the letters s (left) and z (right).

Warp

The longitudinal threads of a textile that are stretched on

the loom.

Weft

The transverse threads of a textile that interlace with the warp.

Weft-faced compound weave

A weave employing a main warp, a binding warp, and a weft

composed of two or more series of threads, usually of differ-

ent colors. By the action of the main warps, only one weft

thread appears on the face, while the others remain on the

reverse. The binding warps bind the wefts in passes, and the

ground and pattern are formed simultaneously. The entire sur-

face is covered by weft floats, which hide the main warps. The

bindings of the textiles in this exhibition are twill or satin.
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Glossary of Embroidery Stitches

Fifteen of the seventeen stitch diagrams are from Mary Thomas, Mary Thomas's Dictionary ofEmbroidery Stitches (New York, 1935).

The diagram for the counted stitch and damask darning were drawn by Ellen Levine, The Cleveland Museum of Art.

J

J. iii\TjTmn 11

//

=3 <a <^ C-> tzs cs cs 4»

1. Buttonhole stitch

2. Chain stitch

3. Couching

4. Counted stitch (also known as the

straight Gobelin stitch)

6. Detached looping stitch (also

known as open buttonhole filling).

See also Sonday and Maitland 1989

on needlelooping.

7. Double chain stitch

V3T.V
8. Encroaching satin stitch

5. Damask darning 9. Fancy couching
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io. Long and short stitch

1

: i

n. Open chain stitch

12. Outline stitch

13. Running stitch

14, 15. Satin stitch

Two diagrams are provided for the satin stitch as

both produce the same effect on the surface. The

reverse sides ofmost ofthe embroidered textiles in

the exhibition were not accessible.

16. Split stitch

17. Straight stitch
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Glossary of Chinese and Japanese

Names and Terms

Acheng fflffi

Aguda Mf *T

Akira Fujieda M & &
An Lushan * # ill

Ch'ing-ling (see Qingling)

Chinkhai (see Zhen Hai)

Chii-Yung-Kuan (see Juyong Guan)

Chugoku Sekkutsu, Tonko Bakkokutsu

Anige F*[ ^L ff chunshui ^ ?K

Anxi $ W
Astana RT#f#3l$

Babusha A T^ ^
i&z/£# congshu jicheng

"5" *

Baocheng Temple If $ ^

Baoding ft /£

$**#

Chuogeng lu *$ $f *S

Congshujichengjianbian It *i $ ffif ii

CuiWenyin *^P
D^ /*"» £z/0 sfe A & IS &
Az/i« guo zhijiaozheng A£ S ^ ft IE

Daci Fawang A ^ >£ i
BarchukhArtTegin £MPf^^/f Daidu A #
Beijing ^b ^
Beishi dhjfc

Daimin Kokushi A fy ffl iSp

Bianjing yt #

Bie-du-lu-din J5»J*P*T

Daoyuan xuegu lu ift IS ^ "i"^
Datong A 1*1

Bohai $n# DazhiChanshi A%#W
BukkoKokushi #7tfflff

Caonan wang xunde bei S SfiiH§4
DengRuiling fH&$k

Ding ^
Caonan f S

Chabi flM&ff

Ding Ling fcfk

Dingzhou fc ffl

Chan (Zen) #
Chang Kwang-chih (Zhang

Chang an "ft *
Guangzhi) 3ft 7fc j£

Donggong % If

Dou Kang If fct

DouShilun f »&
Changsha -ft $
Chen Pi

Chen Cheng (Ch'en Ch'eng

ChenGuo'an PAS*
) FA«

DuHuan *t*

DuanWenjie t^#
Duanwu festival ^ ^P tfr

Chen Juanjuan FA #g M
ChenPeifen PA«l#

Dulan *Plf

Dun Lichen SMS E
Chen Qingying FA J? $
ChenXiangwei PAttff

ChenXiasheng PA 14
ChenYinke Pfc^te

Cheng Suluo Sl^
Chenguo PAS

Dunhuang S£ jfet

Dunhuang bihua S& ^1 Jf 4
Dunhuangyanjiu wenji %.M^\%%%
Duosang Menggu shi # # ft ^ ^

Engaku-ji i
5

"] jl ^
Faku ^#

Chengzong $ ^
Chengzu $ ti

FanxiangTijusi flllMiM

Feng Chengjun ^1^ ^
Chin (wjin)

Chinggis Khan $ "# & >f

Feng Chia-sheng (Feng Jiasheng) ^i % J

Feng Xianming ^f ?te ^
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mu fa W [^ ^ ##

:

###

fenghuang AA
Fong,WenC. 7f ?4

fotan #*
FoxiangTijusi ftftft*^

Fozu lidai tongzai #ft«^€*:

FuLehuan ffSR*

Fujian fi %
Fushouxingyuan Guan fa#H x: 1

Fuzhou fe i'H

Fuzhou Nansong Huang Sheng

Gansu # $
Gao Hanyu % % 5

Gaochang "Sj I?

Gaozong i^J ^

Guangcang xuequn congshu Ult^M
Guangzhou $k

lM

Gugong bowuyuan yuankan ik t tf %J Px; K f !

J

GuoXi «
GuoYaoshi IP&ef

Guoxuejiben congshu B # 8 ^K ft

Ha-san-na £*$
haidongqing M A #
Haiyun ># 8
Halahezhuo ^ *J ( # ) fa #

Hami ^$
Han ^

HanRulin #1f#

/few Rulin wenji %% \%^X%
Han Wei #*
Hanaike t£ 4.

Hangzhou ^ ffl

Haoqianying #^ #

Harbin ^M
/?*? ?§

HeChou ft«

HeTuo ft£

Hebei Hdh

Heilongjiang H fl &

Hejiazao ft ^ £

Hengyang ff F#

Ho Wai-kam (He Huijian) ft « ft

HongHao ##
Hongwu $ ^
Hongzheng xian % $k H
Hongzhou % W

Horyu-ji >£ ft -f

Hsi Hsia (see Xixia)

Hsi-yiifan-kuo chih (see Xiyufanguo zhi)

Huai River ># H

Huang Ch'ao (Huang Chao) # It

Huang Nengfu # tt II

Huang Sheng #"#
Huang Ti **
Huashi Congshu t ^ ft

Huhehaote 'ffaJ&ft

Huigu or Huihu @ !$

Huiqing Pavilion tt vt ?

Hunan M S

Huozhou A ill

Hu-san-wu-din & E ,# T

M* (or Ishiha) t^k^

jian $1

Jiang Zuyi $«{&

Jiangling £ g£

Jiangzuo Yuan $r ft PS

jianrong H ^
Jianwen ?t ^

Jiaoma i£ ^f

/*& ^fe« it jtt $i

jin it

Jin 4r

JinFengyi *f«ft

JinQicong £#J*

Jing Anning ^ $ ?

Jingo-ji # *t ^

Jingshi dadian & it A -ft

Jingzong # ^
Jining S ?

Ji-ning Sha-luo-ba-guan-zhao ft * # * G » M

Jininglu A ^ ^
jinjin & ^

Jiuquan ^® ^
ju $

Jurchen ^ $;

Juyo Bunkazai 1 5 ^ "ft U
Juyong Guan % M ffl

Juyuan £ M

Kaifeng BB ^
A/z/&« tu M ^ ffl

Kajitani Nobuko tt^ it "f

i&0g-« ^ "£"

Ke'an ^F^
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'^ rft

kesa $fc ^
kesi *m> »&> mi
khan ?f

Khara Khojo (w Halahezhuo)

Khitan %ft

Khotan ft Bfl

Kobayashi Yukio y
J
N# ff ^4

KongQi ?L#

KongYingda ?UI^

Khubilai &*&
Kucha #^
Kuizhang Pavilion 4 ^ 18

jRT#Z«» Liaodai bihua mu If-ik^i^^.

Lama *J *
Lanzhou tiff W

La-wen-bu #J iS. h

Lhasa i& Si

Li Chih-ch'ang (Li Zhichang)

LiGonglin ^ y>«
Lijie ^M
Lijingwei £$#
LiShuhua ^#*
LiTao **
LiXiaoyan * iff *
LiYiyou *ilA

Li Yuan ^M
Li Yuan ^«

Liao 4
Liao Chenguo gongzhu mu $ Pt

Liaohai congshu 3£ )$ H
Liaoning 4 #
Liaoshi congkao $ A ft #

ZidW minghuaji M 1^ -^ 4 f£

Lin an E£ ^
/*'»£ -^

ling she ffift

Lingjin Yuan ^ # Px:

Lingyang Pic Pfr

lingzhi S st

Linji 6£$

»s;£^\

Lishi wenwu congkan St^%$l

Lisbiyanjiu M £ 9f 5£

LiuYuquan #J5*

Longhu, Mount tl ^E uLt

Longxing PI: H
Louhuijijince «fe*4*flfr

«f'i

Lujiugao P^iL*

Luoyang ^ ?#

MaHuan It
mandala * fc H

maoge ^ #

maohe % ?§

Marco Polo ^&Ji
Matsumoto Kaneo ^ ^ & ^
Mengwuer shiji it X 51 j£ l£

Miao Liangyun ^f & H
Mikami Tsugio H. Ji -^ I?

Minfeng £1
Ming W

Mingli Donga W S ( S ) * P
5
!

Minphi ^ &

Mingzong W ^

Misugi Takatoshi ^#Pift

Mogao caves ^ it? %
Mu Shunying ## 3£

MugakuSogen ^IMlX
Mukan Fumon * M # F1

Muratajiro tt ffl # ftp

Mushi bihua *5S*
«£&? ^ ^
Nanjing S ^
Nanzen-ji it # 4

«*& $# ' thk

nashishi $fo%k ' tHkk

Ningxia ^ I

Ningzong ^ ^
Nishioka Yasuhiro W Si iS S

Nunome Junro ^ @ iffi £p

Niizhen (wjurchen)

Ogasawara Sae 'h £ J& ^ &
Okadajo ^ffltt

Ou Chaogui Sfc«#

Pan Xingrong >S ff ^
Phagspa. A&E > #&£

Potala Palace ^^&t
qi »
Qi *

QianXuan #38

Qianchuanghu cun f\ IS P H
qiangjin $k dfe

Qianlong % PI

Qidan {see Khitan)

Qidan guo zhi %fc%&
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Qidan niishi: Haoqianying Liaomu qingli yu yanjiu

Qidongyeyu ^ ^ U If

qiemianli 'te ^ S

Qing /#

Qinghai # *
Qingling S P£

Qingshou Temple 5? # 4

Qinzhou ^ W

Qiuci & S

qiushan tA. Jj

Qw^w Zz#0 shihua £ 4 % l£

Quanzhou A W

Renzong t S

Rixiajiuwen T ¥ M

Rixiajiuwen kao T tf M #

Sakamoto Kazuko ^ * fr T

Sakyamuni #4££
Samarkand * f f f

Sanchao beimeng huibian n 1Mb Si. 1H>8

&&«' #<? sometsuke (1) Gen i£ # <7)& ft 1 7C

Sera Monastery ft $ 4

ShaBiti *>fct&

Shaanxi ^"®

Shandong di Si

Shangdu Jt fP

Shanghai -t >$

Shanghai howuguan cang qingtongjing

Shangjing _h ^

Shanxi til "ffi

Shanyuan )f $3

Shazhou W M

Shengzong A ^

Shenyang )J P#

Shenzong # ^

Shijinbo £&&
ShiSiming £&«
ShibaYoshinobu *T>*Ht

Shijiazhai # % %

Shiqu baoji xubian 5" IH tf & $ i8

Shisanjing zhushu + — ^ v£ Kl

Shizong ifr ^

Shizu tft

Shoso-in itPt

Shuangta f*

iJf?

ft**

£ $ M »& t& tt

Shuijing Dian * & ( *t ) 8S:

Shule Sfc»

Shundi M%
* &
Sibubeiyao 0*11
&<:**? &#
Sichouyishushi &$*#f*

Sichou zhi lu: Han Tang zhiwu -& ffi ^

Sichuan Bill

Sikuquanshu 0*£*
Simajinlong ^f^fl

Song ^

Songmojiwen ft ^ &£ H3

Songren huace ^ him
Songshi 5k i

SuBai ^6
SuTianjue I? ^ H

SuZhe «*

Sui Pit

Swi Tiwf lishi wenhua congshu ff it M i ^

&z Tang zhiduyuanyuan luelun gao if M % l

\

Suishu PS

Sumeru, Mount M 31 uLi

Suzhou S W

Suzhou * W

Szechwan (^ Sichuan)

Taiding ^ ^

tag/ A %.

Taipei iHt

Taizong ^ ^
Taizu ^ fi

Tamura Jitsuzo ffl +t IT *a

tancheng ^ M
Tang it

Zz?2£ huiyao M # 5
TangRenzu #fc$-

7iw£ S<?«g- //«*/?# ^/ /«w/V it ^ f| i t^ ^

Tangdai Changan yu xiyu wenming Jt^-ft^H®^^ 1

Tangdaijinyin qi if ft dH& l£

Tangdai sichou yu sichou zhi lu M ft ^ ^ J

Tao Jing-shen (Tao Jinsheng) K §" 4

Tao Zongyi W ^ ft

Tashilhunpo Temple ftftfc*^

Tatsumura Ken ft +t it

TemiirBukh feflf ( *) ftift

mmV ^ ^1

Tianshan ^ ub

l£»
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Tiansheng A A
Tianshi ^ W

Tianshui ^v 7^

Tianshun ?UfX

Tokugawa IS J'

I

7J^ Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan kiyo X ^ m jL ffl-
-

Tonko Bakkokutsu 2fc*l£^

Torii Ryuzo lb lr ffi j&

ToungPao Sift
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Index

by Robert J. Palmer

Page references in italics refer to illustrations

or their captions.

Abbasid caliphate, 9, 14

Abu Bakr, tiraz of, 134-35, I35> l3%

Acheng (Heilongjiang Province), Jin tomb in,

107-9, Hon^s

Adi-Buddha, 100

Aguda (Jin emperor, r. 1115-23), 12

Akala thangka, 92, 92

Alaghan (Prince Caonan), 138

Alexandrian school, 21, 30

Almaliq, 15

Amdo (Qinghai Province), 11

Amitaprabha, 207, 209

Amoghasiddhi, 90

Anige, 98724

animal-wheel motif, 158, 159

Antinoe silk, 23

Arabic letters, in kesi tapestry, 80

Arabs

Chinese seaborne commerce with, 10

silk produced by, 8

silk workers captured by, 7-8, 23

Aragibag. See Tianshun emperor

Aribert ofAntimiano, 27

Astana (nearTurfan), 25, 25, 26, 637128, 172

Azade, 137

Babusha, Empress, 95, 98, 140

Baghdad, silk workers in, 8

Bahram Gur, 137

Baidu al-Din (Bie-du-lu-din), 131

Balawaste, 23

Balkh, 134

Baoding, 15

Barchuq Art Tegin, 130, 134

Beijing (Daidu), 18, 56, 64, 64, 98, 130,

204

book on festivals of, 104

Daoist temple in, 196, 196

gazetteers of, 98/25, 104

Juyong Guan northwest of, 191, 204,

206, zo6n6

possible textile from, "Makaras,

Phoenixes, and Flowers" (cat. no. 41),

131-32, 152, I$2

Qingshou Temple in, 72, 7472/

workshops in, 15, 61, 131, 140

See also Yanjing

Benedict XI (Pope; r. 1303-4), 130, 146

Besh Baliq, 14-15, 18, 1^33, 62, 130-31, 134,

135, 150

Bianjing. See Kaifeng

Bie-du4u-din (Baidu al-Din), 131

Birvapa, 100

boar's head, textile with, 66

Bodh Gaya (India), 212

boots

bronze Liao boot, 88, 88

"Imperial Boots" (cat. no. 23), 60,

87-90, 87-88

"Pair of Short Boots" (cat. no. 10), 26,

27, 46-48, 47

Brahma, 100

Brigung sect, 135

brocades, 106-25

Budashiri, Empress, 95, 98, 140

Buddhism

brocades stamped with inscriptions of,

120, 120m

eight auspicious symbols of, 90,

94722

embroideries of, 165-66, 190-193,

199-212

kesi tapestry of, 11, 61

Akala thangka, 92, 92

"Cosmological Mandala" (cat. no.

26), 101-3, 101

Green Tara thangka, $9, 60, 93

"A Vighnantaka Thangka' (cat.

no. 24), 60, 90-94, 91, 94

Vighnantaka thangka, in Lhasa, 92,

93

"Yamantaka Mandala with Imperial

Portraits" (cat. no. 25), 95-100,

95>97

in Khotan art, 23

limestone stele of, 26, 27

as market for silk, 9, 11, 14

pendants in, 189

position of thangkas in temples of, 209

seven jewels of, 90, 94722

Tang suppression of, 9

ofTanguts, 12

Tantric, 12, 90

Tibetan, 12, 14, 18-19, 166-67, 204

20th-century Hangzhou commis-

sion by, 16772^

See also Tibet

Bukhara, 8, 10, 21, 23

Bukko Kokushi, 165

Byzantine Empire, 8, 21, 22, 30

Cangrande della Scala, 129, 130, 132

Caucasus, northern, 8, 21, 22

Central Asia, 7-9, 14, 23, 109

Ming silk trade with, 18

patterns and themes of, 26, 46, 130, 131,

144, 172

possible textile from, "Makaras,

Phoenixes, and Flowers" (cat. no. 41),

131-32, 152, 152

spotted horse in, 172, 174

textiles of Mongol period from, 127

See also Silk Roads

Chabi, 131, 131

Chaghadai, 131

Chang an (Xi'an), 10, 23

Chen Cheng, 18

Chengzong, Emperor (Temiir; r. 1294-1307),

60-61, 138

Chengzu, Emperor. See Yongle emperor

Chinggis Khan (r. 1206-27), 12, 14, 2872^,

74?2J, 130

Chinkhai (Zhen Hai), 111722/

Choying Dorje, 192

Christians in China, 9

clay figures (Central Asia), 172, 174

Clement V (Pope; r. 1305-14), 130, 132

cloth of gold (nasij, nashi, nashishi), 14-15, 18,

127, 130-31

zhisun robes made of, 138

cloud collar

as Han motif, 54

as Uyghur motif, 62724

ofYuan dynasty, 132, 133, 134, 153, 186, 186

costume

Khitan, 46, 60, 88, 176-78, 176, 177

See also robes

Daidu. See Beijing

Daimin Kokushi, 165

damask

in "Child's Coat and Pants" (cat. no. 5),

21, 22, 24-25, 24, 34-37, 34-36

in
"

'Thangka with Garuda" (cat. no. 58),

191, 193, 191

zhusi fabric as kind of, 139

See also twill damask

Daoism, 98, 104, 165, 186, 190, 196

Datong (Shanxi Province), 15, 27

Dazhi Chanshi, 27

Dharmaraja, 100, 202

Dhrtarashtra, 210
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Dhyanibodhisattva, 190

Ding Ling (tomb of Emperor Shenzong), 139

Dingzhou (Hebei Province), 12, 59

Dingzong, Emperor (Irinjinbal; r. 1332), 98

djeirans, 106-8, 106, no, 114-15, 115, 172

dKon-mchog rGyal-po, 100

Dou Kang, 24

Dou Shilun (duke of Lingyang), 24

Dragon Boat Festival, 104

Dragon Boat Regatta onjinming Lake (paint-

ing), 84

dragons

"Canopy" (cat. no. 22), 57, 59, 85-86, 8$,

1401235

"Coiled Dragons" (cat. no. 30), 108, 116, 117

Dragon amid Flowers, 58, 50

"Dragons and Flowers" (cat. no. 13), $2,

53, 54, 56, 64, 6$, 174

"Dragons Chasing Flaming Pearls" (cat.

no. 17), 54, 56, 75-77, 7<>

"Dragons Chasing Flaming Pearls" (cat.

no. 18), 54, 56, 78, 78-79

"Fan with Dragon" (cat. no. 27), 104,

105

in four spirits mirrors, 172, 172

"Phoenixes and Dragons" (cat. no. 42),

132, 153, 153

"Tigers Chasing Deer, with Dragon"

(cat. no. 14), 53, 56, 66-69, ^7

Du Huan, 8

duan fabric, 139

Duanwu Festival, 104

Dulan, 23

Dunhuang (Shazhou), 7, 23, 25, 40, 55-56, 68,

170, 19072, 210

coiled dragon in portrait from, 116, 116

Dunnell, Ruth, 627227

dyes, 55-56

Eastern Han dynasty (a.d. 25-220)

coat of, 37

four spirits mirrors of, 172, 172

See also Han dynasty

Egypt, 23, 24, 31

El Tegiis, 98

El-Temiir, 98

embroideries, 164-212

canopy made from the cloud collar of a

robe (Yuan), 186, 186

needleloop, 165-66

"Ocean, Rocks, and Peonies" (cat.

no. 55), 186, 187

"Pendant" (cat. no. 57), 189-90,

189

"Peonies and Butterfly" (cat. no.

54), 184, 184

"Phoenix and Tree Peony" (cat. no.

56), 186, 188-89, 188

in " Thangka with Garuda" (cat.

no. 58), 191, 192

Europe

Mongol influence on textiles of, 132

trade between Mongols and, 14

See also Italy; Roman Empire

Fars, 135

Four Heavenly Kings, 210

four spirits mirrors (Han), 172, 1/2

Fujian Province, 10, 166

Ganesha, 90, 92

Gansu, Tibetan conquest of, 9

Gaochang. See Turfan

Gaozong, Emperor (r. 1127-62), 58

Garuda, 202

thangka with (cat. no. 58), 190-93, 191, 193

gauze

embroidered

"Canopy" (cat. no. 60), 196-99,

197, 198

Kaitai tu (Goats, symbol of

spring), 194, ips

"Kashaya" (cat. no. 64), 210-12,

210, 211

in Liao to Yuan textiles, 199

painted, "Boys in Pomegranates" (cat.

no. 7), 26-27, 4°> 40-41

"Welcoming Spring" (cat. no. 59),

194-96, 194

Gelugs-pa order, 204

Genoa, silk merchants of, 18

gers (Mongol tents), 18

gesiy 139. See also: kesi tapestry

Goats, symbol of spring (Kaitai tu), 194, 19$

Godaniya, 101

gold

cloth of. See cloth of gold

silk used in place of, 7

tapestry of silk and. See: kesi tapestry

wrapped, 134-35

Green Tara thangka, $9, 60, 93

Guangzhou

Song Muslim community in, 10

Tang massacres of foreigners in, 9

Guo Xi, 82

Guo Yaoshi, 139

Haiyun, 56, 72, 74*2/

Hami, 9, 18

Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220)

cloud-collar motif of, 54

eclectic or international style of, 165

four spirits mirrors of, 172, 172

silk trade under, 7

Han Rulin, 138

Hangzhou (Lin an), 10, 13, 58, 98^, 165-66,

167^
Hartmann, Bishop (Augsburg), 137

Ha-san-na, 14

He Chou, 23-24

headgear

Jin (yuxiaoyao), 150

"Pair of Headpieces" (cat. no. 52), 180, 181

Hengyang (Hunan Province), 27, 49

Herat, 18, 134, 135

High Tang period, definition of, 39, 170

Hong Hao, 54, 61-62

Hongwu emperor (r. 1368-98), 18

Hongzheng xian (Liao town), 12

Hongzhou (Hebei Province), 14, 15, 109,

\1\n21, 122, 131

horse and rider (clay figure), 172, 174

Huang Shen, tomb of, 166

Hiilegii, 134, 135

Huozhou, 131

Hu-san-wu-din (Husain aLDin), 131

Ilkhanid empire, 132, 14172724 o> $5

Immortals in a Mountain Pavilion (kesi tapes-

try), 57, 57

India, 7

Pala, 102

sea monster of (makara)> 68

Indus Valley, 23

Iran (Persia), 7, 10, 23, 24, 26, 49, 80

"Cloth of Gold with Rabbit Wheels"

(cat. no. 45), 132, 137-38, 158, i$9

"Felines and Eagles" (cat. no. 43), 128,

132, 133, *34> 154, 155

motifs of, 127, 132, 134, 137-38, 1407230

textile with djeiran from, no, no

"Textile with Griffins" (cat. no. 44), 132,

135, 156, 156-57

"Textile with Phoenixes" (cat. no. 47),

132, 162, 163

transmission of culture of, 54, 107, 109,

no, 127-28

See also Sasanian Iran

Irinjinbal. See Dingzong

Isiha, 18

Italy

Chinese silks in, 18, 27-28, 50, 130, 132,

146

Mongol influence on textiles of, 132, 133

jade, 24, 108, 150

Jalal al-Din (shah), 135

Jamal al-Din (Zha-ma-la-ding), 140

Jambudvipa, 101

Jews in China, 9

Jiaoma (country), 172

Jin dynasty (1115-1234), n, 13-14, 61, 135

brocades of, 106-8, 112-21

hunts of, 107, no
needlework embroideries not found for,

166

See also Jurchens

jin textiles, 23

Jingshi dadian (Record ofYuan Institutions),

60, 61, 6zni9, 95-96, 131, 138, 139

Jingzong emperor (Xia dynasty, r. 1032-48),

12

Jining circuit (Yuan dynasty), 15

Ji-ning Sha-luo-ba-guan-zhao, 95

Jinshi (History of the Jin Dynasty), 107, 108,

150

Jurchens, 9-14, 58, 61, See also Jin dynasty

(1115-1234)

Juyong Guan (Beijing), 191, 204, 206, io6n6
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Kadampa style (Tibet), 60, 92

Kaifeng (Bianjing), 10, 13, 14, 58, 59, 109,

III/22I, 122

Kalgan, 14

Karakhanid dynasty (ca. 994-ca. 1211), 10, 54, 80

Kashgar, 7, 23

Kashmir, Zandaniji silk in, 23

Ke'an, 72

kesa (Buddhist robe), 165

kesi tapestry, 11, 52-105

earliest examples of, 62

Khaishan. See Wuzong, Emperor

Khara Khorum, 15, 98

Khara Khoto, 60, 92, 131

Khitans, 9-13

costume of, 46, 60, 88, 176-78, 176, 177

See also Liao dynasty

Khojo (near Khara Khojo), 23

Khotan, 7, 23

Khri-stron Lde-brtsan, 37

Khubilai Khan (r. 1260-94), 15, 61, 74/21, 95,

96, 96, 100, 130, 132

consort of, 131, 131

Khurasan, 8o, 109, 134, 135, 137, 138, 158

Khwarazmian rulers, 14, 135

Kirghiz peoples, 9

Klingbiel, Karen A., 177

Kong Qi> 139

Korea. See Koryo period

Koryo period (918-1392), 27, 39

Kubera, 202

Kucha (Quid), 23

Kufic letters (Kufesque letters), 80, 134, 135

Ladakh, Great Stupa at Alchi, 158

Lama Zhang thangka, 92, 93

lampas, 85-86, no, 126-38, 143-59

Late Antique period, 21, 27

La-wen-bu, 95

Lhasa, 60, 92

Li Gonglin, 173

Li Jie, 174

Li Xiaoyan, 96-98

Li Yuan (r. 618-26), 24

Liao dynasty (907-1125), 9-12, 25

boots of, 88, 88

"Imperial Boots" (cat. no. 23), 60,

87-90, 87-88

brocades of, 108

embroideries of, 165, 166

"Pair of Headpieces" (cat. no. 52),

180, 181

"Robe" (cat. no. 51), 176-79,

176-77, 179

"Flowers, Cranes, and Clouds" (cat. no.

9), 26, 44,44

flowers in tomb mural of, 174, 17$

hunts and seasonal camps of, 107, no,

\\0n3, \wn26

kesi tapestry of, 59-60, 62, 87-90

lions-ball motif in, 68

murals of, 73-74, 73, 74

"Pair of Short Boots" (cat. no. 10), 26,

27, 46-48, 47

patterns of, 26, 39

"Purse" (cat. no. 8), 26, 42, 42-43

waterfowl motif of, 74

See also Khitans

Liaoshi (History of the Liao Dynasty), 60, 107,

no, 176

Lin an. See Hangzhou

ling. See twill damask

lisere technique, 168

Longxing Circuit (Yuan dynasty), 131

Luoyang, 23

Mahakala, 95, 98724, 100, 202

Mahamantrausarini, 199

Mahamudra, 100

Mahasahasrapramardani, 199

Mahasiddha Virupa, 100

Maitreya, 158

"Makaras, Phoenixes, and Flowers" (cat. no.

41), 131-32, 152, 152

Mamluk empire, 132

mandalas

"Cosmological Mandala" (cat. no. 26),

61, 101-3, 101-3, 196

description of, 95

"Yamantaka Mandala with Imperial

Portraits" (cat. no. 25), 60, 61,

95-100, 95, 97, 99, 139-40, HO
Yuan workshops for, 61

mandorla, 199, 200

Manjushri, 95, 202, 204, 209

maps

of Mongol empire, 16-17

ofNorthern Song, Liao, and neighbors, 11

of Southern Song, Jin, and neighbors, 13

ofTang dynasty and Silk Roads, 8

markara (Indian sea monster), 68

Meru, Mount, 101-2, 209, 210

Minfeng County (Xinjiang Province), 37

Ming dynasty (1368-1644)

Buddhist patronage by, 166

embroideries of, 166-67, 186-87, 204>

207-12

kesi tapestry of, portrait of Sakya Ye-

shes, 204, 204

rise of, 18, ^%

silk trade under, 18-19

zhusi fabric in, 139

Mingli Donga, 96, 98

Minzong, Emperor (Khoshila; r. 1329), 95, 98

mirror stand with djeiran, 114, 114

mirrors

four spirits (Han), 172, 172

Tang, 170, 173, 174

money backed by silk, 15

Mongke (r. 1251-59), 15, 74m
Mongolian language, script for, 14

Mongols, 14-18

brocades produced during period of,

109-10, 122—25

conquests by, 12, 14

hunts of, no

luxury-silk weaving under, 126-63

coat excavated at Salt Lake, 137, 137

textile G, from the tomb of

Cangrande della Scala, 129, 129,

130, 132

map of empire of, 16-17

silk trade under, 15, 16

See also Yuan dynasty

Moshchevaya Balka (northern Caucasus), 21

Mugaku Sogen (Wuxue Zuyuan), 165

Mukan Fumon, 165

Muslims

in China, 9, 10

in ortogh merchant groups, 15

Nagabodhi, 100

Nanjing, as early Ming capital, 18, 204

nasi]. See cloth of gold

Near East, 24

needleloop embroideries. See embroideries

—

needleloop

Nepal, Buddhism in, 90, 207

Ningxia, 12

Ningzong, Emperor (r. 1195-1224), 46

Nishapur, 134

Northern Dynasties (386-581), biographies of,

V>

Northern Song dynasty (960-1127)

"Boys in a Floral Scroll" (cat. no. n), 27,

49, 49-50

brocades of, 108

construction manual of, 174, 196, 196

fall of, 13, 139

kesi tapestry of, 56-57, 59, 62

"Animals and Birds and Flowers"

(cat. no. 20), 82-83, 83

Dragon amid Flowers, $8, 50

Immortals in a Mountain Pavilion,

57>57

lions-ball motif in, 68

purple robes in, 8272/

silk trade under, 10-n

Northern Wei dynasty (386-534), 27, 180

Nyamg sect, 135

Ogodei (r. 1229-41), 14, 15, 109, uimi, 135

Orkhon Valley (Mongolia), 61

ortogh merchant groups, 15

Palmyra (Syria), 7

Pancharakshas, 199

Pelliot, Paul, 25, 40, 55, 170

Phagmogru sect, 135

Phagspa Lama, 15, 95, 98724, 100, 191

phoenixes

"Phoenix and Tree Peony" (cat. no. 56),

186, 188-89, 188

"Phoenixes amid Lotuses and Tree

Peonies" (cat. no. 40), 131-32, 150,

"Phoenixes and Dragons" (cat. no. 42),

132, 153, 153
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"Phoenixes, Monsters, and Flowers" (cat.

no. 39), 130, 148-50, 149

"Phoenixes Soaring amid Clouds" (cat.

no. 31), 108, 118, 118-19

Polo, Marco, 14

porcelain, 7

Qi, Prince (Jin dynasty), tomb of, 107-9

Qian Xuan, 102, 102

Qianlong emperor (r. 1736-95), 194

Qing dynasty (1644-1911), 166

Qinghai Province (Amdo), n
Qingling (Inner Mongolia), 73-74

Qinzhou (Tianshui; Gansu Province), 61

Qiuci (Kucha), 23

Quanzhou, 10

rabbit-wheel motif, 158, 159

Rashid al-Din, 131, 134

Rayy (Iran), 26, 49

Renzong, Emperor (Ayurbawada; Yuan

dynasty; r. 1312-20), 96

Renzong, Emperor (Xia dynasty). See

Tiansheng emperor

reverse inverted repeat, 44/2

Richthofen, Ferdinand von, 7

Riggisberg (Austria), 27-28, 50

robes

Buddhist, 165

Daoist, 165

kashaya robes, 11

"Kashaya" (cat. no. 64), 166, 210-12, 210-11

Northern Song, 8272/

"Robe" (cat. no. 51), 176-79, 176-77, 179

zhisun, 128, 138

Roman Empire

Bacchic figures from, 27

coiled dragon motif in, 116, n6ni

silk and, 7

roof tile, Yuan, 64, 64

sa-da-la-qi fabric, 140

Sakya order, 92, 95, 98724, 100, 129, 166, 204

Sakya Ye-shes, portrait of, 204, 204

Salt Lake (Yanhu; Xinjiang Province), tomb

at, 46, 53, 69, 69m, 137, 137

Samarkand, 8, 15, 21, 23, 131, 134, 135

Sasanian Iran, 7, 21, 22, 34, 66, 80, 168

Sa-skya-pa Kun-dga sNying-po, 100

Sayfi, 134

Shadakshari Lokeshvara with Deities and

Monks (Tibetan painting), 199-201, 201

Shahrukh (r. 1409-46), 18

Shakyamuni, 210

Shangjing (Jin capital), 88, 107

Shanyuan, Treaty of (1004), 10

Shazhou. See Dunhuang

Shepherd, Dorothy G., 22

Shiqu baojixubian (catalogue), 194

Shiva, 90, 92

Shule (near Kashgar), 23

Shundi, Emperor (Toghon Temiir; r. 1333-68), 98

sichao (silk note), 15

silk, origin of word, 7

silk note (sichao), 15

Silk Roads

demise of, 19

map of, 8

origin of term, 7

in Song period, 10

Tangut control of, 12

Silk tapestry. See: kesi tapestry

silver threads in "Textile with Diamonds" (cat.

no. 12), 27-28, 28, 50, 51—52

Sino-Tibetan style, 191, 196, 204

Sogdiana, 8, 20-25, 30—31, 34-37, 66

motifs of, 168, 170

deer, 66-68, 66, 6%n$, yjx

djeiran, 108, 114, 114, 172

Song dynasty (960-1279), 135

decorative flowers in, 46

kesi tapestry of, 56-59, 64, 82-84

measures of, 98725"

See also Northern Song dynasty;

Southern Song dynasty

Songmojiwen (Records of the Pine Forests in

the Plains), 61

Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279)

embroideries of, 166

establishment of, 13

fall of, 15

kesi tapestry of, 57-59, 95

"Canopy" (cat. no. 22), 57, 59,

85-86, 8$, i4onss

Pied Wagtail on a Blooming

Polygonum, $7

map of, 13

seaborne commerce of, 10

Stein, Sir Aurel, 170, 19072, 210

Su Zhe, \xm26

Sui dynasty (581-618)

animal wheels of, 158

biographies of, 23

Sumeru, 101

Sumtsek Temple (Himalayas), 158

Suzhou (Jiuquan, Gansu Province), 9, 55-56

Swan Hunt, 107-8, 112, 112-13

tabby, with supplementary weft

"Textile with Diamonds" (cat. no. 12),

27-28, 28, 50, si-$2

"Textile with Palmettes" (cat. no. 46),

132, 160, 160-61

"Textile with Tiny Leaves" (cat. no. 38),

74, 129, 132, 148, 148

See also brocades

Taiding emperor (Yesiin Temiir; r, 1323- 28),

98, 9972/;

Takht-i Sulayman palace, 1411155

Taklamakan Desert, 7

Talas River, battle of (751), 7, 23

Tamerlane, 18

Tang dynasty (618-907)

biographies of, 23

"Child's Coat and Pants" (cat. no. 5), 21,

22, 24-25, 24, 34-37> 34-36

coiled dragon motif of, 1107215, n6

eclectic or international style of, 165

embroideries of, 168

"Confronted Birds" (cat. no. 49),

165, 170, 171

"Embroidery with Birds" (cat. no.

48), 165, 168-69, 168-69

"Floral Medallions" (cat. no. 6), 24-26,

38-39> 39

mirrors of, 168

patterns and themes of, 25-27, 2$, 26,

39, 40, 42, 46, 170

silk trade under, 7-9

silverwork in, 23, 66-68, 66

Tanghuiyao (Records ofTang Institutions),

11072/5, 116722

Tang Renzu, 61, 96

Tanguts, 9-10, 12, 14. See also Xia dynasty

(1032-1227)

Tao Zongyi, 59

Tarim River basin, Tibetan conquest of, 9

tea, origin ofword, 7

Temiir. See Chengzong, Emperor

Tenth Black Hat Karmapa, 192

Termez, 136

thangkas

Akala, 92, 92

definition of, 90

general characteristics of, 209

Green Tara, 59, 60, 93

Lama Zhang, 92, 93

position in temples of, 209
u
Thangka with Garuda" (cat. no. 58),

190-93, ipi, 193

"Thangka with the Seventh Bodhisattva"

(cat. no. 63), 166, 207-9, 2°8> 2I0

"Thangka with Yamantaka" (cat. no. 62),

166, 202-7, 202, 203, 20$, 206, 210

"A Vighnantaka Thangka" (cat. no. 24),

59, 60, 90-94

with Yamantaka (Ming), 204, 204

Thousand Buddhas, 210, 210-11

Tiansheng emperor (Xia dynasty; r. 1149-69),

60, 6inni6, 17

Tianshui (Qinzhou; Gansu Province), 61

Tianshun emperor (Aragibag; r. 1328), 98

Tibet

greatest extent of, 37

Hiilegu's patronage of sects in, 135

kesi tapestry of, 60

Ming relationship with, 18-19, J66

Mongol conquest of, 15, 18, 129, 166

painting of " Thangka with Garuda" (cat.

no. 58) in, 190, 192

preservation of textiles in, 9, 11, 12, 15,

37, 90-94, 91-94, 120, 121, 129, 135, 166

needleloop embroideries, 166

Shadakshari Lokeshvara with Deities and

Monks (painting), 199-201, 201

Song China and, 11

Tang conflict with, 9

Tanguts and, 12

20th-century Hangzhou commission by,

16772^
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visual representation of cosmology of, 102

tiraz ofAbu Bakr, 134-35, J35> I3^

toggle (Ming dynasty), 158, 158

Toghon Temiir. See Shundi, Emperor

Transoxiana, 80, 109, 135, 137, 138

Tsong-kha-pa, 204

Tsongrus grags, 92

Tugh Temiir. See Wenzong, Emperor

Tuoba kingdom (Northern Wei dynasty;

386-534), 27, 180

Turfan, 7, 23, 174

Uyghurs in (Gaochang), 56, 62, 68

See also Astana

Turks (Tujue), 172

twill damask (ling), "Boys in a Floral Scroll"

(cat. no. 11), 27, 49, 49-50

Urumqi, 14

Uttarakuru, 101

Uyghur script, 14

Uyghurs

Chinese gifts to, 10

cloud-collar motif of, 62724

collapse of, 9-11, 61

kesi tapestry of, 54, 61-62, 80, 82, 86, 129-30

in ortogh merchant groups, 15

Tang trade with, 8-9

in Turfan (Gaochang), 56, 62, 68

Vairochana, 210

Vaishravana, 210

Vajrabhairava, 95, 100, 202

Vajrapani, 190, 192

Varuna, 100

Vayu, 100

velvet, zbisun robes made of, 138

Videha, 101

Virudhaka, 210

Virupaksha, 210

Vishnu, 191

Wang Yong, Szni

Wang Zhenpeng, 84

Wanzishan (Inner Mongolia), 46, 178

weft-faced compound twills, 24-25

"Child's Coat and Pants" (cat. no. 5), 21,

22, 24-25, 24, 34-37. 34-36

"Ducks in a Roundel" (cat. no. 3), 32, 32

"Floral Medallions" (cat. no. 6), 24-26,

38-39> 39

"Flowers, Cranes, and Clouds" (cat. no.

9), 26,44,44

"Hunters" (cat. no. 1), 20, 21, 30, 30

"Hunters in Roundels" (cat. no. 2), 21,

30,30

"Pair of Short Boots" (cat. no. 10), 26,

27, 46-48, 47
"Purse" (cat. no. 8), 26, 42, 42-43

"Textile with Geometric Design" (cat.

no. 4), 21-22, 22, 32, 32

Wenzhou (Zhejiang Province), 165

Wenzong, Emperor (Tugh Temiir; r. 1329-32),

60, 95-98, 96, 100, 138

Western Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 9).

See Han dynasty

Wuxue Zuyuan (Mugaku Sogen), 165

Wuzong, Emperor (Khaishan; r. 1308-11), 98

Xia dynasty (1032-1227), 9, 10, 12, 14

coiled dragon in portrait from, 116, 116

kesi tapestry of, 60, 62, 92-94

Akala thangka, 92, 92

Green Tara thangka, $9, 60, 93

Lama Zhang thangka, 92, 93

"A Vighnantaka Thangka " (cat.

no. 24), $9, 60, 90-94, 92, 94

Vighnantaka thangka, 92, 93

See also Tanguts

XTan (Chang an), 18, 23

Xian Prefecture (Liao dynasty), 12

Xiao Xun, 139

Xi-hu-xin, 131

Xijin zhi (gazetteer), 98^ 104

Xin Tangshu (New History of the Tang), 172

Xinjiang Province, 10, 12, 53, 62, 165, 174

Xiong Mengxiang, 98^5

Xixia. See Xia dynasty

Xu Mengxin, 6mii

Xuande emperor (r. 1426-35), 166, 204

Xuanhua (Hebei Province), 46

Xunmalin, 14, 109, 131

Yabzang sect, 135

Yama, 100, 202

Yamantaka, thangka with (cat. no. 62), 166,

202-7, 202, 203, 20$, 206, 210

Yamantaka, thangka with (Ming), 204, 204

"Yamantaka Mandala with Imperial Portraits"

(cat. no. 25), 60, 61, 95-100, 9$, 97, 99,

139-40, 140

Yang Boda, 108

Yang Lian-zhen-jia, 166

Yanhu. See Salt Lake

Yanjing (Jin capital), 13, 14, 61-62. See also Beijing

Yelii Yuzhi, 27

Yemaotai (Liaoning Province), 60, 88, 178

Yenisei River, 15

Yesiider, 138

Yesiin Temiir. See Taiding emperor

Yijing (Book of Changes), 158

Yingzao fashi (manual), 174, 174725, 196, 196

Yizhou (Sichuan), 24

Yongle dadian (Grand Compilation ofYongle),

130-31

Yongle emperor (Chengzu; r. 1403-24), 18-19,

6ini9, 166, i6yni$, 204

Yongping circuit (Yuan dynasty), 15

Yuji, 138

Yuan dynasty (1279 -1368)

Buddhist patronage by, 166

Central Asian style introduced by, 53

embroideries of, 166

"Canopy" (cat. no. 60), 164,

196-99, 197-99

canopy made from the cloud collar

of a robe, 186, 186

in Kaitai tu (Goats, symbol of

spring), 194, 19s

"Ocean, Rocks, and Peonies" (cat.

no. 55), 186, 187

"Peonies and Butterfly" (cat. no.

54), 184, 184

"Thangka with Garuda" (cat. no.

58), 190-93, w> m
"Welcoming Spring" (cat. no. 59),

166, 194-96, 194

fall of, 18, 98

kesi tapestry of, 60-61

"Cosmological Mandala" (cat. no.

26), 61, 101-3, 101-3, 196

"Fan with Dragon" (cat. no. 27),

104, 10$

"Yamantaka Mandala with Imperial

Portraits" (cat. no. 25), 60, 61,

95-100, 9$, 97, 99, 139-40, HO
measures of, 98725

motifs of

lotus, 64, 64, 6$, 173, 174

phoenix, 162, 196, 196, 197

"Phoenixes and Dragons" (cat. no. 42),

132, 153, is3

silk trade under, 15, 18

Sino-Tibetan style developed during,

191, 196, 204

textile workshops of, 15, 61, 131, 140

zhisun robes given by emperors of, 128, 138

See also Mongols

Yuanshi (History of the Yuan Dynasty), 61, 96,

98, 997225, uimi, 131, 140

Yudrakpa Tsondru Drakpa, lama Zhang, 92, 93

Yungang (Shanxi Province), 210

yuxiaoyao (headgear), 150

Zandaniji, 21-23, 2&nn8, 9, 11, 140

zhama banquet. See: zhisun banquet

Zha-ma-la-ding (Jamal al-Din), 140

Zhang Qian, 7

Zhang Shiqing, 46

Zhang Yucai, 104, 104

Zhang Yudrakpa Tsondru Drakpa, lama, 92, 93

Zhangjiakou, 109

Zhen Hai (Chinkhai), \wn21

Zheng He, 18, 19

Zhengding circuit (Yuan dynasty), 15

zhisun banquet (zhama banquet), 128, 138

Zhou Mi, 58

Zhu Di. See Yongle emperor

Zhu Kerou, 57, 57

Zhu Yizun, 98/y

Zhu Yuanzhang. See Hongwu

Zhuang Chuo, 59

zhusi fabric, 139

Zoroastrians in China, 9

Zu Prefecture (Liao dynasty), 12

Zuzan (Iran), 134

Zuzhou (near Shangjing), 88
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